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Foreword

The Indian Institute of Astronomical & Sanskrit Research
has done a very useful piece of work by publishing the Bra"4ma
Sphuta SiddhSnta. This is an original work on Astronomy
written about twelve hundred years ago. Mainly devoting himself
to Astronomy as was natural, the author, Brahma Gupta, has
also given considerable space to such branches of Mathematics as
in his opinion are particularly applicable to Astronomy. Brahma
Gupta is not a mere theoriser. His work bears ample evidence of
close observation of astronomical phenomena, though he did not
have at his disposal any large and well equipped Vedhalaya or
Observatory. He has had to find fault with some of his predece*
ssors. The main reason for his criticism was as stated by him

:

The creator Brahma himself had given certain calculations
in his book namely Brahma SiddhSnta. But in the course of many
years these calculations have been found to have bocome inaccu-
rate. Of course, in referring to calculations, the author is referr-
ing to the bases of these calculations, the main data of astronomy.
The excellent and fairly exhaustive introduction by Dr. Satya
Parkash is of very great help in understanding the book because
it brings out clearly the various points on which Brahma Gupta
has laid stress, particularly those on which he differs from other
great astronomers.

A great controversy still rages between two schools of Indian
astronomers which for want of better names may be called the
schools of Arya Bhata and Brahma Gupta. Some years ago the
Indian Institute of Astronomical & Sanskrit Research published
the Vateshwar Siddhanta which is supposed to be associated with
the Arya Bhata School. It is, therefore, in the fitness of things
that it should now publish the present standard volume of the
other school.

To my mind the Publication of such books is of great value
from two points of view. It helps to remove the ignorance of
average educated Indian of today about the achievements of his
ancestors. In the field of two important branches of science,
Mathematics and Astronomy, it is really surprising how those
ancient astronomers could reach such heigts of accuracy with the
help of instruments which seem to be laughably crude compared
to those that modern astronomers have at their disposal. At the
same time a study of such literature is a very salutary corrective
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to the vanity of those who feel that in astronomy as in certain

other subjects the last word was said by those writers who have
written in Sanskrit. We learn how far behind wc arc in certain

very important directions in the field of knowledge.

It is interesting by the way to find that the author of this

great work was a Vaishya. This shows how diffused knowK-JfV
even of the most abstract subjects was in those days and how
Scholarship was honoured irrespective of caste Not one the
critics of Brahma Gupta has taunted him on the ground of his tint

being a Brahman a.

Sampurn.mnmi

Goranar~R(ijd.\tlum
Raj Bhavan,

Jaipur,

Dated May 4, 1966.



Observations

of

Dr. K. M. Munshi
President of the Reception Committee

The Author Shri Ram Swaroop Sharma has given to the
world of scholars an excellent and valuable treatise on the tamDus
Astronomer Brahma-Gupta, son of Jis.iugupta, born in 539 A. D.
in Bhillamala or Srimala no v in Southern Mar wad close to the
northern frontier of modern Gujarat. The work is divided into
13 chapters and at the end of each, ths learned author has gi ven
reference to other works and treatises for further study as also

in support of his various conclusions. He has described Astro-
nomy in Ancient India in the light of the knowledge of the
subject available in different countries in his time.

After giving personal details of Brahma-gupta, the author
starts on a critical study of the works of that Astronomer-parti-

cularly his Brahma-sphutcrsiddhSnta and Khandana-Khsdya.
The author has also discussed the Indian Luni-solar Astronomy,
the Greek and Hindu methods in spherical Astronomy and the
Epicyclic theory of ancient Indians. Discussing in detail the
contribution of Brahma Gupta in Arithmetic, Algebra, in Astro-
nomy and the Astronomical instruments that he used, the author
has brought out the various highlights of his work and achieve-

ments in comparison with those of his predecessors, successors and
contemporaries in other countries.

The author deserves to be congratulated for this scholarly

contribution on the subject of Ancient Indian mathematics and
Astronomy.

Bhartiya Vidya Bhawan

Bombay

K-M. Munshi



Publisher's Note

It is with pride and pleasure that the Indian Institute of

Astronomical & Sanskrit Research brings out its second monument a t

work 'Brahma Sphuta Siddhanta'. The Institute, set up on the li'kd

November, 1957, with the object of promoting research into anunn
Indian manuscripts on Astronomy and allied Sciences, started its

programme of publication with the preparation of a critical edition of

Vateshwara Siddhanta running into more than 700 pages. It was far

back in early forties that the idea of reviving the treasures of know-

ledge hidden in ancient manuscripts came to my mind. In 1945 I out Id

succeed in editing and publishing 'Trailokya Prakasa' of Acharya \ Unm
Prabha Suri.

Albruni's Travel Accounts of India contain a reference to

Vateshwara Siddhanta and this fact was responsible for promptnu! me to

arrange publication of Vateshwar Siddhanta. It was rather difficult to

search out this manuscript and the clue given by Mahama!io;nd!iy,ivfi

Sudhaksr Dv.ivedi (a great Mathematician and Astronomer of Hfh
century) that the manuscript was available in Gwnlior did nor lead me
to any results. I kept my search on and found a copy of this text in t he
collection of manuscripts inherited by a Brahman widow oi Ciujr.mwah
District in west Pakistan. The same style of copy was later seen by me
in the Panjab University Library at Lahore.

Vatesbwaracharya, the great writer of Vateshwara SiddhSnra, h as
criticised Brahma Sphuta Siddhanta of Brahma Gupta, in his work,
This naturally aroused my curiosity to procure and publish Br.lhm.i
Sphuta Siddhanta so?s to provide right perspective to the students ni
ancient Indian Scientific literature. Moreover, in one of my
discussions with the late Dr. K. S. Krishnnn, Director.
National Physical Laboratories, New Delhi, he refe*
rred toDr.Colebrook (a German Writer) as having translated into
English two chapters of 'Brahma Sphut,a Siddhanta*, namely, VynkiM
(Arithmetic )and Ayakta(Algetra). The late Dr. Krishnnn showed keen
interest m this manuscript and encouraged me in taking up preparation

°I ? ?-
ltl^ edmon of this tect The Institute is grateful to the tiovt.

of India (Department of cultural Affairs) for meeting part of the

o^a* °
n publlcation and thereby enabling us to complete

I shall be failing in my duty if I do not mention the treat andS8^^ ,™de for the success of L Institute by ?tsfounder President the late ShriBrijlalNehru.lt was under his at e

?7u?S \
heIn5Itut^ wllI ^«Phismemor es always alive bv follow-
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I must take this opportunity to express my heartfelt gratitudes to

Shri B. B. Varma, Member Parliament, who has never shirked in

shouldering the responsibilities of managing the affairs of the Institute

first as a member of its Executive Council and now as its President.

I am also thankful to Dewan Hari Krishan Das, Chairman of the Exe-

cutive Council and Shri F.C Bedi Treasurer of the Institute for their

ungrudging support to the cause of the Institute.

My thanks are also due to Dr. Sampurnanand, Governor Rajasthan,

who has blessed the Institute by inaugurating it and has now been kind

to write a foreword for the present book. I am also indebted to Dr.

Satya Prakash, Head of the Deptt. of Chemistry, Allahabad University
for his having spared time to write an introduction in English for this

publication. He has always been cheerfully allowing us to draw on his

rich experience and wealth of knowledge. I am also grateful to Pt.

Mukund Mishra, Pt. Vishwa Nath Jha, Shri Daya Shankar Dixit and
Pt. Om Datt Sharma, the learned scholars who helped me in preparing

this work.

The book has been published in four volumes. Volume I includes

introduction in English by Dr- Satya Prakash followed by the text as

given in the copy of the manuscript obtained from the Bhandarkar
Research Institute, Poona, with footnotes to collate the various versions

found in the copies of the manuscripts procured from the Royal Asiatic

Society, Bombay, the Oriental Research Institute, Baroda and the

Vishweshwaranand Vedic Research Institute, Hoshiarpur. The volume
also contains a Sanskrit Bhumika from the Chief Editor and an Index

of Shlokas. Volume II comprises of the first nine chapters of Brahma
Sphuta Siddhanta containing only those readings which we have
considered as correct. It also includes VSsanS commentary of Prthadaka
SwSmi and Vigyan Bhashya in Sanskrit with Hrdi translation.

Volume III includes chapters 10 to 16. This volume also contains

Nutan Tilak commentary of Sudhakar Dwivedi and Vigyan Bhashya
in Sanskrit with Hindi translation. Volume IV comprises of chapters

17 to 24 and also an Index of Shlokas contained in Volumes II. Ill and
IV. It also includes an < ppendix on Dhayana GrhaoradeshadadhySya.
Another appendix in this volvme contains Vssai.a commentary on
Goladhyaya.

The Institute has planned to add to its list of publications,

shortly, Samrat Siddhanta (3000 pages and already in press). Brhad
Yavan Jataka (2000 pages) and Panch Siddhanuka (1600 pages).

The Indian Institute of Astronomical & Sanskrit Research
considers it a proud priviledge to dedicate Brahma Sphuta Sidhanta to

Shri S. K. Patil, Union Minister for Railways. I am highly grateful to

him for his having consented to this dedication. I am also grateful to

Shri K. M. Munshi and Shri Wadilal Chaturbhu] Gandhi for their

kindly agreeing to my request to be President and Chairman respect-

ively of the Reception Committee. My heart felt thanks are also due
to Shri Kanti Lai H. Shah. Hony. Secy, of the Organising Committee
and to all the members of the organising and the Reception Committees
for their help and cooperation in my work. I also owe a debt of grati-
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tude to the Patrons of the Institute ; His Majesty the Kind of XVp.ii,

Abhinaya Samrat. Shri Prithvi Raj Kapour. Shri Dhairyasinh, R.

Morarji. Chairman Dharamsi Morarji & Co., Bombay. Shri Pranlal

Bhogilal, Patel Bombay for their in valuable help. I am also sjrauM'ul to

the life members of the Institute : H.H. Maharaia Mannlu-ndia Shah of

Tehri Garhwal, Yuvraj P.C Dev, Shri H.N. Bhaskar, Shri R.K. Batr.i,

Shri Sada Jivatlal Chandulal, Shri Shiv Kumar Bhuvalka, Shri Jamna
Das H. Moorjani, Shri Shantilal K. Somaiya, Shri fCisonlal M. Divvanji.

Solicitor, Shri N. K. Jalan, Shri D. R. Nayar, Shri Vadilal ( Gandhi.

Shri Devi Prasad Khandelval, Shri Ram Prasad Khandelval, Shri B, K.

Jalan, Shri \mir Chand T- Gupta. Shri Laxman Vaman Aptt\ Suit.

Padma Koregaonkar. Shri Yodh Raj Bhalla for their support: to the

Institute-

I must make a special mention here of shri A. N. Jha, Chief
Commissioner, Delhi, who has greatly encourago I me in my task of

publishing old manuscripts. His help in solving the various problems
faced by me, has been in /.duabk. I am highly grateful to him for

his support in my cause. I am also firat! 'ul
(

to H. H, Maharaja
Manabedra Shah of Tehri Garhwal, Ssth Sadajivat Lai. Saiti. Padma
Koregaonkar, Lala Yodh Raj Bhalla. Shri F.A I'ttsalbhai, Shri M >rar j.

Vaidya, Shri N. J. Aggarwal. Shri P. S. Naulakha, Shri R. L.
Maheshwari, Shri D. N. Bhattacharjee, Shri P. A. NariaUvala.
Shri P. M. Aggrawal, Shri Shiv Kuarir Bhuvalka, Sliri Navin
Bhai Khandwala and Smti. Nirmala Gomte, Lata lagan Nath Ji,

Shri L.S. Aggarwal, Shri B.N. Saxena, Shri R.B. Slmh, Shri UX J»»hi.
Shri T.S. Krishnamurti, Shri R. S. Chitkara, Dr. Ram Karan Sh'irmm
Shri V.P. Agnihotri, Shri K.L, Handa and Shri K.G. Somnyyn fur their
help and advice at various occasions.

Ram Swarup Sharma

Bombay

17-5-1966.
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CHAPTER I

Astronomy in Ancient

Nations

Brahmagupta's great works like the Khav4dkhadyaka and

the Brshma-sphuta-siddhanta took astronomy to Arabs through

whom it spread to many countries of Europe. Al Beruni records

this testimony in his great book on India.. It is doubtful that

astronomy had its birth in Greece and China. From remote ages

China> India, Greece, Arabia and Egypt developed the entfce

system in close cooperation. This knowledge must have spread

from their common cradle home where man for the first time

developed his culture and civilisation. In this chapter we pro-

pose to give a review of astronomy as developed in many of

these ancient lands» especially Arabia, people of which land

came in close contacts with India much before any recorded

time.

Dawn of Astronomy

Th'e earliest man must have been the primitive astro-

nomer. The striking spectacles presented to him by the varied

appearances of a sky covered with thousands of twinkling

and non-twinkling objects of different degrees of brightness,

apparently revolving round the Earth, and the daily changing

phases of the Moon must have raised strange feelings of

the most primitive man also* Then he must have in course

of time observed the bright morning and evening stars, and at

a considerably late stage the comets and shooting stars and then

on occasions eclipses of the Sun and the Moon. These phenomena

not only raised feelings of admiration, but in different sections of

human society often feelings of superstitious alarm. By and

by stars became guides for the traveller by land and sea. In

the midst of these observations, one discovered various cycles :

cycle of day and night, cycle of seasons and cycle of other

details. Then there was a striking observatfon of the tides in a

sea changing with the phases of the Moon,
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Earliest Discoveries

We shall briefly sketch out the order of astronomical

discoveries. The first phenomena to he noted must have

been the regularly recurring dawn (for this one miv refer

totheUsS Snkta of the Rgveda), the sunrise • nd sunset (which

led to prStah and sayarn, i.e. morning and evening prawrs of

the Vedic times), daylight, twilight and night etmet mim'.

which we Miave numerous Vedic hymns. Next it led t > the

measurement of a day (which was of a short dur-iti m in

winters and of a long duration in summers). The Vedic. Aryans

also discovered the variations in the duration of the day along

different latitudes, and the time of sunrise in places of different

longitudes. In fact the idea of longitudes and latitudi scame suffi-

ciently afterwards. Man discovered month as related to thr varia-

tion of light with the Moon's phases. In temperate regions, where

probably the first astronomical observations were systematically

made, the changing length of the day or the directum of the Sun
at rising or setting or the lengths of shadows cast at midday,

would show that the Sun's daily path in the sky altered through-

out the year, a time interval which was already marked by the

changing vegetation. According to Sir W,C. Dumpier, "attempts
were made to determine the number of months in the cycle of

the seasons in Babylonia about 4000 B. C. and in the China soon
after. About 2000 B. C. the Babylonian year settled down to
one of 360 days or twelve months, the necessary adjustments
being made from time to time by the interposition of extrn-
months." In India, this concept is of even much earlier origin.
The old inspired sages like Dlrghatamas discovered for the
observing man the Vedic Era and intercalation. I have
described this discovery in a special chapter on the subject in my
book the Founders of Sciences in Ancient India and a reference
may be made to the Asya Vamasya Suktam of the %gveda. It
is impossible to assign an age to these old traditions. Round the
Yalta, developed the science of astronomy, mathematics,
anatomy and medicine in this ancient land of ours, which in
fact was the common heritage of a large* number of people of
the modern world.

One might aWsay that a considerable period might haveR elapsed before it was noticed that at a particular season of
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the year, the same stars are seen at corresponding hours of the

night. Of course this circumstance was less conspicuous than

the regular variation of the Sun's altitude in the sky as the year

progresses. It is the surmise that the striking naked-eye cluster,

the Pleiades, must have been one of the earliest noted star-

groups, and it became the first star-group for providing the first

fairly close determination of the length of the year as approxim-

ately 365 days. The rising of this cluster in the evening was a

mark of the coming winter to primitive man ; and the husband-

man judged the time of reaping by its rising, and of ploughing

by its setting in very ancient times ; Sirius. Arcturus, the Hyades

and Orion were similarly equally useful to him. The passages

in the Taittirlya Sarhhita and in the Satapatha Br&hmazia clearly

indicate the confusion once created by following the concept of

lunar months without further adjustments :

"Now the seasons were desirous to have a share in the

sacrifice among the gods and said, 'Let us share in the sacri-

fice. Do not exclude us from the sacrifice ! Let us have a

share in the sacrifice !' The gods, however, did not approve

of this. The gods, not approving, the seasons went to the

Asuras, the malignant, spiteful enemies of the gods. Those

(Asuras) then throve in such a manner that they (the gods)

heard of it, for even while the foremost (of the Asuras)

were still ploughing and sowing, those behind them were

already engaged in reaping and threshing : indeed even

without tilling, the plants ripened forthwith for them.

<J$Br. 1.6.1.1-3)

The Zodiac

It is difficult to say how much time it must have

taken, but in fact, it was eventually noted that the Sun and

Moon travel over very similar paths among the stars during

their circuit of the sky. This led to the formfition of the Zodiac

and its constellations, the centre of this zone, a belt about 16°

broad, being the annual path of the Sun or Ecliptic. The divi-

sion into twelve parts, each corresponding to a month of the

Sun's movement, was made ; and their connection with the solar

course during the year was found by observations of heliacal

risings or settings. These were the times of the year when certain

bright stars would first be seen to rise before the Sun,*or when
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they were last seen to set after sunset. In the case of Sinus, the

brightest fixed star, these would happen when the Sun was about

ten degrees below the horizon. For the less bright stars the

angle would be a larger one.

It must have been almost simultaneously observed that the

Moon in going like the Sun round the heavens .always in the

same direction from west to east (i. e., opposite to the diurnal

motion which she shares with the other bodies), kept in general

to the same track in the sky. After a time, however, it must

have been noted by careful observers that this path was not con-

stant, but deviated from the centre line of the Zodiac, getting

away from that line up to a maximum deviation on either side

but slowly returning to it. In the course of a number of years, it

must have become evident that the Moon's path among the stars

does not lie always in the same line on the celestial sphere, but

in a zone or band about twenty moon breadths (10") wide, occu-

pying the middle of the Zodiacal zone itself.

Among the bright stars Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter

and Saturn (the first two of which are never seen very far from

the Sun in the sky) soon must have been noted to be moving in

the Zodiac with varying periods. The English name planet is de-

rived from Greek planetes, meaning a wanderer, since the planets

change their positions among the Zodiacal stars.

There is a word Str which in the Rgveda always occurs in

the instrumental plural, Strbhih. The English word star is de-

rived from this word. ParSsara and Grtsamada, I have shown
elsewhere, were the first amongst the great observers, inspired by
the B-gvedic hymns, and Vamadeva identified Brhaspati or the
Jupiter planet and Vena Bhargava discovered tht planet Venus
which still bears the name of its discoverer.

Constellations

Long before the Zodiacal belt was divided into "signs" (700
B. C), a number of asterisms, or the configuration of stars in the
sky had been arranged, the brighter stars of these configurations,
thus identified, proved very useful in indicating the seasons of the
year by the times of their rising or setting, and also in locating
the positions on the celestial vault of such moving objects as
planets <&mets and shooting stars and in helping the traveller
by land or sea to determine direction.
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These named constellations date back to very early period.

In India, Gargya is the name of an astronomer who is associated

with a hymn of the Atharvaveda which for the first time enume-

rates constellations. In many of these constellations, the stars

form a well marked group, clearly separated from other groups,

and the names given to these formations are supposed to have

been suggested by a resemblance to the shapes of certain familiar

objects. Of course, the resemblance is usually very slight, and

depended merely on a fancy.

It is remarkable that different countries devloped almost

similar notions regarding these constellations. The late Dr. A. C.

D. Crommelin considered that there is a reason to believe that

the stars may have been grouped to some extent by the Egyptians

as early as 4000 B. C, and he remarked on their use of the then

Pole Star for orienting the Great pyramid, Again, Chinese are

said to have mapped out the sky into many divisions of stars by
2500 B. C, if one can rely on their records.

The idea of constellations takes us to a date much earlier

than 2500 B, C. even. In total forty-eight have come down from

extremely ancient times, but these do not cover the entire extent

of the sky. The part not occupied by any of them evidently did

not rise above the horizon where the early astronomers to whom
we owe their naming lived; and the stars concerned were there-

fore not included in their constellation schemes. The centre of

this part (near the bright star Achernar) must have been near

the SJouth Pole of the heavens of the time, and its angular radius

from the Pole gives us roughly the latitude of their homes. The

date appears to have been about 2800 B. C, when, owing to the

precession of the equinoxes, the South celestial pole was in the

'

position indicated. The latitude seems to have been about 38°

North. These are the findings of E. W. Maunder (Astronomy

without a Telescope, p.5, 1902); but from the same considerations

Dr. Crommelin assigns a latitude of 36° and a date 2460 B.C,
-

and Proctor 2200 B. C. Maunder also suggested that the presence

of the Lion and Bear among the stellar configurations and the

absence of Elephant, Tiger, Camel and Crocodile seem to ex-

clude India towards the East and the countries towards the

West, the latitude and the longitude indicated being those of

. Asia Minor or Armenia. The suggestion that the blank area in
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the sky referred to gave an approximate date for tfre formation

of the constellations appears to have beeen first put forward in

1807 by Carl Schwartz, for some time Swedish Consul at Baku.1

Indo-Greek Contacts

It is highly improbable that before Alexander, there had

been absolutly no contacts between India and the distant nations..

Even in pre-Alexandrian era, there had been such migration is

clearly evinced by the philological and mythological studies. But

we do not pessess historic record of it.

The conquests of Alexander the Great made the Greeks

acquainted with the Eastern world, which had up to that

time been visited probably by very few Europeans, and it

likewise spread Greek culture to all the countries which the
victorious Macedonian had been able to reach. The Indian
province of his Empire became independent soon after

Alxander's death, and though the spread of Buddhism in the
third century B.C. checked the progress" of Hellenism in
Northern India, the rise of the Greek kingdom of Bactria and
its gradual extension south and east continued for a long time to
keep alive the connection between India and the West. Not
only (as has beeen asserted) the Greek and Indian drama amd
architecture have been strongly influenced by Hellenistic and
Indian contacts, it is beyond a doubt that the entire astronomy
of the two great nations ia the offspring of these mutual
contacts.

,
In earliest times astronomy had only been cultivated in

India and in no other country. Some idea had been acquired
during those days of the periods of the Sun and Moon and the
planet Venus, and Brhaspati (Jupiter), which were used for chrono-
logical purposes, the lunar motions being specially connected with
the proper times for sacrificial acts. The Vedic era was discovered
during this period by Visvamitra, and Gargya enumerated the
Naksatras. Lagadha composed his Vedmga Jyoti,a, which is the
first book on astronomy written in human literature. India dev«
eloped her geometry in connection with the construction of sacri-
ficial altars, and its account is found in the &ulba Stttras of
Bmdhayana,. ASyalSyanaand Katyayana. Aryabhata laid the
foundations of algebra. One might still say that there,is no sign o£
1» J^?mtS<m A conate HUtm of Aftmm* London, 1950.
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accurate knowledge of the planetary motions earlier than about

the century of the Christian era. From thenceforth astronomy,

hitherto confined to rituals, appears as a science, treated in the

course of the next thousand years in a series of text-books,

the Siddktntas, 1 the contents of which, though supposed to be

derived from divine sources are strongly influenced by Greek

authors. Prior to the Greek influence, we had ceremonies like

dvSdasSha Casting for twelve daysXsadaha Casting Br six days),

tryaha Casting for three days) besides daria-PHrnamasa ceremo-

nies connected with the New Moon and Full Moon. But the week
of seven days (.Saptaha) was unknown in Tndia. This concept of

week and the dedication of each day to the deity of one of the

seven planets, now appears for the first time. It is difficult to say

whether names of the planets were borrowed by Greeks from
India or vice versa, but they became common, e.g„ AsVajit or

Asphudit (Aphrodite). Dyugatik or dyaus or Jiva (Zeus), Heli

(Helios), &c, while the zodiacal signs have superseded the earlier

but totally different twelve star-groups connected with the

Sun's motion, and proclaim their origin by their names:

Kriya, Tsvuri, Jituma, Karkin, Leya, Pa"thena, Jaka, Kaur-

pya, Taukshika, Akokera, Hridroga, Ittha,

corresponding to Kptos, Toipos, AlSv/ues, Kaprdvo?, Aim
Ucpdkvos, Zvyov, Itcofiirm, To^o'rjs, Aly6Kef>m, 'TSpoyio/

A great many other Greek terms connected with geometry,

astronomy and astrology have also been transferred from Sans-

krit works to Greek and vice versa, This conclusively shows the

mutual influence on astronomy. Indian authors never failed to

acknowledge the ideas they borrowed from Greeks, e.g. VarSha-

mihira quotes the Yavanas or peoples of the west as authorities

for some of the scientific statements he makes. The name of the

Romaka Siddhanta (which is at least as old as A.D. 400) also

points in an unmistakable manner to its origin in one of the pro-

vin ces of the Roman Empire.

L The Romaka or Paidiia Siddhanta (before 400 A. D.),See VarShamihira
,
s

. the Paficasiddhmttka (about 570 A,D„ VarBhamibira. died in 587 A.D.). Th*

original SUrya-siddhanta was prior to VarShamihira, the mqdern edition i»

. .perhaps of the 13th century. See J. Burgess "Notes on Hindu Astronomy"

J, R. A. October 1893, p.. 742,
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Earth as a Sphere

The astronomers of the Siddhantas taught that the Earth

is a sphere, unsupported in space, and they reject the ancient my-

thological notion that it is supported by some animal like sesanS-

ga (serpent), kacchapa (tortoise), or diggajas (elephants) which

in turn rest on another, and so on, until the support of the last

one after all has to be left unexplained. Bhaskara II, about

A.D. 1150, who comments on the absurdity of this, also rejects

the idea that the Earth is perpetually falling, since it would fall

faster than an arrow shot upwards, on account of being heavier,

so that an arrow could never again reach the Earth. 1 Round the

Earth the planets are moving, all with the same linear velocity.

The diameter of the Earth is 1600 yojanas, the distance of the

Moon is 51,570 yojanas (or 64.5 times the radius of the Earth,

nearly equal to Ptolemy's greatest distance, 64i), while the dis-

tances of the other planets result from the assumption of

equal velocities.
2 The equation of centre of the planets

is found by an epicycle and to this arrangment the Hindus

add one of their own invention, by assuming that the epi-

cycle had a variable circumference, greatest when the planet is-

at apogee or perigee and least at 90° from these, when the equa-

tion reaches its maximum. This contrivance of an oval epicycle

was by some astronomers applied to all the planets, by others

(Brahmagupta and Bhaskara) only to Mars and Venus, by others

it was altogether rejected.
8 Why they complicated the calculation

in this way is not clear. Aryabhata I of Kusumapura or Fatal i*

putra, born A.D. 476, made another deviation from the Alexand-

rian doctrines, as' appears in the Brahma-sphuta-siddhanta of

Brahmagupta, wherein he quotes the following from Aryabhata;
"The sphere of the stars is stationary, and the Earth, making a
revolution, produces the daily rising and setting of stars and
planets.*' Brahmagupta rejects this idea, saying : "If the Earth
moves a minute in a prSna, then whence and what route does it

proceed? If it revolves, why do not lofty objects fall ?" But hi»
commentator Caturveda Prthodaka SvSmi replies : "Aryabha^a's

1. A*. Res, XII. p. 229- {Essays, II, p. 394).

% The distances ate proportional to the orbital periods of revolution, but for
.

Mescuty and Veaus to the periods in &e epicycles.

. 3. F<afatthei detail* ,see- Jts, H. p. 251 (Davis) and XII, p, 236
»A ';<fetelx<*tei^ Zssayi, H,»; 40]). ,
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opinion appears nevertheless satisfactory, since planets cannot

have two motions at once : and the objection, that lofty things

would fall, is contradicted; for every way the under part of the

Earth is also the upper; since wherever the spectator stands on

the Earth's surface, even that spot is the uppermost spot. 1

Earth rotation by a current of aerial fluid

It is very interesting to see the theory once advocated by

Herakleides of Pontus transplanted on Indian soil, especially when
we remember that Seleukus, the Babylonian, had adopted that

theory. From Babylon the theory might easily find its way to

India, though it is of course equally possible that Aryabhata,

quite independently of his Greek precursors, hit on the same

idea. He appears to have accounted for the Earth's rotation by

a wind or current of aerial fluid, the extent of which, according

to the orbit assigned to it by him, corresponds to an elevation

of little more than a hundred miles (114) from the surface of the

Earth, or fifteen yojana's while he put the diameter of the Earth

equal to 1050 yojanas (of 7.6.miles each2). This was in accordance

with the general opinion of the Indians, that the planets are

carried along their orbits by mighty winds with the same velo-

city and parallel to the ecliptic (while one great vortex carries all

stars round the Earth in twenty-four hours, but that the planets

are deflected from these courses by certain invisible powers

having hands and reins, with which they draw the planets out

of their uniform progress. The power at the apogee, for . instance

constantly attracts the planet towards itself, alternately with

the right and left hand (like Lachesis in Plato's Republic), while

the deity at the node diverts the planet from the ecliptic first to

one side and then to the other. And lastly the deity at the con-

junction causes the planet to move with variable velocity and to

become occasionally stationary and even retrograde. This is

gravely set forth in the Svirya-iiddhSMa ,and even BhSskara gives

the theory in his notes, though he omits it from his text.

Similarly Brahmagupta, although he gives the theory of eclipses,

affirms the existence of an eighth planet, Rahu, which is the

immediate cause of eclipses; and he blames VarShamihira,

1. Asiat. Res, XII. p. 227; Colebrooke's Essays, II. p. 392. ,

2, Colebrooke, Notes and Illustrations to the Algebra of Brahmagupta. p.

xncviii.* Essays.. II. p. 467.
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Ary abhata and others for rejecting this orthodox explanation

of the phenomenon. 1

Indian astronomy some times appears to be a curious mix-

ture of -old fantastic ideas and sober geometrical methods of

calculation. But it is wrong to presume that these geometric

calculations were derived from froeign contacts. Indians have

always been fond of geometry (from the earliest times of the Vedic

rituals), and they from the very beginning realised the impor-

tance of applying geometry to astronomy, Side by side we find

Greek contacts also. As remarked by Colebrooke, the absence

of the most characteristic parts of Ptolemy's system, the

equant and the details of the theories of the Moon and Mercury

seems to indicate that Greek planetary theory must have been

introduced in India between the times of Hipparchus and Ptole-

my; and with the exception of the epicycle from the circular

form, the Hindus did not modify the theory or perfect it in

any way. The precession of the equinoxes they held to consist

in a liberation within the limits of 27° (Aryabhata says 24°) east

and west of its mean position, but they came much nearer to

the truth than Ptolemy did as regards the annual amount, as

they supposed the space travelled over in a century to be V/,

Contacts with Arabs

Notwithstanding some isolation of India from Europe
during the Middle Ages, her astronomy was destined to

exercise an indirect influence on the progress of astronomy.

Through the conquest of Persia in the seventh century,

the Arabs, like the Greeks a thousand years earlier, cam*
in contact with India, from whence physicians and astro-

logers found their way to the court of the Caliph already

before the reign of Harun al Rashid. We possess a detailed

account of the manner in which the Indian astronomy was
introduced at Baghdad, from the pen of the astronomer Ibtt

alAdamt(who died before 920), confirmed by the celebrated
memoir on India by Al Beruni, written in 1031*. In the year
156 of the Hijra (A. D. 773), there appeared before the Caliph
Al Mansur a man who had come from Indiaj he was skilled in

1. Asiat.Res. XIJ,pp. 233s, 241; Essays, H. pp, 398, 407,
2. Hankel, Zur Geschichte

.
der Mathematik im Alterihum and MitteldW,

•flfi^* *' 229< Cute*, Qnch. 4, Math, I. p. 666.
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the calculus of the stars known as the Sindhind (i. e. Siddhanta),

and possessed methods for solving equations founded on the

kardagas (i. e. kramajya", sines) calculated for every half degree,

also methods for computing eclipses and other things. Al

Mansur ordered the book in which all this was contained to be

translated into Arabic, and that a work should be prepared

from it which might serve as a foundation for computing the

motions of the planets. This was accordingly done by Muham-
med ben Ibrahim Al Fazari, whose works the Arabs call the

great Sindhind, and from it an abstract was afterwards made for

Al Mamun by Abu Giafar Muhammed ibn Musa al Kwarizmi,

who made use of it to prepare his tables, which obtained great

renown in the lands of Islam. But when Al Mamun became

Caliph, he promoted these noble studies and called in the most

learned men in order to examine the Almagest and make instru-

ments for new observations.

Arabs and Greeks

The account of which 'the above is an abstract shows us

clearly the origin of the study of astronomy and mathematics

under the Abbasid Caliphs. But though the first impulse came

from India the further development of Arabian science was

to a considerable extent founded on that of Greece and Alexandria.

It was through the court physicians from the flourishing medical

school kept up by Nestorian Christians of Khusistan that a

knowledge of Greek Philosophy and science was first spread

among the subjects of the Caliphs; and by degrees the works of

Aristotle, Archimedes, Euclid, Apollonius, Ptolemy, and other

mathematicians were translated into Arabic. Fresh translations

of Ptolemy were made from time to time in the various king-

doms into which the vast empire of the Caliph was soon split

up, 1 and a thorough knowledge of Ptolemaic astronomy was thus

spread from the Indus to the Ebro. There were several special

inducements for Muhamedans to pay attention to astronomy,

such as the necessity of determining the direction in which the

1. The earliest is probably that of Al Hajgag ben JUsuf ben Matar early in the

ninth century. See Suter, Die Mathematiker und Astronomen der Araber

und ihre Werke. Leipzig, 1900 (p. 9), which valuable bibliograpical summary
has been follwed by J. L. & Dreyer as regards names and dates (J. L. E.

Dreyer's A History of Astronomy, 1953; we have reproduced this account

from his chapter XL)
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faithful had to turn during prayers, also the importance of the

lunar motions for the calendar, and the respect in which judicial

astrology was held all over the East. The Caliph AI Mamun,
son of Harun Al Rashid (813-833) is the first great patron of

science, although the Omayyad Caliphs had much earlier nn

observatory near Damascus, and the Jew Mashallah (who died

about 815) had already before the reign of Al Mnraun won a

name as an observer and astrologer. But the Damascus observa-

tory lecame quite eclipsed by that erected at Baghdad in 829
where continuous observations were made and tables of the pla-

netary motions constructed while an important attempt was made
to determine the size of the Earth. Among the astronomers of

Al Mamun and his successors one of the greatest was Ahmed ben
Muhammed AI Fargani (afterwards known in the West as Alfra-
ganus), whose Elements of Astronomy were translated into Latin
in the twelfth century and contributed greatly to the revival of
science in Europe. 1 Tabit ben Korra (826-901) was a most
prolific writer and translator, but is. chiefly known in the history
of astronomy as a supporter of the erroneous idea of the oscilla-
tory motion of the equinoxes. A younger contemporary of his,
Muhammed AI Battani (died 929), was the most renowned of all
the Arabian astronomers and became known in the West in the
twelfth century (under the name of Albategnius) by the trans-
lation of the introduction to his tables.* Already in his time
the power of the Caliphs had commenced to decline, and they
soon lost all temporal power. The study of astronomy was,
however, not influenced by this loss of patronage, as the Persian
family of the Buyids, who in 946. obtained possession of the post
of Amir-al-Omara (corresponding to the Frankish Major Domus)
took over the role, of patrons of science, so long and so

omit m 988 a new observatory k the garden of his palace, andamong the astronomers who worked there was Muhammed Abu 'IWefaalBuqani (959-998), who wrote an Almagest in order to
1. ******* at Ferrasa u 1493. Sec tbc edition of GoHus, Amsterdam,

2. TWatedfc Plato of Tivoli, First Printed in 1537 after boot ofAHargan,, Dreyer has **ed the edition c* Bologna, 1645 anLIVX•which is now beiof published t« r* a J^T B** ed"i«»

latin translation Er I A ' *"* *"^ Md '
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make the contents of Ptolemy's work accessible to the less

learned. In the nineteenth century this book gave rise to a

long controversy, which we shall presently consider somewhat in

detail.

Western Countries under Islam

In the eleventh and twelfth centuries we do not find any

names of conspicuous astronomers in Muhammedart Asia.

But the western countries under Islam had in the meantime

fcecom.3 ready to do their share of the work of keeping the

mathematical ' sciences alive. In the Fatimite kingdom of

Egypt Ali ben Abi Said Abderrahman ben Ahmed ben Janis,

generally called Ibn Junis(died 1009), was distinguished both as

an astronomer and a poet. At Cairo a liberally equipped

observatory enabled him to verify the planetary theories which,

had once been developed in the neighbouring Alexandria, and

in token of his gratitude to the reigning sovereign, Al Hakim,

he named his work the Hakemite Tables. 1 We have to pass to

the farthest west' to find the next astronomer of mark in the

person of Ibrahim Abu Ishak, known as Al Zarkali (in Europe

afterwards called Arzachel). He was a native of Cordova', lived

•about 1029-1087, and edited planetary tables called the Toledo

Tables.4 In the following century we find two celebrated

astronomers of Seville, Gabir ben Aflah, known as Geber (died

1145, often mistaken for the great alchemist, Gabir ben

Haijan, in the eighth century),8 and Nur ed-din al BetrUgi

(Alpetragius), both of whom raised objections to the

planetary theories of Ptolemy, though they failed to produce

anything better of their own. Spanish astronomy continued

to flourish for a while, although the power of the Arabs in the

Peninsula was rapidly declining, and it produced in the thirteenth

•century a very remarkable , man, who, although a Christian

king, must be included in this account of Arabian astronomy,

1.. CaussinTias published an extract in vol. vii of the Notices et Extraits de$

manuscrits fLe livre de la gran&e table Hakemite). Other Chapters, trans-"

lated'by the elder Sedillotl>ut never published, are teviewe3 "by' Delambre,

Hist, de f astr. du Moyeti Age. p, 95 sqq,

2. Never puWished, Delambre, L, c p 176, and SteinscTineider, Etude* sur

Zarkali. Bullettino Boncompagni T. xx. p. 1.

5 The word algebra has also sometimes erroneously been connected with his

name.
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as he owed all he knew about the science to the example and the

teaching of Muhammedans and Jews. King Alfonso X, of

Castille named elSabio
.

(1252-3 284), followed the example of

the Caliphs and called astronomers to his court to assist in the

preparation of the renowned Alfonsine Tables.

With Alfonso the study of astronomy disappeared from

Spam, but not before it had been revived in the East. In 1258

the still existing but shadowy Caliphate of Baghdad was swept

away by the Mongol conqueror Hulagu Khan, grandson of Genghis

Khan; but already in the following year this great warrior liste-

ned to the advice of his new vazier, Nasir ed-din al Tosi (born at

Tas in Khorasan in .1201, died in 1274), and founded a great and

magnificient observatory at Meragha, in the north-west of

Persia, In this observatory, which was furnished with a larfc

number of instruments, partly of novel construction, Nasir ed-din

and his assistants observed the planets diligently and produced

after twelve years labour, the " Ilokhanic Tables," Among the

astronomers of Meragha seems to have been Juhanna Abu '1

Faraj, called Bar Hebraya, or the son of a Jew. He was a

Christian, born in 1226 and from 1264, till his death in 1286

Maphrian or Primate of the Eastern Jacobites. He left a well-

known chronicle and an astronomical Work, both written in

Syriac, as well as other writings. 1 The observatory at Meragha
had not a long life, and Asiatic astronomy had to wait a century
and a half, until the grandson of another terrible conqueror
erected another observatory, Ulug Begh, grandson of Tamerlan,
drew learned men to Samarkand and built an observatory there
about the year 1420, where new planetary tables and a new star
catalogue, the first since Ptolemy's, wer« prepared, Ulug Begh
died in 1449, he was the last great Asiatic protector of astro-
nomy; but just as the Eastern countries saw the star of Urania
setting, it was rising again for Europe.

In this review of Arabian astronomers we have only men-
tioned a few, omitting several names of distinction, whose

1 U.livre de t' ascension de V e»prit sur la forme du ciel et He la terre. Court
d' Astronoraie redige en 1279 par Gregoire Aboulfarag, dit Bar Hebmeue.
Public pat F. Nau, Paris, 1899-1900 (2 parts. Syriac and French). Hi.
chicle »the»chief authority for the fable about the burning of the
Alexandrian Library by order of the Caliph Omar, For a very thotough
refutation of this see Butler, The Arab Cowmsi of Egypt. Oxford, 1902
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owners devoted themselves to other branches of astronomy.

Though Europe owes a debt of gratitude to the Arabs for keeping

alive the flame of science for many centuries and for taking

observations, some of which are still of value, it cannot be

denied that they left astronomy pretty much as they found it.

They determined several important constants anew, but they

did not make a single improvement in the planetary theories.

It will therefore be sufficient to enumerate the improvements

attempted and the opinions held by Arabian astronomers with-

out keeping strictly to the chronological order, although we.are

here dealing with a period of about six hundred years and nvn
belonging to very different nations, who had little in common
except their religion and the language in which they wrote.

Figure of Earth

Turning first to the question of the figure of the Earth, we
find a remarkable contrast between Europe and Asia. In the

world under Islam there was an entire absence of that hostility

to science which distinguished Europe during the first half of

the Middle Ages. Though we learn from Kazwini's Cosmo"

gYaphy 1 that some of the earlier . Arabs believed the Earth to be

shaped like a shield or a drum, still there is no record of any

Arabian having been persecuted for asserting that the Earth is

a sphere capable of being inhabited all over. Whether this was.

in consequence of the .warriors of the Caliphs having carried

their arms to the centre of France on one side and to the borders

of China on the other while their merchants travelled south-

ward to Mozambique and northward to the centre of Asia, ' is

another question : anyhow, the fact of the Earth being a sphere

of very small dimensions in comparison to the size of the uni-

verse was accepted without opposition by every Arabian scholar,

and the very first scientific work undertaken after the rise of

astronomy among them was a determination of the size of the

Earth. It was carried out by order of the' Caliph Al Mamun
in the plain of Palmyra. According to the account, given by

Ibn Janis, the length of a degree was measured by two observers .

between Warnia and Tadmor and by two others in another loca-

lity, we are not told where. The first measure gave a degree

1, Zakarija Bin Muhammed Ben MahmMd El Kazwini's Kasmogr«phie, deutsch

vob H. Efhe, Leipzig, 1868, p. 295.
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equal to 57, the second one. equal to 561 Arabian miles of 4000

black cubits, and the approximate mean, 56$ miles, was adopted

as the final result, the circumference of the Earth being 20,400

miles and the diameter 6500 miles. Another report, by Ahmed

ben Abdallah, called Habash, an astronomer under Al Mamun

(quoted by Ibn Janis), states that a party of observers (no names

giyen) proceeded along the plain of Sinjar until they found a

difference in meridian altitudes, measured the same day, equal

to one degree, -while the distance travelled over was found to

be 56i miles
1
. Probably two different determinations were made.

If the "black cubit'' is the Egyptian and Babylonian cubit of

525 mm,2
. the mile would be=2100 m. and 56£ milcs-119,000

meters, rather a large result.

The doctrine of the spherical earth remained undisputed in

the Muhammedan learned world, though the curious error of

assuming that the level of the sea was higher on some parts of

the Earth than on others appears to have found some adherents

among Arabian writers as well as in Europe* We may, there-

fore, at once pass on to the motions of the heavenly bodies. Al

Battani determined the longitude of the Sun's apogee and found

it=82° or 16° 47
1 more than Ptolemy had given. As he believed

1. Caus.sin, Not. et Extraits. vii. pp. 94-96 ; Delambre, Hist, dc Vastr

du Moyeti Age. pp. 78 and 97; Shems ed-din, Manuel de la cosmogmphie,

'traduit par Mehren, Copenhague. 1874 p. 6. Suter, p. 209, mentions n

third report (from Ibn ChallikSn's Biographical Dictionary), according to

which the sons of Musa first measured in the plain of Sinjar and
afterwards as a test at Knfa, by order of Al Mamun. The eldest

of the sons of Musa died 41 years after Al Mamun, and the names of the

observers in the first report are different, so that the third report is not to

be relied on. Al Fargani merely gives 563 miles as the result of Al Mamun.
According to Shah Cholgii Astronomica .... studio et opera Ioh. Gravii, Lon-
don, 1652, p. 95, Ala ed-din Al Kusgi (one of the Ulug Begh's astronomers)

gives the circumference of the earth=8000 parasangs. As a Persian parasang

. =30 stadia (Hultsch; Grieck u. Rom. Metrologie. p. 476) this would seem to

be the value of Posidonius, 240,000 stadia. Kazwini (p. 298) give* the circu-

mference=6800 parasangs on the authority of Al Bertlni.
2.

' Hultsch p- 390.

3. It deserves to be mentioned that Shems ed*dia of Damascu* (12564327)
explains the great Preponderance of dry land in the northern hemisphere

;
by the attraction of the Sun on the water, which is the greatest when the
Sua is in perigee, at which time it is nearly at its greatest south declination.
That tins accumulation of water would not be a permanent one doe»not
occur to hjro (Cosmo&aphie, p. 4).
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that Ptolemy's value had been found by himself,
1 and as he

adopted 54" (or 1° in 66 years) as the annual amount of pre-

cession, there remained (assuming that 760 years had passed

since the time of Ptolemy) an outstanding error of 79"—54"==25*

per annum. In reality the annual motion of the solar apsides

is 11$" ; still wc may say that the discovery of this motion is due

to Al Battani, though he did not announce it as such ; in fact he

merely gives his own value as an improvement on that of

Ptolemy. Even Ibn Janis (who found 86° 10') did not suspect

that the apogee was steadily moving but merely says that it

must be corrected for precession (1° in 70 years), and remarks

that the longitude of the apofee is very difficult to determine

accurately* On the other hand, Al Zarkali found a smaller

value, 77° 50' and as he also found a smaller value of the eccen-

tricity he thought it necessary to let the centre of the Sun's

eccentric orbit describe a smaller circle, after the example set by

Ptolemy in the case of Mercury.8 The inclination of the ecliptic

which the Greeks had found—23° 51 20" was by the astro-

nomers of Al Mamun found—23° 33' (in 830), by Al Battani

(in 879), and by Ibn Jnnis 23° 35'\ When Al Zarkali found 23°

33\he, and afterwards Abu '1 Hassan Ali of Morocco, concluded

that the obliquity oscillated between 23° 53 and 23° 33', an idea

to which the prevailing belief in the "trepidation" of the equi-

noxes lent countenance.5

Moon and its orbit

If we now turn to the Moon, we do not find that the

Arabs made any advance on Ptolemy. Several of them noticed

that the inclination of the lunar orbit was not exactly 5°, as

stated by Hipparchus. Thus, Abu 'I Hassan Ali ben Amagiur

early in the tenth century says that he had often measured the

greatest latitude of the Moon and found results greater than that

1. Stient. Stell. Cap. xxviii. Bologna, 1645. p. 72; Nallino. p. 44. At the end
of Cap. xlv. he says the apogees of the Sun and Venus are both in 82° 14/
and Ibn Janis also gives 82* 14' as the value found by Al Battani (Caussin,
p. 154).

2. Caussin, pp. 232 and 238. Abu'l Faraj gives 89" 28' for the yeac 1279 (p. 22).

3. Sedillot, Prolegomenes awe tables usttoru. d' Ohugh &e£ (1847), pp. lxxac-bcxxii.

Riccioli, Almag. Novum, I. p. 157.

4. Caussin. p. 56. For A.D. 900 Newcomb giv«s 23" 34' 54*. with a diminution

of 46" per century, so that the Arabian astronomers erred less then 1'.

5. Aboul Hassan Ali, Tfaite des Instruments astro*, des Arabest T.I,p. 175;

Sedillot, Memoire sur les instr. astr. des Arabes, p. 32.
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of Hipparchus, but varying considerably and irregularly. Ibn

Janis, who quotes this, adds that, he has himself found 5° 3' or 5°

8', while other observers are said to have found from 4
r
" 58' to

4° 45 '} Want of perseverance and of accurate instruments

caused them to miss a remarkable discovery, thnt of the

variation of the lunar inclination.

Abu '1 Wefa and his Almagest

But an even more remarkable discovery has been claimed

for an Arabian astronomer. In 1836 the younger Scdillot

announced that he had found the third inequality, the variation,

distinctly announced in Abu '1 Wefa's Almagest, A fierce

controversy raged for a number of years as to the reality of

this discovery, Sedillot alone defending his hero with desperate

energy and refusing to listen to any arguments, while Biot,

Libri and others as strenuously maintained that Abu '1 Wefa
simply spoke of the second part of the evection, the prosneusis

of Ptolemy. The fight had died out when, in 1892, Chflssles

suddenly took up the cudjels for Sedillot and pointed out what
seemed to him to be some contradictions in Ptolemy's statement."

Nobody answered this until Bertrand did so in 1871; he called

attention to several inaccuracies in the text of Abu '1 Wefa as

we possess it now, and also showed that Abu '1 Wefa did not
add his "mohazat" to the prosneusis, the latter not being
included in his "second anomaly." 3

It is unnecessary to enter
into a more detailed account of the controversy; but to show
that any weapon was considered good enough with which to
defend Abu 1 Wefa, it may be mentioned that Sedillot and
Chasles tried to prove that Tycho Brabe must have copied his

discovery from Abu '1 Wefa, because he calls it hypothesis
redintegrata. Tycho used this same phrase in speaking of his
own planetary system, which he most emphatically claimed as

1. Sedillot, Prolegomenes. p. xxxviii. Materiaux pour servir a V hist, des scienc-
es chez les Greet et les Orientaux, T. I. p. 283. The sons of MusK ben Sakir
(about 850) seem to have been the first to find a value differing from that
of the ancients. Abraham ben Chija, a Jewish writer who lived about A.
D. 1100 says that Ptolemy found 5°. but that according to the opinion of
the Ishtoaelites it is 4|° {Sphaera mundi. Basle. 1346 p. 102).

2. Lettre o M. Sedillot sur la question de la variation lunaire. Paris, 1862, IS pp.
4° andXkmptef Rendus, vol. 54, p. 1002.

3. Comptes Rendus. vol. 73. PP . .581, 756, 889 ; Journal des ScvantsAl Oct.
1871.
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an original discovery, and which he vigorously defended against

other claimants. In future it will be hopeless for anybody to

claim the discovery for Abu '1 Wefa as the matter has now been

thoroughly sifted, both by mathematicians and orientalists.

The Almagest of Abu '1 Wefa has never been published in

full, but there are three translations of the chapters in question,1

which only differ in some trivial points. In no part of the book

does he make any advance on Ptolemy or claim to have made

any new discovery, and in speaking of three inequalities he

merely does what the other- Arabian astronomers do.
a He begins

by describing the first (equation of the centre) and the second

(evection) and states when they reach their maxima. He then

says that we have found3 a third inequality, which takes place

when the centre of the epicycle is between the apogee and the

perigee of the eccentric, and which reaches its maximum when

the Moon is about a tathlith or a tasdis from the Sun, while it is

insensible in syzygy and quadrature. The maximum is |°. He
explains that this is caused by a deviation of the line or apsides

of the epicycle, and he describes quite correctly the construction

adopted by Ptolemy (whose name he does not mention), letting

the line of apsides be directed, not to the Earth but to another

point on the line of apsides of the eccentric. It is difficult for an

unbiassed reader to understand how anyone could fail to see that

Abu '1 Wefa is simply copying Ptolemy. Sedillot maintained

that the words tathlith and tasdis mean the octants (where the

variation reaches its maximum); but every other orientalist who
has expressed an opinion, states that by their roots the words

correspond to the numbers 6 and 3, in other words, to elonga-

tions 60
c
and 120° from the Sun. This is in accordance with

1. By Reinaud, Munk, and de Slane(for Biot)in the Journal des Savants, Mar-
ch, 1845 (14 pp. the whole section on the Moon) ; by Sedillot, Materiaux, i.

pp. 45-49 ; and by Carta de Vaux, "U almageste d1 Aba '1 Wefa
Albnrdjani," Journal asiatkfue, 8° Serie, T. xix. (1892), pp. 408-471

(translation on pp. 443-44). Most of the chapters on the planets are lost.

2. The unknown author of a short resume of astronomy (in the Bibl. Nationale)

even calls the inequality of prosneusis the first equation (Carta de Vaur,

I.e. p. 460). This is not unreasonable, since the equation of the centre

. must be taken from the lunar tables, using as argument not the mean
anomaly but the latter corrected for the effect of the prosneusis.

3. He uses exactly the same expression when speaking of the first and second

inequalities.
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facts, as Biot has shown from the Ptolemy's numerical data that

the deviation of the line of apsides reaches its maximum value

of ± 13° 8' .9 in elongations 90° =P 32° 5T.5.
1 But it must be

acknowledged that the words in question are also used very

vaguely, e. g. by Abu '1 Wefa himself, who says that the velocity

of the superior planets after emerging from the Sun's rays dimi-

nishes gradually till their distance from the Sun is about a

tathlith, when they become stationary. It looks almost as if these

words might be used to denote any elongation outside syzygy

and quadrature.
2

If Abu '1 Wefa had made a new discovery, we should have

expected later Arabian astronomers to have alluded to it. But

not one of them gives anything but interpretations of the lunar

theory of Ptolemy, and in expressions very similar to those

employed by Abu '1 Wefa. Attention was at once called to

this fact, and Isaac Israeli of Toledo (about 13 L0) and Geberof

Seville were quoted as examples,3 though it would, of course, have

been quite possible for these two writers to have remained

ignorant of whatever progress astronomy might have made in

the school of Baghdad. But this objection, does not apply to

Nasir ed-din al Tosi, in whose review of the Almagest and Mem-
orial of Astronomy the inequalities known to Ptolemy and no

others, are described and credited to Ptolemy4
; not to Mahamud

al Jagmini (about 1300) , who wrote a compendium (mulachchas)

. 1. Journal des Savants, 1843, p. 701 ("Sut un traite arabe relatif a 1' afciw-

nomie," Reprint, p. 47). This deviation does not represent The amount
of tie correction to the Moon's place as seen from the Earth, so that there

is not any contradiction in Ptolemy's account.

2. Carra de Van*. 1. c. p. 466. The Arabs had no word for "octants." Nasii-

ed-din on one occasion wants to mention them, and haB to call them "the
points midway between syzygy and quadrature."

3 Isaac Israeli repffiitedly speaks of these inequalities discovered by Ptolemy,
two of Which are not found at conjunction and opposition. Liber Jetod,

Olam sen Fundamentum Mundi auaare R, Isaac Israeli Hispano. *ection

HI. ch.8andsect.yvch.l6,PartI. p. xziv Part II, p. xxxi (Berlin, 1848
and 1846 ; this publication is not mentioned by Carta de Vaux).

4. C. deVaure, "Les spheres celestes salon Nasir Eddin AttOsi'*, Appendt»
• to P. Tannery's Recherches sur V astr. anc. p. 342, and Journ, asiM. 1892,

> 459: The third anomaly is that of the prosneusis ; it is called tib*

V ; .

*^^^ ofthe PEOPei:m«ioa''Ci.e. of the motion on the epicycle).
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of astronomy. 1 Nor can any objection be raised to Abu'l Faraj

(Bar Hebraeus), and it would be impossible to explain more

clearly than he does the effect of the prosneusis. He says: " The

third inequality is the angle formed at the centre of the epicycle

by two lines which are drawn, one from the centre of the univ-

erse and the other from the point called the prosneusis, at the end

of which is the apogee of the epicycle, at which commences the

proper motion, and which is called the mean apofee. The apogee

which is at the end of the line drawn from the centre of the uni-

verse is called the apparent one. The point proseneusis is on the side

of the perigee of the eccentric, 10 parts 17 minutes from the centre

of the world2 which is itself at the same distance from the centre

of eccentric. The maximum value of this angle is 13 parts 9 minutes

when the Moon is a crescent or I gibbous, that is, near the hexagon

or trigon with the Sun. In fact, when the epicycle is four or

eight signs distant from the apogee of the eccentric, the Sun is

itself two or four signs distant from [the centre of the epicycle]

because it is half way between this centre and the apogee. In

the tables, this inequality of the two apogees is called the

first angle and is included in the motion of the centre."
8 While

this describes the construction of Ptolemy as clrealy as

possible, at the same time the agreement of the account with

that of Abu' 1 Wefa is perfect. Abu'l Faraj even (like Nasir ed-

din) describes as a fourth inequality in longitude that caused

by the motion along an orbit inclined to the ecliptic, so that he

would not have neglected to describe the variation, if it had been

found by an astronomer of Baghdad. We may add that the

Jewish writer Abraham ben Chija (A. D. 1100), in his Sphaera

Mundi, also describes the "aberration'" of the apsidc of the epi-

cycle, chiefly "in sextaet tertia parte mensis."*

1. Translated by Rudloff and Hocbheim, Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgen-

land Ges, XLVII pp. 213—275. He describes (p. 249) how the line of

apsides is directed to a point called "the corresponding point," and gives

its pqsitio« correctly. The inequality be calls the deviation. -
ij *(i

2. Nasir ed-din gives 10 p 9'. . «.^V»
3. Le livre de V ascension, & c. T. II. PP. 29-30. Two codices -add ttftee*tl*fcf

word prosneusis : "This is the point raohazat."

4. Sphaera Mundi (1546, ed. Schreckenluchs), p. 75. Minister's commentary

to the Hebrew text (p. 116) has *'cum centrum est in sertili aut trino

aspectu [id est, quando abest a sole duobus signis aut quatuor]" the words

in brackets are not in the Hebrew original. The words "sixth" and "third"

are unmistakable (shithith and shelishith). Apparently no one has hitherto

thought of consulting Abraham ben Chija,
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Abu '1 Wcfa and Ptolemy

Therefore, Abu '1 Wefa did not know a single thing about

the motion of the Moon which he had not borrowed from

Ptolemy. But the prosneusis of Ptolemy is not the vnriation

discovered by Tycho Brahe. The latter depends solely on the

elongation of the Moon from the Sun, as it is « +39' .5 sin 2c,

while it is beyond the power of mortal man to express the effect

of the prosneusis without the anomaly. Ptolemy's cxprssion for

all the inequalities in longitude assumed by him, when developed

analytically, found to contain, in addition to terms repressing

the equation of the centre and the evection, the latter being

+l°19'.5sin (2*-m),

a very considerable term

+17.8 sin 2* [cos (2<Mm) -f 2 cos (2e-m)J

where « is the elongation and m the mean anomaly. 1

Obviously this term has nothing in common witli the varia-

tion, except that it disappears in the syzygies and quadrat urra,

Tycho Brahe did not hang his new term on to the unaltered

lunar theory of Ptolemy, and by doing that we should in fact

only spoil the latter and make its maximum error rise to more than

a degree.
8 Owing to the insufficiency of the observations at his

disposal, Ptolemy could only perceive that there was some out-

standing inequality after allowing for the evection, only appearing

outside the syzygies and quadratures, but he was neither able to

find the law which governed the phenomenon, nor w;is he aware

what a large quantity it represented ; he could only tinker up

his constructions a little, and in this he was most faithfully

followed by the Arabs, who added nothing to what he had done

and left it to the reviver of practical astronomy to discover the

third lunar inequality.

Al Fargani and others on Planets

Passing to the five planets, we find that, generally speaking,

¥«f$Hfew attempts were made to improve the work of Ptolemy.

Sufthe Arabs were not content to consider the Ptolemaic system

P. Tarmesy, Recherches, p. 213. Another expansion of Ptolemy's lunaf

inequalities in aselie* was given by Biot, Journal dei Savants, 1843, p. 703
(Reprint, p. 49)-

.,

P. Kempt, Utttersuchungen uher die Ptolemaische Uteris 4er MondbewtgunS,
Berlin, 1878 (Inaug. Diss.), p, 37,
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merely as a geometrical aid to computation; they required a real

and physically true system of the world, and had therefore to

assume solid crystal spheres after the manner of Aristotle. Above
the Moon is the Alacir, the fifth essence, which is devoid of light-

ness and heaviness, and is not Perceptible to the human senses; of

this substance the spheres and planets are formed. 1 Already in the

book of Al Fargani we find the principle adopted which we have

seen dates from the fifth century (Proklus) and which became

universally accepted in the Middle Ages, that the greatest distance

of a planet is equal to the smallest of the planet immediately

above it, so that there are no empty spaces between the spheres.2

The semidiameter of the Earth is by Al Fargani given as 3250

miles, which corresponds very nearly to Al Mamun's 56-|- miles to

a degree,, if we put w=-V». Starting from Ptolemy's distances of

Greatest Distance of Al Fargani Al Battani Abu '1 Faraf

Moon 64| 64£ 64*

Mercury 167 166 174

Venus 1,120 1,07'J 1,160

Sun . 1,220 L1464 L26G

Mars 8,876 8,022 8,820

Jupiter 14,405 12,924s 14,259

Saturn 20,110 18,094 19,963

the Moon and the Sun, it was easy to express the other distances

in semidiameters of the Earth, the ratios between the greatest and

1. Al Battani, cap. 50 (p. 195).

2. Al Fargani, cap. 21 (ed. Golius, p. 80), Much later, Maurolycus in his

Cosmographia (Venice, 1543, f, 20a) proves that Mercury and Venus must

be below the Sun, by pointing out that there would otherwise be a large

vacant space between the Sun and the Moon.
3. pp. 189-19L

4. So in Nallino's ed. (Milan, 1903 p. 121) the ed. of 1«« has 1176. -

5. The ed. of 1645 has 12, 420; obviously an error, as the ratio of greatest to

smallest distance is given as 37:23 for Saturn 7:5 (misprinted 7:2), or "quan-

titas unius et duarum quintarum ad unum" (p. 199). Nallino's ed (Milan

1503) has 12,924. Abraham ben Chija has 12,400.
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smallest distances being in substantial agreement with the theory

of Ptolemy, Al Battani also gives a similar set of figures, though

with some slight differences. He does not mention peculiar treat-

ment given by Ptolemy to the theory of Mercury. The above

table gives the distance expressed in semidiameters of the Earth.

Al Kusgi and diameters of planets

Al Kosgi, one of the astronomers of Ulug Begh, gives a list

of the semidiameters of the "concavities" of the planetary sphe-

res (i.e. the smallest distances of the spheres) expressed in para-

sangs, the diameter of the Earth being 2,545 parasangs. 1 Expres-

sed in semidiameters of the Earth, the figures turn out somewhat

differrent from those given above, e.g. the smallest distance of

the Sun being 1,452 and the greatest of Saturn 26,332, but he

does not supply any means of making out how these figures were

found.

Before leaving this subject, we shall also give the diameters

of the planets according to Al Fargani, as they became known in

Europe at an early date and were quoted by Roger Bacon and

others.
2 With trifling variations the same values are given by Al

Battani, Abu '1 Faraj, and Abraham ben Chija.

Apparent True Diameter

Diameter (Earthy— 1)

Moon in apogee '

... 31f' ... 1 : 3{-

Mercury, mean dist iV of Sun's ... ,V
««* •• ... x\ » 3. » 3"5f

••• ... ... 31t' •• 5J

- A of Sun's .,. X It

... t
j
t of Sun's ... 4J + TV

Saturn „ „ ... ... „, ft „ „„ 4|

Al Kazwini, Abul Faraj and

Al-JagmM on Excentric Spheres of the Sun

The system of the spheres is set forth in greatest detail in
three treatises of later date, the cosmograpy of Zakarija ben
Muhammed ben'Mahmud al Kazwini (about 1275), the astronomy

1. A$tronomica Shah Chelgii, pp. 95-37.

2. These are sonae slight differences between the figures given in the variou»
editions (JiX Dreyer has compared those of 1493, 1546, and 1669), but
those grvett&We agree with the cubic contents according to Al Fargani,
.The figures ol.Kaswird seem to have been greatly corrupted.

Venus

Sun

Mars

Jupiter
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of Abu i Faraj, written in 1279, and that of Mahmud ibn

Muhammed ibn Omar al Jagmini, whose date and nationality arc

equally uncertain, but who probably wrote in the thirteenth

or fourteenth century. We find in these text-books an elaborate

system of spheres designed to account for every particular of

planetary motion, in perfect agreement with each other as to the

general arrangement of the spheres, and offering nothing new as

to lunar or planetary theory. The accompanying figures (taken

from Jagmini) will illustrate the ideas better than a lengthy des-

cription.1 The Sun is a solid sperical body, fitting between two

excentric spherical surfaces, which touch two other swpfaces, in the

Fig. 2.

—

Planetary motions and system of spheres,

1, The Sun. 2. Excentric sphere. 3. The surrounding
spheres. 4. The complement of the surrounding sphere.
5. Centre of the world. 6. Centre of the excentric
sphere.

common centre of which the Earth is situated, and which between

them enclose a space (or intersphere, as Abu '1 Faraj calls it), named

by Jagmini al-mumattal, or the equably turning sphere, which has

the same motion from west to east as the fixed stars, i.e. precession.

The spheres of the three outer planets and Venus are arranged

on the same plan, except that the place of the body of the

Sun is taken hy the epicycle-sphere of each planet, to the inner

surface of which the planet (a solid spherical body) is attached or

(as Abu '1 Faraj says
2
) "fixed like a pearl on a ring, touching the

1. Al Kusgi gives very similar diagrams of the spheres of the Saturn, Mercury,

and the Moon.

2, Precession is supposed to be included in this, "the first motion." The second

(Continued on next page)
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surface in one point." The axis of the excentric sphere is incli-

ned to that of the mumattal sphere, which causes the motion in

latitude. The lunar system comprises an additional sphere outside

the others, the centre of which coincides with the centre of the

world, and which is called d-gauzahar, signifying the cosntella-

Fig, 2.—Spheres <rf Mercury

1. Upper Apsis, 2. Lower Apsis. Upper Apsis of deferent sphere**

5. Deferent sphere, 4 Lower Apsis of deferent sphere. 6. Epicycle*

7. Mercury. 8. Surrounding complement. 9. Surrounded pnrt of

Mumattal sphere. 10. Mudir sphere. II. Centre of the world.

12. Centre of Mudir. 13. Centre of deferent sphere.

tion Draco, as this sphere provides' for the revolution o£ the lunar

nodes ("the head and tail of the dragon") round the zodiac. The
inner one of the two concentric spherical surfaces, between which

the excentric sphere Kes, surrounds immediately the fire sphere of

the Earth. The system of Mercury is more complicated, as a

space had to be provided for the revorution of the centre of the

(Continued from previous page)

one is that of the concentric oblique intersphere (catted the mail sphere off

the sphaer* dteflectens) round the centre of the world, 11°$' per day, by whkfa
amount theTunar apogee moves towards the west. The third motion i*

that of the excentric, carrying the centre1

of the epicycle 24*22' towards th«f

east. The fourth, is the motion on the epicycle, Abu '1 Fasaj, p. 27,
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excentric sphere. The figure shows the excentric sphere enclosed

in a sphere, al-mudir or the turning one, which allows the upper

apsis or apogee of the excentric or deferent sphere (3 in the figure)

to move right round the outer surface of the mudir. The inner

surface of the mumattal sphere immediately surrounds the

gauzahar sphere of the Moon.

It was a necessary consequence of the large solar parallax of

3' accepted by Ptolemy, that Mercury and Venus must be very

near the Earth, since they are assumed to be nearer than the Sun.

Thus Abraham ben Chija says that the shadow or the Earth ex-

tends beyond the orbit of Mercury but does not reach that of

Venus.1 Ptolemy never mentions the parallaxes of Mercury and

Venus, as to which nothing was known, though they ought, of

course, to be greater than 3'. But on the assumption that the

smallest distance of Mercury is equal to the distance of the Moon
at apogee, the parallax of Mercury ought to rise to 54', which

must have been felt to be too large a quantity, though it does

not seem to have struck Al Battani as anything surprising, per-

haps because Mercury cannot be seen when in inferior conjunc-

tion. It may have been this necessarily large parallax of Mercury,'

which induced Ibn Jonis (without any explanation) to reduce the

solar parallax from 3 to 2', or rather to 1' 57".a Geber3 blames

Ptolemy for having said that the parallaxes of the planets are

insensible, and remarks that he ought, therefore, logically to have

placed Venus and Mercury above the Sun. He takes great pains

to show that Venus may be exactly on the line joining the Sun
and the Earth. Indeed, Geber neglects no opportunity of criticis-

ing Ptolemy's methods of finding the elements of the orbits/ and

he is generally very unjust to him but he does not venture to

1. Sphaera mundi, ed. Osw. Schreckenfuchs, Bade, 1546 pp. 84, 86.

2. Unpublished chapters of Ibn Junis, reviewed by Delambre, Hist, de I'astr.

du Moyen Age. p. 101.

3. Instrumentum primi mobilis a P. Apiano. Accedunt ijs Gebri filii Affla

Hispalemis. . . libri IX. de astronomia, Norimberg», 1534, fol. (Introd. p. 3
and lib. VII. p. 104),

4. See the long indictment on pp. 2-3 of Ms introduction. He blames Ptolemy
among other things for assuming that the centre of the deferens is half-way

between the centres of the zodiac and of the equant, while he himself

deduces this from the movements.
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substitute any other system and does not object to the general

principles of the Ptolemaic system,
1

Three great names :

Ibn Badja, Ibn Tofeil (Abubacer) and Abu Welld (Averroes)

Geber's attempts to pick holes in the work of Ptolemy were,

perhaps, not unconnected with the rapid rise of Aristotelean philo-

sophy in Spain in the twelfth century, which, though not destined

to last long, nevertheless exercised a considerable influence on the

spread of knowledge of Aristotle in the Christian world, while it

cast a halo round the Caliphate of Cordova, which at that time,

under the enlightened rule of the Almohades, seemed to have

reestablished the glory of the best days of the Moslem world.

Three names are specially associated with this movement

:

(i) Abu Bekr Muhammed Ibn Jahya al Sayeg, called Ibn

Badja (of Saragossa, died 1139), known as Avempace

among the Scholastics ;

(ii) his pupil Muhammed ben Abdelmelik Ibn Tofeil (of

Granada, died 1185-1186), called Abubacer by the

Scholastics ;

(in) and finally the greatest philosopher of Islam, Ibn Rosd

Abu Welid, known as Averroes (1126-1198).

In studying Aristotle they laid special stress on his scientific

works, and did not, like their Christian successors, think of

little but dialectics. The acceptance of the system of homocentric

spheres or some modification of it must, therefore, have seemed a

necessity to the Arabian philosophers and this, of course, led

them to reject the theory of epicycles.. The little we know of the
opinions of Ibn Badja on this subject is found in the famous
work The Guide of the Perplexed of the great Jewish scholar
Moses ben Maimun of Cordova, better known as Maimonides,
who tells us that he had his information from a pupil of Ibn
Badja. Like Geber (with whose son he had been familiar),

Maimonides doubted that Mercury and Venus were nearer than

1. Copernicus possessed a copy of Geber's book; which is now in the Univer-
«ty library at Upsala. On the title .page, after the author's name, he ha*
written .r/'Egregii, Caluraiatoris Ptolemaei," while a number of marginal
notes show that he has read the book carefully. Curtze, Miukiilungen <*m
Coppernicui Vereins, I, p. 37.
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the Sun, though he would not venture to say how they actually

moved.1 But what is more important, he declared the motion of

a planet on an epicycle to be contrary to physical principles, be-

cause there are only three motions possible in this world : around

its centre, or towards it, or away from it; while he also main-

tained that according to Aristotle circular motion can only take

place round a real, central body.2 Though Aristotle in reality

did not object to epicyclic motion with a mathematical point as

centre, for the simple reason that it had not been proposed when

he wrote, while, as we have seen, his moving principle had noth-

ing to do with the centre of motion, it is easy to see that Ibn

Badja's real difficulty was the same which afterwards produced so

many obstacles to the advance of science in Europe : whatever

could not be found in Aristotle's book must be unworthy of notice.

According to Maimonides (who, however, makes the reservation

that he had not heard it from disciples), Ibn Badja constructed a

system of his own, in which he only admitted excentric circles but

no epicycles. We are not given any particulars as to this system

but there can hardly be any doubt that its author confined himself

to generalities and did not attempt to represent phenomena like

the lunar inequalities by it. Maimonides remarks that there is

nothing gained by Ibn Badja's reform, since the excentric hypothe-

sis is as objectionable as the epicyclic one, as it also supposes

motion round an imaginary point outside the centre of the Earth.

The centre of the 'excentric, on which the Sun is supposed to

move, is outside the convexity of the lunar sphere and inside the

concavity of that of Saturn's excentric is between the spheres of

Mars and Jupiter. He adds that the revolution of a number of

concentric spheres around a common axis is conceivable, but not

the revolution round different axes inclined to each other, as the

spheres would disturb each other unless there are other spherical

bodies between them. This attempt to revive and modify the sys-

tem of (movable ?) excentrics did, therefore, not mend matters.3

1-. Rabbi Mosis Majemonidis Liber ... . Doctor Perplexorum. Basils®, 1629,

Pars II. cap. IX.

2. Ibid., Pars II. cap. XXIV.

3. Maimonides also remarks (in the same chapter) that the supposed inclina-

tions of Mercury and Venus in the Ptolemaic system are difficult or

impossible to comprehend or imagine as really existing. Therefore, if what

(Continued on next page)
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Ibn Tofeil

Ibn Tofeil, the second of the three Moslem philosophers of

Spain, vizier and physician at the court of Jusuf ben Abd el

Mumin of Morocco, seems to have walked in the footsteps of his

master ; but the only extant work of his, a kind of religious

mystic romance about the emancipation of a soul from the

trammels of this material world, does not give any clue to his

ideas as to the planetary system. But Averroes, who also objected

to the excentrics and epicycles says in his commentary to Aristo-

tle's Metaphysics that Ibn Tofeil possessed on this subject excellent

theories
2
, and Ibn Tofeil's pupil, the astronomer Al Betrugi, in

the introduction to his theory of the planets, says of him : "You

know that the illustrious judge Abu Bekar Ibn Tofeil told ua

that he had found an astronomical system and principles of the

various movements different from those laid down by Ptolemy

and without admitting either excentrics or epicycles, and with

this system all the motions are represented without error." Ibn

Tofeil was therefore probat ly the real author of the fairly elabo-

rate system, which his pupil worked out and handed down to us

in a work on the planets, which was translated into Hebrew in

the following century and from that again into Latin, and

published in 1531

The object of this system was to explain the constitution of

the universe as it really is, and not merely to represent the motions
of the planets geometrically, so as to be able to foretell their

places in the heavens at any time ; and the author (be he Ibn
Tofeil or Al Betrugi alias Alpetragius) specially disclaims any
intention of testing the theory by comparing it with observations

(Continued from previous page)

Aristotle says is true, there is neither epicycle nox excentxic, and every-
thing turns round the centre of the Easth.

2. Munk
; Melanges de philosophie juive et arabe. Paris, 1859, p. 412.

3. Alpetragii Arahi Planetamm theorica phisicit ratianibus probata, nuperrime
latinis litteris mandata a Calo Calonymos, Hebreo Neapolitan, Venice1

1531, 28 ff. folio (published with Sacrobosco's Sphaera). A translation by
the famous fclicheal Scot has never been printed, but is still extant in
Paris (fcjttnk. Melanges, p. 519). The principle of the system is described
by Isaac Israeli, who, however, does not mention the author's name (Liber
Jesod Olam, H. 9. Part I. p. XI
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or of accounting for minor details of the motions.1 The leading

idea is that of the homocentric spheres, each star being attached

to a sphere, and the motive power is the ninth sphere, the sphere

outside that of the fixed stars. The Spanish philosopher ought,

therefore, to have been content with the system of Eudoxus or

its modification by Aristotle (whom he never mentions by name,

but only as "the sage")> but unfortunately he became possessed

with the notion that the prime mover must'everywhere produce

only a motion from east to west, and he had, therefore, to reject

the independent motion of the planets from west to east, and

revert to the old Ionian idea that the seven planets merely per-

form the daily revolution with a speed slightly slower than that

of the fixed stars. The true speed of the primum mobile is a

little faster than this ;the eighth sphere performs a revolution in

a slightly longer period (24 hours), and the effect of the prime

mover is gradually weakened more and more, with increasing

distance, until we find the sphere of the Moon, being furthest from

the prime mover, taking nearly twenty-five hours to complete a

revolution. This was the old primitive Ionian idea, but Al
Betrugi (or his teacher) saw that this was not sufficient, as not

only is the pole of the ecliptic different from that of the equator,

which prevents the planets from moving in closed orbits, but the

planets do not even keep at the same distance from the pole of the

ecliptic but have each their motion in
.
latitude, as well as variable

velocity in longitude ; and all this had yet to be accounted for.

The ninth sphere has but one motion, but the eighth has two,

that in longitude ^precession) and another which is caused by the

pole of the ecliptic describing a small circle round a mean position,

thereby producing the supposed oscillation or trepidation of the

equinoxes.8 Similarly, the pole of each planet describes a small

circle round a mean position (i. e. the pole of the ecliptic), thereby

producing inequalities in longitude and motion in latitude3

Whenever the actual orbit-pole of a planet is on the parallel

of the mean pole, it is obvious that the planet will perform its

daily revolution with its mean velocity, while the velocity is

increased or lessened when the actual pole is respectively at ts

minimum or maximum distance from the pole of the heavens

1. FoL 8 b.

3. Fol. 14 b;. «4.

2. Fol. 9 b.
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(the motion of the pole of the orbit being added to or subtracted

from the motion of the planet), so that the epicycle is hereby

rendered superfluous. The lengths of the radii of these small

circles are not given, except in the case of Saturn, where the

radius is 3° 3',1 while the mean pole of the moon is 5° (the inclina-

tion of the lunar orbit) distant from the pole of the ecliptic,
2 and

the small circle is so exceedingly small as to produce no retrograde

motion, which is also the case with the Sun. The periods of the

poles of the outer planets are given by the following figures

Saturn makes 57 revolutions in 59 years and l£+i days, in which

period the mean pole lags behind 2 revolutions Jupiter

makes 65 revolutions in 71 years, the mean pole lagging behind 6

revolutions. Mars makes 37 revolutions in 79 years and 3-s+tV

days, the pole lagging behind 42 revolutions and 3-J"
a

.

In other words, the motion on these small circles are com-

pleted in the synodic periods of planets. Similarly, the pole of Venus

makes 5 revolutions in the 8 years less 2?d+^V lagging If revo-

lutions in one year ; and Mercury 145 revolutions in 46 years

and lrs-d
4

. It is curious that Alpetragius alters the order of the

planets, placing Venus between Mars and the Sun, because the

defectus (lagging) of Venus smaller than that of the Sun.s He
also says that nobody has given any valid reason for accepting

the usually assumed order of the planets, and that Ptolemy is

wrong in stating that Mercury and Venus are never exactly in

a line with the Sun (a remark already made by Geber) ; and as

they shine by their own light they would not appear as dark
spots, if passing between us and the Sun. That they do not receive

their light from the Sun is proved, he thinks, by the fact that
they never appear crescent-shaped.*

There is no need to dwell any longer on this quaint theory

1. Fol.l6a.

2. Fol. 25 a.

3. Fol. 16 a, 18 a, 19 b.

4. Fol. 21 b, 24 b.

5. "Nam leperinaus defectum eius priflmm mifiorea defectu orbi» folia ec
maiorem d.efectu orbis martis, et sequitur juita radices norti« ut sit hue*
«o» ambos."

61 Enl 21 a -
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of spiral motion, as it has been rather improperly called.1 It

represented a retrograde step of exceedingly great magnitude,

totally unjustified as the theory could not seriously pretend to

be superior to the Ptolemaic system, which had only become so

very simple if one was content with representing only the princi-

pal phenomena. We are told by the Jewish astronomer Isaac

Israeli of Toledo, that the new system made a great sensation,

but that it was not sufficiently worked out to be taken seriously,

and that the system of Ptolemy, founded on the most rigorous

calculations, could not be superseded by it.
2 Another Jewish

author, Levi ben Gerson, in a work written in 1328, entered into

a lengthy refutation of the hypotheses of Al Betrugi.3 But the

latter certainly represented a general desire on the part of the

Spanish Aristoteleans to overcome the physical difficulties in

accepting the Ptolemaic system ; thus Averroes says that the

astronomy of Ptolemy is merely a convenient means of compu-

ting, and that he himself in his youth had hoped to prepare a

work on the subject.

Nasir ed-din Al Tosi

While ineffectual attempts were being made in the far

west, to devise a new astronomical theory, the astronomers of

the east did not remain blind to the desirability of finding a

system, in which the planets were not supposed to move unsup-

ported in space in such a wonderfully complicated manner; and

in the thirteenth century we find one of the greatest astronomers,

Nasir ed-din Al Tnsi, advocating a system of spheres which he

supposed to be more acceptable than excentrics and epicycles.*

In addition to a review or digest of the Syntaxis of Ptolemy he

wrote a sh orter work entitled Memorial of Astronomy, in various

1. e.g. by Riccioli, Almag. Nov. T. I. p. 504, where Kepler's figure of the real

motion of Mars in space from 1580 to 1596 (supposing the earth to be at

rest) is copied, as if that had anything to do with the "Spirals" of Alpetra-

gius.

2. He adds that he was not qualified himself to sit in judgment on the pro-

posed system {Liber Jesod Olam, U» 9, p. XI.)

3. Munk, Melanges pp. 500 and 521.

4. "Less spheres celestes selon Nasir-Eddin Al fflsi. Par M. Carra* de Vaux"
Appendix VI. to Tannery's Recherches sur I'astr. anc. pp. 337—3€0. In-

cludes a translation of the chapter in which the new theory is set forth.
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passages of which he shows his dissatisfaction with the Ptolemaic

system. In the chapter on the Moon (to which we have already

alluded) he counts up the various anomalies, among which he

mentions the anomaly of illumination, that is, the spots on the

Moon, which he believes to be caused by other bodies moving in

the lunar epicycle and unequally exposed to the Moon's light.

He then says that we should expect in a simple theory to find the

centre of the epicycle in equal times describing equal arcs on the

deferent, and the diameter of the epicycle joining the pericentre

and the apocentre pointing to the centre of the deferent. But

neither of these conditions is fulfilled. In the theories of the

planets he makes the same objections, which it must be said are

very just, since the introduction of the equ ant was a very unna-

tural arrangement. But this is nothing to the artificial machinery

designed by Ptolemy to account for the motion in latitude of the

five planets, especially of Mercury and Venus. Nasir cd-din des-

cribes the marvellously complicated movements of the deferents

and epicycles of these planets, and remarks that "these motions

require the introduction of a system of guiding spheres, about

which the ancients have not said anything". He next proceeds in

the following chapter to explain a system of his own which allows

vs to discard these combinations.

First he proves that if there are. two circles in one plane,

one touching the other internally and of a diameter equal to

half that of the other, and if the greater one rotates, and

a point moves along the circumference of the smaller one

in the opposite direction with twice the velocity and starting

from the point of contact, then that point will move along a

diameter of the greater circle.
1 These two circles may now be

assumed to be the equators of two spheres, and for the point we
may substitute a sphere representing the Moon's epicycle (1 in

the figure), Nasir ed-din assumes another sphere (2) surrounding
the epicycle and destined to keep the diameter from apogee to

perigee in its. place always coinciding with the diameter of the
sphere (4) 'let us give it a suitable thickness, but not too great, so as

not to take up too much space." He next assumes two more spheres,

one (3) which corresponds to the smaller sphere in the distance
of the centre of the deferent in the Ptolemaic system from the

.1, Connate Copernicus, De revohtionibut. III. 4 (Seculas ed. 1873, p, 166).
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centre of the Earth; and another sphere (4) with a diameter twice

as great. Finally (4) is placed in the interior of a carrying sphere

(5) concentric with the world and occupying the concavity of the

Fig. 3.

—

Movements of deferents and epicycles of planets.

The thickline is not a circle. All others are circles.

sphere (6). the equator of which is in the plane of the lunar orbit.

(2) and (4) and (5) revolve in the same period, that in which the

centre of the epicycle performs a revolution; (3) revolves in half

that time, while (6) revolves in the opposite direction with the

same speed as the apogee of the excentric. The figure now shows

how the epicycle moves to and fro along the diameter of (4) and

during the revolution of the circle (5) describes a closed curve,

about which Nasir ed-din justly says that it is somewhat like a

circle but is not really one for which reason it is not a perfect sub-

stitute for the eccentric circle of Ptolemy. He estimates the greatest

difference between the lunar places given by the two theories as

one-sixth of a degree, half-way between syzygy and quadrature.

Except for the action of the guiding sphere (2), it would not be

the centre of the epicycle but the point of contact of circles (3)

and (4). which describes the curve resenablng a circle. The same
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method may be adopted for Venus and the three outer planets,

and Nasir ed-din promises to explain the new theory of Mercury

m an appendix, but this appears to have been lost.

Nasir ed-din also endeavours to improve on the machinery

proposed by Ptolemy to illustrate the manner in which the epicy-

cle remains parallel to the plane of the ecliptic. He mentions

that the celebrated Ibn al Haitham (afterwards known in the west

as Alhazen, author of a well-known book on optics) had written a

chapter on this subject, adding to each epicycle two spheres to

account for the inclination of the diameter perigee-apogee, and

two additional ones for the inferior planets for the diameter at

right angles thereto.1 Nasir ed-din makes use of the same

principle which guided him in his demonstration about the motion

in longitude, and he shows how in this way we may by means of

two spheres make the extremities of the diameter of the epicycle

move backwards and forwards along an arc of a sphere.
2 He claims

that this arrangement is superior to that of Ptolemy by not intro-

ducing any error in longitude,
3
but he acknowledges that he has

not been able to get rid of the strong objection to Ptolemy's

auxiliary circle, viz. that the irregular motion in longitude with
regard to the centre of the deferent necessitates the introduction

of a corresponding irregularity in the motion on the auxiliary

circle by letting the motion be uniform with regard to an equant.
It baffled Nasir ed-din's ingenuity to find an arrangement of

spheres which could obviate the necessity of having recourse, to
this expedient.

All the attempts at rebellion against the Ptolemaic system
had thus turned out failures. And they deserved nothing else,

since it was impossible to find anything better than what Ptolemy
had produced, until it was perceived that where Ptolemy was
wrong was not in his mathematical methods, which were perfect,
but in the fundamantal idea of the Earth being at rest. The time

1. Ibn al Haitham said that by using discs instead of spheres one might com-
plete the demonstration

; but Nasir ed-din objects to ths arrangement
(about which he gives no details) that a non-spherical system is not in
accordance witii the principles of astronomy.

2. It is not suite dear whether this plan is his own or is the same a»Ibnal
Haitham's,

3. Due to disturbance of the position of the diameter from perigee *o apogee.
;

from which the anomaly is counted.
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was apparently not ripe for a radical change with

idea. Though the doctrine of the Earth's motion doe not seem

to have been mentioned hy Arabian writers, we have ev denc*

that the hypothesis of the daily rotation of the E rtb wa not

unknown among them, a natural consequence o ^
with the writers of antiquity. One of Nasirf^J^™%
attheMeragha observatory, AH Negm ed-dxn a

'

^auH W

died in 1277, wrote a book, the^^J^t^os-
which he combats this opinion, which he attributes to *

phers." "I do not," he says, "advance as an argument against

it that, if this were the case, a bird flying m the dnrection o the

motion of the Earth would not be able to keep up with it because

the motion of the Earth would be much ^ster than th at

bird, inasmuch as it returns to its place m a day ;and
. *

nig

Such an argument is not conclusive, because it may be urged
J*at

the atmosphere which is close to the Earth partakes of its moHa

as the ether partakes of the motion of the heavenly spher
•

But

I reiect this theory, because all terrestrial^^^12
a straight line, and therefore we cannot admit that tne

should move in a circle."
1

.

What reformation of astronomy could be^hoped for as long

as this kind of argument could be used ?
'

We cannot s« from

this remark of Katibi's whether there really were ^ -Arabia

philosophers who believed in the station of the hartn

Lever, stated in the Zokau the V*™*™£*^
tedtoMoshehbenShemtobof Leon (died 1305), that a

Rabbi Hamnuna the Elder (otherwise unknown) taught that

Earth turns like a sphere in a circle and that some

J

above and others below.- Though this passage as wel as other

in the Zohar may have been interpolated muchlater.it would

rr^^eCopernican System of Astron^

Jown.Asiat. Society of Bengal, Vol. XXV. (.is:";,
.

tfee

' temporary. Abu 'IFaraKH. P. W * "e«IT " P£ ^ atgu-

Eatth cannot be in motion, neither rectilinear not circular

m
ments (about bird, and stones flung upwards) see*

Ptolemy, lib, 1. cap. 6. Kazwini (Remote, P- 296) says tn

the ancients there were some adherents of^^J^*^
that the Earth continually moves round in a circle .

°

adherents were Greeks or Arabians cannot be seen from the «nt .

2. SoW. Amsterdam. 1718, T. HI. t 10» :
Gu«heI

<

S^""

d. math, Geogr,, p. 113.
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after all not be very surprising if some learned Jews had been

influenced by the opinion of Herakleides, since it is an established

'

fact that the doctrines of the Kabbalists were intimately connec-

ted with the later Greek philosophy. But any how nothing came

of this isolated case, and the daily rotation of the heavens conti-

nued to be universally accepted as a self-evident fact.

Arabian astronomers and Ptolemaic system

—

Arabian astronomers who really wished to follow in detail

the celestial motion were therefore obliged to adopt the Ptolemaic

system altogether. New planetary tables had long been found to

be a necessity, and this important work was at last undertaken by

King Alfonso X. of Castille and several Jewish and Christian

astronomers working under him at Toledo, who prepared the

celebrated Alfonsine Tables, Apparently the King must have had

his doubts about the physical truth of the system, judging from his

well-known saying that if God had consulted him when creating

the world, he would have given Him good advice. The tables

were prepared under the direction of the Jew Ishak ben Said,

called Hasan, and a physician, Jehuda ben Mose Cohen, and

were finished in 1252, the year in which Alfonso ascended the

throne of Castille. They continued in great repute for three hun-

dred years as the best planetary tables; they were first printed in

1483, but had been spread all over Europe long before that time

in numerous MS copies, many of which are still in existence,

Twenty-six codices are counted up in the Libros del Saber de

Astronomia del Rey D. Alfonso X.de Castella, Madrid, 1863-67

(5 vols. fol.). This compilation, a series of chapters on spherical

•and theoretical astronomy followed by tables, must have been

made up from several codices, as there are numerous repetitions

even of very elementary matters. In the third volume the theo-

ries of the planets are dealt with, but one looks in vain for any
improvement on Ptolemy; on the contrary, the low stace of astro-

nomy in the Middle Ages is nowhere better illustrated. In gene-
ral the elements of the orbits are these of Ptolemy, though some-
times only approximations are given, while different values are
given in different chapters, though Ptolemy places the centre of the
deferent midway between the centre of the equant and the Earth,
the Libros del Saber places the centre of the equant icerco del
lalaMS.^jriidway between the Earth and the centre of the deferent

1. d is 'sbe Aibjc article, aux (apside) is a corruption of the Arabic Oud)
, {AbuJl Faxaj, IL.p. 25). The equant is called the cerco del Y guador.
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(cerco dellevador1
), as in Ptolemy's theory of Mercury, which

the authors would seem to have extended to the planets, omitting

the motion of the centre of the deferent on a small circle ; this,

they have, however, correctly given in the case of Mercury.2

There is a very curious figure
3
of the deferent of Mercury in the

form of an ellipse (the axes being as 6 to 5 nearly), with what

looks like the Sun in the centre. This curve has been construc-

ted from a number of small circular arcs,
4 and it is obviously

nothing but the curve described by the centre of the epicycle of

Mercury in Ptolemy's theory. For according to the latter the

centre of the deferent describes a small circle with radius= sx of

that of the deferent, in direction from east to west, in the same

time which the centre of the epicycle takes to pass round the cir-

cumference of the deferent from west to east. This makes the cen-

tre of the epicycle describe a closed curve resembling an ellipse, the

axes of which are in the ratio 11: 10, almost exactly the same as in

the Spanish diagram, and there is' therefore in the latter no antici-

pation whatever of Kepler's great discovery, since in the case of

the inferior planets it is the epicycle which is the real orbit.
6

The small sun-like object in the centre of the ellipse represents

the centre of Ptolemy's small circle, and it has either been inser-

ted in the manuscript centuries after the essay had been written,

or, more likely, it has been caused by a small blot on the place

in the parchment where the stationary leg of the draughtsman's

compasses had made a small hole. An oval deferent of Mercury

occurs in several books published in the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries.
6

1. Vol. HI. pp. 246-253.

2. Vol. HI, pp. 253 and 278. In the the latter place the radius of the small

circle is tr , as in the "Hypotheses" of Ptolemy.

3. Vol. III. p. 282.

4. See the lengthy description on pp, 278—280.

5. The editor, Don Manuel Rice y Sinobas, on p. xxxiii, of his preface,

even goes so far as to suggest that Kepler may have known of this great

discovery of Alfonso's or rather of Aizachel's, as the text attributes the

construction to him. This and other similar diagrams were intended to

be used instead of planetary tables in the manner afterwards adopted by

Apianus.

6. First (about 1460) in Purbach's Theoricae novae Planetarum Xed. of Basle,

1573, p, 82) ; "Ex dictis apparet manifeste, centrum epicycle Mercurij,

(Continued on next page)
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Though the somewhat confused collection of essays entitled

the Libros del Saber would not, if published in the thirteenth

century, have advanced astronomical science, it cannot be denied

that the Alfonsine Tables were very useful in their day. The

actual elements are not given, nor is any thing said about any

observations by which somewhat more correct values of the

mean motions must have been found.1

Arabs on motions of fixed stars.

Thus we finish our review of the planetary theories of the

Arabs. Now we shall say a few words about their ideas as to

the nature and motion of the fixed stars. The exaggerated

notion which prevailed before the invention of the telescope

with regard to the apparent angular diameters of the stars natu-

rally, led to erroneous estimates of their actual size, founded on
the assumption that the sphere of the fixed stars (the eighth

sphere) was immediately outside that of Saturn.9 The stars of

the first magnitude were supposed to have an apparent diameter
equal to ^ of that of the Sun, from which it followed that their

actual diameters were about 4| times that of the Earth, or about

(Continued from previous page)

propter motus supradictos non (ut in alijs planetis fit) circumfcrentiam
deferentis circularem, sed potius figurae, habentis similitudinem cumplann
ovali periFberiam desciibere." Next by Albert of Brudzew in 1482 in hiss

Commentariolum super theoricas novas, printed at Milan in 1495 (ed.
Cracow, 1900, p. 124), where it is remarked that the centre of the lunar
epicycle describes a similar figure. This is also stated by E. Reinhold in
his commentary to Purbach, 1542, fol. p. 7 verso (ed. of Paris, 1558, fol. 78.)
by Vurstisius in his Questiones novae in theoricas, & c., Basle, 1573,
P. 233 ;

and in Riccioli's Almagestum novum T. I. p. 564. The last three
writers (who give a figure) also take the equable angular motion round
the centre of the equant into account, which centre lies on the point of the
circumference of the small circle nearest the Earth, The curve described
by the centre of the epicycle thus becomes egg-shaped, and not like an
ellipse.

1. The tables in voU v. of the Ltortn del Saber are quite different from the
Alfonsine Tables, and are apparently only intended for astrological
purposes.

2. Al Battani (cap. 50) gives the greatest distance of Saturn* 18,094, and the
distance of the fixed sta«=19.000 semidiameters of the Earth. Al Fargani

'
,
}
P?*

8 * em e*3Ctly e4ud
-

A1 K**& the diameters in parasangs,

?Jo™nTIty °f the 8teUar sPh«e = 33.509,180 of the ninth sphere
^,5^4309, of its convexity "no one but God knows" (Shah Cbolgi, p. 97).
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twice that of Mars.1 As to the nature of the stars, they seem

generally to have been assumed self-luminous, being condensed

parts of the sphere, though Abraham ben Chija says that the

eighth sphere does not shine with a uniform light, but has denser

spots, which are illuminated by the Sun and appear to us as the

fixed stars.
2

To account for the apparent slow motion of the stars para-

lleled to the ecliptic, from west to east, whereby their longitudes

increase while their latitudes remain unaltered, it became neces-

sary to inroduce a ninth sphere (primum mobile), turning in

twenty-four hours and communicating this motion to the eighth

sphere, while the latter moved extremely slowly round its own
axis forming an angle of 23° 35' with that of the ninth.3 But the

simple phenomenon of precession was by many Arabian astro-

nomers complicated by being assumed variable. It may be

mentioned that according to Theon and Proklus it had been

assumed by some astronomers apparently before the time of

Ptolemy, that the precessional motion of the stars' was not pro-

gressive, but was confined to an oscillation along an arc of 8°.

along which the equinoctial points moved backwards and forwards

on the ecliptic, always at the same rate of 1° in 80 years. The
absurdity of the sudden change of direction must have become

obvious as soon as astronomy began to be cultivated among the

Arabs, for we find that one of the earliest astronomers, Tabit

ben Korra, substituted a physically less objectionable theory.*

1. Al Fargani (p. 85, Golius) gives the cubic contents of the six spheres as

107, 90,72, 54, 36, 18 times that of the Earth. Abu '1 Faraj, p. 199, gives

a similar series from 93 to 15i for the average star of each class. Shems
ed-din of Damascus in his Cosmography (p. 3) merely says that the smallest

fixed star is much larger than the Earth.

2. According to Suter, p. 77. a writer called Ibn Zura wrote a treatise "On
the cause of the light of the stars, though they and the spheres consist of one
single substance."

3. The outermost sphere is by the philo-opher Ibn Sina (Avicenna) defined

as a spherical, single (not composite) body, emanating directly from Gop
and subject to dissoluticn, endowed innately with circular motion as an

expression of its praise of the Creator ( Mehren in Oversigt, K. Danske
Vid. Selskab, 1883, p. 70).

4. The treatise "On the motion of the 8th sphere" has never befin printed ;

an abstract is given in Delambre's Hist, de I'astr. du Moyen Age. p. 73.

Compare a quotation by Ibn Junis, Caussin, Notices et Extraits. VII. p. 116.
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He imagines a fixed ecliptic (in the ninth sphere) which intersects

,the equator in two points (the mean equinoxes) under an angle of

23° 33' 30*, and a movable ecliptic (in the v. (\ sphere), attached

at two diametrically opposite points to two small circles, the

centres of which are in the mean equinoxes and the radii of which

are=4° 18' 43". The movable tropical points of Cancer and

Capricorn never leave the fixed ecliptic, but move to and fro to

the extent of 8° 37' 26", while two points on the movable ecliptic

90° from the tropical points move on the circumferences of the

small circles, so that the movable ecliptic rises and falls on the

fixed one, while the points of intersection of the equator and the

movable ecliptic advance and recede to the extent of 10° 45'

either way , This is a motoin of the eighth sphere, common to

all stars, and the Sun will, therefore, sometimes reach its

greatest declination in Cancer, sometimes in Gemini. Tabit

does not say that the obliquity of the ecliptic is variable, and

perhaps it did not occur to him that this would be a necessary

consequence of his theory; he only notices the change in direction

and amount of the motion of the equinoxes, which, he says, has

increased since the days of Ptolemy, when it was only 1° in 100

years, while later observers have found 1° in 66 years. The
erroneous value given by Ptolemy was, therefore, mainly responsi-

ble for the continuance of the imaginary theory. It is to be
observed that Tabit expresses himself with a certain reservation,

and seems to think that further observations are necessary to

decide if the theory is true or not. His younger and greater
contemporary Al Battani was even more cautious, for though he
repeats the account of the trepidation given by Theon (which he
says that Ptolemy manifests in sua libro declaraf) he does not
make use of it, but simply adopts 1° in 66 years (or 54*.5 a year),
which he finds by a comparison between his own observations and
some made by Menelaus. In rejecting the erroneous value of
Ptolemy, which Al Fargani alone had accepted,2 Al Battani was
followed by Ibn Janis, who came still nearer to the truth by
adopting 1° in 70 years or 51".2 a year, and who does not allude
to trepidation. It is greatly to the credit of several other Ara-
bian writers that they were not led astray by this imaginary phe-
l

' SP
h« 80

2

S?'l27).
tO,S translation gives the P€li«J as 84 years, but Nallino'o

2. cl3,p.4?. .

3. Scbjellenrp, Descr. des etoiles fixes, p. 43,
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nomenon; among them are AI Snfi, the author of the only urano-

metry of the Middle Ages3
, who followed Al Battani, also Abu '1

Faraj and Jagmini,1 while Nasir ed-din mentions it but seems

to doubt its reality.
2 By others it was willingly accepted, for

instance by Al Zarkali, who made the period of oscillation of 10°

either way equal to 2000 Muhammedan years (or 1940 Gregorian

years, i.e. 1° in 97 years or 37" a year). The motion is in a circle

of 10° radius; at the Hijra the movable equinox was it 40' in

increasing precession, and in A: D. 1080 at 7° 25'.s. The diminu-

tion of the inclination of the ecliptic, which the astronomers of

Al Mamun had found=23° 33', no doubt lent countenance to

the idea of trepidation, and the next step in the development

of this curious theory was the combination of progressive and

oscillatory motion. Al Betrugi, who gives a sort of history

of the theory, beginning with a mythical H mes, makes

out that Theon (or Taun Alexandrinus as he calls him) com-

bined the motion of 1° in 100 years with the oscillation
3

. A
century later this was actually done, and the theory received

its last development by King Alfonso or his astronomers, who1

perceived that the equinoxes had receded much further than

Tabit's theory allowed. The equioxes were now supposed to pass

right round the heavens in 49,000 years (annual motion=26'.45),

while the period of the inequality of trepidation was. 7000 years,

so that in a sort of Great Jubilee year everything was again as it

had been in the beginning.5 The progressive motion belongs to

1. Abu '1 Faraj, p. 12, simply says ttat the notion is 1° in 100 years according

to Ptolemy, or 1° in 66 years according to others. But on p. 18 he says that

if the ancient Chaldeans gave the tropical points a motion backwards and

and forwards, and if ancient astrologers adopted this, then the motion of the

fixed stars must have been unknown to them. Jagmini (p. 229) says that

most people adopt 1° in 66 solar years.

2. Spheres celestes, p. 347.

3. Sedillot, Memoire sur Us t'nstr. astr. des Ardbes, pp. 31, 32. Abraham
ben Chija (p. 196 of Munster's Sphaera mundi. Basle, 1546) gives the

period as 1600 years without quoting any authority. He adds thafthe'

ancient Indians. Egyptians, Chaldeans, Greeks, and Latins first proposed

the theory—Ptolemy neither approved nor disapproved of it. but Al Battani

confuted it.

4. Alpetragius, f. 12a. He says that Al Zarkali did the same.

5. A later writer, Augustinus Ricius. De motu octave sphaere, Paris, 1521, who
traces the theory back to Hermes, 1985 years before Ptolemy CO credits-

continued on next page)
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the ninth sphere; the annual precession varies between 26"A5±^

28
r
.96, or from' + 55".41 to -2".51.1 It was now necessary to

assume the existence of a tenth sphere, which as primum mobile

communicated the daily rotation to all the others, while the

ninth produced the progressive and the eighth periodical

motion on the small circles, which are situated " in the conca-

vity of the ninth sphere." This was a nice and comfortable

theory on account of the long periods involved and the slow

changes it produced in the amount of annual precession; and

oblivious of the fact that the theory had no foundation except

the circumstance that the obiquity of the ecliptic was now about

20' less than it had teen stated to be by Ptolemy, and that he had

given the amount of precession as 36* a year instead of about

50
r

, and often shutting their eyes to several of the necessary

consequences of it, such as the changes in the latitudes of stars

which it ought to produce2 , astronomers continued to accept the

theory until at last a real observer of the stars arose and wiped

it out by showing that the obliquity of the ecliptic had steadily

diminished, and that the amount of annual precession had never

varied. We have in this place only alluded to it because it in-

volved some rearrangement of the sphetes and because it is

eminently characteristic of the period during which no persistent

observations were taken, and hardly an attempt was made to

improve the theories of Ptolemy. The theory of trepidatio or

titubatio, as it was sometimes called, was one attempt and it

would have been better left alone. But it forms a not uninter-

esting chapter in the history of astronomy.

(Continued fiom previous page)

this development to a Jew of Toledo, Isaac Hassan (see above, p. 38),

adding that Alfonso four years after the completion of the tables became
convinced of the futility of the theory by reading the book on the fixed stars

by Al Sufi. Riccioli, Almag. novum, I. p. 166.

1. In the Alfonsine Tables the maximum took place at the birth of Christ. In
Essler's Speculum astrologicum, p. 224 (appended to Purbach's Theoricae
novae, Basle, 1573) the epoch is A.D. 15, diebus 137 completis. Reinhold in
his commentary to Purbach (Paris, 1558, f. 163b) explains that 26".45 it

the space passed over by the Sun in 10 tains. 44 sees., by which amount
the Alfonsine Tables made the tropical year smaller than 365J days.

2. Abraham ben Chija (p. 103, Schrackenfuchs) says that trepidation does
not change the latitudes. Perhaps he refers to the earliest form of the
notion, that described by Theon of Alexandria,
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Here we finish our review of ancient astronomy. We have

omitted as not coming within our province several valuable

contributions to science which did not deal with cosmology or

planetary theory. But even with this limitation enough has

been said to show that when Europeans again began to occupy

themselves with science they found astronomy practically in the

same state in which Ptolemy had left it in the second century.

But the Arabs had put a powerful tool into their hands by alter-

ing the calculus of chords of Ptolemy into the calculus of sines or

trigonometry, and hereby they influenced the advancement of

astronomy in a most important manner.
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CHAPTER II

Personal References of

Brahmagupta

Sudhakara Dvivedi in his Ganaka Taranginl, a small book on

biographical skethes of astronomers and astrologers of this

country gives a brief account of Brahmagupta thus :

Brahmagupta was born in 520 Saka (655 Vikrami or 589

A.D.) in the reign of King Vyaghramukha, belonging to the Capa
family ; his father was Jisnugupta ; and at the age of 30, he wrote

in 550 Saka (628 A. D.) his well known treatise on Astronomy

known as the Brnhmasph.utasiddh3.nta, which is corroborated by
the statement in the Visnudharmottara PurZna, (Chapter on the

Brahma-siddhanta), His other treatise, entitled the Khanda-
Khadyaka, which is a karana book, was completed in 587 Saka (665

A. D.). According to some authorities, Brahmagupta was the

grandson of Visnugupta, and the family suffix (Gupta) .indicated

that he belonged to the Vaisya family', and he was in the service

of the King of Rewah, known as Vyaghrabhata.

Brahmagupta was a great critic ; he did not spare any of his

predecessors like Aryabhata, VarShamihira, Srisena, Visnucandra

and others. Later on, his influence on the writing of the succeeding

generations has been immense. BhaskarScarya IT in his Bijaganita

has acknowledged him as a great authority on algebra and has

given him as the first place amongst the galaxy consisting of

Brahmagupta, Sridhara, Padmanabha etc. The Eighteenth Chap-

ter of the Brahmasphutasiddhanta, known as Kuttaka Chapter (on

Pulveriser) has been translated by H. T. Colebrooke in English

in 1817. The English translation of the Twelfth Chapter on

Ganita or Calculations from the Brahmasphutasiddhanta is also

available in English. (See Colebrook's Algebra with Arithmetic

and Mensuration from the Sanskrit of Brahmagupta and BhSs-

kara, London, 1817).

The Vasana Commentary, on the Brahmasphutasiddhanta by

PrthadakasvSmI (£60 A. D.) is also available though with diffi-

culty (as indicated by Sudhakara Dvivedi) ; its incorrect mahus-
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cript is available in the Library of the King of Banaras (Kssira.'a)

which has the colophony at the end as :

Bhaskara II has written the famous treatise Siddhantahromazii

(1150), which is almost based on the Brahmasphutasiddhanta. It

has been edited by the author's own gloss (Vclsannbhfisya) by

Bapu Deva Sastrl (VarSnasi) ; by Murlidhar Jha with the com-

mentaries, Vasanav&rttika of Nrsitfiha (1621) and Marici of

Mu'nisvara (1635), vol. I (containing chapter 1 of the Gap-ita-

dhyayd) (VSranasI, 1917); by Girija Prasad Dvivedi with original

commentaries in Sanskrit and Hindi, vols. I and II (Lucknow,

1911, 1926); English translation of the text only by Bapu Deva

Sastri and Wilkinson (Calcutta, 1861).

In the very first Chapter (verse 2), Brahmagupta writes :

The old calculations dealing with planets (i.e. the old astronomy),

based on the system of Brahma have become erroneous in course

of past ages and therefore, I, the son of Jisnugupta would like to

clarify them.

Brahmagupta was not a mere theorist, he based his calcula-

tions on direct observations with the help of instruments or

devices (nalikadi yantra) ; he was in favour of making correc-

tions on the basis of these observations. He was himself an
expert obsetver. In his Khazidakhadyaka also he has emphasised
the need of direct observation.

At many places, Brahmagupta has severely criticised the
Romaka and Paulina systems of astronomy which were introduced
in this country by Latadeva and Srlsena, There are many
passages where this criticism would be available with vehe-

Brhamagupta was opposed to the system of Aryabhat.a I.

He never spares the school of Aryabhata which was regarded as

the most authoritative then. Sudhakara Dvivedi says that as

Brahmagupta was opposed to the system of Aryabhata, so the
Vatesvara Siddhanta was opposed to that of Brahmagupta. The
Institute has already published the Valvara Siddhanta and now
"it has the privilege of publishing the Brahmasphutasiddhanta.

mance.
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A Note on Bhillamala

It is said that Brahmagupta completed his Brdkmasphuta-

siddhanta in Saka 550, and he has come to be known as Bhilla-

malakacarya or a teacher residing in "Bhillamalaka.'' In this

connection, therefore, it would be interesting to reproduce a note

on Bhillamala from G. Bhuler's article on Gurjara Inscriptions,

No. Ill, published in the Indian Antiquary, July 1888, vol. 17, p.

192:

With a single exception all the complete inscriptions call

the princes enumerated above, scions of the Gurjara race; and

Khe I. and II. highly extol the greatness and wide extent of this

family. Na. alone names the Maharaja Karna as their ancestor.

With respect to this personage it is for the present impossible to

say whether the famous hero of the MahabhUrata may be meant,

or some real historical king. But the name Gurjara makes it

evident that this dynasty belonged to the great tribe which is

still found in Northern and Western India and after which two

provinces, one in the Bombay Presidency and one in the Pafijaba,

have been named. The Gurjaras or Gujars are at present pretty

numerous in the western Himalaya, in the Panjaba and in Eastern

Rajputana. In Kachh and Gujarat their number is much smal-

ler. It would, therefore, seem that they came into Western

India from the north. Their immigration must have taken place

in early times, about the beginning of our era or sh ortly after-

wards. In Western India they founded, besides the kingdom of

Broach, another larger state which lay some hundred miles

further north. Hiuen Tsiang mentions in his travels1 the

kingdom of Kiu-che-lo and its capital Pi-lo-mi-lo. It has been

long known that the former word corresponds to Gurjara.

But the name of the town has been incorrectly connected

by the French scholars with Balmer in the Jesalmlr territory, and

this identification has been accepted in Mr. Beal's new transla-

tion of Siyuki. As I have stated already formerly2 following

Colonel. J. Watson, Pilomilo corresponds exactly to Bhillamala

1. Beal, Siyuki, Vol. II. p. 269f. Hiuen Tsiang assigns to the nor-

thern Gurjara State an extent about double of that given for the kingdom of

Broach.

9. Ante, Vol. VI. P. 63.
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one of the old names of the modern BhlnmSl or Srlmal 1 in

southern Marvad close 'to the northern frontier of Gu'arat.

Another work, which was composed a few years before Union

Tsiang's visit to Gujarat, contains likewise a notice of this

northern kingdom of the Gurj aras. The astronomer, Brahma-

gupta, who completed his Siddhanta in Saka-Samvat 550 or 628

A.D. calls himself Bhillamalaknkacarya
2

, "the teacher residing

in BhillamSlaka and is called so by his commentator Prthucla-

kasvamin. He further states that he wrote under king Vy'aghra-

mukha who was 'an ornament of the Capa race.' This family,

whose name recurs in the Haddala grant of Dhnranivnntlm*

prince of Vadhvan, thus seems to have been the reigning house

of Bhillamala. It is most probably identical with the Caudas,

Cav6takas4 or Chap6tkatas, who from 756 to 941. A.D. held

AnhilvSd and still possess various small districts in northern

Gujarat. The Gurara kingdom of Broach was without a doubt

an offshoot of the larger State in the north, and it may be that

its rulers, too, belonged to the Capa family.

1. Bhillamala means etymologically 'the field of the Bhil* and Nn-

m5la 'the field of Sri'. The latter name must also be ancient, ;t» the ifo-

msli Brahman as are called after it. The Jainas narrate various, of Cuurse

incredible, legends, which explain how &im!Sla came to be called BhillamJlln.

Meruturiga says that king Bhoja invented the latter name, because the

people of SrimSla let the poet Msgha die of starvation. According to

another authority, the town had a different name in each Yuga, It is in

India very common for ancient towns to have two or even more names.

Thus Kanauj was called, Ksnyakubja, Gadhipura, and Mahodaya,

2. See Professor A. Weber. Die Sanskrit und Prakrit Handschriften

der Berliner Btbliothei Vol. II. pp. 297-298. In the first passage the MSS.
offers incorrectly BhilamJEcSrya; in the second which occurs in the commen-
tary on the Khandakhsdyaka, we have BhillamSlavakScErya, a slightly cor-

rupt reading. This latter varia lectio occurs also in other MSS., see

Weber, Indische Streifen. Vol. Ill, p. 90, and has given rise to erroneous

suppositions regarding Brahmagupta's. home. The Gujarftti Joshis still pre-

serve the tradition that Brahmagupta was a native of Bhinm&la,

3. Ante, Vol. XII. p. 190ff, The remark which I have made there
that the CSpas are not named elsewhere, of course requites correction.

4. The form CBvotaka, which occurs in Dr. Bhagavanlal's grant of
the Gujarat Cslukya king Pulakeiin of Samvat490, is the immediate prede-
cessor of the word Csuds. Its Sanskrit original is certainly not cttpotkafa
which probably has been coined in comparatively speaking modern times,
in order to explain the difficult Prakrit word, just as the bards of Rajputana
have invented Rsftrau^ha as etymon ior Rsthotf,
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Brahmagupta's own References

In the Twenty-fourth Chapter (Sanjnadhyaya), of the

BrSkmasphutasiddhanta, Brahmagupta has made a reference to his

own biography : In the reign of VySghramukha belonging

to the family of Capa, in the year 550 &aka the treatise

Brahmasphutasiddh&nta was composed for the benefit of benevo-

lent astronomers by Brahmagupta, son of Jisnugupta at the age

of 30. (BrSpSi. XXIV. 7. 8)

Then a£ain be says : The Br&hmasphutasiddhanta has been

written by Brahmagupta, son of Jisnu, in 1008 verses of Aryach-

anda. (ibid 10)

In the beginning of this Sanmadhyaya, he refers to the

differences in fundamental notions created by the various existing

systems of astronomy as the Surya-siddhdnta, Vuliia-siddhanta.

Romaka-siddhanta, Vasistha-siddhanta and other Yavana-siddha-

ntas, which have caused anomalies in the calculations of eclipses.

He also refers to the anomalies due to the calculations based on

midnight day-reckoning and sunrise day-reckoning.

From the point of view of own references, the following

would be of interest

:

Brahmagupta, son of Jisnugupta (Jisnusuta-Brahmagupta) :

BrSpSi. I. 2; XVI. 35. 37; XXIV. 8. 10; XXV. 73.

It is strange that in the Kkandakhadyaka, Brahmagupta has

not given his name nor his father's name anywhere. At least the

reading of the Khandaihadyaka as given by PrthadakasvSml does

not contain this name. In the edition of BhattxDtpala, there are three

more chapters in the Khandakhadyaka (Chapters IX, X and XI).

In the Chapter XI (known as Patadhik&ra), we have 21 verses and

in the last 21st verse we find the name of Brahmagupta,1 son of

Jisnu mentioned :

Those who are eafer to have the knowledge of the motion

of stars and planets, for them and for the benefit of disciples

in this field, Brahmagupta son of Jisnu has composed this

Khandakhadyaka.

—KK. XI. 21
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Reference to Aryabhata

We have said that it appears that Brahmngupta was a bitter

opponent of Aryabhata in his younger days (62 ^ A. P.), but-

later on (in 665 A. D. ), he climbed down to describe and tench

one of the Aryabhata's system of astronomy. Arynbhnra was

universally revered, and it was difficult for Brahmagupfa to have,

ignored him and thus he has to refer to this great authority some

times to oppose some of his views and some times to expound his

views. The following are the pasages in the Brclhmasphuta.uddha-

nta, where the author has referred to the name of Aryabhata.

There are many other passages where the name. "Aryabhata"

does not occur but where Brahmagupta indirectly means to quote

the views of this great master.

The largest references are in Chapter XI, where Brahmagupta

has made an attempt to show the discrepancies of the Aryabhatl-

aya system of reckoning astronomical observations and constants.

In the Khavdakhadyaka also there is a reference to the

name of Aryabhata but on very few occasions. In Chapter I,

we have this reference at three places-

Having made obeisance to God Mahadeva, who is the great

cause of this world's rise (i.e. creation), existence and destruc-

tion. I shall declare the Khcwdakhadyaka (i.e. a short treatise

on astronomy, which is as pleasant as food prepared with

sugarcandy),which will yield the same results as the great

astronomical treatise of Aryabhata. As in most cases

calculation by the great work of Aryabhata, for (the know-
legeof time and longitude of planets etc, at ) marriage,

nativity and the like, is impracticable for common use

every day, this smaller treatise is made so as to yield the

same results as that 1

BrSpSi. I. 9. 12. 28. 32. 60. 61; II. 33.46; V. 2J.25;

VI. 13; IX.10; XL 4. 9. 10. 12. 23. 29. 33. 41.

42. 43. 44, 46, 47. 49, 62; XIII, 27; XIV. 45; XVI.

37. 46; XXI. 39.

KK. L 1-2
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These two verses show that Brahmagupta was not hostile to Arya-

bhata when he wrote this Khcwdakhadyaka ; he merely intends

presenting the subject matter on simple lines and furnishing

the results obtained by Aryabhata in a simpler way.

In the following verse of the same chapter, he refers to

Aryabhata's midnight day-reckoning system :

The mean Saturn diminished by 3 seconds, the Sighrocea

of Mercury diminished by 22 seconds, the mean Mars
increased by 2 seconds and the mean Jupiter increased by

4 seconds are equal to the respective mean planets of Arya-

bhata's "midnight-system''.1

In the Appendix of the Khcwdakhadyaka known as Kho$4a-

khadyakottara, we again find a few verses where the name of

Aryabhata occurs; Three of these verses have been reproduced

from the Brahmasphutasiddtenta (BrSpSi I. 62, 63; 11.47.) :

Aryabhata made the apogee of the Moon as moving more

quickly and the node as moving more slowly than their

actual motions ; if his constants give correct results m rela-

tion to the end of tithis [i. e. conjunction etc.] or eclipses,

they must be considered as accidental as are the letters cut

into wood by weevils. (KK. IX.1: BrSpSi. I. 62)

On seeing me, who possess the most accurate knowledge

of mean motions, men who have learnt from the works

of SrTssna, Visnucandra and Aryabhata, cannot face me
in any meeting just like deer on seeing a lion (KK. IX. 2;

BrSpSi. 1.63)

As the apparent planets beginning with Mars as derived

from the works of Srisena, Aryabhata and Visnucandra,

are far deviated from their true places, the works of these

authors are therefore not valued among the learned.2 (KK.
IX. 3; BrSpSi. II. 47)

^FJiti^t sfrfes d^w*r<3reFn: li —KK.I.7

fewa wwi fsnwi *m t*ti<r- 1 1 ? n

*R*n^f3n«F!# ftpr $^wn^ \\ ?n —KK. IX. 2-3
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In the Appendix of the Khandakhadyaka, there is another verse

which also speaks in the same strain against Aryabhata (this

verse does not occur in the Brnhmasphutasiddhcinta) :

As the process of finding the apparent places of pla-

nets as given by Aryabhata does not make them agree with

observation, I shall, therefore, speak of this process. Of the

Sun the apogee is at two signs and seventeen degrees (KK.

IX. 4)
1

, , .
Brahmagupta opposed to Srisena

—

Visnucandra, Lata, Vijayanandl and others

Brahmagupta was a great critic; he did not spare Aryabhata,

and along with him he was vehemently opposed to the doctrine

of Srisena, Visnucandra, Latadeva, Vijayanandl and Pradyumna

also. He was opposed to the Romaka and Pauliia Siddkantas,

which were the systems of foreign astronomy, derived from

Greece, Babylonia and other centres of learning. He did his best

to resist the foreign influences on astronomy.

The following are the verses in the Brcihmasphutasiddhcinta,

where Brahmagupta expressed his note of discord against the sys-

tems or notions of Aryabhata, Srisena and Visnucandra :

BrSpSi. T.60; II 46, 47; X 13, 62; XI.31, 46, 47, 48-50, 55,

XVI. 36, 46; XXI.39; XXII. 2.

In two of the verses, he refers to Latasimha ;

BrSpSi. XI. 46, 48.

In the following verse, he refers to Ankaciti, Vijayanandl, Prad-

yumna and others: BrSpSi.Xl. 58.

In the Khavdakhadyaka we do not find the names of these

adversaries of Brahmagupta ; we, however, have a reference of

Srisena, Aryabhata and Visnucandra in the verses already quoted,

occurring in the Appendix of the Khandakhadyaka (Khcwdct-
khadyahottara), Chapter IX. 2 and 3. As we have said before,

these verses of the Appendix have been reproduced from the
Brahmasphutasiddtenta. (1.62 and 11.47).

Reference to Romaka and Paulisa systems

Brahmagupta speaks of his system as if expounded by Brahma
himself for the first time, later on deteriorated, and then revived
by Brahmagupta himself. The very second verse of the Brahma-

wra* *5#s3 ^itero^ to? II —KK. IX, 4,
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sphutasiddhanta (I. 2) substantiates this view :

The science of astronomy (or the calculations of heavenly-

bodies) in course of long duration became ineffective or erro-

neous; this was revived by Brahmagupta, son of Jisnu.
1 (BrSpSi.

1.2).

The system of astronomy which goes by the name Brahma

(Brahwasiddhdnta) has been handed down to us in three forms :

(i) one is as treated bv the $3kalya SayihiW, (ii) one as described

in prose in the Viwudharmottara Purava, and (iii) the one des-

cribed by Varahamihira in the Pancasiddhantikd, which re-

cognises the yuga of the duration of five years. Which of these

three was accepted by Brahmagupta is not clear. But from the

measures of the number of revolutions performed by a planet in

a given period (graha-bhaga&a) etc., it is clear - that Brahmagupta

acknowledges the system as propounded in the V'iwudharmottara

Pura^a. In his chapter "Tantra-panksldhyclya or Dusait8-

dhyaya, he contradicts the notions of the VedMga Jyotisa which

accepts the yuga of five years.

We may further emphasize the fact that Brahmagupta has

not clearly detailed out the errors to which the Brahma-siddhSnta

succombed in course of time, and how these errors were eradi-

cated by him. During the days of Brahmagupta, Romaka and

PauliSa systems were getting currency in this country. Reference

to these two are found in the BrUhmasphutasiddMnta at several

places as follows

:

ROMAK : 1.13; XI.50; XXIV.3

PAULINA : XIV.45; XXIV.3

In fact, BrSpSi. XXIV.3, we find the line "Suryendu-Pulito-

Romaka-Vafitfha-Yavanddyaih", where we have a reference to

all the then existing systems : Sarya-siddhanta, Indu-siddhSnta,

PuliSa-siddhantci' V' asisfha-siddhanta, and other Yavana-siddha-

ntas. Just as the Sun is one, so the astronomical system is also

one ; this is a different thing that calculations in different systems

may vary according to different sunrises in different places.

Brahmagupta refers at one place to Varahamihira in BrSpSi.

XXI.39, where he has been spoken of in connection with a listfof

-BrSpSi. I. 2.
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anti-authoritative versions of astronomical systems :

Evam Varahamihira-^risenacaryabhata-VisnucandrSdyaih

Lokaviruddhamabhihitam Veda-smrtisamhita bahyam.

At one place, he mentions the difference between the calculations

based on the system of Aryabhata and the Panca-siddhantns

(Five systems) : Paulisa, Romaka, Vasistha, Saura, and Paitamaha.

(BrSpSi. XIV .46).

"

Brabmagupta was also familiar with the Jaina systems of

astronomy; for example, at one place he uses the term "Jinoktam"

(i.e., one propounded by the Jainas) : He repudiates the concept

of two Suns and two Moons ''DvcivarkaindavauXdo canda do sujjn)

(BrSpSi. XI.3) as enunciated by the Jainas.

At several places we find a reference to the Vatistha-sid-

dhanta (BrSpSi. XI.49, 50; XXIV.3)

Wherever, Brahmagupta . has to press for his views in pre-

ference to the views of others, he uses the words Brahma or

Brahmokta •' BrSpSi.

Brahma : 132; X.62; XI, 61; XVI.37

Brahmokta : 11.31, 33; X.63, 69; XV.59; XVI.33

Reference

Sudhakara Dvivedi : Ganaka Tarangim

G Buhler : Gurjara Inscriptions, Indian Anti-

quary, 1888.

P, C. Sengupta : Khandakhadyaka, Calcutta, 1934.

. o :—



CHAPTER III

Manuscripts of the

Brahmasphuta Siddhanta

Sudhakara Dvivedi has given an account of some of the

manuscripts of the Brskmasphutasiddhanta in his Bhxtmihs. or

Introduction appended to the edition published in the PAUDITA.
Vol.XXIV, 1902 (New Series) : (i) available in the Library of the

Government College, Kashi (VarSnasO i. e. Kasika-Rljakiya-PathS-

laya,(ii) Dr,Thibaut's Manuscript(iii) the Manuscript in possession

with Yajnadatta Sharma, the Chief Astronomer attached to the

Prince of AyodhyS. It is further mentioned that Dr. Thibaut's

Manuscript was a copy of a Manuscript available in the Deccan

College, Poona. The Manuscripts (ii) and (iii) were identical.

The Manuscripts (iii) was very faulty and incorrect.

The Manuscript from which Colebrooke translated out in

English the Twelfth and the Eighteenth Chapters on Gaftita or

Mathematics and Kuitaka (the Chapter on Pulveriser) respectively,

appeared to be different from the three Manuscripts described

above. The readings differed considerably. The Kuttaha*

Ghapter of that book is, writes Sudhakara Dvivedi, still available

in the India Office Library. (See Catalogue of the Sanskrit1

Manuscripts in the Library of India Office, Part V.p. 995).
1

1. <CWWI*4 fe^s^^^liT Ufa: JfiTftmpsrafa WAiaftft ft#K ST*' fSpft €#T

?TCR*T ^^^Ptn^fW ( Deccan College, Poona ) &n

gjrffl ^f^i-itrrfcH-^^t C% (See Catalogue of the Sanskrit

Manuscripts in the Library of India Office, Part V, Page 995)

(Continued on next page)
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Colebroke procured a Manuscript of the Prthndaka SvSml's

Annotation on the Brahmasphutasiddhanta from somewhere in

India. This is also available in the India office Library, London.

Undoubtedly it appears that this Manuscript is a copy from one

written in the Maithila script. Dvivedi describes a few character-

istics of this Manuscript. For example, on the Folio 11. 7 O) is

written instead of 9 («). At a few other places also, the same has

happened. Following a visarga, (kva is inscribed instead of

"ka (O. for example refer to Folio 12, line 6. At some places

instead of visarga (Owe find sa 00 inscribed, for example on Folio

12, line 1. Sometimes we find a sandhi at the vircima or end of

a sententence ; e. g. in the Goladhyaya, Folio 21, line 2: sarva-

mupapannamuhtamakhandena (^^P^mm^)- At some places

we find nU (\) written in place of nta Oa). In one of the Folios,

oVi Gane&ya namah. tfwfcwm- is written in Maithila script.
1

Sudhakara Dvivedi prepared a copy of this Manuscript for Dr.

Thibant, and this copy was available with Sudhakara Dvivcd?

when he published his commentary with Text in the Pandita.

During the course of binding, on account of carelessness, many

of the Folios got misarranged, and many of them got fragmented.

Sudhakara Dvivedi emphasises in his Introduction the need

of careful research on the arrangement of these Folios and their

readings. (See Catalogue of the Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Lib-

rary of India Office, Part V,p. 993-995).

Sudhakara Dvivedi with considerable efforts could rearrange

the Text

:

Golddhyaya-Bhasyam 1 to 45, mutilated at the beginning

Madhyamadhik&ra-Bha$yam 45 to 59

(Continued from previous page)

^ srfa I ?nft ^f^tgjww ttf I (See

Catalogue of the Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Library of India

_ Office Part, V, Page 993-995)

m ^ ife, 5. i^t I m %fo*n2rV *fo stoat, ,m ^ «r$, ? t'jrI I *m~
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In this, the commentary is up to verse 31. In the

Spasfadhikara* the commentary begins from verse 29. Folio 60.

At the top of the Folio, we have the old numbering 1 and 115.

After this, 68 folios are mis-arranged, and there the old

numbering is marked 9.

After that, up to 87 folio, we have in the bound volume a

commentary up to the verse 6 of Tripraina.dhiks.ra. Here the old

numbering is marked 28. Then we have the commentary up to

verse 27 of the Triprain3.dhikG.ra. Here the numbering of folios

is marked 1 and 159 (old numbering) and 218 new. After this,

then we have in the bound volume, commentary up to verse 33

of the Triprasnadhikara. On the last folio, the old numbering is

marked 5 and 163, the new numbering 222. After this begins the

commentary on the, Candragrahanadhikara from verse A, old

numbering 1 and 297 and new numbering 257. Then follows

the commentary on Suryagrahana up to verse 23. The last old

folio numbering is 36 and 232, the new numbering 292. This is

the last folio-numbering of the volume in the India Office Library.

After this, begins the commentary on Grahayutyadhikara, verse 11,

old numbering 1 and 164 and the new numbering 223.

Then follows the Madhyagatyuttaradhyaya up to verse 40,

old folio numbering 119, and new numbering 178. Then we have

the commentary of the Madhyagatyuttaradhyaya beginning from

the verse 45; the old folio numbering 120 and the new numbering

179. Then we have the commentary on Triprainottaradhyaya

up to verse 56. Here the last old folio number is 48 and 158,

and the new numbering 217.

In this way, we have the commentary on : the multilated

Goladhyaya, mutilated MadhyumS.dhiks.ra, mutilated Spasfa-

dhikara, mutilated TriprainsdhikSra, mutilated Candra-graha-

nadhikara, mutilated Surya-grahanadhikara, mutilated Grahayu-

tyadhikara, Bhagrahayutyadhikara, Tantra-pank$adhyaya (also

known as Dusanadhikara), Ganita.dhys.ya (Arithmetic), mutilated

Madhyagatyuttaradhyaya, Sphufagatyuttaradhyaya, mutilated

TripraSnottarOdhyaya.
1

1. *m mRtiss«mifr cct^-tow^ QwlfJw: i

(Continued on next page)
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Sudhakara Dvivedi says that nowhere in the Brahma-

SphutasiddhSnta, Madhyamadhikara, is found the verse :

Sarhsadhya spatfataram bijam nalikadiyantrew-

Tai-saiisrtagrahebhyah kartavyau nirvayadeSau.

(This verse has been quoted by Dvivedi in the Gayaka-

Tarav-giv-% page 19).
1

This verse has been quoted by Dvivedi from the Trans-

lation of Grahcdaghava by Mallari.

• Dvivedi further says that in the Manuscripts available,

there is mentioned a Twenty-fifth Chapter under the title "Dhya-

nagrahopadeSadhyayd". Dvivedi thinks that this Chapter does not

constitute the Brohmasphutasiddhanta proper, which ends in fact

with twenty-four chapters.
2 In bis commentary and Edition in

the Pcwiita, he has published it as a separate treatise of Brahma-

gupta. Thus he has named his Edition as :

m 1

src*n m H3^, ?i#tt g^i ^^ i *f*s§*n-*n%a s^wjafc ^#otprs¥IJ 1

<rat srcg$qfiR>K?q ^^ct^r^ *m srNtqm^ ? <a*n w srto #ts*fl

\ weft wOTc3T.^ran?r5t 1

1

1. 3^ ?mi fti 5itoT^5p?r' raiRfcitit mm-
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Brahmasphufasiddhanto Dhyanagrahopadeiadhyayaica or

Brahmaphufasiddhanta and Dhyanagrahopadetddhyaya by Brahma-

gupta (1902)
1

The manuscript of this small treatise was also mutilated,

and Dvivedl took special pains in editing it. and he revised the

calculations also incorporated in this treatise.

The small treatise, Dhyanagrahopa-defadhyfiya must have

been composed prior to the Brahmasphufasiddhanta, since we
find a verse in the last Chapter (the 24th Chapter also known as

the Sanjnadhyaya of the Btahmasphutasiddhanta), verse 9, a

reference to this book :

How could this result be obtained in a simple way has been

shown by me in the Dhyanagrahopadefadhyaya of 72 Arya verses,

and therefore, it is not repeated here. BrSpSi. XXIV. 9)

In the Dhyanagrahopade&dhyaya, we have a verse 61,

which is also found in the Khandakhadyaka (KK. I. 21) :

Navatithayah (159) divided by asfi (16), pancarasah (65)

divided by vasu (8), 10 divided by 3, each multiplied by the

equinoctial shadow are the (tabular differences of) ascensional

difference expressed in vinadis. (KK. I. 21; DkGr. 61)

This verse then indicates that the DhyanagrahopadeSadhyaya

has been composed after the Khcwdakhadyaka. It may also be

possible that the Brahmdsphutasiddhanta and the Dhyanagraho-

padeSadhyaya were simultaneously written, and the above verse

(DhGr. 61) was repeated again in the Khavdakhadyaka.

Sudhakara Dvivedi has taken the help from the commentary

of Prthudaka SvSmi in the Chapters on Pafiganita (Arithmetic),

and has quoted the examples from this commentary. At many
places he has corrected the readings which were mutilated in

manuscripts.

wwi gf^s: I m ^pr ^nfsrarft 133ft <nft nftrfo tiiftm

S^TMft gftflpf ftf%«qrft I

fesw^ ^ff?rf%^sfJ^ OTFTT^ (l° tfoc)

qfcnto^ %fen§f s^h^ ^s«n^ I

ismAmmw-'fas fewwhjkfpist m '^fin%W(*mv ^nfe-
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Reference

Sudhakara Dvivedi •" His Bhilmika on BrSpSi., Pand

Vol. XXIV, 1902 (New Scries)



Chapter IV

Subject Matter Classified in the

Brahmasphutasiddhanta

& Khandakhadyaka

It needs no emphasis that Aryabhata commanded a great

influence as an astronomer not only prior to Brahinagupta but

during his days also, and we have seen how Brahmagupta quoted

this great authority in his writings, sometimes borrowing from

him and sometimes contradicting him or improving upon his

calculations. Aryabhata 's great work is known as the Aryabh-

atlyam written in 499 A. D. Aryabhata was born in 476 A. D.

( Kaliyuga Samvat 3577 ). The Aryabhafiyam is also known

as the Aryasiddhanta. For details about Aryabhata the reader

is referred to the -Chapter entitled" Aryabhata lays Foundations

of Algebra" (Founders of Sciences in Ancient India, 1965. Chapter

X) . This great work was written in Kusumapura, (modern Patna,

Bihar).

Divisions of Aryabhatiyain

The Aryabhaflyam is.divided into four chapters called

Pada: (i) the Gltika Pada, with ten verses; (ii) the Gay.ita Pada
with 33 verses; (iii) the Kalakriya Pada with 25 verses and (vi)

the Gola Pada with 50 verses.

In the Ganita Pada< a chapter on mathematics, we have

such subjects : squares ( varga ), cubes ( ghana ) ( verse 3 ),

square-root (.vargamula) (4). cube-root (ghanamula) (5) ; area of

a triangle, volume of a prism (6), area of a circle, volume of a

sphere (7). area of a quadrilateral (viiamacaturasra) (8); circumfe-

rence of a circle (10), Rsine (radius x sine) QJlva) (11); determina-

tion of the Rsine of the zenith distance, the base (Jbahu) of a right-

angled triangle, and the upright (kofi) of a right-angled triangle

(16) ; hypotenuse (karna) of a right-angled triangle and ardhajya

(17), Reversed-sim {Sara) (18). areas of series-figures (Sredhiphala)

(19). rule of three (frairaSika) (23), reduction of fractions (savar-

nlkarana of bhinna) (27) ; inverse-rule of three (vyasta) (28)

;
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evaluation of unknown values (mUlya-pradartana of avyakta

tnUlya (30) ; and the theory of pulveriser (Kuttaka) (32, 33). In

this chapter. Aryabha^a gives the solutions of quadratic equa-

tions, and thus he earns for himself the credit of founding the

science of algebra.

(iii) The Kalakriyn Pada -with 25 verses, which enumerates

the units of time [1 year (parsa)=12 months (mQsa) ; 1 month—
30 days (divasd) ; 1 day =60 nadls ; 1 «3<i5=60 vinadl ; vinStdl or

vinadlka is the same as vighatika equivalent to our 24 seconds ;

mdl or nOdiks. or ghatl is equal to 24 minutes]1
; correlation of

time division with the ksetra—division or angular division,3

Twelve signs of Zodiac or raiis go to constitute a bhaga&a? ; solar

day (ravim&sa), lunar day UaSi mSsa) ; additional month or

intercalary month (adhimasa) ; various kinds of years : the solar

year is human or manusya year ; 30 human ycars=l pit? year ;

12 pitr years=l divya year (divine year) ; 12,000 divya years

constitute a yuga (6, 7, 8) ; the first half of the yuga is utsarpizii

kala, and the latter half is avasarpiyn kala and they are calcula-

ted from the apex of the Moon (candrotca) (this is not very
clear) (9) ; a yuga is of 60 years, and such 60 yugas, that is 3,600

years had passed away since the kaliyuga, when the author was
of 23 years of age, (10) ; the count of a yuga, year, month and

—Arya. III. 1.

—Arya. III. 2.

Just as we have the time division, similarly we have the ksetra division
or the circular angular division. A year has twelve months, so do we have
12 r*h m a bhagana. One-thirtieth of a rtei is one bhaga ,, one-sixtieth of aMai^s one Zipta

; one-sixtieth of a UPta in one vih'pta ; and one-sixtieth
ot a vilipta is one tatpars.

—Arya. IV. 4.
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day should begin from the month Caitra, Sukla Pratipads, (the

first day of the brighter half of the month Caitra) (11) ; man-

docca (apex of slowest motion) and Slghrocca (apex of fastest

motion) (17—24).

(iv) The Gola Pada with 50 verses. In Verse 1. there is

a reference to a point in the Sun's path, the commencement of

mesa (mesadi) ; this must have been vasanta-equinox.. The ascen-

ding nodes (pata) of planets and the shadow of the Earth move
on the path of the Sun (arka-apamavdala) (2-3) ; the angular

difference in relation to the Sun at the appearance of Moon (12

degree or arhid), of the Venus (9 degrees or 9 vinSdika) ; of the

Jupiter (2 more than the Venus, i.e. 11 vinadikas) ; the Mercury

or Budha (13 vinadikas), of the Saturn or Sani (15 vinUdikzis) ;

and of Mars or kuja (17 vinadikas).

The half of the Earth, Moon, planets and stars is dark, since

.those parts happen to be under their own shadow ; the other

half is bright as it faces the Sun (this is not true with respect

to stars—author) (5). The Earth is surrounded with an atmos-

phere of air and water (6, 7). In the Brahma-Divasa (Brahma's

day), the sphere of the Earth is increased by one yo.'ana and

decreased by this amount during the Brahma's night (8). Just

as a person sitting on a moving boat sees the stationary trees

etc. on the bank of a river moving in the opposite direction,

similarly the stationary stars are seen moving from Lanka" (or

equator) moving towards the West(9). On account of pravahavayu

(air) the naksatra system and planets rise and set receding towards

the West (10). The dimensions of Sumeru Parvata (North pole)

is given to be one yojana, and it shines like a jewel (11) and in

the next verse is given the position of Sumeru and the Bada-

vamuhha (South pole) (12). The four cities situated at a diffe-

rence of 90° each on the equator are given (13). The distance of

Ujjayini from Lankl (thus giving the latitude of Ujjayini) is

given (14).

On account of the thickness of the Earth-sphere, the

Khagola (celestial sphere) is seen less than the hemisphere (15).

The next verse describes' how moving appears the Khagola on

the North and South poles (16). Then is given the measure of day

and night of devas (gods), pitar (fathers), asura (demons) and

manuja (men) (17). Then are given a few technical definitions
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of celestial mathematics (18—21) like drsti-sthana (intersection of

horizontal and vertical axis--parvapardiggata rehkei and adhu-

Urdhvcrdiggata rekhd). Drn-mcwdala, drgfoepamavdala (drgksepa

is the zenith distance of that point of a planet's orbit which is at

the shortest distance from the zenith). Then the Bhnhhagola

instrument is described (22, 23). Then follow the formula; for

calculating lagna (the horizon ecliptic point in the East), hula

etc. comprising the TripraSnadhikara (24—33). In the next

verses, we have lambaka or Rsine of colatitude (34) ; drk-harma

(35) and ayana-drk-karma (36). Then follow the calculations of

lunar and solar eclipses (37—47). Verse 48 describes the coordi-

nates of the Sun which are determined by the conjunction of hori-

zon with the Sun. of the Moon by the conjunction of the Sun and

the Moon, of planets by the conjunction of the Moon and planets

ox stars. Verse 49 describes how this jewel treatise has been pro-

cured out of an ocean of true and untrue knowledge with the

help of a boat of intellect. This means that the author has taken

special pains in discriminating true knowledge from falsehood

with respect to the prevalent notions of astronomy. In the last

verse he says, that he has not given anything new ; he has given

that very knowledge which was imparted by the Svayambhu in

the earliest times (50).

The Panchangas prepared according to the rules and for-

mulae of the Aryabhatwam are still regarded with reverence by
the Vaisyavas in the South. Brahmagupta was a great critic

of Aryabhata, but finally he wrote his treatise, the Khavdakhad-
yaka, on the basis of this very Aryabhafrya (this treatise is a kara-

yagrantha i.e. one containing a principal clement of the Indian

Calendar). The four commentaries of the Aryabhaliya available

in Sanskrit are of BhSskara I, Saryadeva Yajva", Paramcsvnra and
Nilakantha. Two English translations by P.C. Senagupta (1927)

and W.E. Clark (1930) are also available.

Major Landmarks

Indian astronomy which reached its zenith in the times of
Aryabhata and Erahmagupta shows its evolution in the following
stages

:

1. Rudiments of astronomy in the Vedas and BrQhmana
.-.Books. like the TaiMnya Satfihita and the tiatapatha

r, Brahmana. This period is associated with the dis-
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covery of the Vedic era, some of the planets, the twenty-

four naksatras, cycle of seasons, concept of leap year,

the dimensions of a yuga, solar and lunar years and the

like.

II. Astronomy of the Vedanga, also known as the Vedanga

Jyctis. Lagadha is the most prominent figure ot this

period (1400 B.C. to 850 B.C.) ; he is the first compiler

of a text on astronomy. In his work, we for the first

time in- history find a reference to the Jneya Rati (the

knowable or the unknown quantity) and the Jnana-

Raii (known quantity). He rays the foundations of

astronomical calculations. In his treatise we find a

mention of such subjects as : Solstices (northern and

southern journey of the Sun), increase in days and

nights in the ayanas or solstices, solstiti al titkis omis-

sion of tithis, parva rati , acceptable and non-acceptable

parvas, addition of day, acceptable parvas, concept of

yoga (a term applied to the joint space which would

be travelled by the Sun and the Moon in a given period

of time on the presumption that these two bodies have

travelled in directions opposite to each other), method

of finding out a naksatra on any parva day, distinction

between parva-naksatra and tithi-nak\atra, correlation

of solar and lunar dates, measure of a nadika (unit of

time), naksatra of the Sun, yoga and its naksatra, parva-

bhaiesa and equivalent kalus, solar year, lunar revolu-

tions (risings of naksatras} deities of nakstras, lunar

and savana day differences (ahika masa), divisions of

a savana day and length of day in two ayanas. This

author probably belonged to Kashmir.

III. The period of Siddhantas Varshamihira in his well

known treatise, the Pancasiddhantiks,, refers to five

Siddhantas or systems of Astronomy : Paitamaha,

Vasistha, Romaka, Paulisa and Sarya (Saura). As re-

gards its importance,
_
he gives the first place to the

Soryasiddhanta, places next the Romaka and Paulisa,

and declares the remaining two to be definitely inferior

to the former. We do not possess the full treatise of

these Siddhantas, except the SUryasiddhanta. Here too.
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we have difficulty. The Suryasiddh&nta, as summarised

by VarShamihira in his Paricasiddhcintika, in many

essential features differs from the system prescribed by

the Text of the SHryasiddhanta now available. So we

have two versions, the one with which Varahmihira was

familiar and the modern one.

The present Silryasiddhanta comprises of fourteen chapters

called adhyayas. We have an authentic commctary on it by

Paramesvara. The first two chapters of the Suryasiddhunta have

no special name. The classification of chapters is as follows :

Modern Siirya Siddhanta

Chapter Name of the Number
Chapter of verses Subject

I — 6Q

pianer».

II — CO True mnt-inn nnA Cfitrti rue motion ano rruc

longituue oi pianct ,

and elements of PaH-

cflftga.

III TriprasnadhySya j^iit&w.i.iuiibt place

ttuu rime.

IV Candra-grahanS- 29 Lunar eclipse.

dhyaya

V Sarya-grahanadh- 17 Solar eclipse.

ySya

VI Chedyakadhyaya 24 Projection of eclipse

on a plane surface.

VII Graha-samagama- 24 Conjunction of one
yuddhadhyaya planet with another.

VIII TarSvisayodbySya 21 Conjunction of a

Planet with the junc-

tion star of a naksatra.
IX Udaysstamaya-yi- 18 Heliacal rising and

X
sayodhyaya setting of planets.

Candrastamayadi 16 Moon rise and eleva-

visayah tion of Moon-horn.
XI

. Vyatipata-visayah 23 Pata (vyatipata)
XII 87 Cosmogony and geo-

graphy
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Chapter Name of the Number
Chapter of verses Subject

XIII VyatipSta-visaySh 26 Armillary sphere and
astronomical instru-

ments
XIV — 28 Modes of reckoning

time
Total 500

From the contents of the Modern Suryasiddhanta, it appe-

ars that its great author (or rather compiler, since this Siddhanta

has been existing much before he compiled this treatise)- intends

giving a complete but brief account of the entire Indian astron-

omy. He has been careful enough to avoid controversies, and

he has omitted the methods occurring in other Siddhantas and

Mahd-tantras as alternative rules. • He describes only those

which are most important and of general nature. Part II of

the book dealing with cosmogony and geography etc.. is very

brief , a nd the entire subject has been summarised in three chap-

ters (Chapters XII to XIV). The Chapter on Astronomical

instruments (XIII) is sketchy and rather incomplete; the author

has given the names only of the instruments, as if the purpose

was to keep the details secret and guarded. The whole text of

the Suryasiddhanta is finished in 500 verses (compare this with

the length of other Indian books on Astronomy: the Brahmasph-

ufasiddhanta 1008 verses, the Siddhanta-tekhara 890 verses and

Siddhanta-s"iromani proper 962 verses).

The Modern Suryasiddhanta is a composition or compila-

tion of a period when the Aryabhafiyam and the Brahmasphuia-

siddhanta had already become popular. This Suryasiddhanta is

indebted to both these systems, though it has nowhere acknowleged

them in the Text. We shall refer to this matter later at an appro-

priate stage of our discussion.

It may casually be mentioned here that Alberuni has

ascribed the authorship of the Suryasiddhanta to Latadeva while

Munisvara (603 A. D.) has ascribed it to Aryabhata I. Though

there 'is little or no support to these views, it is not improbable,

that the works of Aryabhata I and Latadeva which followed mid-

night-day-reckoning were based on the Suryasiddhanta prevalent

at the tim2. P. C. Smagupta on the other hand is of the opinion

that " the old Suryasiddhanta was made up-to-date by Varahami-

hira by replacing the old constants in it by new ones from Arya-
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bhata I's midnight system. " In this connection, it must be

remembered that Varahamihira nowhere expresses his indebted-

ness to Aryabhata I.

The Siiryasiddhanta undoubtedly is the most popular bock

on Astronomy in this country. It has been so for the last J IKK)

years as is se^n from the list of commentators on i ts text (K. S.

Sukla has given a list of 28 commentators includiuf, those who

wrote commentaries in the South Indian lanjjugcs like Tclugu rind

Kannada.) :

Allanarya Suri

Amaredya

Bhattotpala (966 A. D.)

Bhndhara (1572 A. D.)

Bhativisnu

Candesvara (1178)

Cola

Dadabhai (1719 A. D.)

Devldssa

Kamala Kara Dane&varah
(1618 A. D.)

Kamabhatta

Krsna Daivajna

Madanapala

Madhavacarya

A large number of astronomical books in this country were

written on the basis of the Suryasiddhanta, as the Gcwakananda
by Sarya (1387-1447 A. D.), GavitadarSa by Dharmapathin.
Mdkaranda Sarim by Makaranda (1478 A D.), Grahacakra by
KucanScarya (1299 A.D.), Viwukataw by Visnu (1556 A.D.)
besides many others with indefinite dates such as the Surya-
siddhanta nayana-prakaraff, SUryasiddhanta-ganila Suryasid-
dhanta-sarhgrahahy Visvanatha Sari, and Suryasiddhanta Sarini
by Ramadatta Daivajna. K. S. Sukla has given a list of this

literature in his Introduction to the Suryasiddhanta.

(iv) Period of Bhaskara I : The author er the compiler
ot the Suryasiddhanta is not known nor its date of composition.
Bhaskara and Brahmagupta are the brilliant names of a contem-
porsry period. Bhaskara I lived in the seventh century of the
Christian era and was a contemporary of Brahmagupta (628

Mahesvara

Mallikarjuna Sari (1178 A. D.)

NarSyana

Nrsinha Daivajna (b. 1586 A.)

Nrsimhadeva

Paramesvara (1432 A. D.)

Raghava Sarma (1592 A. D.)

Ramakrsna Aradhya (1472 A. D.)

Ranganatha (1603 A. D.)

Sarvabhauma

Tamma Yajva (1599 A. D.)

Yallaya (1472 A. D.)

Visvanatha (1628 A, D.)
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A.D,). He wrote three works on Astronomy which were most

likely composed in the following order : (i) the Maha-Bhaskanya.

(ii) a commentary on the Aryabhafiya, and (iii) the Laghu-

Bhaskanya, His commentary on the Aryabhatiya was written

in 629, i.e., only one year after the BrdhmasphutasiddhSnta. His

commentary on the Aryabhatiya was written in 629 A.D., i,e,

one year after the completion of the Brahmasphutasiddhanta.

Undoubtedly Bhaskara was the follower of Aryabhata I. Shukla

says, that his works provide us with a detailed exposition of the

astronomical methods taught by Aryabhata I and throw light on

the development of Astronomy in India during the sixth and

early seventh centuries A. D. which was the most brilliant

period in the history of Indian Astonomy-Shukla has brought a

critical edition with English translation of the Mahsbhclskanya

and the Laghu-Bhaskanya and he proposes to bring out a volume

on the life and works of this great astronomer,

Division of Mahabhaskariya

The Mahabhaskanya is divided into Chapters called the

adhyayas. The adhyayas have not been named as some of the

Chapters of the SUryasiddkanta or the Bi ahmaspuhtasiddhanta.

The number of verses in the Mahabhaskanya is as follows :

Subject Number of
verses

Adhyaya I Mean Longitude of a

Planet and Planetary

Pulveriser 52

Adhyaya II The Longitude Correction 10

Adhyaya III Direction, Place and Time.

Junction-stars of the

Zodiacal Asterisms and

conjunction of Planets with

them. 75

Adhyaya IV The Longitude of a Planet 64

Adhyaya V Eclipses " 78

AdhySya VI Rising-, Setting and Con-

junction of Planets 62

AdhySya VII Astronomical Constants 35

Adhyaya VIII Examples 27

These titles to the subject-matter given in the above table

have been assigned by Dr. Kripa Shanker Shukla in his critical
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edition. The total mumber of verses in this work is 403. The

Suryasiddhanta has, as stated above, 500 verses in all.

Laghu-bhiiskariya

The Laghu-Bhaskanya is also divided into eight chapters,

each chapter is known as Adhyaya. The subject matter in the

book has been dealt with as follows :

Subject Number of

verses

Adhyaya I Mean longitudes of the

Planets 37

Adhyaya II True Longitudes of the

Planets 41

Adhyaya III Direction, Place and

Time from Shadow 35

Adhyaya IV The Lunar Eclipse 32

Adhyaya V The Solar Eclipse 15

Adhyaya VI Visibility, Phases and

Rising and Setting of

the Moon 25

Adhyaya VII Visibility and Con-

junction of the Planets 10

Adhyaya VIII Conjunction of a Pla-

net and a Star 19

The total number of verses in this text is 214, The Laghu-

Bhaskanyam is thus an abridged edition of the Maha-Bhllskanyam.

From the closing stanza of this work, it is clear that the author

wrote this work for the benefit of young students with immature
mind by condensing and simplifying the contents of his larger

work, the Maha-Bhasanyam (also known as Karma-nibandka).
Thus we have a little of the parallelism: Brahmagupta. after

finishing his bigger treatise, the Brahma-sphutasiddhanta, wrote
a minor abridged work, the Khattda-khadyaka, as a karcwa
grantha. This latter work of Brahmagupta, however, incorporates

some original ideas not included in the earlier work. Shukla
has given an analytical table indicating the rules of the Maka-
Bhaskanyam incorporated in the Laghu-Bhaskanyam also in an
abridged or modified form, and also a list of the rules which have
been omitted in the LaghwBh&saknya. There are a few rules

in the Laghu-Bhaskanya also which have no counterpart in the
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Maha-Bhaskanya. Shukla further says that the arrangement

of the contents of the Laghu-Bhaskanya is more systematic and

logical than that of the Maha-Bhaskanya, and is. at the same

time, in keeping with the general practice followed by the other

Hindu astronomers. Numerous quotations of this work occur

in the arinotative works of Saryadeva (b. 1191 A.D.), Yallaya

(1480 A.D.), Nllakantha (1500 A.D.), Raghunatha Raja (1597

A.D.), Govinda Somayail and Visnu SarmS and in the Prayoga-

racana, an anonymous commentary on the Maha-Bhaskanyam.

We find the commentaries of this abridged work in Malayalam

and Tamil also. All this speaks of the great popularity of this

work.

There are circumstantial evidences to show that BhSskara I

had associations with the countries of Asmaka and Surastra.

Kis commentary on the Aryabhattya was probably written in

the city of Valabhl in Surastra. Perhaps Bhaskara I was born

and educated in Asmaka and later on he migrated to Valabhl,

where he wrote his commentary on the Aryahhatiya or that he

was a native of Valabhi and got his education in the Asmaka
country. Perhaps there was a strong school of Astronomy in

the Asmaka country, which was founded by the followers of

Aryabhata, so much so that at places, Bhaskara I has also called

Aryabhata as Asmaka, his Aryabhatiyam by the name Aimaka-

Tantra or the Atmakiya and the followers of Aryabhata as

Asmakiyah. This Asmaka country or Asmaka Jariapada is men-

tioned in the Buddhist literature also. It was somewhere either

in the north-west of India, or was situated between the rivers

Narmada and Godavari. Bhaskara I was evidently a resident

of the latter Asmaka (which was between the Narmada and

Godavari).

Brahamagupta and Bhaskara I were contemporaries. Both

of them developed their systems in the earlier part of the seventh

century A.D. (3700 years of Kaliyuga). Brahamasphutasiddhdnta

was written in 628 A.D. and the commentary on the Arya-

bhatiyam by Bhaskara I was composed in 629 A. D. Bhaskara

closely followed Aryabhata, but Brahmagupta had the £.uts to

oppose the views expressed by this great master and he not only

contradicted him at places, but also propounded many new ideas,

methods of calculation and constants of greater accuracy.
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The classification of the contents of Astronomy in adhihnras

appears to be the original concept of Brahmagupta ; this system

was to some extent adopted in the modern SUrya-Siddhanta

in the case of a few chapters. The Vatetvara-Siddhclnta by Vates-

varacarya (born 802 £aka or 880 A.D. in Anandapura city,

Punjabi son of Mahadatta) also adopts the terminology: Madhya-

madhtkara, Spasfadhhara and TriprainHdhikilra. We owe this

type of caption-nomenclature to Brahmagupta.

Contents of the Brahmasphutasiddhiinta

Now we shall summarise the contents of the Chapters of

this great treatise and also enumerate the number of verses in

each chapter. The author has himself given the total number of

verses in the Chapter in the ending verse of each chapter. Some-

times, the verse specifying this number itself is not taken into

account while giving the total number of verses in that chapter,

and therefore, there occurs a minor discrepancy in the actual

number and the number specified by the author himself. The
following table records both these numbers separately :

Number of Actual num-
Chapter Title verses indi- ber of verses

cated by the

author

PURVA-DASADHYAYI (First Ten
Chapters)

I MadhySmadhikarah (Madh-
yamagati-radhySyah)

II SpastadhikSrah (Sphutagati-

radhySyah)

III Triprasnadhikarah (TripraS-

nadhyayah)

IV Candragrahanadhikarah

(Candragrahanadhyayah)

V Suryagrahanadhikarah,

(Arka-grahanam or Ravigra-

hanadhyayah)

VI Udayastadhikarah

(Udayastamayadhyayah)

63

67

66

20

26

63

68

66

20

27

12 13
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VII Candrasrngonnatyadhikarab 18 18

(Candrasrngonnati-adhylyah)

VIII Candracchayadhikarah 9 9

(Candracchaya-adhySyah)

IX GrahayutyadhikSrah 26 26

(Grahainelanadhyayab)

X Bhagrahayutyadhikarab 70 70

(Bhagrahayutib-adhyayab)

(Kuttakadhyayah)

Kuttaksrab 1—29
Dhanarna-snnyanSm

saipkalanam 30—42

Ekavarija.samlkararia-

bijam 42—50
Anekavania-samikarana-

Total (of Dasadhyayl) 377* 380*

XI Tantra-Parlksadhyayah 63 63

(Dnsanadhyayab)

XII Gaijitadhyayah

Misraka-vyavaharab 1—16

Sredbl-vyavahSrah 17—20.

Ksetra-vyavaharab 21—39

Vrttaksetra-ganitam 40—43

Khata-vyavaharab 44—46

Citi-vyavabarab 47

—

Kskacika-vyavahSre

karanasutre 48—49

RaSi-vyavaharah 50—51

CbayS-vyavahSrah 52—66 66 66

XIII PraSnadbyayab 49 48

(Madhyagatyu ttaradhySyah)

XIV SphutagatyuttarSdhyayah 54 55

XV Triprasnottaradhyayab 60 60

XVI Grahaijottaradhya"yah 46 47

XVII Srngonnatyuttaradhyayah 10 10

XVIII Kuttadhyayah 103 102.
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bljam 51—59

Bhavita-bljam 60—63

Varga-prakrtib. 64—74

Udaharanani 75—102

XIX Saikuccbayadi:'ilanadhyayab 20 20

XX Chandascityuttaradhyayah 20 19

XXI Goladhyayah ' 70 70

Ssmsnya-golaprakara-

nam 1—16

JyS-prakaranam 17—23

Sphutagati-vasana 24—30

Bimba-sSdhanam 31—35

Grahana-vasanS 36

—

IS

Golabandhadhika-

rah 49—70

XXII Yantradbyayah 53 57

XXIII MSnadhyayah 12 12

XXIV Sanjnadhyayah 13 13

Tutal 1016 1022

In one of the verses, Brahmagupta states that he has composed
the treatise containing 1008 verses. Sudhakara Dvivedl has

given tbe total as 1021, whereas he says, this number according

to Brahmagupta's own statement should be 1020. If one de-

ducts the concluding 12 verses of the SaHjftanac'hyaya, the num-
ber should be 1008.

Sudhakara Dvivedi, in his addition of the Brahma-sphula-
siddhanta (published in the Pcwdita, 19^1 and 1902) gives as a

supplement a small treatise of Brahmagupta known as Dhyftna"

grahavvopadeSSdhyUya or Dhyanagrahattfdhikarafz which has 72
verses.

It would be worthwhile to give here the details of t;be

Khwdakhadyaka also, a book of Brahmagupta about which we
have spoken so much. The titles to the chapters have not been
indicated in the Text ; most likely they have been assigned by
the commentator, Prthadaka Svami known as the Khavdakka-
dyato-vivarcwam.
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Chapter Title Number of

verses

I Tithi-naksatrSdhikSradhyayah 32

(On tithis, naksatras etc.)

II GrahagatyadhySyab. 19

(On the mean and true places

of 'star' planets)

III • TriprasnadhySyah 16

(On the three problems relat-

ing to diurnal motion)

IV Candragrahanadhyayah 7

(On lunar eclipses)

V Suryagrahanadhyayah 6
(On solar eclipses)

VI UdayastsdhikSrah 7

(On the rising and setting of

planets)

VII Candrasrngonnatyadhayah 4

(On the position of the

Moon's cusps)

VIII Samagamadhyayah 6

(On conjunction of planets)

UTTARA KHAUpAKHADYAKA—APPENDIX

IX Corrections and new methods 14

X On conjunction of stars and planets 16

Total 127"

Bhat;totpala, in his commentary on the Khandakhadyaka has
given several additional verses in the main or proper treatise

and also in its Uttara portion or the Appendix. P.C. Sengupta's
edition (Sanskrit Text 1941) has given at the end of this pub-
lication the account of these additional verses. The English
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edition (1934) classifies the Uttara-Klwidahhcdyaka into two

chapters (which the author calls as Chapters IX and X), the

Sanskrit edition gives 3 verses in Chapter IX, 21 verses in

Chapter X and 24! verses in Chapter XI. Of these three

chapters, the Chapter X has been given the title "Patadhikitra^

and Chapter XI the title "Parilekhadkyava" by Bhattotpala.

TABLE

Arrangement of contents in different treatises

Topic BrSpSi SuSi MBh MSi St'Se Si$i

Mean longi-

tudes of the
planets I,XIII I I III 1,11 1

True longi-

tudes of the
planets ILXIV II IV III III 11

Direction,

place and
time III.XV III III IV IV in

Computation
of a lunar
eclipse IV.XVI IV V v V.VII

•

IV.V

Computation
. of a solar

eclinse V.XVI V VY VIV At VIV A VI

Projection o:

an eclipse XVI VI V VIII V

Conjunction
of a planet
with anothei
planet IX VII VI XI XI X

Conjunction
of a planet
with a star X VIII XII XII XI

Heliacal ris-

ing of pla-
nets VI IX VI IX ,x IX VII,

VIII
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Topic BrtipSi StiSi MBh MSi Si&i

Moonrise and
elevation of

lunar horns VILXVII X VI VII, VIII X IX

Pata XIV XI VII XIII VIII XII

Cosmogony
and geogra-

phy XXII XII

•

XVI Il.iii

Astrono, ins-

truments XXIII XIII III XIX Il.xi

Time reckon-

ing XXIV XIV
1

Li

Aryabhafa and Brahmagupfa Controversy

The scientific Indian astronomy was more or less created by

Aryabhata I (476 A. D.). It is said that he was the teacher of

two distinct systems of astronomy, one of which is called the

audayika system, and the other the ardharatrika system.

In the first, the astronomical day is taken to begin at sunrise

at Lanka, and in the other, the same begins at the midnight of

the same place. In the Khandakhadyaka Brahmagupta gives

compendious rules for the calculation of longitudes, etc, of

planets according to the ardharatrika system of Aryabhata I.

In this connection, he refers to Aryabhata in the following

words in his Khandakhadyaka :

Having made obeisance to God Mahsdeva, who is the great

cause of this world's rise (i. e. creation), existence, and

destruction, I shall declare the Khandakhadyaka which

will yield the same results as the great astronomical

treatise of Aryabhata.1

As in most cases calculation by the great work of Arya-

abhata, for (the knowledge of time and longitude of

planets etc. at) marriage, nativity and the like is

impracticable for common use every day, this smaller

1. Jrftn^tv&M 5rig?if%f^ftiM*tf3^ i
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A

treatise (i.e. Khaiidakhddyaka, literally meaning food

prepared from sugar-candy) is made so as to yield the

same results as that.
1

The mean saturn diminished by 3 seconds, the $,£hrocca

of Mercury diminished by 22 seconds, the mean Mnrs

increased by 2 seconds and the mean Jupiter increased

by 4 seconds are equal to the respective mean planets

of Aryabhata's midnight system.
2

In the Brahmasphutasiddhiinta, Brahmagupta accepts the

astronomical day to begin with the sunrise at Lanka*, and the

calculations of days, months, years, Yugas, and Kalpas all begin

from Caitra Sukla Pratipada (the first tithi of the month Caitra

in the bright-half of the Moon) and the first day is regarded as

Sunday.3

VarShamihira in his epicyclic cast to the SUryasiddhUnta

in his Pavcasiddhdntika adopts the ardharatrika system or t he

system of reckoning days from midnight. The question why
Brahmagupta who was so bitter an opponent of Aryabhara I

in his younger days (628 A.D.) claimbed down to describe and

teach, one of the systems of Aryabhata's astronomy in his sixty-

seventh year (665 A.D.) is difficult to explain. In fact so great

•was Aryabhata's reputation and fame that in spite of Brahma-

gupta's severe ricticisms of the former in Chapter XI of the

Brnhmasphufasiddhanta, it perhaps was undiminished and it

was Aryabhata who continued to be universally followed.

Some authorities have thus expressed the view that to meet

the popular demand Brahmagupta in the Khavdakhadyaka took

upon himself the task of simplifying Aryabhata's ardharatrika

system and in this task he became eminently successful. But it

has been supposed that in this task he could not be a mere
simplifier or expounder.

-KK.l. 1,2,7

-BrSpSi 1.4
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The minor work of Brahmagupta known as Khandakhadyaka
has two distinct parts ; Khandakhadyaka proper and the Uttara

Khandakhadyaka. In the first part the astronomical constants

are the same as those of Aryabhata's ardharatrika system, but

the methods of spherical astronomy, calculation of eclipses and
other topics are almost the same as in tbc Brahmasphutasidd-

hanta. The corrections for parallax in calculating a solar eclipse

is here an important illustration.
1

In the Uttarakhandakhadyaka, Brahmagupta gives correc-

tions to the Khandakhadyaka proper. In it are to be found the
neat and original methods of interpolation and correction to the

longitudes of the aphelia, as also to the dimensions to the
epicycles of apsis of the Sun and the Moon.2 while a few addi-

tional chapters supply what else is necessary to the first seven
chapters of the first part, to make the whole a complete treatise

on Indian scientific astronomy. It was perhaps through the in-

fluence of this supplementary part of the Khandakhadyaka that

Brahmagupta's great work, the Brahmasphufasiddhanta came to

be valued among a distinct school of Indian astronomers. For
long in this country India, this Siddhanta of Brahmagupta has
been forming the basis for the calculation of almanacs by astro-

nomers of the orthodox school of Rajasthsn, Bombay and others.

We might at this stage take up the question : Was
Aryabhata the author of two distinct systems of astronomy ?

Undoubtedly he was. Several authors have written on this

subject. I may specially mention the name of Prabodha
Chandra Sengupta (Journal of the Department of Letters,

Calcutta University, vol. XVIII; Bulletin, Calcutta Mathemati-
cal Society, vol. XXII. Nos. 2 and 3). The reasons advanced by
him may be restated in slight details thus. In his Brahma-

1. ^THT?*T fT*#5TfaT =5TS?f?!rT 1

5t«r?h^: 5%rt f§p5*w *ram n

r^%<r5*iT g^R^i fen s«w??rf^faRt I

—BrSpSL XI. 23-25, also KK, V.
2. See UKK. 9.
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sphufasiddhSnta, Brahmagupta thus speaks of the two works of

Aryabhata:

As in both the works the number of the Sun's revolution?:

is spoken of as 432,000 years, their planetary cycle is

clear, i. e., of 4,320,000 years. Why then is there

difference of 300 civil days in the same cycle of the

two books 2
1

Again, he says

:

In 14,400 years elapsed of the Mah&yuga* there is produced

a difference of one day in the audayika and ardharat-

rika systems.3

Varahamihira in the Patkasiddhontikct writes

Aryabhata maintains that the beginning of the day is to

be reckoned from midnight at LankS; and the same teacher

again says that the day begins from sunrise at Lanka, s

Thus from the writings of Brahmagupta and Varahamihirn.it
is clear that Aryabhata I was the author of both the audayika
and ardharOtrika systems of astronomy. In V.'irahaimhira's

verse the phrase sa eva (3 <*0, meaning "he undoubtedly" is of

speeial significance. It removes the least doubt as to Arya-
bhata's authorship of both these systems. The audayika and
ardharatrika astronomical constants are respectively to be found
from the Aryabhatiya and may be deduced from the Khanda-
khadyaka as well. The following is the comparative view of the
constants of Varahamihira and of the present day Surya-
siddhanta.

, TABLE I
1

Planetary revolutions in a mahsyuga of 4320,000 years,

according to various authorities.

-BrSpSi XI. 5

-BrSpSiXl.13

~PSi.XP.20
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Planet BrSpSi AryabhaUya Khanda- Varaha- Later or

khadyaka Surya- modem
siddhSnta Silrya-

(PSi.) siddhQnta

Moon 57,753,300 57,753,336 57,753,336 57,753,336 57,753,336

Sun 4,320,000 4,320,000 4,320,000 4,320,000 3,320,000

Mars 2,296,828.522 2,296,824 2,296,824 2,296,824 2,296,832

Jupiter 364,226.455 364,224 364,220 364,220 364,220

Saturn 146,567.298 146,564 146,564 146,564 145,568

Moon's
apogee — 488,219 488,219 488,219 488,203

Venus 7,022,389.492 7,022,338 7,022,388 7,022,388 7,022,376

Mercury 17,936,998.984 17,937,020 17937,000 17,937,000 17,937.060

Moon's

nodes 232,311.168 232,226 232,226 232,226 232,238

TABLE II

Longitudes of the apogees of the orbits of Planets.

Planets
Aryabhafiya Khanda-

khadyaka
Varlha

Surya-sid-

dMnta.

Modern
Surya-siddh-

Snta

Sun 78° 80° 80° 77° 07-

Mercury 210° 220° 220° 220° 26'

Venus 90° 60° 80" 79° 49'

Mars 118° 110° 110° 130° 00'

Jupiter 180° 160° 160° 171° 16'

Saturn 236° 240° 240° 236° 37"

TABLE III

Dimensions of the epicycles of Apsis

Planets Arybhafiya Khanda-
khudyaka

Varaha.
Surya-

siddhdnta

Modern
Surya-

siddhSnta

Sun 13°-30' 14° 14° 13r-14°

Moon Zl
a
-oW 31° 31° 3ir-32'°

Mercury 22F-31S ' 28° 28° 28°-30°

Venus 9°-18'° 14
a

14* 11°-12°

Mars 63°-81° 70° 70° 72°-75°

Jupiter 31t"365- 32° 32° 32°-33°

Saturn 40^-581 60° 60° 48°-49°
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Table IV

Dimensions of the Sighra epicycles (i.e. conjunctions)

Planet Aryabhafiya Khanda- VarSha Modern

Khadyaka SUrya- Sttrya-

siddhdnta siddhdnta

36 1°- 40° 40° 40° 39°- 40"
***** ~v

Jupiter 67J-°-
72° 72° 72° 70"- 72°

Mars 229r-239f 234° 234° 232
n
-235"

Venus 256-i°-265r 260° 260° 262 -262"

Mercury 130^-1391° 132° 132° 132M33"

Table V
Longitudes of the nodes of the orbits of planets

Planets Aryabhafiya Khanda- Varsha Modern
khddyaka Surya- Surya-

siddhQnta siddhQnta siddhclnta

Saturn 40° 40° Not stated Have to be
Jupiter 20° 20° in the calculated

Mars 80° 80° Text from the

Venvs 60° 60° data of the

Mercury 100° 100° text

Table VI

Orbital inclinations (geocentric) to the ecliptic

Planets Aryabhafiya Khanda- Varaha Modern
khadyaka Surya- Surya-

siddhQnta siddhQnta

Mars 90' 90' 10'
~
go"

"

Mercury 120' 120' 135' 120'

Jupiter 60' 60' 101' 60'

Venus 120' 120' 101' 120'

Saturn 120' 120' 135' 100'

The Mahabhaskarlya of Bhaskara I (522 A. D.) contains
a passage which corroborates the fact that Aryabhata I was the
author of both the audayika and the ardharUtrika systems of
Indian Astronomy. According to Prthodakasvamin, whose
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commentary on the Brakmasphufasiddhanfa we have the

privilege of presenting to the public, it is clear that in certain

respects Bhaskara and others may be wrong but the Aryabhata's

authenticity cannot be questioned. Prthndakasvamin while

commenting on the Brakmasphufasiddhanta, XI. 26 writes:

Such a mistake may have been made by Bhaskara and

others; they have not understood his (Aryabhata's)

intention.

The passage in the MahabhQskanya giving constants of the

ardharatrxka system runs as follows (we are giving the translation

from Kripa Shankar Shukla's edition on the Mahabhaskanya)

The astronomical processes which have been set forth

above come under the sunrise day - reckoning (audayika

system). In the midnight day-reckoning (ardharatrika

system) too, all this is found to occur: the difference that

exists is being stated (below). 1

The next fourteen stanzas relate to the midnight day-

reckoning of Aryabhata I.

(i) Civil days and omitted lunar days in a yuga and

revolution numbers of Mercury and Jupiter are thus

given :

(To get the corresponding elements of the midnight

day-reckoning) add 300 to the number of civil days (in

a yuga) and subtract the same (number) from the number,

of omitted lunar days (in a yuga); and from the revolution

numbers of (the i%ghrocca of) Mercury and Jupiter

subtract 20 and 4 respectively,
2

Thus according to the midnight day-reckoning, we get

civil days in a yuga ~ 1,577,917,800

omitted lunar days in a yuga — 25,082,280

revolution number of the Hghrocca of

'Mercury = 17,937,000

revolution number of Jupiter = 364,220

1. f%w: sfi4*!rf jfcpst ^ssri4kRj'it f^ft ; i

txlxfr H# ^Tt flttt: H 11 —MBh* VII. 21

« g^rcNtsft fifoBft* <ids«w n —MBh, VII. 22
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(ii) Diameters of the Earth, the Sun and the Moon are

thus given :

(In the midnight day-reckoning) the diameter of

the Earth is ( stated to t'e ) 1.600 yojanas; of the Sun

6,480 (yojanas) and of the Moon, 480 (yojanas)\

(iii) Mean distances of the Sun and the Moon arc as

follows :

The (mean) distance of the Sun is stated to be 689,358

(yojanas), and of the Moon 51,566 (yojanas).
3

(iv) Longitudes of the apogees of the planets are as follows:

160, 80, 240, 110, and 220 are in degrees the longitudes

of the apogees of Jupiter, Venus, Saturn, Mars and

Mercury respectively.
3

(v) Manda and Sighra epicycles of the planets are as

follows :

The Manda epicycles ( of the same planets ) are 32, 14.

60, 70, and 28 (degrees) respectively; and the tiighra

epicycles are 72, 260, 40, 234, and 132 (degrees)

respectively. The Sun's apogee and epicycle are the

same as those of Venus (i. e. 80° and 14° respectively).

The Moon's epicycle in the midnight day-reckoning is

stated to he 31 (degrees).
4

(vi) The positions of the so called manda and ilghra pMas
of the planets are given below:

( The following directions for) the degrees of the

(manda and tighra) patas of the planets as devised

szMt mwtft *tasnm: wfot n _ 25
4- tKixllft 30%^: tf&S 1

'WH^wna'^
I _MBh. VII 26-28 (i)
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(under the midnight day-reckoning) should be

noted carefully by learned scholars :

Add 180° to the longitudes of the mandoccas

(apogees) apd iighroccas of Mercury and Venus, and

subtract 3 signs from the mandoccas (apogees) and

iighroccas of the remaining planets. Then are

obtained the longitudes of the manda and iighra patas

of the planets. (Also) add 2 degrees to the longitudes

of the manda patas and tighroccas of Venus, Saturn

and Jupiter, and 1\ degrees to those of Mars and

Mercury. (It should be noted that) the kghra patas

have been stated for all the planets excepting Mercury.

(Mercury does not have a iigkra pQtd)}

That is to say, the longitudes of the manda patas of Mars.

Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, and Saturn are 21.5- 41.5, 72, 262 and

152 degrees respectively; and the longitudes of the sighra patas of

Mars, Jupiter, Venus and Saturn are (sighrocca— 88.5°), (sighrocca

—88°), (&g/irocca+182°) and (sighrocca— 88') respectively.

(vii) A rule for finding the celestial latitude of a planet is

as follows :

(From the longitude of a planet severally) subtract the

longitudes of its (manda and tighra) patas and there-

from calculate (as usual) the corresponding celestial

latitude of that planet. Add them or take their differ-

ence according as they are of like or unlike directions.

Then is obtained the true celestial latitude of that

particular planet. The true celestial latitude of any

other planet is also obtained in the same way. The

remaining (astronomical) determinations are the same

as stated before. This all is in brief the difference of

the other tantra (embodying the midnight day-reckon-

§3v[!i^5f 'jfTRi frpfJ sj^i l

—28

—29

—30
MBh. VII. 28 (ii) 31 (0
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ing of .Iryabhata I).
1

(viii) A rule for finding the longitude of the true mean planet

according to midnight-day reckoning is as follows :

Apply half the Sighraphala and (then) half the

mandaphala to the longitude of the planet's own

mandocca (reversely).

From the resulting longitude of the planet's mandocca cal-

culate the (mandaphala and apply it to mean longitude of the

planet : the resulting longitude of planet is stated to be) the

true-mean longitude of the planet. This is stated to be another

difference (of the midnight day-reckoning)
8

(ix) Length of the circle of the sky and derivation of the

lengths of the orbits of the planets are given as

follows

:

Multiply the revolutions of the Moon (in a yuga) by

3, 240,000 and then discard the zero in the unit's place :

(this is the length of the circle of the sky in terms of

yojanas). (Severally) divide that by the revolutions of the

planets (in a yuga): thus are obtained the lengths of the

orbits of the respective planets in terms of yojanas?

From these stanzas (from 20-35), it is evident that one yojana

of the sunrise day-reckoning is one and a half times that of the

midnight day-reckoning.

Now from stanza 22, it appears that 300 is to be added to

the number of civil days in a Mahayuga, According to the

Aryabhafcya. the number of civil days in this cycle is 1,577,917,

500, which increased by 300, becomes 1,577,917,800, the number of

1- #itos^^cn^ft%<)f^jraT^l —31

MBh. VII. 31 00-33

MBh, VII. 34

3. <ki&u.WiifiiMH spwaift I

^ ; i^grirr vm- sfn^ft nrwrt I

—MBh. VII. 35
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civil days in a Mahayuga according to Brahmagupta as referred

to in the Khandakhadyaka.

Again, the same stanza tells us to subtract 20 and 4 respec-

tively from the revolutions of Mercury and Jupiter, and we arrive

at the figures 17,937,000 and 364, 220, which are the revolutions

of Mercury and Jupiter in a Mahayuga according to Brahma-
gupta as given in the Khandakhadyaka.

Again we can compare the figures for the diameters of

the Earth, the Sun and the Moon given in the Mahabhaskanya,

in the present day Surya-siddhanta and the Aryabhatiya.

Diameter Mahabhaskanya Modern. Aryabhatiya

of Surya-siddhanta

Earth 1,600 yojanas 1,600 yojanas 1,050, yojanas

Sun 6,480 6,500 4,410

Moon 480 480 315

Then in stanza 24, we are given the distances of the Sun and

the Moon as 689, 358 and 51, 566 yojanas respectively. The
same figures are worked out by Lalla according to the

Aryabhatiya and quoted in the Sisyadfavrddhida (IV.3.4) and they

come to be 459,585 and 34,377.

The stanza 25 states the longitudes of the aphelia of planets

these figures tally with the corresponding figures given by Brah-

magupta in the Khandakhadyaka '

Longitude of aphelion of Jupiter 160°, of Venus 80°, of

Saturn 240°, of Mars 110° and of Mercury 220°.

Similarly the stanza 26 gives the peripheries of planets'

epicycle of apsis, which also is in concordance with the values

given by Brahmagupta

:

Periphery of epicycle of apsis of Jupiter 32°, of Venus

14°, of Saturn 60°, of Mars 70° and of Merury 28°.

In the stanza 27 of the Mahabhaskanya, we have the

dimensions of the epicycles of conjunction for planets; these

figures are also the same as given by Brahmagupta :

Epicycles of conduction for Jupiter 72°, for Venus 260°,

for Saturn 40°, for Mars 234° and for Mercury 132°.

In the stanza 28, we have the Sun's epicycle having a

periphery of 14° and the Moon's epicycle 31° ; the longitudes ©f
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the nodes of the planets to be the same as in the AryabhaUya.

All these are the same as given by Brahmagupta in the Khanda-

khadyaha.

In the stanza 33 we have rules for finding the geocentric

longitudes of planets which may be taken to be the same as in

the Khavdahhadyaka1
; compare these values with those in the

Suryasiddhanta of Varahamihira in the PancasiddhantikS, XVII.

6, but slight different from the Aryabhafcya?

The last stanza of the Mahabhaskanya (35) gives the dimen-

sions in yojanas of the orbits of planets ; these are the same as in

the modem Suryasiddhanta.

Thus we find a great semblance in the constants as given by

the Mahabhaskanya of Bhaskara I, of the Suryasiddhanta as

given by the Pancasiddhantika and understood by Vnrahamihira,

and also the constants as given by Brahma£upta in his treatises,

specially the Khav-dakhadyaka. It must not be forgotten that

the same Aryabhata I who is the celeberated author of the

AryabhaUya is also the author of another treatise very often

referred to as the Tantra.

I shall quote Prabodha Chandra Sengupta in connection

with these similarities, and the great influence of Aryabhat,a on

Indian Astronomy. He writes in his Introduction to the

Khav-dakhadyaka as follows

:

We have shown that there is much resemblance in the

constants between the Suryasiddhanta of Varaha and

the Khandakhadvaka and for the matter of that with

the Tantrantara of Aryabhata I. In my papers "Arya-
bhata and Aryabhafa's Lost Work", I have establish-

ed the fact that the Suryasiddhanta as it existed

before the time of Varaha, was made more accurate

by him by borrowing the constants from Axyabhata's

ardharatrika system. That there was a SuryastddhSnta

gjR?t *t«r ^ts: *T«tt5Pi> %^ II KK* 11, 18

Arya. III. 23-24
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before the time of Varahaj is seen from Section 6 of

the Table on page xii given before. This point is made
clear from another consideration, viz., the star table

in the modern SuryasiddhUnta, which unmistakably

points to the conclusion that the longitudes of some

stars, e.g., Spica etc., correspond to a time much ante-

rior to that of JLryabhata I. The great fame of Arya-

bhata I induced Varaha, the first maker of a neo-Surya-

siddhdnta to use the elements of Aryabhata 's ardha-

ratrika system to supplant the older materials in it.

No wonder, therefore, that there is an opinion in

favour of the hypothesis that JLryabhata I was the

author of the SuryasiddhUnta. If there were a shadow

of truth in it, Varaha would have admitted it. A 1he-

rum indeed says that the SuryasiddhUnta was compos-

ed by Lata (Alberuni's India, translated by Sachau,

Vol. I.p. 153). We now know that this Lata or Lata-

deva was one of the first pupils of Aryabhata I. He
was the expounder of the Romaka and Panlisa Siddhantas

as we learn from VarShamihira's Pancasiddhantika,

(1.3). As Alberuni's statement is not corroborated by

Varaha, we are not inclined to take it as correct. None
of the earlier writers suggest that the Suryasiddhanta

was in any way modified or changed by Arya-

bhata I.

It has now been established beyond doubt that the

same Aryabhata was the author of the Aryabhafiya and

another Tantra which is now lost. There is reason in

support of hypothesis that this Tantra itself was the

first work of Aryabhata I and that the Aryabhatiya was

the second work from the order in which Varaha

mentions them in the Stanza quoted earlier. If this

hypothesis be true, the stanza in the Aryabhat%ya\

which was translated by me as :

"Now when sixty times sixty years and three quarter

yugas also have elapsed, twenty increased by three

years have elapsed since my birth.''

—Arya. HI. 10.
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should now be translated thus

:

"In this Mahayuga when sixty times sixty years and

three quarter yugas also had passed, twenty increased

by three years had elapsed since my birth."

Now Bhaskara I the author of the Mahabhaskanya and the

Lagubhaskanya, wrote a commentary on the Aryabhatiya. The

author commenting on this stanza observes that

:

"Or this was addressed by Aryabhata when expound-

ing the science to Pandurangasvamin, Lstadeva

NihSanku and other pupils."
1

This direct pupil of Aryabhata I also says that this stanza

does not show that the Aryabhatiya was composed when Arya-

bhata I was only 23 years old. but refers to the time when he

probably began his career as a teacher of Astronomy.

Senagupta out of his discussion concludes that we arc not

justified in accepting that the Aryabhatiya was composed when
Aryabhata was only 23 years of age. This treatise as it exists in

the present form must have been the composition of a mature

age; it is a treatise highly finished in form; the date mentioned in

this great work refers to a date when its author became 3

reputed guru or teacher.

Alberuni and Brahmagupla

Dr. E.C. Sachau in his translation of Alberuni's India (vol

II. p. 304) speaks of Brahmagupta in the following words

:

Brahmagupta holds a remarkable place in the history

of Eastern ch ilization. It was he who taught the

Arabs astronomy before they became acquainted with
Ptolemy; for the famous Sindhind of Arabian litera-

ture, frequently mentioned but not yet brought to

light, is a translation of his Brahmasiddhanta ; and the

only other book on Indian astronomy, called Atarkand,
which they knew, was a translation of his Khav4a~
khadydka.

Brahmagupta, the celebrated author of the BrOhmasphuta-
siddhanta, has another great work as we have said before to his

credit which goes by the name Khcwdakhffdyaka. This has
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already been said that perhaps to meet the popular demand.
Brahmagupta in this treatise took upon himself the task of sim-

plifying Aryabhata's ardharatrika system or the system of

midnight day reckoning. Alberuni, the author of the Indika has

made several references or quotations from the Khandakhadyaka
proper and also its supplement, known as Uttara-Khanda-

khadyaka.

(a) There is a reference to the accepted circumference of

the Earth, as given in the Khandakhadyaka (Sachau's

Alberuni Vol. I,p. 312)

Multiply the difference in longitude (from Ujjayini) by

the (mean) daily motion of a planet (in minutes) and

divide, by 4,800; apply the quotient taken as minutes

negatively in places east of the meridian line of Ujja-

yini and positively in places lying west,1

(b) The rules for finding the ahargana as given in the

Khandakhadyaka in I. 3-5 (Sachau's Alberuni, Vol,

II, 46-47), to which Dr. Schram adds a valuable anno-

tation, the constants being taken from the later

Paulina Tantra as known to Bhattotpala. This Paulifa

astronomy is derived from Aryabhata I's ardharatrika

system.'

(c) A quotation from the Uttara Khandakhadyaka

(Sachau's Alberuni, Vol. II, pp. 84-86) which Sengupta

has given in his translation, Chapter X, pp. 148-152.

(d) A quotation also probably from the Uttara Khandakha-

dyaka (Sachau's Alberuni, Vol. II. p. 87). These stanzas

are found in the Brahmasphufasiddhanta, XIV, 47-52,

also quoted by Bhattotpala as occurring in the Brahma

Siddhanta in his commentary on the Brhat-Samhits,

IV, 7. The manuscripts which Sengupta used did not

show them as occurring in the Uttara Khandakhadyaka.

These relate to the dimensions of the naksatras as seen,

as distinguished from the same as calculated.

1. gres^-qi^v-frarar: nrqtf I

2. -KK, Pt. B. Misra's edition, p. 145.
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(e) Two quotations from the Uttara Khav-dakhadyaha rel-

ating to the celestial co-ordinates of Canopus and Sirius

(Sachau's Alberuni, Vol. II. p. 91). Present manus-

cripts do not show these stanzas, which are probably

the same as stanzas 35-36 and 40 of Chapter X of the

Brcthmasphufasiddhanta.

(i) Two quotations from the Khandakhndyaka proper as

alleged by Alberuni (Sachau's Alberuni, Vol.11, p. 116).

According to Amaraja, the first is a couple of stanzas of

which the author is Bhattotpala and not Brahmagupa.

The second quotation cannot be traced. These relate to

finding the possibility of an eclipse whether of the Sun
or of the Moon.

(g) Two quotations from the Khandakhadyaka proper as

asserted by Alberuni ("Sachau's Alberuni, Vol. II. p.

119). These relate to finding the Lords of the year and
of the month. According to Amaraja the rules in

question were given by Bhattotpala and not by Brah-

magupta. Prthadaka in his commentary on the first

chapter at its concluding portion says ;

"In this work the Khavdakhadyaka, the teacher

(Brahmagupta.) has not given the rules for finding

the Lords of the year and the month1."

Reference

P.G Sengupta : The Khavdakhadyaka, 1934.
K.S. Shukla : Mahabhaskanya, 1960,

K.S. Shukla : Snrya-Siddhanta, 1957.



Chapter IV

Brahmagupta's Originality

in the Khandakhadyaka

Sengupta in his Indroduction to the Commentary of the

Khandakhadyaka has discussed this point. We shall reprodoce

here some of the points mentioned by him.

Bralimagupta's Khandakhadyaka

(i) Brahmagupta does not accept the system of Aryabhata
but has simplified it in the Khandakhadyaka proper ; and here

he has given the system which he thinks to be correct.

Uttar KhandaKhadyaka

(ii) In the Uttara-Khandakhadyaka, he has further correc-

ted some of his results, given earlier in the Khandakhadyaka
proper. In the proper Khandakhadyaka, Brahmagupta assignes

to the longitude of the Sun's apogee the value 80°, whereas in

the Uttara text he corrects it to 77° (UKK. 4) :

As the process of finding the apparent places of planets

as given by Aryabhata does not make them agree with

observation, I shall, therefore, speak of this process.

Of the Sun the apogee is at two signs and seventeen

degrees (2 signs 17°=60 plus 17 degrees=77 ).
1

Compare this with the value given in the Khandakhadyaka

proper (I.13)
2

:

The longitude of the Sun's apogee is 80° [KK.1,13] (The

Sun's apogee is 80° or two signs plus 20 degrees.) inocco means

sngnwt *kM uftraprifaraupi Wftza n UKK. IX 4

f2if=R<4tJ*H *PT *R II KK. I, 13
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mandocca of the Sun). The value given in the Pancasiddliiin-

tika, IX.7-8) is also the same.

Let us compare it with the present value. According to

the astronomical constants as given in the Conn, des Temps., the

longitude of the Sun's apogee in 499 A.D. (i.e. 1,400 years before

1900 A.D.) was

—77° 1919.44' according to Conn.des Temps

equation.

-76° 40'37.22" according to Newcomb's equation.

The mean of these two values is very nearly 77° as given

by Brahmagupta in the Uttara text. Thus the value given by

Brahmagupta is more correct than the value given by Aryabha?a.

The Aryabhafiya gives the value 78° which is less correct.

Brahmagupta more correct than Aryabhafa

(iii) Brahmagupta detected that Aryabhata had made the

Moon's apogee quicker and nodes slower, than they really arc.

In both the cases, Brahmagupta made rather an over-correction.

We shall give the extract from Uttara-Khandakhadyaka in this

connection

:

Multiply the ahargana by 110, increase the product

by 511 and divide by 30, 31; subtract the result taken

as revolutions, etc., from the mean Moon; the final

result is the Moon's apogee.1

Evidently Brahmagupta assumes that the anomalistic

month=3031/110 days. This convergent to the anomalistic

month was known to the author of the Vasisfha Siddkanta as

summarised in the PancasiddhZlntiktf (II-2-6).

According to Brahmagupta, the length of the anomalistic
month.

= 1582236450000-432000000 days. ( BrSpSi . 1.15,16,18.

57753300000-488105858 and 20)
= 27.55454641 days which is for 1900 A. D.
= 27.5545502 days according to Radau,
= 27.554602 according to the Aryabhafiya.

1. V^^^3%W\^^^^%l5reii^r^ i

. to" ^r.'W^si^ii^i-^^ ii (UKK. IX. 5)
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Here also Brahmagupta is more accurate.

Again, the length of the sidereal period of the Moon's
apogee

= 1577918450000 days

488105858

= 3232.732048 days.

Aryabhata's value of the same is 3231.987844 days, and the

modern value is 3232.3754 days. Hence Brahmagupta's result

is by 0.3566 of a day out, while Aryabhata's is by 0.3876 of a

day in.

Further in the Uttara-KhavdakhadyakaQXlQ) we
have : Deduct 354£ from the ahargaxia, divide the

remainder by 6792 ; subtract the quotient that is

obtained in revolutions etc. from the circle : the

result is the longitude of the ascending node.1 (IX.10)

Here Brahmagupta gives the approximate period of the

sidereal revolution of the Moon's node to be=6792 days. This

according to his Brahmasphujasiddhanta—1577916450000 days

232311168

= 6792.25396 days, which according to Lockyer would be

6793.39108 days and according to the Khandakhsdyaka proper

is 6794.75083 days. Hence Brahmagupta's attempt to correction

makes the node quicker than it actually is.

Brahmagupta corrects Mars's Aphelion Point

(iv) Again Brahmagupta states that the longitude of Mars's

aphelion should be increased by 17° and that of Jupiter by 10°.

Evidently here too, Brahmagupta is more correct than Aryabhata.

The passage in the Uttara Khavdakhadyaka is as follows in this

connection :

Of Mars the apogee (the aphelion point) is to be

increased by 17°, that of Jupiter by 10°
; from the

iighra of Venus 74' are to be subtracted ; Saturn's

equation of apsis should be decreased by its one-fifth ;

the tighra equation of Mercury should be increased by

• «pq^if^ «fn =gsRra.OTisi^m1

' ii
—UKK. IX 10
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one-sixteenth.
1

This stanza says that in 499 A.D., Mars's aphelion point

had a longitude of 127° ; of Jupiter the lonfitude of the aphelion

was 170°. ( KK.II. 62
)

According to Newcomb's rule, the longitude of the aphelion

point of Mars in 499 A- D. works out to have been = 128*2812".

According to the Conn. des. Temps rule, the same was 128 27'51".

Hence Brahmagupta's determination of Mars's aphelion is correct

within 1°30' and is therefore, quite satisfactory. According to

the Khandakhadyaka proper it was 110°, and according to the

Aryabhatiya 118°.

Of planets, beginning with Mars, the degrees of longitude

of the apogees are respectively 11, 22, 16, 8 and 24, each multiplied

by 10. (KK .11. <S)

Thus the longitudes of apogees of Mars =? 110 (3 signs 20");

of Mercury = 220° (7 signs 10°) ; of Jupiter - 160° (5 signs 10°);

of Venus = 80° (2 signs 20°) and of Saturn = 240° (8 signs).

Compare these values with those given in the Paftcasiddhantika

XVII. 2 (the SUrya-siddhanta).

Again according to this stanza Jupiter's aphelion had a

longitude of 170° in 499 A.D.

According to Conn. des. Temps' rule the same was 170
n
25\

Thus here too, Brahmagupta is very accurate. According to

the Khandakhadyaka proper, Jupiter's aphelion had a longitude

of 160° (KK. IL6) and according to the Aryabhatiya, the value

was 180°.

Brahmagapta First to Use Second Differences

All these illustrations reproduced here very well establish

the. point that the great Indian astronomers from Aryabhat;a I

to Brahmagupta were aware of the methods of separating the
two distinct planetary inequalities, viz., that of the apsis and
of conjunction in the cases of the five 'star' planets (PSi. Intro-

duction Lii). In the Khandakhadyaka, Brahmagupta having
given the "sines" and the equations of the Sun and the Moon

>mf#f "ftssnrmrft* $m mn, 1 1 ~-UKK. IX. 11
2. w&km-m femw famefon: I

—KK. II. 6
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£t the interval of 15° of arc of the mean anomaly, in the Uttara

Khandakhadyaka teaches, for the first time in the history of

mathematics, the improved rules for interpolation by using the

second difference. This very important feature I am reproducing

here from the translation by Senagupta of the verse
1

(XJKK. 8)

:

Multiply the residual arc left after division by 900'

(i.e by 15°), by half the difference of the tabular

difference passed over and that to be passed over and

divide by 900' (i. e. 15°) : by the result increase or

decrease, as the case may be, half the sum of the same

two tabular differences ; the result which, whether less

or greater than the tabular difference to be passed, is

the true tabular difference to be passed over. (ZJKK. 8)

The rule given here applies to the case of all functions

hitherto considered in the Khandakhadyaka, which are tabulated

at the difference of 15° of arc of the argument. They are :

(i) the tabular differences of the Sun's equation,

(ii) the tabular differences of the Moon's equation.

(iii) the tabular differences of the 'sines'.

Sengupta has illustrated the rule by an example belonging

to the table of sines.

Illustration—To find the 'sine' of 57°.

Brahmagupta's table of sines in the Khandakhadyaka is as

follows

:

Thirty increased severally by nine, six and one; twenty-

four, fifteen and five, are the tabular differences of

sines at intervals of half-a-sign. For any arc, the 'sine'

is the sum of the parts passed over, increased by the

proportional part of the tabular difference to be passed

over.
2 (KK.I.30 ; also 111.6)

-UKK.IX-8

KK. I. 30; also III. 6
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This can be shown in the tabular form thus :

Arc 'Sine' Tabular difer-

ence
Second difference

0°

15° 39 39

30° 75 36 —3

45° 106 31 —5

60° 130 24 —7

75° 145 15 —9

90° 150 5 —10

Nov; 57° = 3420 minutes=900'x 3+720'. Thus three of the

tabular differences are considered as passed over ; the last one

being 31 and the one to be passed over is 24.

The true tabular difference by the rule, for arc 57".

= 31+24 720 v 31r 24

2 900 * 2

Hence the 'sine' of 57°

=39+36+31+ r31+2|_720 31^241
jy-hcsoi-cii-i-

900 ^ 2 900
x 2

J
=125.76

As worked out from the logarithm tables the same comes
out to be 125,80.

Again 'sine' of 57° from Brahmagupta's formula

. 1 0,5+720 vM ,

31-24 . . 720•106+^x24+ -g-x — f720_"1
Uoo J

x
31-24

=106+Z20 x 24+720 f720. 1 24^31iW+
900

X<24+
900 L900

1
J
X

2

This in fact is the modern form the interpolation equation
up to the term containing the second difference. Brahmaguptathus
takes a decidedly improved step here and is undoubtedly the first
man %n the history of mathematics who has done this. One should
also remember that in the case where the function is not tabula-
ted at a constant interval, Brahmagupta's rule is remarkable.
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Brahmagupta First to Introduce

Sine Rule in Indian Plane Trigonometry

In this connection, we shall reproduce the following verse

from the Khavdakhadyaka

:

Multiply the 'sine' of the (&ghra) anomaly by the 'sine'

of the maximum 6\ghra equation and divide by the

'sine' of the corresponding Slghra equation the result

is the 'Slghra hypotenuse' when the (.Slghra) anomaly

is half a circle, this slghra hypoteuuse is equal to the

radius diminished by the 'sine' of the maximum
equation ; when the anomaly is equal to the whole

circle, the same is equal to the radius increased by the

same 'sine' of the maximum equation.1

Let S, E and P be the positions of the Sun, the Earth and the

planet, say Mars, respecti-

vely. Complete the paralle-

logram SEMP ; with M as

centre and MP as radius,

describe a circle. This circle

is the epicycle of conjunction

of Mars. Produce EM to cut

this circle at K. The ZPMK
= ZS'SP (the point S* is on

Fig. 4 ES produced ), the angle

•gained by the Earth over Mars since the preceding conjunction.

The /LPMK is called the slghra anomaly or anomaly of conjunc-

tion. We take EM=360, and MP=234. The Z.PEM, which is

equal to ZPES, the annual parallax of Mars, is called the iighra

equation. The ZMPE is equal to the ZSEP, the elongation.

The Z.PMK is given, and PM and ME are also given. Hence in

the triangle MPE, we have

tan \ (P-E) =1|^| tan \ PMK

= ||tan|PMK

.-. L tan i(P-E)=log [||] +L tan \ PMK

We have also \ (P+E)=4Z.PMK

f^zti*<T ^ra* 3gw^ n KK. VI. 1.
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Now log
J

=1.3265841.

The values of the ,/PMK and the /.PEM and P.rahmn-

gupta's values as given in the verse
1
are presented below in a

tabular form :

ZPMK= 28° 60° 90° 121° 135° 148° 164° 173"

ZPEM= 10°58' 23°1' 331' 39°56' 40°23' 37°31' 25
932' 12"35

Brahma-
gupta's

23° 40° 37
c30'ZPEM= 11° 33° 40°30' 25°30' 12

n
30'

It will be seen that Brahmagupta gives the values of the

equation within l/8th of a degree. It seems inexplicable why
such discrepancies should remain in Brahmagupta's calculations.

It is probable that he wanted to state his equations to the nearest

half a degree.

Now we shall take up the Sighra equations of Mars, and
then revert to the Sine Rule. We have in the Khan<lakhii-

dydka :

Mars, by the degrees of S'ighra anomaly ( i.c. anomaly of

conjunction) of 28 getting at the corresponding equation of 11"

rises (heliacally) in the east ; by the next 32° gets 12° more of the

equation ; by the next 30°, 10° more ; by the next 3177°, more ; by
next 14°, half a degree ; these are positive ; by the next 13°, nega-

tive 3°
; by the next 16°

; negative 12° after this he is retrograde ;

by the next 9°, negative 13°
; by the next 7°, negative 12*".

After this the parts of the equations occur in the reverse order1
.

On the basis of this we have the following table of the
Sighra equations for Mars ;

Degrees of anomaly Equation of Phenomena
of conjunction conjunction

0° 0°

28° +11°

1. ^se4 ^jpqjn 'ffifoAkwt^i

Motion direct.

Rises in the east.

KKJL8~9
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Degrees of anomaly Equation of Phenomena

of conjunction conjunction

60° 11+12= +23
90° 23+10=+33

121° 33+ 7= +40
135° 40+ i=+40 30'

148° 40 30'—3 =+37 30'

164° 37 30'— 12 —+25 30' Retrograde motion

begins.

173° 25°30'—13°=+12°30'

180° 12 30—12 30'=0 0'

187° —12°30'

196° —25°30' Direct motion begins.

212° —37°30'

225° —40°30'

239° —40°

270° —33°

300° —23°

332° —11° Sets in the west.

360° 0°

Now we come back to our discussion on the verse VI.l.

The Sighra hypotenuse spoken of here is EP, when SP or

EM is taken to be R ; when Z.PEM is a maximum PM is its

'sine'.

It would be seen from the figure that

T7r_ RsinPMKxPM^ Rsin PEM
This may again be written as

EP PM
sin PMK sin PEM

This is equivalent to the sine rule for a triangle in plane

trigonometry. Brahmagupta is here seen to be the first person

to give it in Indian mathematics, This expression reminds us

of the famous relationship in respect to triangle ABC :

a b __ c

sin A sin B sin C
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Brahm;»Rupta correcls

Dimensions of the Epicycle of Apsis

Brahmagupta corrects the dimensions of the epicycles of

apsis of the Sun and Moon by—1/42 nd part and l/48th parts

respectively, The reference may be made to the following verse

in the Uttara Khcwdakhadyaka :

The Sun's equations are to be made less by dvihftQth-

ionam (l/42nd) and the Moon's equations, increased by

vasuvedabhagayutam (l/48th). Multiply the Sun's equa-

tion a planet's daily motion in minutes and divide by

the number of minutes of a whole circle and this is

called Bhujantara correction and applied in the same

way to the planet as the equation is applied to the Sun. 1

The Sun's epicycle of apsis has the dimension 14" in the

Khandaihadyaka proper. With the correction introduced here,

the value becomes 14° [l-^j =13° 40'.

The correction to the Moon's equations would make the

epicycle's dimension changed from 31° to 31° [l+^j

Prthttdaka's commentary further corrects it to 31°(1+ l0' -31"35'
DC

Brahmagupta 's correction to Saturn's epicycle of apsis

is—l/5th part and that to the &ghra epicycle of Mercury l/16th

part as seen in the verse :

Of Mars the apogee (the aphelion point) is to be
increased by 17°, that of Jupiter by 10° ; from the

&ghra of Venus 74* are to be subtracted ; Saturn's

equation of apsis should be decreased by its one-fifth

and the &ghra equation of Mercury should be
increased by one-sixteenth.2

In the Khapdakhadyaka proper (II.6), we have been given
the longitudes of the apogee of planets : Mars 11°, Mercury 22

s
,

Jupiter 160°, Venus 80° and Saturn 240°. Now with these correc-
tions introduced in the Uttara Khapdakhadyaka in the above

w*wgfow^m«i*«n^ Ktim^ 1 1 UKK. IX. 9
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verse, the aphelion' point of Mars in 499 A.D. had a longitude

of 110 plus 17=127°; of Jupiter 160 plus 10=170°.

According to Newcomb's rule, the longitude of the aphelion

point of Mars in 499 A.D. works out to have been 128°28'12".

The same according to Conn, des Temps rule would be 128°27'51".

Hence Brahmgupta's determination of Mars's aphelion is correct

within 1°30', and may be, therefore, regarded as very satisfactory.

According to the Khav.dakhad.yaka proper this value was, as

already said, 110°, while according to the Aryabhafiya, it was
118°.

The same may be said regarding Jupiter's aphelion. Accord-

ing to the Khandakhadyaka proper the value of its longitude is

160°, according to the Aryabhafiya it was 180°; according to

Conn, des. Temps' rule, it would be in 499A. D, 170°25\ and the

value given by Brahmagupta in the Uttara Khandakhadyaka, it

is 170°.

We have thus shown by many illustrations the important

corrections introduced by Brahmagupta in his Khandakhadyaka
specially the Uttara part. Brahmagupta was highly original in his

methods of calculations, accuracies and interpolations. He intro-

duced new ideas in mathematics. He went much ahead Aryabhata

in many details. He so many times did not follow Aryabhata

in calculations. In the Khandakhadyaka proper, his treatment

of parallax in the calculation of solar eclipses is different from

that of Aryabhata. The methods followed here are the same as

propounded by him in the Brahmasphutasiddhanta.1

Senagupta is right when he says : As has already been

remarked, these corrections and innovations in the Uttara

Khandakhadyaka paved the way for the acceptance of his great

work the Brahmasphutasiddhanta as a standard work on astrono-

my by the western Indian school of astronomers. The directness

of the treatment of topics, and the simplicity of calculations

taught in the Khandakhadyaka made it very neat handbook

for the beginner. These two works of Brahmagupta were

perhaps the only astronomical works in circulations in western

India when the Arabs conquered Sind early in the eighth century

2, On Parallax—

BrSpSi. XL 33
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(712 A.D.) and the new conquerers learnt Indian astronomy and

mathematics from these works as has been observed by Sachau.

Alberuni who came to India early in the 11th centuty of the

Christian era, learnt Indian astronomy chiefly by studying the

Khaxtdakhadyaka and the Brhat-SarhhitQ of Varahnmihira, and

both of them with the help of commentary of Bhattotpala.

—:c:—

Reference

P.C. Sengupta : The Khavdakhadyaka, 1934,



CHAPTER VI

Indian Luni-

Solar Astronomy

In this chapter, it is proposed to give an account of astrono-

mical constants and the equations in Indian luni-solar astronomy

and to present a comparative view of these quantities with the

corresponding ones in Greek and modern Astronomy. This acco-

unt has been reproduced from P. C. Sengupta's. Appendix I of

the Khcwdakhadyaka It has been shown that in many cases

the Indian values of these constants are more accurate than the

Greek values, and in Indian lunar astronomy the equations

or inequalities discovered are the most startling.

Solar Astronomy

In solar astronomy the length of the year was determined

by Aryabhata1 from the heliacal risings of some bright star at

the intervals of 365 and 366 days.

(1) The year according to the Aryabhatlya

= 1

Sooo° <*ays=365 -2586805 days >

=365 da. 6 hrs. 12 mins. 29.64 sees.

(2) The same

= 15SS°^=365.25875 days.

=365 da. 6 hrs. 12 mins. 36 sees., according to the

Khazidakhadyaka, the Suryasiddhanta of Varaha

and the modern Suryasiddhanta.

(3) It is

= •^H^^-°days=365.2584375days,

=365 da. 6 hrs. 12 mins. 9 secs.> according to the

1, P. C. Sengupta, "Sxyabhata's Method of determining the Mean Motions

of Planets," Bulletin of the Calcutta Mathematical Society. Vol XII, No. 3.
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Brdhmasphuta SiddhSnta of Brahmagupta.

Now the mean sidereal year

=365 da. 6 hrs. 9 mins. 9.3 sees. (Lockyer).

The mean anomalistic year

=365 da. 6 hrs. 13 mins. 49.3 sees. (Lockyer).

The mean tropical year

=365 da. 5 hrs. 48 mins. 46.054 sees. (Lockyer).

Though we take that Indian year was designed to be the

sidereal year, it approached most closely the anomalistic year ;

and its excess over the sidereal year was about 3 minutes. From
this consideration it appears that the Indian astronomers were

justified in taking the Sun's apogee to be fixed.

Against the error of+3 min. in the Indian sidereal year,

we may point out that

—

(1) The Hipparchus-Ptolemy tropical year

=365 da. 14' 48* in sexagesimal units.
1

=365 da. 5 hrs. 55 min. 12 sees., which has an
error of about+6 min.

(2) Meton's sidereal year

= [365+i+y
6 ]

days8

=365 da. 6 hrs. 18 min. 57 sees, which has an
error of +9 min. 48 sees, nearly.

(3) The Babylonian sidereal-year was 4j min. too long.
1

Thus the Indian value of it is closer to the true value.
Again in 150 A.D. the longitude of the Sun's apogee

according to the Conn, des Temps was

=101° 13' 15*. 17-6189". 03
[

19°^15

°J

3

=71° 16' 26'. 37

while Ptolemy states it to be 65° 30' which was wronfl
by-5° 36' 27*

:

1. Syntaxis, Kail Manitius's edition, Vol. I. p. 146.
2. Ibid, p. 145.

3. Encyclopaedia Bntannka, History of Astronomy,

V1U. 2, indicates the Sun's apogee to be at longitude of 75°
; this was per-

haps a correction made by LSfcadeva to the Greek constant.
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In 500 A. D (Aryabhata's time) the longitude of the Sun's

apogee by the same rule works out to be=77°19'19.44*.

Aryabhata states this to be 78° in the Aryabhatfya,

Brahmagupta in the UttaradhySya of the Khavdakhddyaka states

the same to be 77°, while the Khandakhadyaka gives it as=80°.

Hence the Indian findings of the longitude of the Sun's apogee

were more accurate.

Again as to the Sun's equations of the centre we find that

the Aryabhafiya states the periphery of the Sun's epicycle to be

13°30\ The Khandakhadyaka gives it as 14°
; while according to

the Indian form, Ptolemy's value of the same is 15°. Hence

according to these writers, the Sun's equations at 90° of the mean

anomaly are :

—

According to the Aryabhafiya =2° 8' 54".

Khandahhadyaka=2° V 40".

Brahmagupta=2° 7' 20".

Ptolemy=2° 23' 3".

The modern value =1° 55' 97".

Thus the Indian equations of the Sun are in general by more

correct than the Greek ones. The Indian constants in solar

astronomy are thus, generally, more accurate than the Greek

ones. We now turn to the Indian Lunar astronomy.

Lunar Astronomy

Before discussing the constants in Indian lunar astronomy it

is necessary to state something as to the time when the Moon
was observed by our ancient astronomers and the astronomers

from Aryabhata I (499 A.D. to Prthadaka SvSml (864 A.D.).

The months were reckoned from the first visibility of the crescent

at the time of the Mahtibharata (1400 B. C). We have a pass-

age in the Bhlsmaparva where VySsa speaks of the evil omens

on the eve of the Kuruksetra war thus—

"That the Moon and the Sun, have been both eclipsed on

the 13th days of the light and dark halves of the same month."

The eclipses could not take place on the 13th days of the

month unless the months were reckoned from the first visibility

of the crescent. This was the custom in Babylonia and it has"

still survived in the Mahomedan world. Even -in the Paftca

siddhantika of VarShamihira ( 540 A. D. ), there is a special
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chapter on ^rRr-OTV*. or the fiirst visibility of the crescent. It is

thus clear that the practice was to observe the Moon when very

near the Sun.

Again Aryabhata says that 'tfsySPirt TOTf*rc%^:\

"the Moon was determined from her conjunctions with the Sun."

The Moon was observed by him at the time of solar eclipses, or

at the time of the first visibility of the crescent.

Even up to the time of Prthadaka, the accuracy in lunar

astronomy was chiefly aimed at the time of eclipses. Thus in

his commentary on the Kh.av.4okhad.ydka, IV, he makes the

following introductory remarks :

—

"All knowledge relating to (luni-solar) astronomy is desired

by the wise (or cultured) specially for knowing the right instants

of opposition or conjunction ; these instants are, however, not

visible to the eye. Of other things such as tithi.% nab$atras and

Karav-as, as the planets, the Sun and the Moon, arc not clearly

observed, their beginnings and ends are not visible. Men see

the agreement between calculation and observation at the times

of solar and lunar eclipses. Hence the word of the astronomers

is esteemed amongst men even in respect to such things as tithis.

etc" 1

Thus the chief aim of the ancient Indian astronomers was
to calculate the eclipses accurately and the Moon was observed

chiefly at lunar or solar eclipses, though the time for observation

related also to the funding of the first visibility of the crescent.

This latter phenomena did not perhaps lead them to directly

observing the Moon's position at such times by using instruments.

Moon's Mean Motion

The practice of observing the Moon at the time of the
eclipses alone led to the determination of the synodic month
with the following results :—

•

0; Mean synodic month according to the Aryabhatlya
157791750 ,

57753336—4326000~days'

=29.530582 days.
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(ii) The same according to the Khazidakhadyaka.

=29.5305874 days.

(iii) The same according to the Brahma-sphuta-siddhanta

=29.530582 days.

(iv) The same according to Ptokmy=29 da. 31' 50" 5" 2G"

in sexagesimal units=29.5305927 days

The modern value according to Newcomb and Radau

=29-5305881 days.

Hence the KhavdakhQdyaka mean length appears to be

the closest approximation.

The mean sidereal month must have been deduced from the

mean synodic month and the year adopted. Hence no compari-

son need be made of this element here.

We will now consider the sidereal periods, the nodes and

the apogee of the Moon. These are shown below :-

According to Sid. Per. of Moon's
Apogee

Sid. per. of the
Ascending Node

Arydbhapiya 3231.987079 da. 6794.749511 da.

Khcwiakhadyaka 3231.987844 da. 6794.750834 da.

Brahma-sphuta - Sid-

dhxlnta 3232.73411 da. 6792.25396 da.

Ptolemy 3232.617656 da. 6796.45571 da.

Modern values (Lockyer) 3232.37543 da. 6793.39108 da.

Here also the Indian values show a closer approximation

to the true values, Brahmagupta's figures representing the

nearest approach.

Other Constants

So far the Indian values of the constants have been more

accurate than the Greek ones ; but as to the inclination of the

Moon's orbit the Greek value is more accurate than the Indian

value.

Inclination of the lunar orbit

Indian value=4°30\
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Greek value=5°0'.

Modern mean value=5°8'43".427 (Brown)

This discrepancy confirms the conclusion, that the observa-

tion of the Moon was restricted to the time when she was near

a node, either at solar or lunar eclipses, where a small error of

observation magnified itself into about half a degree-

We now turn to the parallaxes of the Sun and the Moon :-

Suns Mean Hot.
Parallax

Maim' ,s mean Hoy
Parallax

Aryabhafiya 3'55".62 52'30»

Kandakhadyaka 3'56"5. 52'42'.3

Ptolemy 2'51* 53'34'

Modern values 0'8".8O6 57'2*79

As to the Sun's horizontal parallax, the ancients were of

course totally wrong, but in respect to that of the Moon their

values were fairly approximate.

We next consider the angular semi-diameters of the Sun
and the Moon. These are :-

Moon's Mean
Semi-diameter

Sun's Mtan
Semidiameter

Aryabhafiya 15'45* 16'29".4

Khantfakhadyaka (Brahma-
sphuta-siddhdnta) 16'0\22 1615*

Ptolemy 17'40* 15'40»

Modern values 15'33'.60 16'1'.8

Here also the Indian values are more accurate than the
Greek values.

Moon's Equations. The First Equation.

It remains now to consider the Moon's equations in ancient
Indian astronomy. As has been pointed out before, obser-
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vation was up to the time of Brahmagupta, restricted to the time

of eclipses perhaps also of syzygies.

The modern form of the Moon's equations is

=377' sin (n«-«)+13' sin 2(nt-«)+

+76' sin [2(nt—8)—(nt—a)]+40' sin 2(nt—0) 1

where nt=mean longitude of the Moon, a the longitude of the

perigee, fi=longitude of the Sun.

Here the first two terms, viz., 377' sin (nt—a) +
13' sin 2(nt—a), are due to elliptic motion about the Earth in one

focus; the term 76' sin [2(nt

—

8)—(nt—a)3 is known as the evec-

tion. We combine a part of the first term with the evection

term and the expression for the equation of centre becomes

=301' sin (nt~a)+13' sin 2(nt—a)+ +152 sin (nt—8) cos

(8—a)+40' sin 2(nt—8).

Now at syzygies and eclipses sin (nt

—

8) and sin 2(nt—6)

will very nearly vanish. Hence according to modern astronomy

at the syzygies and eclipses, the chief term of the Moon's equa-

tion=301' sin(nt—<*)•

This according to the Aryabhafiya

=300' 15" sin (nt-a)

„ Khandakliddyaka

=296' sin (nt—a)

,, Uttara Khanddkhadyaka
=301'.7 sin (nt—a)

„ BrahmasphufasiddhUnta

=293' 31* sin (nt—a)

Greek astronomy

=300' 15" sin (nt—a)
very nearly.

Hence both the Greek and the ancient Indian astronomers

were very near the true value of the Moon's equation at the syzy-

gies and eclipses. Godfray in his Lunar Theory, page 107,

observes, "the hypothesis of an excentric, whose apse has a pro-

gressive motion as conceived by Hipparchus served to calculate

with considerable accuracy the circumstances of eclipses; and

observations of eclipses, requiring no instruments, were then the

only ones which could be made with sufficient exactness to test

1. The accurate values of the coefficients appear to be 377' 19*.06,

12' 57"M, 76' 26" and 39' 30".
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the truth or fallacy of the supposition.'' Wc next consider the

second inequality of the Moon.

Moon's Second Inequality or Equation

In ancient times it was Prolemy who first really found a

second inequality of the Moon. According to Godfray (Lunar

Theory, p. 107) "by dint of careful comparison of observations

he (Ptolemy) found that the value of this second inequality in

quadrature was always proportional to that of the first in the

same place, and was additive or subtractive according as the first

was so; and thus, when the first inequality was nt its maximum or

5°l'i the second increased it to 7° 40' which was the case when
the apse line happened to be in syzygy at the same time."

It is well known that though Ptolemy discovered the second

inequality in the Moon's motion he was not able to ascertain its

true nature. His corrections in this case are true when at the

quadrature the Moon's apse line passes through the Sun or it is

at right angles to the line joining the Earth and the Sun.' In

the general case his construction does not lead to the elegant

form of the evection term as we know it now, nor does it lead

to the nice form in which it was given by later Indian astrono-

mers from the time of Manjula (or Munjala, 854 Saka era -"932

A.D.).

As has already been pointed out, the early Indian astrono-

mers from Aryabhata to Brahmagupta aimed at accuracy in

lunar calculation only for the eclipses and syzygies, and did not

interest themselves about the Moon's longitude at the quadra-

tures- Hence this second" inequality is absent in the works of

these makers of Indian astronomy, as also in the Pre-Ptolemaic

Greek astronomy. This points to the conclusion that in both
the earlier Indian and Greek systems of astronomy, the modes of

observation of the Moon were copied from an earlier system o*f

astronomy whether Babylonian or Chaldean. Even in the

Romaha Siddhanta of the Paftcasiddhantika, there is no mention
of evection.

2 Thus inspite of the transmission of a vague system
of Greek astronomy; Indian astronomy as developed by Arya-
bhata and Brahmagupta must be regarded as independent and

1. Godfray's Lunar Theory, pp. 108-110.

2. Vide the Summary in P.C. Sengupta's paper, "Aryabhafa the Father
of Indian Epicydic Astronomy." Journal of the Department oi letters, vol.
XVHI, Calcutta University Press.
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original not only from this but also from other considerations.

It sought to correct the constants as were obtained from the

Babylonian and the Greek systems as has in some cases been

shown already.

Manjula's Second Equation of the Moon (932 A.D.)

We now take up in detail Manjula's second equation of

Moon. It is, however, necessary to say something about his first

inequality.

This is given in the form

—488 sin pit—a') ,

^gg degrees,

96+-J2Q-'
cos Oii—a')

where yet stands for the Moon's mean longitude, a"—that of the

apogee.
488°

Hence when nt—a'=90°, the equation = - °- =5°4/=304'

showing an excess of 4' over the modern value.

It is further necessary to modify the expression for

the Moon's modern form of the equation by chang-

ing a to l80°+a, as in ancient Indian astronomy anomaly

is measured not from the perigee but from the apogee.

The modified form is

==-301' sin (nt-a)+13 sin 2(nt~a)

-152' sin (nt-9) cos (6-a)+40' sin 2(nf-0)+...

Manjula's lines giving the second equation are—

The (mean) daily motion of the Moon diminished by
11° and multiplied by the ''cosine" of the longitude of

the Sun diminished by that of the Moon's apogee is the

multiplier of the "sine" and the "cosine" of the longi-

tude of the Moon diminished by that of the Sun,

divided severally by 1 and 5. The results taken as

minutes are to be applied negatively and positively to

the Moon and to her daily motion if the quantities

multiplied together are of opposite signs and in the

reverse order if they are of the same sign.
1

1. ^^torwlftsn imri foftt f^rN* l

3J"3Tt nftivwi mR.i\

smtf *r 3^ sf=? 5&*wi ll' —11,12
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As to the positive or negative character of the "sine" and

the "cosine" he gives the rule:

—

The mean planet diminished by its ucca, the apofce.

aphelion or the Sighra. is called Kendra or mean

anomaly; its "sine" from above six signs (180") arises

from half circles and are respectively positive or

negative, and its "cosine" in different quadrants arc

respectively positive, negative, negative, and posi-

tive.
1

The convention followed is that the "sine'' is negative from
0° to 180° and positive from 180° to 360° of the arc and that the

cosine is positive betwen 0° and 90°. negative between 90° and

270° and positive between 270" and 360°.

We may now symbolically express Manjula's second ineq-

uality thus :-

-(13° 11' 35*-ll°)x8p 8' cos (0-a)x8p
8' sin (D-ff) where

D stands for the Moon as corrected by the 1st equation: we leave

out the correction to the Moon's daily motion as given in the

stanzas quoted above.

The moon's new equation comes out to be— 143'58' cos (0-a) sin (£>-$).

This, it will be seen, is exactly the modern form of the

evection as combined with a part of the equation of apsis shown
before. The difference in the main is that Manjula's constant

is 144', a quantity less by 8'. In form the equation is most perfect,

it is far superior to Ptolemy's, it is above all praise. It is from
this inequality, we trust, that Manjula should have an abiding

place in the history of astronomy. The next writer who gives

the second equation is Sripati (1028 A.D.).

&ripati's Second Inequality of the Moon

The following stanzas from Sripati's Siddhanta Sekhara, it is

said, were communicated to Sengupta by Pandit Babua Misra.
Though they are probably not very correct still the general
meaning is clear. They carry the following sense :

"From the Moon's apogee subtract 90°. diminish the
Sun by the remainder left; take the "sine" of the

1. VP #5^%: t^gfes^ gsj; |
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result; multiply it by 160' and divide by the radius;

the result is called carapkala. Put it down in another

place, multiply it by tara(i.e., R vers (£>—a) or versed

sine of the Moon's distance from the apogee) and

divide by the difference between the Moon's distaice

(hypotenuse) and the radius; the result is called parama

{card) phala, which is to be considered positive or

negative according as the hypotenuse put down in

another place is less or greater than the radius. Multi-

ply the "sine"' of the Moon which has been diminished

by the apparent Sun, by the apparent paramaphala and

divide by the radius; the final result is to be called

caraphala to be applied to Moon negatively or posi-

tively as the Moon minus the Sun and the Sun minus

the Moon's apogee (diminished by 90°) be of opposite

signs; if these latter quantities be of the same signs, the

new equation should be applied in the inverse order by
those who want to make the calculation of the appa-

rent Moon agree with observation.1

Symbolically :—

.

160'.Rsin[g-(a--90°) ] , .

=caraphala

i 160' R sin [tf- (a-90°)] ,, J? vers (D-a)
+ R ' H-R
= paramaphala, according as H>or<R

The new equation

—zf — s*n ——X paramaphala
,

I^^fawft^^fosr II

^jz^flfsnHapt it3^ I

^ugcMsf %f^^i^»ihrac. 1

1

ill: *wf?l it w% I
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_ _160' R sin[0 -Q-9O
r
)] R vers (D-a) x g sin (D-0)

R(H-R)xR
160' £ cos(g-q) x £ sin(P-fl) -K JversJD-a)

1

= ^ R~xR H-£

This equation is a slightly modified one but practically the

same in form as that of Manjula, except that the constant here

is 160', greater than his by 16'. The constant is 160' also in

Candrasekhara's form as we shall see later on. We next consi-

der the Moon's inequalities as given by Bhaskara II in his Bijo-

panaya* a special work on these inequalities composed in the

Saka year 1074 OH52A.D.) two years after he had composed

the Siddhanta Siromaw.

Bhaskara II on Moon's Inequalities

His preliminary statement runs thus .

—

112' positive or negative representing the maximum
difference, have been found by me in the daily obser-

ved Moon (as calculated and as observed) at that

point of the ecliptic where the arc from the kadamba

(i.e., its pole) passing through the zenith cuts it.
1

Thus for observing the Moon he selected the nonagesimal

as the suitable point where the uncertainty about her parallax is

zero, and found T112' of arc to be the maximum difference bet-

ween her calculated and observed places.

Mallabhatta, perhaps a contemporary of Bhaskara II.

ascribed this difference to a supposed Sighrocca of the Moon,
Bhaskara in stanzas 9-13, refutes the existence of the Sighra in

the case of the Moon, the substance of his argument
begins (i) that it is against the teaching of the SUrya-siddhQnta

and other accepted authorities, (ii) that there is no variation

of the apparent angular diameter of the Moon corresponding to

this alleged &ghra, and (iii) that planets having a &ghra have
retrograde motion which is never the case with the Moon.

•There is some uncertainty, about this new fraction introduced by
Sripati,

- Bijapanaya, stanza 8
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The reasons for his new equations are stated as follows.

—

When the Moon is situated at a quadrant ahead of

the apogee and with the Sun at half a quadrant ahead

of her. the maximum discrepancy (of 112') is seen in the

negative character.

When the Moon is situated at three quadrants ahead

of the apogee and with the Sun at half a quadrant

behind her, the maximum discrepancy (of 112') is seen

in the positive character.

When the eclipses of the Sun and the Moon take

place at the apogee or the perigee of the Moon, the

Moon as corrected by the equation of apsis is seen to be

without any new correction called hja.

When the eclipses of the Sun and the Moon take

place at the ends of the odd quadrants of the Moon's

anomaly (measured from the apogee), the discrepancy
'

is seen to be less by 34'.

When the Moon is at the apogee, whether the Sun be

ahead or behind her by half a quadrant, the discre-

pancy amounts to be 34'.

The same discrepancy of 34' is observed when the

Moon is at the perigee and the Sun is ahead or behind

her by the same distance.

Thus by analysis and synthesis, and by repeated obser-

vations, this variable correction has been devised by
me; let it be seriously considered by the learned.1

BhSskara here speaks of six cases and we consider them one

after another :—

The Moon's equations as modified to suit siddhdntas are

given by

-301' sin (nt-a) +13' sin 2(ni-a)

-152' sin (nt-0) cos (0-a)-4O' sin 2(nt-0)+

According to BhJskara's Siddhanta - Hromani. the Moon's

equation of apsis

= -^Jr X3438' sin (nt-a)

=-301' 46". 8 sin (nt-a.).
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this agrees well with the commending term of the modern

equation. As Bhaskara takes in all the six cases, nt- a- 9i".

270°, 0° or 180°, the second term of the equation of apsis

vanishes.

Case I.

nt- a=90°, nt-6 =-45°, -<*--" 135°;

Here the total equation of the Moon

=-301'-(76' +40')= —301'—116'.

This fairly agrees with Bhaskara's observation, the difference

being only of 4'.

Case II.

nt-a=270°, nt—0=45°, 6—a=225°;

the total equation of the Moon

=30r+76'+40'=301'+116'.

This also agrees with Bhaskara's otservation.

Case III.

n*-a=0° or 180°, nt—6=0° or 180°, 0-<r=O9
or 180°,

the total equation=0', this also agrees with Bhaskara's

observation.

Case IV,

nt_ a=90° or 270°, nt-0=O° or 180°, 0—a=90° or 270
9
,

1. gifKra'RCRR'K^f I

n4 *f&f$ m&z it 20 ll

h^rh^ ysnsf fsjjs. I

1*4 *F3$m u 21 II

*Hq*w«ift ft*in**ft II 22 II

§^ g [i 23 11

"j*sst sisfo ^t*^ iot'^ I

Wt&& 'saiW*^ II 24 II

^ fiw?N3$sft <n#? ft I

" «f^Jm g^pt; wftwiR n 25 ll
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the total equation= q=301'. This does not agree with Bhas-

kara's statement that the total equation

=q=(301'±78').

Case V.

nt—a=0, nt~6 =d-45°, 6—a.=dz45°,

the total equation

=0'—76'+40' =—36' or 0'+76'—40'= +36'.

This fairly agrees with Bhaskara's observation.

Case VI.

ni-a=180°, nt—0=±45°, 9- 0=180^45°
the total equation

=0'+76'+40'=0'+116', or 0-76+40'=0'~36\

This does not agree with Bhaskara's statement.

Bhaskara then states his first system of 24 equations corres-

ponding to 24 sines in a quadrant to be 6'. 13', 21'. 27', 33', 39',45',

51', 56', 61', 65', 68', 70', 72', 74', 75', 75', 76', 76' 77', 77', 78', 78',

78'.1

These equations, he says
—

"are negatively added to the

equation of apsis when that is negative and positively added to

the same when that is positive"
3

. In other words his new equa-

tions are complements of the equation of apsis, the two together

being represented by
-301' 46". 8 sin (nt-a)-78' sin (nf-a)

i.e., by-379' 46". 8 sin (nt-a).

Hence next states his second set of equations depending on

0~£>, to be 6', 9', 13', 17', 22', 24', 27', 30', 32', 33', 34', 34', 34', 33',

31', 29', 26', 24', 20', 16', 11', 8', 3', 0'3 and says :

"These minutes are negative in the odd quadrants of the

argument and are positive in other quadrants.
4"

When the value of the argument is 15°, the equation is 17',

1. Bijopanaya, 26-28,

q% JisFEtfr &g?RL H 28 li

3. Bijopanaya, 29-32.

4. *t«T stto% ^rtf ^g&r ?K*pr *5jP i
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Hence the new equation=-34' sin 2 (0-£>).

=34' sin 2 (D-0).

Here the symbol D stands for the Moon as corrected by the

ancient Indian equation of apsis and its complement as given by
,

Bhaskara. It is readily seen that Bhaskara is the first of nil the

Indian astronomers to detect the equation known as "Variation"

His constant, 34', is less than the modern value by about 6'. and

cannot be considered as a serious error.

We now see that the sum-total of the Moon's equation as

given dy Bhaskara

= -379' 46".8 sin (nt-a)+34' sin 2(D-0),

the evection term being totally absent. This is a serious

defect, and BhSskara's new equations would make the Moon
generally more incorrect at the syzygies and eclipses than what

the ancient Indian equation of apsis would do.

Perhaps late in life when he was 69 years old in 1105 of

Saka era (=1183 A.D.) he discovered the inapplicability of his

new equations at the times of eclipses and in his Karava-kutU-

hala he altogether omitted these new equations which he had

given in his Zkjopanaya.

As to BhSskara's second inequality which is really the com-

plement of the equation of apsis without the evection term, it is

far inferior to that of Mafijula and of Sripati; as we have seen

their form of the second inequality combines the complement of

the equation of apsis and evection in the mathematically cor-

rect form. For the discovery of such a form of the equation as

of these authors, very patient, careful and frequent observation

must have been coupled with very careful and nice comparison

of observed facts.

As to "variation" it was first discovered by Abul-Wefa in

976 A.D.1 which was quite forgotten when Tycho-Brahe re-dis-

• covered it in 1580 A.D. Hence Bhaskara, in 1152 A.D., re-dis-

covered it in India four centuries before Tycho.

Candragekhara of Orissa on the Moon's Inequalities

In connection with lunar inequalities it is nesefsary here

to record what were the equations discovered or verified by
M.M. Candrasekhcra Simha of OrissS in the later half of the

last century. He was educated in the orthodox Sanskrit fashion

1. Godfrey's Lunar Theory, p. 114.
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and had no acquaintance with English education. His work
Siddhanta-darpana was edited by Prof. Jogeschandra Ray, late of

the Cuttack College, in 1899.1 Candrasekhara in his work gives

four equations of the Moon which are :-

(1) The equation of apsis.

(2) The Tungantra equation or the complement of the

equation of apsis in combination with evection.

(3) The fortnightly equation or variation.

(4) The DigatMa equation or the annual equation (i. e.» iV
of the Sun's equation).

(5) The first equation is of the form

[31° 30
/ -30' cos (ttf-a)33438xsin (nt-a)

360°

=-300' 49".5 sin (nt-a) +4' 46 ".5 sin (nt-a) cos (nt-a.)

=-300' 49".5(sin nt-a)+2 23".25 sin 2 (nt-a)

It is seen that Candraiekhara wanted to correct the equa-

tion of apsis to the second order of small quantities as in all the

Indian authors from Brahmagupta but Candrasekhara's . form is

correct though his contant is wrong.

(2) His second equation is of the form
160' X 3438 sin[a- (Q 4-90°)] 3438 sin(D-ff)

3438 3438

Moon's appt. daily motion2 *

Moon's mean motion

=-160' cos (B-o.) sin (D-B)
Moon's appt. daily motion

Moon's daily mean motion

Here the constant is the same as that of £rlpati discussed

before. The symbol means the Moon as corrected by the

equation of apsis. It is readily seen that the constant of the

first term of the equation of apsis is increased by 80'. and that

the constant of evection is taken at 80'. In both the cases the

error is about 4-4'.

(3) Candrasekhara's third equation or Variation

-3438 si

90

2(D "
g
-) =38' 12" sin 2(D'-*).S

1. Siddhanta-darpana, V, 100-114.

2. Ibid, VI, 7-9

3. Siddhanta-darpana VI. 11-12.
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where D' means the Moon as corrected by the 1st and the 2nd

equations. Here the constant is wrong by —1' 18".

(4) His fourth equation or the annual equation

=±T
1- of the Sun's equation of apsis,

1

j. 1 v,
12x3438 . ,Q , , (=±tz x —nFK— sm (Sun s distance from the

10 360

apogee).

=±11'27*. 6 sin (Sun's distance from the apogee).

The modern value of the constant is 11' 10". Tycho found

it to be 4' 30". Horrocks' (1639) co-efficient was 11' 51".

As Candra§ekhara was aware of BhSskara's Bijopanaya, as

also of the work of Snpati, his merit here lies in the discovery

of the annual equation, and correction to the constant of

variation.

Thus we have seen that so far as the luni-solar astronomy

is concerned Indian astronomy is independent of Greek astronomy

in respect of astronomical constants, that Indian astronomy is

generally more accurate than Greek astronomy and that Indian

astronomers were not mere "calculators"2 . There were observers

who verified and corrected the old astronomical constants as

they came down from Aryabhata and Brahmagupta, who also

found independently all the principal equations of the Moon.

1. Siddhanta daifana VI. 13.

2. G.R, Kaye Hindu Astronomy, p. 60

•: o :

—
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CHAPTER VII

Greek and Hindu

Methods in Spherical Astronomy

Here we shall reproduce from Sengupta's paper a compa-

rative account of the Greek and ancient Indian methods in

Spherical Astronomy and to bring out the independence of the

Indian Astronomers on this subject. The views on this subject

would necessarily differ from those of many European scholars

such as Colebrooke and Bentley (early 19th century) to Kaye

(early 20th century). Kaye wrote as follows in the Journal of

Asiatic Society of Bengal 1919. No. 3.

The methods by which (the rules) were obtained are

buried, in obscurity. Braunmuhl1 has stated "that the

Indians were the first to utilise the method of projec-

tion in the Analemma -of Ptolemy." It is intended to

present the Hindu methods as clearly as possible and

to show that Braunmuhl has not done sufficient justice

to the Indian astronomers. -

As to Kaye, we shall show that his remark quoted above

is due to the fact that he had to rely mostly on the English tran-

slation of the Suryasiddhanta of Burgess, and perhaps he had no

access to the works of Bhsskara II (1150 A.D.), who was the first

to explain the ancient Indian methods clearly.

Greek and Hindu Methods in Spherical Astronomy

Of the Greek methods in Spherical Astronomy, the

history begins with elementary principles only from Euclid (300

B.C.). Even in Theodosius' Sphaerica? (about 153 B.C.) "there

is nothing that can be called' trigonometrical." Heath again says,

1. Heath, Greek Mathematics, Vol. II. p. 291. Braunmuhl, Geschichte der

Trigonometrie, pp. 38-42.

2. Heath, Greek Mathematics, Vol. II, p. 250.
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"the early spheric did not deal with the geometry of the sphere as

such, still less did it contain anything of the nature of the spheri-

cal trigonometry. (This deficiency was afterwards made good by

Menelaus's Sphaerica).
1 Hence the Greek spherical trigonometry

began with Menelaus (90 A.D.). His theorem in geometry is

well-known—''If the sides of a plane triangle be cut by a trans-

versal into six segments, the continued product of any three

alternate segments, is equal to the continued product of the

remaining three.'' From this proposition he deduced the so-

called "regula sex quantitatum" or the theorem, if the sides of a

spherical triangle be. cut by an arc of a great circle into six

segments, the continued product of the chords of the doubles of

any three alternate segments is equal to the continued product

of the chords of doubles of the remaining three segments." In

plane geometry if the sides BC, CA, AB of a triangle be cut by

any transversal at L, M, N, respectively,

then we have

BL CM AN ,

LC ' MA ' NB L

In spherics the theorem is :

Chord 2 BL Chord 2 CM
Chord 2 LC ' Chord 2 MA '

Chord 2 AN
.,

Chord 2 NB
Both these theorems are proved in

Ptolemy's Syntaxis ( Karl Manitius's edi- . Fig. 5
tion, Vol. I, pp. 45-51).

If R be the radius of the sphere on which the spherical

triangle ABC is constructed, then the chord of the arc 2 BL=»
2 R sin BL. Hence Menelaus's theorem in spherics may be expres-

sed as follows

:

SinBL Sin CM Sin AN
Sin LC ' Sin MA ' Sin NB

This theorem is true for any spherical triangle.

If ZB=AN=AM=90° and L the pole of AB, then LMN
is a secondary to the arc AB. There are four arcs of great
circles; taking any three as forming a spherical triangle and the
fourth as the transversal we readily get for the right-angled

„ „\ A.A. Bjornbo, "Studied Wier Menefaos' Spharik" in Abhandlun-

m hw? Matbematischen Wissenchaften for 1902, pp. 89 et
»«?.; also Heath, Greek Mathematics, vol. II p. 261-73,
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triangle ABC, the relations :

—

(i) sin <z=sin b sin A
(ii) sin c=tan a cot A
(iii) cos i>=cos a cos c

(iv) tan c=tan b cos A
The above are some of the Napier's rules for a right-angled

spherical triangle, deducible from Menelaus's theorem1
. They

are generally sufficient in the case of such triangles. In any

spherical triangle, however, this theorem of Menelaus does not

in any single step lead to any of the equivalents of the time-

altitude or altazimuth equations in spherical astronomy. The

ancient Indian methods, though none of them are so highly

finishei as Menelaus's theorem, yet are not less powerful in

tackling the problems that arise in astronomy in connection

with the apparent diurnal motion of the heavens. The Greek

or Ptolemaic method presents no further points of interest except

i n its application. We now proceed to illustrate the ancient

Indian methods and shall refer to the Ptolemaic method as

occasion arises.

Ancient Indian Methods

in Spherical Astronomy

In the Indian methods there is no general rule to follow.

It is by properties of similar right-angled triangles that a fairly

complete set of accurate formulae are obtained. These right-

angled plane triangles are classified under the names,—'KrSnti-

ksetras' (triangles of declination) and Aksa-ksetras' (triangles of

latitude). We consider the following problems :

—

Problem :- To find the time of rising on the equator of a

length I, of arc of the ecliptic measured from the

first point of Aries.

Let a> be the obliquity of the ecliptic and R. A. the right

ascension corresponding to the longitude Jl, and S the correspond-

ing declination. The Indian form of the equation is :

1. Three more can be deduced similarly, namely,

(v) sin c=sin b sin C
(vi) sin a=tan c cot C
(vii) tan a=cos C tan b.
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*R sin R.A.= 5-—;
, where R is the radius of

K. cos 5

the sphere.

Note.— If R be the radius of the circle of reference, the

Indian trigonometrical functions for the arc 6, are

(1) the 'sine,' (2) the 'cosine' and (3) the versed

sine. They are respectively equal to R sin 9,

R cos 8 and R vers 6.

In the adjoining figure, O is

the centre of the armillary

sphere, 7Q.7C are quadrants of

the equator and the ecliptic,

respectively. P is the celestial

pole, PCQ the summer solsti-

tial colure. Join 07, OQ, OP
and OC.

LetVS be=l, 7M=R.A.,
CQ=Z.SYM-<«, SM=S.

Join OS, OM. PSM is the
secondary to the equator. jrjg g

From C draw CK perpendicular to OQ. From S draw Sm
and Sn perpendicular to OM and 07, respectively
and from M draw MN perpendicular to 07.

Then the triangles Smn and CKO are similar, xnev are
called KranU-ksetras* or declination triangle-similar right-
angled triangles having one acute angle= w.

Sm : S»-CK : OC
or R sin S : R sin Z=R sin « : R

Join MN

They are

R sin g-P-sfa^Rsina
R (I)

2R cos &
=RSin R.A., which is evident from
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Greek Method

In the same figure
1
let PSC be the triangle and 7MQ be

tne transversal. Then Menelaus's theorem gives

sin PM sin Sy sin CQ .

sin MS sin 7C sin QP
1 sin I , sin &> -

or ——~r X —z -— =1
sing 1 1

or sin S=sin ZXsinw.

Indian Method

Again by the Indian method from the same two simi-

lar triangles we get

mn : nS=OK : OC
or, mn : R sin Z=R cos «> : R

R sin I xR cos «>

mn = g-=

Again MN : mn=OM : Om
i.e., R sin R. A. : mn=R : R cos 8

t> n a R sinZ x R cos «
Ran R.A.= p nri zR cos £

Greek Method

Take PQM for the triangle and 7SC for the transversal.

„, sin PC
S , sin QT w sin MS .

Inen, —.—>^=r X :—

—

t-j X -:—?==I
sin CQ sin 7M sin SP
cos <a

. , 1 sin S .,

or -r—— X -:—=r-r X
sin «b sin R.A cos S

or sin R.A.=tan 5 cot

The Indian form of the equation is different from that of

Ptolemy's. It is also better for the purpose of calculation.

Note :—From the same two similar triangles we have

On : ON=R cos S ; R
/-> . t> i

R cos R.A. x R cos S /0.

On : R cos l*= g ......(3)

Again, tan R.A.=6 on

_R sinZxRcosto

RxR cos I

Again, mn : Sm=OK : KC

.,..,(4)

1. Manitius* Edition of Syntaxis, I. 51-53.
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RstngxR cos"
or mn=* Rsin*>

„ . _ A MN V R .. RsinSxRcosa rq>
•'• R sm R. A.=— x wn=p^g x

rTHiTw
(5)

Prob^m II
•

Sidereal Time-intervals

Indian Method

The problem discussed above provides the method of find-

ing the sidereal time-intervals in which the signs of the zodirc

rise on the equator. To find the corresponding times at any

latitude 0, it is necessary to calculate and apply what is the

ascensional difference due to the elevation of the celestial pole.

This ascensional difference is called 'carakaia or the variation in

the length of half the day. The 'sine' of this 'carakala' is called

'carajya.' If ch denotes this 'cardkala'

, 1T5 c . 7
R shift xR sin § xR

then.
1 R. Sm ch— -5 ~

jl.,x> s-R cos p X K. cos d

Just as in the solution of the previous problem, the dec-

linational triangles or 'Krclnti .Ksetras' were constructed and

used, so in the solution of this and other

of similar triangles were conceived and
given the name

l

Aksa ksetras?

problems another set

constructed and were

Let NPZH be the meri-

dian (Fig.7),NOH the north-

south line passing through

the observer 0,Pthe celestial

pole, OQ the trace of the

equator on the meridian

plane, Z the zenith. Join OZ.

From Q draw QM perpendi-

cular to OZ. Then the

triangle QOM is an 'Aksa-

k\etr<£ or a latitudinal right-

angled triangle, as ZQOM=
$, the latitude of the station.

Another 'Ahahetra' is thus

conceived, in the same figure.

H

Fig 7

, , , - - let P, P' be the north and
south celestial poles, N, the north point, AB A'B' the diurnal

1, IryMqlya, Gdl*. 2fr, PaKca-siddhsntika, IV. 34; Bmhmasphutastddhunta.
H, 57-58; SUryarsiddhmta, XL, 91; Grahagwfita. VIIL 48-49.

'

2. ^*ata, Goladhysya { WiMnsm andBapadeva Usui's tr. ) PP. 173-76;
also, BhSskara, Gtahaganita, Ch. DC. 13-17.
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circle of a heavenly body with declination 8, NEHW the

horizon, PEP' W the six O' clock circle. Here AA' the line of

intersection of the diurnal circle with the horizon is called the

"udayS,sta-sm,rcCn (or the thread joining the rising and setting

points). SS' the line of intersection of the diurnal circle and
the six o' clock circle, is the horizontal diameter of the diurnal

circle. From S draw and SL perpendiculars respectively to

AA' and EW. Join KL.

Now since PN=#, the latitude of the station, in the small
right-angled triangle KLS, the L KLS is also=<£.

SK : SL=QM : MO
CTr_SL XQM_R sin S XR sin <f>

or b>L~^AO Rcos<£~"~
Now SK2

is a "sine" in the small circle AB A'B' of which
the radius is R cos B; this ''sine" reduced to the equator (radius R)
is the 'sine' of cara.

R sin c/t=R sin EPA
_RsingxRsin<ftxR

R cos X cos B

Greek Method

Let3 the arc PA be produced to meet the equator at C.

Take PCQ' for the triangle and EAN for the transversal. Then
we get,

sin PAy sin CE x sin Q'N,
sin AC sinEQ' sinNP 1

cos S v sin CE v cos <f> ,
or —

—

;a—=

—

a -

—

-r~—l
sin a 1 sin <f>

,~,T7 > T _sin$Xsin8
sin CE=sm ch— 5—

cos <p x cos S

Note—The perpendicular distance between AA' and Ew is

called the 'sine' of (he amplitude or the 'Agra' which is thus

calculated :

—

KL : LS=QO : OM
4R sin amplitude='AgrS'=KL

_LSxQO _Rsin SxR
OM R cos ^

It is now evident that the ancient Indian method is different

1. BhSskara, Gola, VII, 39.

2. This is called by the name 'huiya' or 'lisitijya'. i, e.. earth-sine. 5.ryabhata,

. Gola, 26, Brahmagupta, II, 57, Surya-siddhanta. U, 61 etc.

3. Manitius, ibid, p. 84.

4. Aryabhata, Gola. 30, etc.
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from the Greek method in this case also. As the triangle KLS

is difficult to show in the diagram, it is shown in its projection on

the meridian plane in Burgess's translation of the "Sarya-

siddhanta,"(pa&& 232)and also in Wilkinson and Bapadeva Ssstri's

translation of the 'Siddhanta Siromavu p. 175. This has led

Braunmuhl to assume that the Indian method of arriving at the

equation of ascensional difference and some other equations of

spherical astronomy has its origin in the Analemma of Ptolemy.

A careful study, however, does not justify the identification of

Indian methods with the graphic method of the Analemma,

which is deduced from the projections of the position of a heav-

enly hody on the meridian prime vertical and the horizon. It is

being presently shown that what was done out of difficulty in

drawing the figures properly has been taken by Braunmuhl as a

Greek connection.

Problem III1 .—

To find the "Time-altitude" Equation

If from any point S on the diurnal circle a perpendicular

be drawn to the Udyasta-Sutra spoken of. before, this perpendi-

cular is called the cheda or Hstahrti.' The perpendicular from S

on the horizon is called ^artibi'
2 the sine of the altitude. The

line joining the foot of the 'Safiku' and that of the perpendicular

on the 'Udayasta-Sutrd' goes by the name of 'Safikutald
1 and this

Safikutala lies to the south of the 'Udaydsta-Stttra during the day.

In this figure (Fig 8) if AA' be the 'Udayasta-Satra' or the

intersection of the diurnal circle and the horizon, and S a point

on the diurnal circle denoting a position of the Sun, SK, SL
perpendiculars on AA' and the horizon respectively; SL is called

the 'SahkuS SK the 'cheda
1

and LK, the '$afikutala\ In this

triangle KSL. the angle KSL was recognised to.be the latitude of

the station.

Thus the triangle SKL is not taken in its projection on the

meridian plane. The side SK is taken 'as formed of two parts.

1. Sryabhafca could not arrive at the true equation. Cf. Gola 28. The correct
•rules occur in Pafoxsiddhsntika, IV, 42. 44; Brakmasphutasiddhunta. Ill,

36-35,26-40; SUryasiddhnnta, 111,34-35.

2. BfaSskara says : iflHHMtasW I ?FPigg^n^gn^%^ 11

"Gok, VHI-39-41, Sryabhata uses the term ^TfSRipf" Gola, 29.
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Fig. 8

Let CO be the line of inter-

section of the diurnal circle

and the 'six o'clock 'circle

EPW. Let SK cut CC in

M. Then.

SK=SM+MK

Here SM, the 'sine' in

the diurnal circle of the

complement of the hour angle

is given a distinct name

'Kala'
1 and MK as explained

before is known by the name

'Kujya: This 'Kala' is constructed from the point S in the diurnal

circle. Thus the triangles like SKL were not taken in their

projections on the meridian plane as Braunmiihl would suggest.

From the triangle KSK, we get.

'Cheda : 'i>ct?i&u'=R : R cos 4> where 4> is the latitude of the

observer;

'^aAku' is here=R cos Z, Z being fhe Sun's zenith distance.

, j , , Rcos ZxR
cheda =—^ -j

—

R cos <t>

Now 'C7te(&i'=radius of the diurnal circle+Kujya—versed

sine of the hour-angle in the diurnal circle O' B+O' V—BR>

R sin 8 XR sin <f> R vers H x R cos 8

B. cos . R
... . ,, . Rsin8xRsin#
As m the previous problem, Ku]ya=SK= g -r

tc cos V5

,
R sin SxRsin

R cos i>

R
- R vers H

J

or

=R cos 8+

RcosZxR_Rcos8
R cos

<f>
R

R-

X;
R cos S

The above equation simplified becomes

cos Z=sinS sin #+cos 8 cos <f> cos H.

In this connection we consider the altazimuth equation „by

the Indian method.

1. Bhsskaia's Grahagan,ita, VIII, 55.

O' is the middle point of CC or it is the centre of the diurnal circle

ABB'.
'
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Problem IV :—

The Altazimuth Equation

Indiad Method

Let ol denote the azimuth of the Sun from the south. In

the same triangle SKL in the same figure, we have,

LK : SL=R sin <t> : R cos <t>

or, 'Safikfttald ' oanku^R shr$ : R cos <f>

.t . i , R'cosZxRsin <f>

Sankutala— 5 -7

R cos

Now 'Saftkutala' is made up of two parts, namely, 'Baku
1

and 'Agra' of which the former is the distance of L from the

observer's East-West line; the 'Agr3' has been already found.

Here^=R sin Z *R cos a
and

R
R R cos ^

'Sankutala —'B&hu'^-'Agra.''

R cosZx-Rsin <ft_R sin Z x R cos a . R sin 8 x

R

or

or RsinS=
)

R cos R R cos <f>

R cos <j> /R cos ZxR sin <f>_ R sin ZxR cos a
R \ R cos

which is easily seen to be equivalent to

sin 8=cos Z sin 0- sin Z cos <f>, cos a

Greek Method

Ptolemy2 has also a method of finding the Sun's altitude at

any hour of the day. His method is as follows .—

CO He would find by
means of his tables for the

times of risings of the signs of

the zodiac, the orient ecliptic

point, (ii) He would then

find the culminating point of

the ecliptic, (iii) He would

finally apply Menelaus's

theorem in spherics thus :—

Fig. 9

Let ASC be any position

of the ecliptic,(Fig, 9)NZC the

1. The equivalent o£ this, in a particular case, is first found in BfShma.
svhutasiddhSnta, Ch. Ill, 54-56 Cf. Sftryasiddhsnta, III, 28-31, also

BhSskara Grahaganita, IX, 50-52.

2. Manitius, iHd, pp, 118, 19.
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meridian, NAMH the horizon, Z, the zenith and S the Sun.

Here the celestial longitudes cf C, S and A are taken to be

known; hence ZC and CH are also known.

Now take ZCS for the triangle and HMA to be the trans-

versal ; we then have by Menelaus's theorem.

sin ZH sin CA M sin SM ,

sin HCsin AS sin MZ
• on it

cos CZ x sin AS
or sin SM=

sin CA
It is thus clear that Ptolemy had no direct method for

connecting the Sun's altitude and the hour-angle. This method

is workable for the problem "given time, find the altitude" but

is not workable in the converse problem ; besides, the calcula-

tion of the longitudes of A and C is very cumbrous.

Again, when EA has been found out, taking ZHM for the

triangle and CSA for the transversal, we get,

sin HA .,

s

in MS ., sin ZC , . * m ,
r— x- o^-X-—pu= 1, whence and thence JtiM,

sin Am sin SZ sin CH
the azimuth can be found. The method is here also cumbrous,

there being no direct connection between altitude and azimuth ;

besides the time-element is not avoided.

The Analemma of Ptolemy

and the Indian Method.

When the Sun's declination is zero and his hour-angle, is

H, Zeuthen1 following the method of the 'Analemma' of

* Ptolemy, as explained by Braunmlihl2 has deduced the following

equations

:

(1) cos Z=cos H. cos #

ro\ +ori
tan H

{£) tan a=-—j—
sm

To these two, Heath following Braunmuhl, adds

tanH
(3)

8tanZQ =

cos <f>

1. Heath, Greek Mathematics, Vol. II. pp, 290-91.

Zeauthen, Bibliotkeca Matkematica, Is, 1900, pp. 23-27.

2. Braunmuhl , ibid, pp. 12-13,

3. The Indian form of this e<iuatiom is R Sin ZQ R Sin HX R __

VR2 -RWHXK2 Sina#
R

Bhaskara's, Golsdhysya, Com, on VIII, 67.
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where Z is the zenith and Q is the point of intersection of the

prime vertical and its secondary passing through the Sun and

the north-south points.

Zeuthen1
points out that later in the same treatise Ptolemy

finds the arc 2.3 descrihed above the horizon by a star of given

declination S' by a procedure equivalent to the formula.

(4) cos (8= tan S' tan

With regard to the 'Analemma' of Ptolemy, it may be

noted, as Heath3 says, that "the procedure amounts to a

method of graphically constructing the arcs required as parts of

an auxiliary circle in am plane." Many thi igs may be, in

practice, done graphically far more easily than by the theoreti-

cal method. Besides, no theoretical calculations occur in the

'Analemma'. Zeuthen2
, following the method of this work, has

deduced in the general case, the two equations.

(5) cos Z=(cos S, cos H+sin S. tan <f>) cos
<f>.

These equations are suggested to a modern reader from a

study of the figures in the 'Analemma.' But neither in this work

nor in the "Syntaxis
1 are they to be found. With regard to the

first four formulae, it is possible that they were recognised by

Ptolemy. With regard to the last two, Zeuthen3 remarks "mais

le texte nen contient rien,' and they were certainly not recog-

nised by Ptolemy.

Besides the tangent function is wholly absent in Greek

trigonometry. They are also different in form from those arrived

,at by the Indian method as explained before. Thus, it is dear

that the Indian methods are in no way connected with the

method of the 'Analemma.'

Even taking for granted that the Indians followed a method
of projection much allied to the method of the Analemma' there

is no adequate reason for assuming that their method is derived

from any Greek source. Analogy and precedence do not neces-

sarily constitute originality- there is still the chance of a remoter
origin from which both the systems drew their inspiration. The
method of the 'Analemma,' as has been already stated, presents a

1, 2, Bjornbo. loc. cit. p, 86.

3. Zeuthen, 2cc, cit. p. 27.

(6) tan a
cos S.sin H

sin 8

cosS
+(cos S.cos H+sin S.tan #) sin <f>
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graphical method for constructing the Sun's altitude and azimuth

from the hour angle when the Sun's declination is zero but such

a graphical method is generally complex as compared with the

elegant Indian method. An astronomer who constructs and uses

an armillary sphere to arrive at his equations in spherical astro-

nomy and who has not a well-developed spherical astronomy at

his command must have to draw perpendiculars from the positions

of the heavenly body, not only on the meridian plane, the hori-

zon or on the prime vertical, as the occasion arises, but also on

the line of intersection of the diurnal circle with the horizon.

Hence Braunmlihl's statement that the Indian methods of spheri-

cal astronomy have their origin in the 'Analemma's, in spite of

his admitting that Indians were first to utilise its methods, is rather

far-fetched and tends to take away the honour from the great

Indian astronomers, who devised the beautiful methods. The

'Analemma' as it now exists is a Latin translation from an Arabic

version of the original Greek1
. We may reasonably doubt that the

Arabic version was greatly influenced by the ancient Indian system.

We now pass on to the consideration of other allied or

similar problems in the two systems of astronomy.

Problem V—
To find the Angle between the Ecliptic and the Meridian

Indian Method2

Let ySA be thee cliptic, yCE
the equator, E the east-point of

the horizon (Fig 10). Cut off

SH=90° and draw the great

circle HEAP' cutting the meri-

dian P'SCH at the points P' and
p ' H. The aim is to find AP' but

it is enough to find EA since AP'

is the complement of EA'.

Both Aryabhata and
Brahmagupta were unable to
find EA correctly. Let P be the

Fig, 10 celestial pole and let PAE' be

1. On the influence of the ancient Indians on Arab mathematics and

astronomy; see Alberuni's India, translated by Dr. E. Sachau, Vol. II, p. 304.

2. Aryabhata, Gola, 45; BrSpSi, IV. 17; SUrya-siddhanta, IV. 25; Bhss-

kara's Goladhyaya, VIII. 21-74, first example in his own commentary.
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the secondary to the equator cutting it at E\ Both the above

astronomers were content with the idea that AE=AE', or that

AE=the declination of the point A of the ecliptic which is 90°

ahead of S in the above figure. This idea continued till the

time of Bhaskara II (1150 A. D.) who found out the correct

equation.

He recognised that CS. the declination of S=PP'; P'EH is

then the horizon of the station whose north geographical latitude

is CS. Also, the 'sine' of EA is the 'Agra' or the sine of the

amplitude of the point A for the latitude CS.

R sin AE' xR R sin (90°+yS) X R sin »
.'.R sin EA

x

R cos CS R
R

'Rcos CS

orRsinEA^-Rsin(y+0f sin <°

R cos S

where 1 stands for 7S and 8 for CS.

Greek Method : .

We give below the Ptolemy's method in a slightly modified

form1. Let SHA be the triangle and 7CE be the transversal

;

then we hava

sin_SC sin HE sin Ay
sin CH sin EA sin yS

-1

sin 5 sin 90° am (90
e+Q ,°r

cos S sin EA X
~~sin^

_1

cosSXsmi
which is readily transformed into Bhaskara's equation. The
originality of Bhaskara would be readily admitted.

Problem VI-
To And the Angle between the

Ecliptic and the Horrizon
Indian Method *

(A) Aryabhata's method. It consists of the following3

steps :—

(1) Determination of the orient point of ecliptic.

(2) Finding the sine of its amplitude.

1. ManMus* Book I, pp. 104-06.
2. liyabhata, Gola, 33 : SUryasiddhsnta, V. 5-6.
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(3) Determination of the culminating point of the ecliptic

from the hour-angle of the Sun.

(4) Finding the declination of the culminating point of the
ecliptic.

"

Having obtained the above elements, his rule can be follow-
ed thus

:

^

In this Fig. 11 NZH is the meridian, HMEAN the horizon,
CN'A the ecliptic. If N' be the nonagesimal or the highest point
of the ecliptic the altitude of N' is the inclination of the ecliptic
to the horizon.

Let ZN'M be the vertical

through N\ meeting the horizon

at M.

When the time is given, the

longitudes of A and C can be

found out, from which CZ the

zenith distance of C and EA the

_ amplitude of the orient ecliptic

z' point can be determined.

Fig. 11

Here HM=EA.
According to Aryabhata,

Rsin Of— Rs*p CZxRsm HM
R

and R sin ZN'=V(R sin CZ^-CRsin CN')2

This is only an approximate rule. As expressed here,

o ™x7, R sin CZxR cos HM . ,R sin ZN = g approximately.

*R sin CZ xR cos HM xR ^
,=

RxRcosCN' ««««tdy.

Rsin CZxRcosHM
~ RcosCN'

(BJ The method of Brahmagupta2 :

Brahmagupta would also first determine the orient ecliptic

1, This correction was perhaps first noticed by Ranganstha (1603 A. D,)

in his commentary in the SUryasiddhanta.

2. BtSpSi. V 3.
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point A. Then he subtracts 90° from the longitude of A. Thus

having the longitude of N', he next finds the part of the day

elapsed of N' ; from which by the time-altitude equation discussed

above, he finds ZN'. This is of course more accurate than that of

Aryabhata. Bhaskara1
here follows Brahmagupta.

Greek Method

:

Let the ecliptic CN'A cut the lower half of the meridian at

F. Ptolemy takes AK along the ecliptic=90° and AR along the

borizon=90°; then the great circle passing through R and K passes

through the nadir Z'. Now take Z'FK for the triangle and ANR
for the transversal, then by Menelaus's theorem.2

sin FN sin ZR sin KA ,

sin NZsinRK sin AF
~L

sin FN cos FZ' cos CZ sin CH
sin RK=

or sin MN'

sin AF sin AC"

sin CH
sin AC sin AC

sin AC'

Here Ptolemy's equation is simpler than that of Aryabhata;
hence they must be independent of each other.

Problem VII:-

To find the Angle made by the
Vertical through any Point of the

Ecliptic with the Latter

This problem is considered

by Ptolemy but it is not consider-

ed separately in Indian Astronomy,

but from the rule for parallax in

longitude, the rule for its calcula-

tion can be deduced.

Fig. 12

Indian Method

:

In Fig. 12 S represents the true position of the
Sun and S' the Sun's position as depressed by parallax. N'SA is

the ecliptic If from S', S'Q be drawn perpendicular to the ecli-

ptic, then, if P is the horizontal parallax,

X Grahageajita; XII, 3-4.

2. Mankiiis, ibid. pp. 110-111.
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Qn r,,R«» S'SQ PxRsin ZS R cos S'SO
SQ==SS x R • R R

, P -

~R~V (R sin ZS)a~ (R siiu'.N )

a= %-x RsinN'SxR cos ZN'. whov N" is flu- m*n w-.im.il

R2

Thus R cos S'SQ is seen to be

_ Rsin N'SxR cos ZN'

R sin ZS

The Indian method is fully descrilvd Iv Hh.v.L,. i tn hr.

<Goladhyaya. VIII. 12-25. The nut h »« t!v fmli.m »ul.« K

S'SQ is easily seen from the spherical tinntfl.' A, IS. vAww A i •

the pole of the ecliptic,

Greefe Method :

3Ptolemy takes SK and SL 90
1

;tV »!»•• wtfut!

circle ZSEK and the ecliptic N'SA. Tin- f.tv tf » tret.- Uu.m^lt K

and L cuts the horizon at R which is flic p •!«• »>! tin- wtin il

circle. He takes SKL for the triangle and HAM fot tin- u-mv

versal, then

siri SE sin_ KR sin LA
t

sin EK sin LR sin AS
. _ _ cos ZS x cos AS

or smia-^-^-—^
or cosS'SQ=cotZSxcot AS—tan SExcot AS,

The Indian and the Greek rules nrc altogether dtflt-rent

both in form and method. There can. therefore, be no t| ue»t out

of any connection between them.

Problem PHI :—

To convert the Celestial Longitude of • Hcntealy
Body into its Polar Longitude

If <r be the position of a (Fig.l3).yK am! tK are

longitude and the celestial latitude, respectively ; yM mni "M
are the polar longitude and polar latitude ; YK and "V nrc the
right ascension and declination of the star,

Indian Method

:

All Indian astronomers attempt at finding MK winch, tub-

1. Aryabha$a, Gola, 34; Paftcasiddhltntika, IX. 22 RrSpSu XI, »
2 BrSpSi V. 4-5 ; SVryosxddhanta. V, 7-8 KhMk.n, CtobftfeiM, XII, 4.
3. Mamtius, Ibid, p. 119.
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point A. Then he subtracts 90° from the longitude of A. Thus

having the longitude of N', he next finds the part of the day-

elapsed of N' ; from which by the time-altitude equation discussed

above, he finds ZN'. This is of course more a«wurate than that of

Aryabhata. Bhaskara1 here follows Brahmagupta.

Greek Method :

Let the ecliptic CN'A cut the lower half of the meridian at

F. Ptolemy takes AK along the ecliptic=90° and AR along the

horizon=90°; then the great circle passing through R and K passes

through the nadir 71. Now take Z'FK for the triangle and ANR
for the transversal, then by Menelaus's theorem.2

sin FN sin Z'R sin KA =1

sin

sin NZ sinRK sin AF

sin FN cosFZ' cos CZ sin CHRK=

or sin MN'

sin AF sin AC
sin CH

"sin AC sin AC

sin AC'

Here Ptolemy's equation is simpler than that of Aryabhata;

hence they must be independent of each other.

Problem VII:-

To find the Angle made by the
Vertical through any Point of the

Ecliptic with the Latter

This problem is considered

by Ptolemy but it is not consider-

ed separately in Indian Astronomy,

but from the rule for parallax in

longitude, the rule for its calcula-

tion can be deduced.

Fig. 12

Indian Method

:

In Fig. 12 S represents the true position of the

Sun and S' the Sun's position as depressed by parallax. N'SA is

the ecliptic. If from S\ S'Q be drawn perpendicular to the ecli-

ptic, then, if P is the horizontal parallax,

1. Grahaganita; XH, 3-4.

2. Maaitius. ibid. pp. 110-111.
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SQ=SS'

x

Rcos S'SQ__P XR sin ZS R cos S'SQ
R R R

"R V CR sin ZS)2— (R sin ZN')2

p8= j^- X R sin N'S xR cos ZN'. where N' is the nonagesimal.

Thus R cos S'SQ is seen to be

_Rsin N'S xRcos ZN'
R.sin ZS

The Indian method is full y described by BhSskara in his

'Goladhyaya. VIII. 12-25. The truth of the Indian rule for R cos

S'SQ is easily seen from the spherical triangle AZS, where 71 is

the pole of the ecliptic,

Greek Method

:

3Ptolemy takes SK and SL=90° each, along the vertical

circle ZSEK and the ecliptic N'SA. The great circle through K
and L cuts the horizon at R which is the pole of the vertical

circle. He takes SKL for the triangle and EAR for the trans-

versal, then

s in SE sin KR sin LA ,

sin EK sin LR X
sin AS

1

. cos ZSxcos AS
or sin LR= •;

—

~ „ . t-s
sin ZSxsm AS

or cosS'SQ=cot ZS xcot AS=tan SExcot AS.

The Indian and the Greek rules are altogether different

both in form and method. There can, therefore, be no question

of any connection between them.

Problem VIII :—

To convert the Celestial Longitude of a Heavenly
Body into its Polar Longitude

If <r be the position of a (Fig.l3),7K and are the celestial

longitude and the celestial latitude, respectively ; 7M and o\tvf

are the polar longitude and polar latitude ; 7N and o-V are the

right ascension and declination of the star.

Indian Method

:

All Indian astronomers attempt at finding MK which, sub-

1. Iryabhata, Gola, 34; Pancasiddhsntiks, IX, 22 BrSpSi. XL 23.

2. BrSpSi. V, 4-5
; Snryasiddhmta, V, 7-8 BhSskara, Grahagwita, XII, 4.

3. Manitius, ibid, p. 119.
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tracted from, or added to. 7K the celestial longitude, gives 7M
the polar longitude.

According to Aryabhata1
,

o-KxR vers 7KxR sin <oMK = R2

Brahmagupta2 makes a dis-

tinct improvement on Aryabhata

and gives his rule for finding the

projection MK on the celestial

equator.

If P be the celestial pole, PKH
the secondary to the equator,

Brahmagupta says that,

NH=

Fig- 13

oKxR sin (yK+90°)xR sin <»

R

that,

If from cr, aR is drawn perpendicular to PKH, it is evident

R sin o- R=Rsin cr KxR sin cr KR
R

According to Aryabhata and Brahmagupta, as explained

before,

R sin <jKR=
Rsin (yK+90°)xR sin <o

is.

Hence Brahmagupta intends that,

ffKxRsin ffKRNH=aR- R
which is rather a big assumption. He then directs the finding of

the part of the ecliptic of which aR or NH is the projection on
the equator thus approximately to MK.

Aryabhata, Brahmagupta3 and the modern SQryasiddhanta
take the decimation c7N=o-K+KH where o-K is small. They
do not consider the case where <?K is large.

BhSskara alone gives us fairly correct rules for this trans-

formation of co-ordinates.

1. iryabtata. Goto, 36.
'

2. BrSpSiX,17.
3. BrSpSi, X. 15, SaryasiddhBnta, II, 58.
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In order to find crN, he would multiply

~ , R COS O-KP ^ , .

CK. by g- ; according to mm,

aN=^KxR^os_aKP_+KHl

This is a decided improvement on Brahmagupta's corres-

ponding rule. The declination oN obtained would be very

nearly accurate.

Having obtained ^N, BhSskara2 then directs the finding of

NH, thus,

XTXJ ffKxR sin "KP
JNri= — „ r=R cos cN
He then directs the finding of MK on the ecliptic of which

NH is the projection by means of the times of rising of the signs

of the zodiac on the equator.

Thus, the Indian methods show a beginning and develop-

ment only. The Greek method as given by Ptolemy is mathe-

matically accurate.

Greek Method3

To transform the celestial longitude and celestial latitude to

right ascension and declination.

Let the great circle 7l<rK meet the equator at A. Ptolemy

would then from the given value of 7K, find 7 A and AKjby
using his tables for the rising of signs of the zodiac on the equa-

tor. He then takes 7*P<rforthe triangle and 7NA Q for the

transversal. The Menelaus' Equation, then, is

sin TtQ
^
sin PN „ sin "A^

sin QP sin N<* sin ATS

Here AQ=90°+», QP=90°, PN=90°; " a=<tK+Ka.
71 A =90°+K A, whence N<* is obtained.

He next takes PNQ for the triangle and Jt<* A for the trans-

versal,

• sin P7t sin QA sin _..

"sin 7tQ
X
sin AN sin °P

HereP7\=«, AQ=90°+®, QA=90°-yA.
Hence the above equation gives him AN. Now,

YN=YA-aN,
1. Bhsskara, Grahagat}ita XIII, 3.

2. ibid, xm, 4.

3. Manitius, Ibid, Vol, II. Acktes Buck, pp. 84-85.
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It is almost needless to say that neither in the method nor

in the rules is there any agreement between the Indian and

Greek spherical astronomy in the solution of this problem.

Kaye's view 3

As to Kaye, it appears that he has not been able to find a

method in the translation of the Suyrasiddhanta by Burgess. The

figures of his paper referred to before do not show the "Ak$akset-

ras" even in their projections on the meridian place. He refers

to Braunmtihl's History of Trigonometry but does not appear to

have been able to follow him in his "Methode der indischen

Trigonometric" Kaye. however, is not slow in belittling Indian

trigonometry when he says :—The Indian astronomers employed

the sine function principally and the versed sine occasionally ;

they never employed the tangent function; and generally, but not

always, preferred to empby the sine of the complementary angle

rather than the cosine functions.''

It is evident that Kaye

never understood the meaning

of the Indian functions of

'sine' and 'cosine.' These

functions are fully explained

by Bhaskara2 when he

says :

—

"Of that point the dis-

tance from the east-west line

is the sine and the distance of

the point from the north-south

line is the "cosine''.

Fig. 14

In (Fig. 14), of the arc

andPiNi is the "cosine" of AP*
is the "cosine*

APi, PiMi is the "sine'"

,
P2M2 is the "sine'' and P2N2

of AP3, P3M3 is the "sine" and P3N3 is the

"cosine''; etc. It is evident that a better definition of -these fun-

ctions was never given.

We have thus seen that some of the solutions of Aryabhata

L J. A. S. B„ N. S., XV, p. 154.

—(BhSskaia, Grahagaij-Ha, commentary. II. 88-21
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are imperfect, of Brahmagupta the solutions are more accurate,

while those of Bhaskara are generally mathematically correct.

The date of the scientific ancient Indian Astronomy is indeed

499 A. D., while that of the Syntaxis is about 150 A. D. It is by

these shortcomings and differences in the methods, new ideas (e.g.,

the idea of the differential calculus)* and the like, that we

can safely say that Indian Astronomy in its scientific- form,

although of a later date than the "Syntaxis" of Ptolemy, is origi-

nal and not borrowed from foreign source. There is evidence

that some crude form of Greek astronomy was transmitted to

India and went by the name of the ^Romaka" or the
li

Paultid"

Siddhanta, prior to the time of Aryabhata but our great Indian

astronomers, Aryabhata with his pupils, Varaha-mihira and

Brahmagupta, had to construct a new science altogether.

(This Chapter is almost a reproduction of the paper by

P. C. Sengupta, as acknowledged earlier).

— : o :

Reference

P.C. Sengupta : The Khavdakhudyaka, 1934





CHAPTER VII

Epicyclic Theory

of Ancient Indians

We shall give here some details of the Indian concepts

regarding the motion of planets or -wandering bodies among the

stars. The Veddnga Jyotisa (1400 B. C. or earlier) does not speak

of this, A comparison of the astronomical constants of the

Greek and the ancient Indian systems, points unmistakably to the

conclusion that the Indian constants as determined by Aryabhata

I and his successors, are almost in all cases different from those

of Greeks. Indian astronomers were highly original in their con-

cepts and treatment. The originality of Aryabhata I and other

astronomers would be seen from what we are discribing below.

We have the following passages from Aryabhata :

All planets move in eccentrics to their orbits at the mean

rates of angular motion, in the direction of the signs of the

zodiac from their apogees (or aphelia) and in the opposite

The eccentric circles of planets are equal to their concentrics

and the centre °f the eccentric is removed from the centre

of the Earth.

The distance between the centre of the Earth and the centre

of the eccentric is equal to the radius of the planet's epicycle;

on the circumference (whether of the epicycle or of the

eccentric) the planet undoubtedly moves with the mean

motion.

Apparent Motions of the San and Moon

directions from their Sighroccas.

Here the central idea was that undou-

btedly planets moved unifomly in circles

P

Fig. 15

, round the Earth; if the motion appeared

to be variable, it was due to the fact that

the centres of such circle (i. e. the con-

centric circles) did not coincide with the

centre of the Earth.
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Let E represent the centre of the Earth(Fig.l5),APM the Sun's

circular orbit or concentric; let A and P be the apogee and the

perigee respectively. From EA, cut off EC equal to the radius of

the Sun's epicycle. With centre C and radius equal to EA describe

the eccentric A'P'S cutting AP and AP produced at P' and A'.

Here A' and P' are the real apogee and perigee of the Sun's orbit.

Let PM and P'S be any two equal arcs measured from P and P.'

The idea is that the mean planet M and the apparent Sun S
move simultaneously from P and Pf

in the counterclockwise

direction along the concentric and the eccentric circles. They
move with the same angular motion and arrive simultaneously

at M and S.

Here EM and CS are parallel and equal, hence MS is

also equal and parallel to EC. Let SH be drawn perpendicular

to EM.

The angle PEM is the mean anomaly and the angle P'ES the

true anomaly; the angle SEM is the equation of the centre, is readily

seen to be plus (-(-) from P' to A' and minus (— ) from A' to P'..

Thus as regards the character of the equation, the eccentric circle

is quite right. We now turn to exmine how far it is true as to

the amount.

Let the angle SEM denoted by E and the angle LPEM
=ZP'CS=0; EP=CP'=a; EC=MS=p, then

v SH v sintanE=TTf:=—HE a— v cos

E=-^ sin 0~2^sin
20+gJ,

sin 3

Now the true value of E in elliptic motion is given by

E=( 2e-^ ) sin
0+ J-e2 sin 26+^ sin 30*;-

It we now put~ =2e— as a first appoximation-^-=2e.

Hence
2^
=2es, which is greater than -j e

2 by e
a

. In the

case of the Sun if the value of p be correctly taken the error in the
coefficient of the second term becomes+3'; similarly in the case of
the Moon, the corresponding error becomcs+8',

•Godfrey's Astronomy, p. 149.
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Again if —=2e, what is the centre of the eccentric circle is
a

the empty focus of the ellipse or that the ancient astronomers

practically took the planets to be moving with uniform angular

motion round the empty focus. This was not a bad approxi-

mation.
Also ES=r=EH approximately.

r=a ^
1—~- cos 0^

but in the elliptic motion
r—a (1— e cos 9).*

Hence the error is not very considerable here also.

This is the way in which the ancient astronomers, both

Greek and Hindu, sought to explain the inequalities in the motion

of the Sun and the Moon. In the case of the Moon, these astro-

e
3

nomers took the coefficient 2e— =300' nearly; the modern value

is 377' nearly. The reason for this has been pointed out to be

that the Moon was observed correctly only at times of eclipses.

At the eclipses of sygygies, the evection term of the Moon's equa-

tion diminishes (numerically) the principal ecliptic term by

about 76'.

We have thus far explained the idea of planetary motion of

the ancients under the eccentric circle costruction. The same,

however, is explained under the epicyclic construction.

Let AMP be the circular orbit of the Sun, having E the centre

of the earth for the centre. (Fig. 16)

Let the diameter AEP be the apse

line. A the apogee and P the perigee-

Let M be the mean position of the

Sun in the orbit. With M as the

centre, describe the epicycle UNS.

Let EM cut the epicycle at N and U.

Now the construction for finding S

the apparent Sun is thus given:

—

Fig. 16

.Make Z.UMS=Z_MEA, the arc US is measured clockwise

whereas the arc A toM is measured counterclockwise.

From this construction MS is parallel to EA. If EC be

measured equal to MS, the radius of the epicycle, along EA to-

* Godfrey's Astronomy, p. 149.
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wards the apogee, then CS is a constant length and C is a fixed

point. Hence the locus of S is an equal circle with the centre at

C. Thus both the eccentric, and the epicycle and the concentric

combined, led to the same position.

It was thus usual to explain the planetary motion under

both the assumed constructions; and both gave the position for a

planet. The eccentric circle construction appears to be the earlier

in the history of astronomy and the latter was later. If the

former construction can be traced to Apollonius of Perga who did

so much to develop the "conic sections'' as science, the reason why
he preferred the eccentric circle to the ellipse, appears to be that

either that this planetary construction was always deep-rooted in

the minds of men or that he was carried by the idea that "the

circle was the most perfect curve.
1
' We are inclined to the view

that the eccentric circle idea was transmitted from Babylonia to

Greece. We now pass on to consider the Indian construction for

the possition of superior and inferior planets.

Superior Planets

With regard to the five planets, Mercury, Venus, Mars,

Jupiter and Saturn, the Indian astronomers give only one constru-

ction for finding the apparent geocentric position. Each of

these "star planets" is conceived as having twofold planetary

inequalities : (i) the inequality of apsis, (ii) the inequality of the

tighra. With regard to the superior planets, the Jlghra apogee or

the iighrocca coincided with the mean position of the Sun. As
VarShamihira observed, of the other planets beginning with Mars,

the Sun is the so-called hghra. (PSi. XVII. 1)

Let AMSP be the concentric of which the centre E is the

same as that of the earth(Fig.l7);

A'MiP' the eccentric circle of

apsis of a superior planet, of

which the centre is C;A,M,S,P be

respectively the apogee, the Mars
•planet, the direction of the

A' kghra and the perigee of the

concentric; A',Mi,P' be the

apogee, the planet as corrected

by the equation of apsis, P' the

perigee in the eccentric. The arc
Fig. 17
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AM=arc A'M^ MMi is parallel and equal to EC. As used be-

fore, both the concentric and th2 eccentric are of the same radius.

Here the mean planet M in the concentric is taken to be,

deflected to Mi due to the true motion in the eccentric circle.

Join EM i cutting the concentric at M.2 . Now let ES be joined

and let S' be taken along ES. such that

ES'_£ighra periphery of the planet in degrees

ES 360

_ Sun's mean distance from the Earth

Planets mean distance from the Sun or the Earth;

ES' thus determined is called the radius of the hghra epicycle of

the superior planet.

With S' as the centre and the radius equal to ES or EA
describe another circle which is called the kghra eccentric cutting

ES produced at S\ Now measure the arc S"M 3 in the concen-

tric=SM 4 in the concentric. The apparent superior planet is

seen in the direction EM 3 from the Earth. This is the construc-

tion used in Hindu astronomy calculating the geocentric longitude

of any star planet.

It is evident in the case of a superior planet that the eccen-

tric having S' for the centre and whose radius=EA=R the

standard radius for any circular orbit, is the mean orbit of

the planet and S' the mean position of the Sun. In other words,

in the case of a superior planet, the sigkra eccentric represents

the mean orbit round the Sun. If the parallelogram CES'C be

constructed, then an equal circle described with C as the centre

is the apparent eccentric orbit of the superior planet.

In the actual method of calculating the geocentric longitude

of a "star planet" there are four operations given, the first two of

which have the effect of changing the arc MA or rather the point

A. The last two operations relate to the two displacements MM,
and M 2M 3 . We have here followed solely the construction of

the eccentric circles; the same geocentric position of a superior

planet could be equally well obtained by the epicyclic cons-

truction. In describing the constructions for finding the position,

of an inferior planet we shall follow the epicyclic construction

only

Inferior Planets

Let E be the centre of the Earth (Fig. 18), AMS the orbit of
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a mean inferior planet or the mean Sun. EA the direction of the

apogee of apsis and ES that of the

Sighra. The inequality of the apsis takes

the mean geocentric planet from M to

Mi, such that MM! is parallel to EA.

Let EM! be joined cutting the con-

centric at M 3 ; M 3 is taken as the

centre of the fighra epicyle or the

real circular orbit in which the appa-

rent planet moves.

Fig. 18

With M a as the centre and the radius of the inferior pla-

nents' tighra epicycle as radius, describe the circle NVU which

is here the hghra epicycle or the real circular orbit. In it draw

the radius MssV parallel to ES; then VP is the geocentric position

of the inferior planet.

Here the first displacement MM t is due to the inequality

of apsis and is for finding the position of M* the centre of the

real circular orbit. The idea was that the apparent planet moved

in a circular orbit of which the centre was very near the mean

position of the Sun, the first operation in this construction was

calculated to determine the centre of this so-called circular orbit

of an inferior planet.

The kghra of an inferior planet moves round the Earth at

the same mean rate in which the inferior planet moves round the

Sun; hence the line ES in this figure is always parallel to the line

joining the Sun to the mean heliocentric inferior planet, and in

our construction, it is parallel to M aV.

This in brief is an outline of the Indian idea of planetary

motion as taught by Aryabha^a I, Brahmagupta and Bhsskara II.

Reference

P.C. Sengupta: The Kkwdakhadyaka, 1934.



CHAPTER VIII

Brahmagupta

and Arithmetic

Scope of Ganita

The word Gariita means the science of calculation. The

term occurs in the Ved&figa Jyautisa (c. 1200 B. C.) :

Just as the crest is to the peacocks, and just as the head-

gem is to the snakes, so the Ganita among the Vedanga

Sastras stands at the head.1
(VJ. 4)

In the ancient Buddhistic literature, we find mention of

three classes of gariita ' (i) mudrd (finger arithmetic), (ii)

garianU (mental arithmetic), and (iii) satf.khy&na (higher arith-

metic in general). In the Brakmasphutasiddhsnta, Brahmagupta

uses the word gariita in the sense of ei tire calculations. His

gamtadhyclya (Chapter XII) includes ;

(i) MiJraia (mixtures), (ii) &redh% (series), (iii) Ksetra

plane figures), (iv) Vrtta-ksetra (circles), (v) Khata (ex-

cavations), (vi) Citi (piles of bricks), (vii) Krfikacika

(sawn pieces of timber), (viii) Raii (heaps or mounds of

grain, and (ix) Chayd (shadow).

Brahmagupta also uses the term Dhnlikarma (literally meaning
" isnpwork") for higher mathematics :

The one learned man who knows the dhalikarma or tb.2

science of mathematics as propounded by Brahmagupta

would far excell them in learning who are taught the

calculations according to Aryabhata. Visnucandra and

others.
2

In these ten chapters of the Brahmasiddhanta has been

given the dhulikarma ox the science of entire calculations

1. *WT%M W^cm IFIMf I

ck^%?Mnv$'Wif iftra 'S^r it VJ. i.

BrSpSi. X. 62.
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which is faultless.
1

This science of dhnlikarma has not been imparted by great

teachers for blasphemy. One who would be using it tor this

purpose would lose all good name. 2

Brahmagupta uses the term ganita only for those calculations

which are.of arithmetical in nature. The science of algebra, the

foundations of which was laid by Aryabhata I. was named as

kifttaka or kutwkara by Aryabhata, and in the Brclhtnasphufa-

siddhanta also it is separately dealt with under Kuffldhyaya or

kuttakadhaya (Chapter XVIII). Later on the term hjaganita

was specifically given to the science of algebra.

The KuttadhyBya of the Brahmasphutasiddhanta deals with

the (i) concept of kuftaka (pulveriser) , addition of positive and

negative as well as zero quantities, equations in one unknown

(eka-var^a samikarana), equations in several unknowns (aneka-

varna samikarand), equations involving products of unknowns

(bhSvita) and quadratic equations (varga-prakrtih) (Chapter XVIII

of the Brahmasphutasiddhanta),.

Aryabhata, Bhaskara and

Brahmagupta use Place Value Notations.

In Europe the first definite traces of the place-value nume-
rals are found in the tenth and eleventh centuries, but the

numerals came into general use in mathematical text books only

in the seventeenth century. In India, however. Aryabhata I

(499), Bhaskara I (522), Lalla (c. 598) and Brahmagupta (628)

all use the place value numerals. There is no trace of any other

system in their works. Perhaps in this country we had the place

value system as early as 200 B.C. if not earlier. The use of a

symbol for zero is found in Pingala's Chandah Satra (perhaps of

200 B.C.). In literature, we have an indication of the place

value from about 100 B.C. and later in the PurSnas from the

second to the fourth century A.D. The BakhaSah Manuscript
(perhaps of 200 A.D.) uses the place-value notations. The
earliest use of the place value principle with the letter numerals

WMsfo^fSpw ifcstf^iT *m II -BrSpSi.X.66.

, , :"%rsg5^ f# 5#«f5m It —BrSpSi. X. 67
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is found in the works of Bhaskara I about the beginning of the

sixth century A.D. Thus for 3179, the expressive words are

NavadrirUpdgni1 (nava 9, adri 7, rupa 1 and agni 3). Similarly

in the Brdhmasphutasiddhanta, for a large number like 2296828522,

the expressive terms are DVIYAMA£ARASTAPAK§AVASURA-
SANAVADVIYAMAHCDviyamatwo twos 22, &ara 5,asta8, paksa

2, vasU 8, rasa 6. nava 9, dviyamah 22).
a Such usages are to be

found in all works, which clearly state the place value concept

was popular as a routine. From India, this system reached Arabia.

During the reign of the Khalif Al-Mansur (753-774 A.D.) there

came embassies from Sindh to Baghdad, and among them were

scholars, who brought along with them several works on mathe-

matics including the Brahmasphutasiddh&nta and the Khanda-

khadyaka of Brahmagupta: With the help of these scholars, Al-

fazari, perhaps also Yakub ibn Tarik, translated them into Arabic.

Both works were largely used and exercised great influence on

Arab mathematics. It was on that occasion that the Arabs first

became acquainted with a scientific system of astronomy. It is

acceptable to all writers on the subject that it was at that time

that the Hindu numerals were first definitely introduced amongst

the Arabs. Arabs at first adopted the ghobar form of num-

erals which they had already obtained (but without zero) from

the Alexandrians or from the Syrians. This they continued for

about two centuries, but since they were not suited to their right-

to-left script, they gave them up and adopted the more convenient

ones. For a detailed discussion on how numerals went to the

west from India and spread in Europe one is referred to this dis-

cussion in the History of Hindu Mathematics. Part I by Datta

and Singh (1935, Single volume Edition, 1962, pp. 83-104).

It is remarkable that Brahmagupta's works like the Brahma-

sphutasidhanta and the Khandakhadyaka became instrumental in

the spread of the place-value notation in the neighouring coun-

tries of the Middle East, and from their this system spread into

Europe.

. Operations and Determinations in Patiganita

The word PStiganita is a compound formed from the words

path meaning 'board', and ganita, meaning 'science of calculation',

1. MBh. 1. 4;

2. BrSpSi 1-16.
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hence it means the science of calculation which requires the uses

of writing material (the board). The word pufi is not Sanskrit

(it originated in the non-Sanskrit literature in India); the oldest

term in Sanskrit for the board is Phalaka or paita. However this

term got currency in the Sanskrit literature also about the

beginning of the seventh century. Brahmagupta does not use

the term patigayita: he favours the use of the term dhulikarma or

writing figures on dust spread on a board or on the ground. The

word pafigctyita was translated into Arabic as ilm-hisab-al-takht

(calculation on board) and the word dhulikarm a as hisab-al-ghob&r

(cal culation on dust).

Brahmagupta, in the very first verse in the Chapter XII

(Gaqitadhyaya) refers to twenty operations (parikarma) and '

eight determinations :

He who distinctly and severally knows the twenty logistics,

addition etc.. and the eight determinations (vyavahdxa)

inculding (measurement by) shadow is a gewaka (mathe-

matician). 1

The commentators have given the list of these logistics

(parikarma) and determinations (vyavahara) as follows;

(A) Parikarma or logistics

1. Samkalitam (addition)

2. Vyavakalitam (subtraction)

3. Gananam (multiplication)

4. Bhagaharah (division)

5. Vargah (square)

6. Vargamulam (square-root)

7. Ghanah (cube)

8. Ghanamnlam (cube root)

9. 13. Five standard forms of fractions (Panca-jati)

14. Trairasikam (the rule of three)

15. Vysta-trairSsikam (the inverse rule of three)

16. Panca-rasikam (the rule of five)

17. Sapta-rasrkam (the rule of seven)

18. Nava-rasikam (the rule of n ine)

-BrSpSi. XII. 1
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19. Ekadasa-rSsikam (the rule of eleven)

20. Bhanda-pratibhandam (barter and exchange)

(B) Vyavahdra or determinations

1. Misrakah (mixture)

2. Sredhi (progession or series)

3. Ksetram (plane figures)

4. Khatam (excavation)

5. Citih (stock)

6. . Krakacikah (saw)

7. Rasih (mound)

8. Chaya" (shadow)

Of the operations enlisted here, the first eight have been

considered fundamental by later writers as Mahavlra. The opera-

tions of duplation and mediation (doubling and halving) were

considered fundamental by Arabs, Greeks and Egyptians; since

they were not familiar with the place-value system.

Mathematics in this country developed as an aid to astro-

nomy, and therefore, for the first time we find Aryabhta(499AD.)

in his Aryabhafaya describing as a special section (Gariitapdda).

Brahmagupta (628 A.D.) also followed Aryabhata in this respect

and gave the science of calculation (gewita) a special place in his

treatise on astronomy. The SiddhSnta treatises, earlier than those

of Aryabhata and Brahmagupta do not contain a chapter exclu-

Aisj£p devoted to ga&ita (the Surya-SiddMnta and the SiddhSntas

of Vasi?tha,Pitamaha and Romaka are thus without gewita

chapetrs). Later on Bhaskara I and Lalla also did not include

gatyita as a section or chapter in their treatises.lt is said, howe-

ver, that Lalla wrote a separate treatise on Pspigaziita.

It may further be remarked here that Aryabhata I gives

the rules for finding the square and cube-roots only whilst Bra-

hmagupta gives the cube-root rule only (BrSPSi. XII. 7).

Multiplication

Undoubtedly the common Indian name 'multiplication' is

gunana\ this term occurs in the Vedic literature also. The other

terms for this logistics are han'ana, vadha t ksaya etc., which all

mean 'killing' or 'destroying.' The synonyms of 'hanana' (killing)

for multiplication have been used by Aryabhata I (499). Brahma-

gupta (628), Sridhara (c,750) and later writers, and these terms
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also occur in the BakhasSli Manuscript.

Aryabhata I does not mention the everyday methods of

multiplication in his Aryahhatiya probably because they were

too elementary to be included in a Siddhanta work. Brahma-

gupta, however, in a supplement to the section on mathematics

in his Siddhanta, gives the names of some methods with very

brief descriptions of the processes:—

The multiplicand repeated, as in gomUtrikQ as often as

there are digits in the multiplier, is severally multiplied

by them and (the results) added according to places;

this gives the product. Or the multiplicand is repeated

as many times as there are component parts in the

multiplier.
1

(the word bheda occurring in the verse has been translated

as "integrant portions" by Colebrooke p. 319. Again by the term

bheda are meant portions which added together make the whole,

or aliquot parts which multiplied together make the entire

quantity.

The multiplicand is multiplied by the sum or the differ-

ence of the multiplier and an assumed quantity and,

from the result the product of the assumed quantity

and the multiplicand is subtracted or added.2

(Colebrooke thinks that this is a method to obtain the true

product when the multiplier has been taken to be too great or

too small by mistake.3 Datta and Singh think, however, that

this is not correct.
4

Thus Brahmagupta mentions four methods of multiplica-

tion: (i) gomffirika, (ii) khanda. (iii) bheda, and (iv^isfa. The com-
mon and the well known method of kapata-sandhi has been omitted

by him.

Sfci: H^prat 3?!rerc*5ta33^ sT I I — BrSpSi XII. 5

5

SF^pft ^ ^g%s*qfastei% 1! — BrSpSi. XII. 56
3. Colebrooke, T, Hindu Algebra, p. 320.

4» Datta, B. and Singh, A. N., History of Hindu Mathematics Pt, I
(Arithmetic), p. 135 (1962).
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(i) GomUtrika-methoi or zig-zag method. The word gomu-

trikd means "similar to the course of cow's urine'\ hence

"zigzag". This method in all essentials is the same as the sthana-

kha^ia method. The following illustration is based on the

commentary of Prthadaka SvSml

:

Example : To multiply 1223 by 235.

The numbers are written thus :

2 1223

3 1223

5 1223

The first line of figures is t hen multiplied by 2, the process

beginning at units place, thus : 2x3=6; 3 is rubbed out and 6

substituted in its place, and so on. After all the horizontal lines

have been multiplied by the corresponding numbers on the left

in the vertical line, the numbers on the p3fi stand thus :

2446

3669

6115

287405

after being added together as in the present method.

The sthSna-bhazida and the gomutrika methods resemble

modern plan of multiplication most closely.

(ii) Khcwia Method • or Parts Multiplicatian Method

:

Since the days of Brahmagupta, this method of multiplication

also became very popular. We have two methods under this

head :

(i; The multiplier is broken up into two or more parts

whose sum is equal to it. The multiplicand is then multiplied

severally by these and the results added.

To take an example :

13 x158=(6+7) x 158=(6x 158)+(7 x 158)

=948+1106

=2054

(ii) The multiplier is broken up into two more aliquot

parts. The multiplicand is then multiplied by one of these, the

resulting product by the second and so on till all the parts are

exhausted. The ultimate product is the result
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Thus for example :

96x237=(4x4x6)x237
= (4x237)x4x6=948x4x6
= (4 x ?48) x 6=3792x6
=22752

These methods of multiplication are found among the

Arabs and the Italians, having obtained from people of India.

They were known as the ''Scapezzo" and "'Repiego" methods
respectively amongst Italians.

(iii) Isja-iuv-ana Method or the Algebraic Method.

We have already quoted the relevant verse from the Brah-

masphuta-siddhanta in this connection; (XII. 56) :

The multiplicand is multiplied by the sum or the

difference of the multiplied and an assumed quantity

and from the result the product of the assvmed quan-

tity and the multiplicand is subtracted or added.1

This method is of two kinds according as we (i) add or (b)

subtract an assumed number. The assumed number is so chosen
as to give two numbers with which multiplication will be easier

than with the original multiplier. The two ways are illustrated

below

:

(i) 93xl3=(93+7)xl3-7xl3=1300-91=1209.

(ii) 93 xl3=(S0+3)13=90x 13+3x13=1170+39

=1209

This method was in use among the Arabs and in Europe,
obviously having gone out from this country.

This process has been regarded as an inverse of multipli-
aation. The terms used for this operation are bhagahara, bhajana,
harapa, chedanat etc., all these terras more or less carrying the
sense "to break into parts", "to divide" etc., excepting "kraw''
which denotes "to take away", This term shows the relation
of division to the operation of subtraction, The dividend
is termed as bhajya. hsrya etc, the -• divisor is known as

*^ 2»3%s*tf^fa%^: il -BrSpSi. XII. 56
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bhajaka, bh.agah.ara or simply hara; quotient is known as labdhi or

labdha (or "what is obtained*').

India never regarded this operation as a difficult one; in

Europe, this operation was regarded as a tedious one till the

15th century or so. Division was such a common operation that

Aryabhata did
,
not regard it as worth being included in his

treatise. But since he has given the methods of extracting

square-roots and cube-roots, which obviously depend on division,

we conclude that the method of division was known to him.

Most Siddhanta writers have followed Aryabhata I in omitting

this operation from their texts, this being regarded too elemantary

to be included. Brahmagupta does not give details of this

operation. The later treatises on Arithmetic as Srldhara's

Triiatika and the Pafrgawta (1.20) and Aryabhata II (c.950 A.D.)

have given the details of this operation.

Square

The Sanakrit term for square is varga or krti (varga lite-

rally means "rows" or "troops" of similar things). In mathema-

tics, it usually means the square power and also the square figure

or its area. Thus we find in the Aryabhattya :

A square figure of four equal sides (and the number

representing its area) are called varga. The product of

the two equal quantities is also varga1 .

The term krti means "doing", "making" or "action". It

carries with it the idea of specific performance probably the gra-

phical representation.

For the first time we have a definite rule for squaring in the

writings of Brahmagupta. But it does not mean that prior to him

it was not known. It must have been known to Aryabhata I

since he has given the square-root method.

Brahmagupta gives his method of squaring briefly as

follows :

Combining the product, twice the digit in the less

(lowest) place into the several others (digits) with its

(i.e. of the digit in the lowest place) square (repeatedly)

gives the square.
2

1- ^IttW-^ff: fft^WVWS ?M :
I —Arya. II. 3.

2. f^Fff sfftflOTjjraf^*W 1 —BrSPSi. XII. 63.
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The method has been more clearly enunciated by Mahavira

(850 A.D.) in the Gawtasarasarfigraha :

Having squared the last (digit), multiply the rest by

the digits by twice the last, (which) is moved forward

(by one place). Then moving the remaining digits con-

tinue the same operation (process), This gives the

square.
1

Brahmagupta's method of squaring is shown by the follow-

ing example :

To square 125.

The number is written down

125

The square of the digit in the last place, i. e., 5S=25 is set

over it thus :

25

125

Then, 2 x 5=10 is placed below the other digits, and 5 is

rubbed out, thus :

25

12

10

Multiplying by 10 the rest of the digits, i.e., 12 and setting

the product over them (the digits), we have.

1225

12

10

Then rubbing out 10 which is not required and moving the

rest of the digits, i e. 12 we, have

1225

12

Thus one round of operations is completed.

,
Again as before, setting the square of 2 above it and 2x2=4

below 1. we have

1625

1

4

1. GSS, P. 12.
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Multiplying the remaining digit 1 by 4, and setting the

product above it, we have

5625

1

Then moving the remaining digit 1, we obtain

5625

1

Thus the second round of operations is completed.

Next setting the square of 1 above it the process is comple-

ted for there are no remaining figures, and the result stands thus :

15625

Algebraic Method of Squaring

Brahmagupta in his Brahmasphutasiddhanta gives a minor

method of squaring thus :

The product of the sum and the difference of the

number (to be squared) and an assumed number plus

the square of the assumed number give square1
.

This may be represented by the following identity :

n'=(n—a) (n+<z)+a2

This identity has been used for squaring by most of the

Indian mathematicians. Thus

152=(15—5) (15+5)+52=225

We are not giving here other identities which have been

used by latter mathematicians of India in getting the squares

of numbers; for example, when Mahavira says :

The sum of the squares of the two or more portions of

the number together with their products each with the

others multiplied by two gives the square2 :

he obviously refers_to the identity

(a+b+c :.^..)
2=a2

+£>2+c2+ +2ab+

Gibe

The Sanskrit term for cube js ghana. It when used in

the geometrical sense also means the solid cube. In the arithmeti-

cal sense, it means the continued product of the same number
taken three times. Thus we have the definition in the Arya-

1. SRtffegatorsjw: s^pa^lgw: I - BrSPSi. XII. 63
'

2- GSS. p. 13.
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bhafiya
*

The continued product of three equals and also the

solid having twelve (equal) edges are called ghana. 1

A method of cubing applicable to numbers written in the

decimal place-value notation, has been in use in this country

from before the 5th century A.D. .Iryabhata I (499 A.D.) had

the familiarity with this method; he, however, does not give the

method of cubing ill his treatise, though he describes the inverse

process of extracting the cube-root.

Brahmagupta gives the method of cubing in the following

verse

:

Set down the cube of the last (antya); then place at the

next place from it, thrice the square of the last multi-

plied by the succeeding; then place at the next place

thrice the square of the succeeding multiplied by the

last, and (at the next place) the cube of the succeeding.

This gives the cube.
2

The rule may be illustrated by an example.

Example : To cube 1357.

The given number has four places, i.e., four portions. First

we take the last' digit land the succeeding digit 3, i.e. 13 and

apply the method of cubing thus

:

(i) Cube of the last (l
3
) = 1

(ii) Thrice the square of the

last (3.1
2
) multiplied by

the succeeding (3) gives

(3.3.1
s
) = 9 (placing at the

next place)

(iti) Thrice the square of the

succeeding, multiplied by

the last gives (3.3M) = 27 (placing at the

next place)

(iv) Cube of the succeeding (3
3
) = 27 (placing at the

next place)

Thus 13s is the sum 2197

1. WWywft 4K*H±K3« II —Arya,II.3.

T%m^TOW I -BrSPSi. XII, 6.
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bhapiya '

The continued product of three equals and also the

solid having twelve (equal) edges are called ghana.1

A method of cubing applicable to numbers written in the

decimal place-value notation, has been in use in this country

from before the 5th century A.D. Aryabhata I (499 A.D.) had

the familiarity with this method; he, however, does not give the

method of cubing ift his treatise, though he describes the inverse

process of extracting the cube-root.

Brahmagupta gives the method of cubing in the following

verse :

Set down the cube of the last (antya); then place at the

next place from it, thrice the square of the last multi-

plied by the succeeding; then place at the next place

thrice the square of the succeeding multiplied by the

last, and (at the next place) the cube of the succeeding.

This gives the cube.
2

The rule may be illustrated by an example.

Example : To cube 1357.

The given number has four places, i.e., four portions. First

we tale the last digit 1 and the succeeding digit 3, i.e. 13 and

apply the method of cubing thus :

(i) Cube of the last (l
3
)

(ii) Thrice the square of the

last (3.1
2
) multiplied by

the succeeding (3) gives

(3.3.P)

= 1

= 9

(iii) Thrice the square of the

succeeding, multiplied by

the last gives (3.3
2
.1)

(iv) Cube of the succeeding (3
a
)

Thus 13s is the sum

(placing at the

next place)

I.-^Wfcw! sgrem tfcwgu^ 11

F iBP! er: !

27 (placing at the

next place)

27 (placing at the

next place)

2197
'

—Arya, II. 3.

-BrSPSi. XII, 6,
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After this we take the next figure, 5, i.e., the number 135,

and in this consider 13 as the last and 5 as the succeeding. Then
the method proceeds thus :

(i) The cube of the last

(13
3
) as already obtained «= 2197

(ii) Thrice the square of the

last multiplied by the

succeeding, i.e. 3.13
2
.5

(iii) Thrice the square of the

succeeding multiplied

by the last, i.e, 3.5
2
.13

(iv) Cube of the succeeding,

i.e. 53

25*5 (placing at the

next place)

975 (placing at the

next place)

«= 125 (placing at the

next place)

Thus 1353
is the sum 2460375

Now the remaining figure 7 is taken, so that the number is

1357, of which 135 is the last and 7 the succeeding- The method

proceeds thus :

(i) Cube of the last, i.e.

(135s) as already

obtained = 2460375

(ii) Thrice the square of

the last into the succee-

ding, i.e, 3. (135)
2
. 7 382725

(iii) Thrice the square of

the succeeding into the

last, i.e. 3.7*. 135

(iv) Cube of the succeeding

i.e. 73

19845

(placing at the

next place)

(placing at the

next place)

343 (placing at the
' next place)

2498846293Thus (1357)
3

is the sum

Evidently these methods of cubing are based on the identity:

(a+by~a*+3a2b+3dbz+b3

and keeping in mind the place values of numerals in a given
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number (this accounts for keeping the results of each of the four

operations at the next place).

Indian synonyms for square-root are vafgamula or pada
.

oi&krti. The word mUla means the "root" of a tree, which may
also mean the "foot"' or the lowest part or bottom of a thing and

hence "pada'' or foot also became a synonym of rout. Brahma-

Gupta defines squfre-root as follows :

The pada (root) of a krti (square) is that of which it is

the square.
1

While the word mUla for root is the oldest in Indian litera-

ture (it occurs in AnuyogadvSra-sUtra, c 100 B.C.)' the word
pada for root probably for the first time occurs in the writings

of Brahmagupta. The term mUla was borrowed by the Arabs who
translated it by jadhr, meaning "basis of square". The Latin term

radix also is a translation of the term mUla. In the Sulba litera-

ture and in the Prakrta texts, we find a term karam for square-

root. In geometry, this term karam means a ''side", In later days,

the term karaxil was reserved for surds, i.e. a square-root which
cannot be exactly evaluated, but which may be represented by a

line.

We would like to quote here a rule for determining square-
root of numbers from the Aryabhatiya :

Always divide the even place by twice the square-root

(upon the preceding odd place); after having subtracted

from the odd place the" square (of the quotient), the
quotient put down at the next place (in the line of the
root) gives the root3 .

As an illustration, we shall proceed to find the square-root
of 18225.

The odd and even places are marked out by vertical (I) and
horizontal (—) lines : The other steps are as follows :

Square-Root

1. ftlfMcE.^ BrSpSi. XV III. 35

—Arya, II. 4.
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i
-

i
- i

Subtract sauare 1 root 1

Divide by twice
the root 2)8(3 placing quotient at the

6 next place, the root=13

22

Subtract square of

/in /"N't**Quotient Q

Divide by twice 26)132(5 placing quotient at the

the root 130 next place, the root=135

Subtract square 25

il the quotient 25

The process ends. The square-root of 18225 is thus 135.

It has been stated by Kaye, that Aryabhata's method of

finding out the square-root is algebraic in character, and that it

resembles the method given by Theon of Alexandria. .Arya-

bhata's method is purely arithmetic and not algebraic is the

view of Datta and Singh who do not agree with Kaye on this

point.

Cube Root

The Sanskrit term for cube-root is ghanamUla or gkanapada.

The first mention of the operation of cube-root is found in the

Aryabhatiya of Aryabhata' I (499 A.D.), though the operation

is given in only a concise form

:

Divide the second aghana place by thrice the square

of the cube-root; subtract from the first aghana -place

the square of the quotient multiplied by thrice the

preceding (cube-root); and (subtract) the cube (of the

quotient ) from the ghana place; (the quotient put

down) at the next place (in the line of the root) gives

(the root).
1

As has been explained by all the commentators on the

Aryabhap,ya, the units place is ghana; the tens place is first

aghana, the hundreds place is the second aghana. the thousands

place is ghana, the ten thousands place is first aghana, the hun-

^Tft^l g%r^TT<3i: sfwps. TO=3 sRra; i I

—Arya. II. 5
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dred-thou sands place is second aghana, and so on. Thus to find

out the cube-root, one has to mark out the ghana, first aghana

and second aghana places, then the process of finding out the

cube-root begins with the subtraction of the greatest cube num-

ber from the figures up to the last ghana place. Though this has

not been explicitly mentioned in the rule, the commentators

say that it is implied in the expression ghanasya mUla-vargena

etc. ("by the square of the cube-root etc.")

We are reproducing here an illustration given by Datta

and Singh.

Example. Find the cube-root of 1953125.

The places are divided into groups of three by marking

them as below [.ghana ( I ) first aghana (—) and second aghana

(-)3 :

1 9 5 3 1 2 5

Subtract cube .. (c) Root=-l

Divide by thrice

square of root.

i.e. 3.1
2

3)9(2 ... (a) Placing quotient

Subtract square 6 after the root 1

of quotient mul- 35' gives the root 12

tiplied by thrice 12 ... (b)

the previous root,

i.e.2
2
.3.1

Subtract cube pf 233

quotient, i,,e. 2s
8 . (c)

Divide by thrice

square of the root.

i.e. 3.12
2

432)2251(5 *" (a) Placing quotient

Subtract square of 2160 after the root

quotient multiplied 12 gives the

by thrice the pre- 912 root 125

vious root,!, e.

5*."3.12 900

Subtract cube of 125 ... (b)

quotient, i.e. 5s 125 - (c)
Thus the cube-root==125.

From, the details given, it would be clear that the present
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method of extracting the cube-root is almost a contraction of the

method first given by Aryabhata I (499 A.D,)

The method of Aryabhata has been invariably followed by

Indian mathematicians. Brahmagupta in his Brahmasphufa-

siddhanta repeats the method in the following words :

The divisor for the second aghana place is thrice the

square of the cube-root; the square of the quotient

multiplied by three and the preceeding (root) must be

subtracted from the next (aghana place to the right),

and the cube (of the quotient) from the ghana place

(the procedure repeated gives) the root.
1

SYidhara and Aryabhata II have further improved on the

method of extracting cube-root proposed by Aryabhata I and

followed by Brahmagupta. Rule for finding the cuhe-root as

given by Sridhara in his Pafiga^ita is as follows :

(Divide the digits beginning with the units' place into

periods of) one ghana-pada (one "cube" place) and two

aghana-padas (two "non-cube" places). Then subtrac-

ting the (greatest possible) cube from the (last) ghxna-

pada and placing the (cube) root underneath the

third place (to the right of the last ghar.a-pada),

divide out the remainder up to one place less (than

that occupied by the cube root) by thrice the square

of the cube-root, which, is not destroyed. Sitting

down the quotient (obtained from division) in the

line (of the cube-root), (and designating the quotient

as the 'first' (ddimd) and the cube-root as the 'last'

(antya), subtract the square of that quotient, as multi-

plied by thrice the last' (antya) from one place less

than that occupied by the quotient (.uparima-rGii) as

before, and the cube of the 'first' (adima) from its own
place.

(The number now standing in the line of cube-root is

the cube-root of the given number up to its last-but

one ghana-pada (cube place) from the left). •

Again apply the rule, "(placing cube-root) under the

third place'' etc. (provided there be more than two

ghana-padas (cube places) in the given number; and

fsrj^frrai wm\ sprat *Rt^ 1 1 —BrSpSi. XII. 7
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continue the process till all ghana-padas (cube-places)

are exhausted). This will give the (cube) root (of the

given number). 1

K.S. Shukla in his translation and commentary of this book

has given the illustration of extracting cube - root as

follows :

Example .- To find the cube root of 277167808,

Let us indicate ghana-padas or 'cube' places by "c'' and

aghana-padas or non-cube places as 'V :

nncnncnnc
277167808

Subract the greatest possible cube (i.e. 63 or 216) from

the last 'cube' place (i.e. from 277) and place the cube-

root (i.e. 6) underneath the third place to the right of

the last 'cube' place; thus we have

nncnncnnc
61167808 (remainder)

6 (line of cube-root)

Dividing out by thrice the square of the cube-root (i.e.

by 3.6
2

or 108) the remainder up to one place less

than that occupied by the cube-root (i.e. 611) and

setting down the quotient in the line of the cube-root

(to the right of the cube-root), we have

nncnncnnc
716 7 8 8 (remainder)

6 5 (line of cube-root)

Let now quotient 5 be called the 'first' (ndima) and

the cube-root 6 the 'last' (antya). Then subtracting

the square of the 'first' (adima) as multiplied by thrice

the 'last' (antya) (i.e. 3*6x52 or 450) from one place

less than that occupied by the quotient (i.e. from 716),

we get

1. tH<Hnmi& I *R (f?) TOF?t I

s^wkcwi (g) vmtIHU^. I

,,,„

!*t4*|*lk'i!^w^i^ftf^^ij \\\\

- '—Sxidhaxa, Pajiganita, 29-31
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nncnncnnc
2 6 6 7 8 8 (remainder)

6 5 (line of cube-root)

And subtracting the cube of the 'first' (adima) (i.e. 5
3

or 125) from its own place (i.e. from 2667), we get

nncnncnnc
2 5 4 2 8 8 (remainder)

6 5 (line of cube-root)

One round of the operation is now over; and the num-

ber 65 standing in the line of the , cube-root is the cube-

root of the given number (277167808) up to its last-but-

one 'cube' place ( ghana pada ) from the left (i.e. of

277167),

As there is one more 'cube' place (ghana-pada) on the

right, the process is repeated, Thus placing the cube-

root (i.e. 65) under the third place beginning with the

last-but-one 'cube' place (ghana-pada)< we have

nncnncnnc
2 5 4 2 8 8 (remainder)

6 5 (line of cube-root)

Dividing out 25428 by 3.65
s (=12675) as before, and

placing the quotient in the line of the cube-root, we

have

nncnncnnc
7 8 8 (remainder)

6 52 (line of cube-root)

Subtracting 3x65 X22 (=780) we get.

nncnncnnc
8 (remainder)

6 52 (line of cube-root)

Finally subtracting 2*=8 from 8, we get

nncnncnnc
(remainder)

6 5 2 (line of cube-root)

The second round of operation is now over. There

being no more of ghana-pada ('cube' place) on the

right, the process ends, The quantity in the line of

cube root, viz.. 652, is the cube-root of the given
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number. The remainder being zero, the cute-root

is exact.

Fractions

The concept of fractions in India can be tracsd to very

early times. In the Rgveda,
1 we. find such terms as one-half

(ardha) and three-fourths (tri-pada). In a passage of the

Maitrayanl SarhhitS? are mentioned the fractions one-sixteenth

(kalu), one-twelfth (kusfha), one-eighth {kapha) and one-fourth

(padq). In the Salba Sutras* we have not only a mention of

fractions, but they have been used in the statement and solution

of problems of geometric nature. Here in the Sulba, unit frac-

tions are denoted by the use of cardinal number with the term

bhaga or arhia; thus panca-daia-bhaga (literally "fifteen parts") is

equivalent to one-fifteenth, sapta-bhaga (literally, "seven parts")

is equivalent to one-seventh, and so on.,. The use of ordinal

numbers with the term bhaga or arhia is also quite common :

thus pancama bhaga stands for one-fifth. The composite fractions

like tri-asfama stands for three-eighths and dvi-saptama for two-

sevenths. In the BakhaMi Manuscript, the term tryasta occurs

for 3/8 and 3| is called trayastrayasta (three-three-eighths).

The Sanskrit term for fraction is bhinna (literally meaning

'broken'). Obviously the European terms as fractio, fraction,

roupt, rotto or rocto are translations of the same term; they are

derived from the Latin fractus (frangere) or ruptus meaning

'broken'. The Indian term bhinna has a few more connotations;

it stands for such numbers of the form :

(iHr)' (r of
if)* (fHr, of tH^ f)

These forms were termed jctti' i.e., 'classes', and the Indian

treatises contain special rules for their reduction to proper frac-

tions. Sridhara and MahSvira each enumerate six jStis. while our

author. Brahmagupta, gives only five (BhSskara II gives only

four). The need for division of fractions in 'classes' arose out

of the lack of proper symbolism to indicate mathematical opera-

lions. (Datta and Singh Arithmetic, p. 188). The only operational

symbol in use was a dot, standing for the negative sign.

1.JSr.X.90.4

2. Matt S. HI. 7,7.

S."k Datta, pp. 212ff.
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Reduction to lowest terms—A non-mathematical work,

Tattvarthadhigama-Sntra-Bhawa by Umasvati (cl50A.D.) casua-

lly mentions as follows in the context of a philosophic discourse:

Or. as when the expert mathematician, for the purpose

of simplifying operations, removes common factors

from the numerator and denominator of a fraction,

there is no change in the value of the fraction, so,...
1

Reduction to common denominator. Whenever we have to

add or subtract fractions, we follow this reduction operation

to a common denominator. Brahmagupta gives the reduction

along with the similar processes :

By the multiplication of the numerator and denomi-

nator of each of the (fractional) quantities by other

denominators, the quantities are reduced to a common

denominator. In addition, the numerators are united,

In subtraction their difference is taken.
2

Fractions in combination '—Since there was no proper

symbolism available to these early Indian mathematicians, they

divided combination of fractions into four classes •'

Bhaga, prabhaga, bhagapavdha and bhaga-bhaga.

(i) Bhaga has been mentioned by Brahmagupta (BrSpSi.

(ace \— rfc^-dr y-=fc \ usually written as

a c \ e

b\d\ f
01

X
\b d t

where the dots denote subtraction.

(ii) Prabhaga : The form^ of |- of j-
^

This is written as

a c e

b d f

(iii) Bhaganubandha .'The form ^ is written as

1. II. 52.

Q^t&^n ^sn sRffSwyiiH? ll —BrSpSi. XII. 2.
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and the form

JL+ JL
Q S

is written as

of
q u \ q s q /

V
q

(iv) Bhagapavaha, i.e.. the form is written as

and the form

is written as

q T of7-Vof(~7 of q)-

p

q

(v) Bhsga-bhsga : The form

There does not appear to have, been any notation for divi-

sion, such compounds being written as

or

just as for bhaganubandha. That division is to be performed was

known from the problem, e.g., 1-rf- was written as sad-bhaga-

bhaga, "one-sixth bhaga-bhaga' or ''one divided by one-

sixth''. It is only in the Ba&h&Il Manuscript that the term bha

is sometimes placed before or after the quantity affected.

(vi) BhBgd-mMf, Le., combinations of forms enumerated

above- MahSvnra, the author of the Gavitasarasarhgraha (850
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A.D.) gives twenty-six variations of this class. We shall illus-

trate it by the following example from Sridhara :

What is the result when half, one-fourth of one-fourth,

one divided by one-third, half-plus half of itself, aad

one-third diminished by half of itself, are added

together ? (Tritatika, p. 12).

A modern writer would have written it as

:

HG of *)+(l-H)+(H4 of of *)

In the old Indian notation, it is written as •

1 1 1 1 1 1

2 4 4 1 2 3
3 1 .1

2 2

The defect of the notation is obvious: 1 1

4 4

can be read

also as t+t and

ii
can also be read as l^.

theAnd therefore the original meaning is inferred from

context or from the enunciation of the problem.

The rules for reduction of the first two classes (bhaga and

prabhaga) are those of addition or subtraction and multiplica-

tion. The rule for the reduction of the third (bhaganubandha)

and fourth (bhagSpavahd) classes are given by Brahmagupta in

the BrQhmasphuta-siddhanta thus

:

The (upper) denominator is multiplied by the deno-

minator and the upper numerator by the same (deno-

minator) increased or diminished by its cwn numera-

tor.
1

''Numerator'' is known as "atfiScT and the "denominator"

as "cheda."

We give here from Sridhara's Pafiganita (about 900 A.D.,

according to K.S. Shukla, 750 A.D. according to Datta and

Singh) a rule- for reducing a fraction of the bhaganubandha class

(i.e„ a whole number increased by a fraction or a fraction incre-

ased by a fraction itself)

:

-BrSpSi.XII.9.

1.
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In the bhaganubandha class, the whole numfcer {rupa-

£ay.a) is multiplied by the denominator (of the frac-

tion) should be increased by the numerator (of the

fraction) or the upper denominator having been

multiplied by the lower denominator, the initial

numerator (i.e. the upper numerator) should be multi-

plied by the sum of the lower numerator and denomi-

nator.
1

(FatMayAta, 39 cf. BrSpSi. XII. 9 («); GSS. (iii) 113

This means that

. b ac+b
(l) a+-~—

c c

(ii) ~~+ ~T oi-r- (which was written by Indians in
b a o

the style

flW+c)
is equal to ^

Addition and Subtraction of Fractions

In the Brdhmasphufa-siddhanta, Brahmagupta gives the

rule for the addition and subtraction of fractions :

If the denominators (cheda) of fractions are different

then reduce these fractions to a common denomina-

tor. Now for the additions, unite the numerators and

take their difference in case of subtraction.2

Brahmagupta and Mahavlra give the method under Bhaga-

jati.

Multiplication

Brahmagupta says

:

The product of the numerators divided by the pro-

1. ^^sqena1

! VKWKtfc gs^pg: ma 1

3?WK*ib4 3fe%spirFT mm~- It —Paugctyita 39.

'

£ ti^U —BrSpSi. XII. 2
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duct of the denominators is the (result of) multiplica-

tion of two or more fractions.
1

While all other writers give the rule in the same way as

Brahmagupta, MahSvlra in the Gamtasdrasarfigraha refers to

cross reduction in order to shorten the work :

In the multiplication of fractions, the numerators are

to be multiplied by the numerators and the denomi-

nators by denominators, after carrying out the pro-

cess of cross reduction, if that be possible.
2

Division of Fractions

The Aryabhafiya does not explicitly give the rule of divi-

sion, but under the Rule of Three, we have an indication of

thi s operation. The Rule of Three states the result as—-—

,

where f stands for phala i.e. "fruit'', i for icchd, i.e., demand or

requisition, and p for pramffiq i.e. argument. When these

quantities are fractional, we get an expression of the form

m
»

for the evaluation of which Aryabhata I states

:

The multipliers and the divisor are multiplied by the

denominators of each other.

These quantities are written in the following way

ma
b n

c

d

Transferring the denominators we have

a m
n b
c d

Performing multiplication, the result is The above

interpretation of the obscure line in the Aryabhafiya is based

2. GSS. p. 25.m
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on the commentaries of Snryadeva and Bhaskara I (the commen-

tary of Paramesvara' 'on this line is vague and misleading).

Suryadeva in this connection says :

Here by the word' guy.aka.ra is meant the multiplier

. and multiplicand, i.e., " the phala and' iccha quantities

.that are 'multiplied together. By Bhagaharg, is meant

the p'ramUzia quantjty. The denominators of the phala

and-i£cfeare taken to the pramana. The denominator

of the pramana is taken with the phala and iQcha. Then

multiplying these, i,e., (the numerators of) the phala
' and iccha and this denominator, and dividing by (the

product, of) the numbers standing with the pramana

the result is the quotient of the fractions.

Brahmagupta gives the method of division as follows :

The denominator and numerator of the divisor having

been interchanged, the denominator of the dividend is

multiplied by the (new) numerator. Thus division of

proper fractions is performed.1

Square and Square-Root of Fractions

Brahmagupta says as follows in this connection:

—

• The square of the numerator of a proper fraction divi-

ded by the square of the denominator gives the

square8 .

This rule of Brahmagupta has been followed by other

authors also, The rule regarding the square-root as given by
Brahmagupta is as follows :

:

The square-root of the numerator of a proper fraction divi-

ded by the square-root of the denominator gives the square-

root.3 '

,

The Rule of Three :

The Indian term in Sanskrit for;the Rule of Three is Trai-

rStika (literally, "three terms'').' The "term occurs in the Bakh-
ink Manuscript also, arid also in phe' ArVabhatrya, indicating the

lf
- -Si^"iFKlt^^M!t^ig3?3r^;: I. .

-;
.• : - • .-

:

sfwfoprcrt vimv ^WRt: it -'BrSpSi: XII, 4

2;. 44M^3**&ftaif*ot m: T
_
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antiquity of the term. Bhsskara in his commentary of the

'Aryabh&tiya gives a justification of the use of this term for the

Rule of Three thus :

Here three quantities are needed (in the statement and
calculation,) so the method is called trairatika (meaning

thereby the ''rule of three terms").

The problem of the Rule of Three has the form :

If v (pramaw) -yields f (phala), what will i (iccha)

yield ?

Aryabhat'a If (the author of the Mahasiddhanta, 950 A.D.)

uses the terms mana, vinimaya and iccha, instead of pramana,

phala and iccha respectively. It has also been pointed out by

several authors that the first , and third, terms are similar, i.e., of

the same denomination.

t .We shall give here the Rule of Three as given by Aryabhata

I and Brahmagupta :

In the Rule of Three, the. phala ("fruit"), being multi-

plied, by the iccha ("requisition') is divided by the

pramana ("argument"). The quotient is the fruit

corresponding to the iccha The denominators of one

being multiplied with the .other give the multiplier

(i.e. numerator) and the divisor (i.e. denominator).1

In the Rule of Three' pramana ("argument"), phala

(''fruit'') and iccha ("requisition") are the (given)

terms; the first and the last terms must be similar. The

iccha multiplied by the phala and divided by the

pramana gives the fruit (of the demand).2

Sridhara also gives the Rule of Three almost in the same

words. :BhSskara II, ISTarSyana and others follow Brahmagupta

and Sridhara in the Trairteika operation. 6ndhara in his PSfiga-

qita says : .... .

W*%& ^K'mq&A^ II • —Arya: H 26-27.

^q&H 3%tf. WiWfctim ll —BrSpSi XII. 10
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In (solving problems on) the Rule of Three, the argu-

ment (pramam) and the requisition (iccha), which are

of the same denomination, should be set down in

the first and last places; the fruit (phala), which is of

a different denomination, should be set dow-n in the

middle, (this having been done) that (middle quantity

multiplied by the last quantity should be divided by

the first quantity.
1

We shall illustrate the Rule of Three by an example from

the PSfigcwita (Example 25) :

Example, If 1 pala and 1 karsa of sandalwood are obtai-

ned for ten and a half paws, then for how much will

nine palas and one karsa (of sandalwood) be obtai-

ned ?*

Here in this Example.

argument=l pala and 1 harsa=lT or 5/4 palas; fruit=>

10 j or 21/2 pa%.as;

and fequisition=9 palas and 1 kaf$a=9i or 37/4 palas.

According to the Rule we shall write them as :

1 10 9
1 1 1
4 2 4

Converting these into proper fractions we have

5 21 37
4 2 4

Then applying the rule, (i.e. multiplying the second and the

last and dividing by the first), we have

2TT
2 4,

37
4

Or transferring denominators

1- ll^WllfHiKiHPf^wSl sraroSp^T

'BWPWBNf'^ WiHWtiR«u fa^n ^-PaftgaKita 43.

- ' #MgjprttaflPi *%«nSr u -**P8figd&it4k Ex/ 25.

21 5
4 2

11

21

2 _J
5

4

_ 21.4.37 pala

5.2. 4 .
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=4 purSna, 13 panas, 2 kakinis and 16 varatakas. (One purSna

is equivalent to 16 papas; one pana is equivalent to 4 kakinis,

and °ne kakini is equivalent to 20 varatakas or cowries.

Inverse Rale of Three

This is known as vyasta-trairQiika (literally meaning "inverse

rule of three terms)". After having described the rule of three,

Brahmagupta proceeds to give an account of this inverse rule

of three :

Divide the phala with icchet and multiply by pramaxui;

this gives the vyasta-trairaiika inverse rule of three
1
.

Here pramaw is the argument also known as the first term

and, and phala is the fruit also known as the' middle term and

iccha is known as requisition of the last term. As Bhaskara IJ

clearly states, this rule is applied whete with the increase of the

iccha, the phala decreases or with its decrease the phala increases

(Ldavati).

Rule of Compound Proportion

Brahmagupta and other writers call the rule of compound

proportions as parka-rHSika, Sapta-rBtiha etc* meaning the

rule of five terms, rule of seven terms etc depending on the

number of terms involved the problems. These are

sometimes grouped under the general application of the "Rule of

Odd Terms*. Aryabhati I (499 AJD.) though actually gives the

rule of three appears to have been quite familiar with the rule

of compound proportion also; fn fact the difference between

the rule of three "and compound pfopoftion is more or less arti-

ficial. This view was expressed by BhSsfcsra I (525 A.D.) in his

commentary oil the Atydbhtiffld :

Here Acarya. Aryabhati has described the" Rale of

Three only. How the well-known Rules of Five etc. are

to be obtained ?1 say thus : The Acarya has described

only the fundamental of dnupata (proportion). All

otherssuch- as the Rule pf Five ete. fallow from that

fundamental rule of proportion. How ? The Rule of

Five etc. consist of combinations of the Ruli of Three.

In the Rule df
:

«rte»'
:"

thife are two* feufe of—
• t •

•'

§*lRl*J% <§sf f^^**MIKl$ if ,
<—§r§p§i XII. 11
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Three, in the Rule of Seven three Rules of Three, and

so on. This I shall point out in the examples.

Brahmagupta gives the following rule relating to the solu-

tion of problems in compound proportion :

- *
• In the case of odd terms beginning with three terms

up to eleven,
' the result is obtained by transposing

the fruits of both "sides, from one side to the other,

and then dividing the product of the larger set of

. terms by the product, of the smaller set. In all the

•fractions, the transposition of denominators, in like

manner, takes place on both sides-
1

This may be illustrated by taking 'an example from the

commentary of ' Prthadaka Sv5mi on the' Brahmasphufasid-

dhdnta

:

Example—If there is an increase of 10 in 3 months on
100 (niskas), what .would be the increase on
60 (niskas) in 5 months.

'

Here the PramQna paha (the first set of terms) is

100 niskas, 3 months, 10 niskas (phala)

The second set-or the iccha paha is

60 niskas, 5 months, x niskas

The terms are written in compartments as below :

100 60

5

T0~

In the above 10 (written lowest) is the fruit of the first side
(pramnna paksa), and there is no fruit on the second side or the
icca paksa; Interchanging the fruits we get

.100 60

• *
" l*

3 5

10

• The. larger set of terms .is on the second side (iccha paksa).
The product of fefe numbers is 3,000. The product of the

WW*M^^s^. « . *-BrSPSi: XII. 11-12.
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number on the side of the smaller set of terms is 300. Therefore

the required result is =10.

Rule of Three as a Particular Case

According- tOt.Brahmagupta, the above method of "com-

pound proportion" may be applied to the. Rule of Three. ' Takiog

the example solved under the Rule' of Three. : .

If one pala and one.karsa of sandal wood are obtained

r for- ten and a half p<was, for how much will be obtain*

ed nine palas and one karsa,!

, t
,

. (4 ka'tias==lpala),
"

We shall represent them " according to the Rule ' of
: Com-

pound Proportion as

Pram3%a pahsa ' 1 pala, 1 karsa:lOi papa. .,

or * paid •' jVjww*<
Icchapaksa : 9 pala, 1 karsa-., rxpaw ,.

or 37/4 pala , x papa

This we shall represent as ,'
.

5 37]
4 4

21 o-

2

Transposing the fruits, we have." •. -.. -

5 37
4" 4'.

"

21
• .2 -

Transposing denominators

5 37

4 4-

' 21
2

The product of numbers on the side of . the larger set is

divided by the produce of the numbers on#the side of the smaller

set, in tins' case is not a number. It is the symbol --for the

,

unknown or absence, Hence the result is :
—

37.4.21 !: •-
'

'
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The above method of working Rule of Three

is found among Arabs, although it does not seem to

have been used in India after Brahmagupta.

Problem Containing Quadratic Equation

Perhaps Aryabhata I is the first man in the history of

mathematics to give a solution of a quadratic equation (499

A.D.). In his Aryabhafiva, he gives a rule for the solution of the

following problem (I .am reproducing it as described by Datta

and Singh)

:

The principal sum p (=100) is lent for one month

(interest unknown=#). This unknown interest is then

lent out for f(=six) months. After this period, the

original interest (x) plus the interest pn this interest

amounts to A(=16). The raterinterest (#) on the

principal (p) is required.

This problem requires the solution of the quadratic

equation-'—

tx
2+px—AP=0

,. , . -p/2±V (p\2Y+Apt
which gives x— —

The negative value of the radical does not give a solution

of the problem; so that the result is

__VApt+(p/3)
8-p./2

This solution is stated by Aryabhata I in the following

words .•

Multiply the sum of the interest on the principal and

the interest (A) by the time (t) and by the principal

(p). Add to this result the square of half the principal

(p/2)
a
. Take square-roc* this. Subtract half the

principal (p/2) and divide the remainder by the time

(t). The result will be the (unknown) interest (#) on
the principal.1

Here tie Sanskrit terns are tnaZa for principal and phala

fst interest.

Arya, II. 25,
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Brahmagupta (628 A.D.) gives a more general rule : He
enunciates his problem thus

:

The principal (p) is lent out for h months and the

unknown interest on this (=*x) is lent out for fa months

at the same rate and becomes A. To find x.

This evidently gives the quadratic

:

xt+^~ x~^~-~0
fa fa

whose solution is

, . /Aph
,
/Pfa\

a
Pfi

x==± V V+W ~£
The negative value of the radical does not give a solution

of the problem, so it is discarded.

Brahmagupta states the formula thus :

Multiply the principal (p) by its time (fa) and divide

by the other time (fa) (placing the result) at two places.

Multiply the first of these by the mixture (A). Add to

this the square of half the other. Take the square-root of

this (sum). From the result subtract half the other.

This will be the interest (x) on the principal.
1

A Problem on Interest

Brahmagupta gives a solution of a problem on interest

:

In what time will a given sum s, the interest on which

for t months is r, become k times itself ?

The rule for the solution of this problem as given by Brah-

magupta is :

The given sum multiplied by its time and divided by

the interest (phdla), being multiplied by the factor

(guna) less one, is the time (required)?

Miscellaneous Problems

Brahmagupta in his Gamtadhyaya of the Brahmasphufa-

siddhUnta gives numerous solutions in relation to miscellaneous

problems. Here I shall be quoting a few of the problems which

1. qsidtwwra i fl: wnasat femsflEwwrat I

*Htifo%tl< 'KW I&f HWffcffli » -BrSpSi. XII. 15.
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have been quoted by his commentator Prthudaka Svami in

connection with one of his karana-sutra.1

1. A horse was purchased by (nine) dealers in partner-

ship, whose contributions were one. etc. up to nine;

and was sold by them for five less than five' hundred.

Tell me what was each man's share of the sale proceed2

2. Four colleges (mathas), containing an equal num-

ber of pupils, were invited to partake of a sacrificial

feast. A fifth, a half, a third and a quarter (of the

total number of pupils in the college) came from the

respective colleges to the feast; and added to one. two.

three and four, they were found to amount to eighty-

seven; or. with those deducted, they were sixty seven.

Find the actual number of the pupils that came from

each college.
3

3. Three (unequal) jars of liquid butter, of water and

of honey, contained thirty-two, sixty and twenty-four

Pala respectively ; the whole was mixed together and

the jars filled again. Tell me the quantity of butter,

of water lud of honey in each jar*.

1. n^'wfai&wi srasn sj%ffr gtui strt: I

*«{!lN+k^w£tolT W^lf It BrSpSi, XII. 16.

2- ^PPR ,R^f%siq^J%fi{: 1
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CHAPTER IX

Brahmagupta as an

Algebraist

Ancient Indian name for algebra is Bijaganita where

hja means element or analysis and ganita stands for the science

of calculation. As early as 860 A.D., Prthndaka Svami used this

epithet for algebra in his commentary. Brahmagupta calls

algebra as Kuffakaganita or merely kuffaka, a term which was

later on used for "pulveriser" which deals with that special sec-

tion of algebra which is connected with indeterminate equations

of the first degree. Algebra is often also known as avyakta-

gaziita or the calculations with unknowns, in contrast to arith-

metic which was known as vyakta-ganita or the calculations with

knowns.

Algebra goes to Europe from India

In the history of mathematical sciences, as Colebrooke

rightly remarks, it has long been a question to whom the inven-

tion of algebraic analysis is due. There is no doubt that Europe

got algebra from Arabs mediately or immediately. But the

Arabs themselves scarcely pretend to the discovery of algebra.

Colebrooke says that they were not in general inventors but

scholars during the short period of their successful culture of the

sciences; and the germ at least of the algebraic analysis is to be

found among the Greeks in an age not precisely determined, but

more than probably anterior to the earliest dawn of civilisation

among the Arabs; and this science in a more advanced state

subsisted among the Hindus prior to the earliest disclosure of it

by the Arabians to modern Europe. (Colebrooke : Disserta-

tion on the Algebra of the HindusY.

Colebrooke based his observations on the texts he could

procure for his studies. These were : BhSskara ITs Bijaganita or

Vijaganita (1150AD.) and Lllavatt (1150A.D.), the Ganitadhy3ya

and KuftakadhySya of Brahmagupta in his famous treatise the

Brahma Siddhanta or rather the Brahmasphutusiddhanta (628

1. Colebrooke, H. T„ Miscellaneous Essays, Vol. n. 1872, p. 418.
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A.D.). There can be no doubt regarding the age of these two

authors. BhSskara II completed his great work on the Siddhanta-

iiromam hi 1072 Saka, and Karctya-kutuhala a practical astro-

nomical treatise in 1105 Saka; these dates are based on the

passa;es given by BhSskara himself in his works. The Bijcr

gavita and the Ldavati form parts of the great treatise, the

Siddhanta-firomavi. The genuineness of the text is established,

as Colebrooke says, with no less certainty by numerous commen-

tators in Sanskrit, besides a Persian version of it. Those com-

mentaries comprise a perpetual gloss, in which every passage of

the original is noticed and interpreted : and every word of it is

repeated and explained. From comparison and collation of

various texts, it appears then that the work of Bhaskara, exhibit-

ing the same uniform text which the modern transcripts of it

do, was in the hands of both Muhammedans and Hindus,

between two or three centuries ago : and numerous copies of it

having been diffused throughout India, at an earlier period, as of

a performance held in high estimation, It was the subject of

study and habitual reference in countries and places so remote

from each other as the north and w>st of India and the Southern

Peninsula.

This though not marking any extraordinary antiquity, nor

approaching to that of the author himself, was a material point

to be determined : as there will be in the sequel so says Cole-

brooke, occasion to show, that modes of analysis, and in parti-

cular, general methods for the solution of indeterminate prob-

lems both of the first and second degrees, are taught in the

Bija-gatiita, and those for the first degrees repeated

in the Lalavatt, which were unknown to the mathematicians of

the West, until invented anew in the last two centuries by
algebraists of France and England.1 Bhaskara who himself

flourished more than six hundred and fifty years ago, was in

this respect a compiler and took those methods from Indian

authors as much more ancient than himself.

Regarding the age of the precursors of Bhlskara II, Cole-

brooke says : The age of his precursors cannot be determined
with equal precision. He then proceeds to examine the evidence
asfolfews:

ti Cqiefcroeke, H. Miscettaneou* Essays, p. 421.
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Towards the close of his treatise on Algebra. BhSskara
II informs us, that it is compiled and abridged from
the more diffuse works on the same subject, bearing

the names Brahme (meaning no doubt Brahmagupta),
Sridhara and Padmansbha; and in the body of his

treatise, he has cited a passage of Sridhara's algebra

and another of PadmanSbha. He repeatedly adverts

to preceding writers and refers to them in general

terms, where his commentators understand him to

allude to Aryabhata, to Brahmagupta to the latter's

scholiast Caturveda Vrthuddka Sv&ml and to the other

writers above mentioned.

Most, if not all, of the treatises, to which be thus

alludes, must have been extant, and in the hands of

his commentators, when they wrote; as appears from
their quotations of them; more especially those of

Brahmagupta and Aryabhata. who are cited, and
particularly the first mentioned, in several instances.

A long and diligent research in various parts of India,

has. however, failed of recovering any part of the

Padmanabhx Bija (or the algebra of Padmansbha) and

of the algebraic and other works of Aryabhata.

But the translator has been more fortunate in regard

to the works of Sridhara. and Brahmagupta, having in

his collection Srldhara's compendium of arithmetic,

and a copy incomplete however, of the text and

scholia of Brahmagupta's Brakmasiddhanta comprising

among other no less interesting matter, a chapter

treating of arithmetic and mensuration; and another,

the subject of which is algebra : both of them fortu-

nately complete. The commentary is a perpetual one;

successively quoting in length each verse of the text;

procceeding to the interpretation of it, word by word;

and subjoining elucidations and remarks; and its colo-

phon, at the close of each chapter, gives the title

of the work and the name of the author. Now the

name which is there given, Caturveda Prthndaka

SvSmI, is that of a celebrated scholiast of Brahmagupta.

frequently cited as such by the commentaries of
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Bhaskara and by other astronomical writers; and the

title of the work, Brahmasiddhanta or sometimes Brah-

masphutasiddhanta, corresponds, in the shorter form,

to the known title of Brahmagupta's treatise in the

usual references to it by Bhaskara's commentators, and

answers, in the longer form, to the designation of it, as

indicated in an introductory couplet which is quoted

from Brahmagupta by Laksmidasa, a scholiast of Bha's-

kara II. Remarking this coincidence, the translator

proceeded to collate, with the text and commentary,

numerous quotations from both, which he found in

Bhaskara's writings or in those of his expositors. The

result confirmed the indication and established the

identity of both text and scholia as Brahmagupta's

treatise, and the gloss of Prthadaka. The authenticity

of the Brahmasiddhanta is further confirmed by numer-

ous quotations in the commentary of Bhattotpala on

the Samhitd of Varahamihira : as the quotations from

the Brahmasiddhanta, in that commentary, (which is

the work of an author who flourished eight hundred

and fifty years ago) are verified in the copy under

consideration. A few instances of both will suffice,

and cannot fail to produce conviction.

It is confidently concluded, that the chapters on arith-

metic and algebra, fortunately entire in a copy in many
parts imperfect, of Brahmagupta's celebrated work as

here described, are genuine and authentic. It remains

to investigate the age of the author.

Mr. Davis, who first opined to the public a correct

.
view of the astronomical computations of the Hindus,

is of opinion, that Brahmagupta lived in the seventh

century of the Christian era. Dr. William Hunter, who
resided for some time with a British Embassy at Ujjay-

ini, and made diligent researches into the remains of

Indian science at that ancient seat of Hindu astrono-

mical knowledge, was there furnished, by the learned

astronomerswhom he consulted, with the ages of the

; .
principal ancient authorities. They assigned to Brah-

:i ,
magapfca the date of 550Saka; which answers to A.D.
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628. The grounds on which they proceeded are unfor-

tunately not specified : but as they gave Bhaskara's
age correctly, as well as several other dates right,

which admit of being verified; it is presumed that they
had grounds, though unexplained, for the information

which they communicated-

Mr. Bentley, who is little dispased to favour the anti-

quity of an Indian astronomer, has given his reasons

for considering the astronomical system which Brah-
magupta teaches, to be between twelve and thirteen

hundred years old (1263 years in A-D. 1799). Now as

the system taught by this author is professedly one
corrected and adapted by him to conform with the

observed positions of the celestial objects when he

wrote, the age, when their positions would be conform-

able with the results of computations made as by him
directed, is precisely the age of the author himself :

and so far as Mr. Bentley's calculations may be consi-

dered to approximate the truth, the date of Brahma-

gupta's performance is determined with like approach

to exactness, within a certain latitude however of

uncertainty for allowance to be made on account

of the inaccuracy of Hindu observations.

The translator has assigned on former occasions the

grounds upon which he sees reason to place the author's

age, soon after the period when the vernal equinox

coincided with the beginning of the lunar mansion and

zodiacal asterism AJvim, where the Hindu ecliptic

now commences. He is supported in it by the senti-

ments of Bhsskara and other Indian astronomers, who
infer from Brahmagupta's doctrine concerning the

solistitial points, of which he does not admit a periodi-

cal motion, that he lived when the equinoxes did not.

sensibly to him, deviate from the beginning of AJvim
and middle of citra on the Hindu sphere. On these

grounds it is maintained, that Brahmagupta is rightly

placed in the sixth or beginning of the seventh century

of the Christian era. as the subjoined calculations will

more particularly show. The age when Brahmagupta
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flourished, seems then, from the concurrence of all these

arguments, to be satisfactorily settled as antecedent

to the eerliest dawn of the culture of sciences among

the Arabs; and consequently establishes the fact, that

the Hindus were in possession of algebra before it was

known to the Arabians.

Brahmafupta's treatise, however, is not the earliest

work known to have been written on the same subject

by an Indian author. The most eminent scholiast of

BhSskara II (Ganesa) quotes a passage of Aryabhata

specifying algebra under the designation of Bija* and

making separate mention of Kuftaka, which more par-

ticularly intends a problem subservient to the general

method of resolution of indeterminate problems of the

first degree : he is understood by another of Bhsskara's

commentators to be at the head of the elder writers, to

whom the text then under consideration adverts, as

having designated by the name of MadJiyamaharana

the resolution of affected quadratic equations by means

of the completion of the square. It is to be presumed,

therefore, that the treatise of Aryabhata then extant,

did extend to quadratic equations in the determinate

analysis, and to indeterminate problems of the first

degree; if not to those of the second likewise, as most

probably it did.

This ancient astronomer and algebraist, so says Cole-

brooke, was anterior to both Varahamihira and

Brahmagupta, being repeatedly named by the latter;

and the determination of the age when he flourished

is particularly interesting as his astronomical system,

though on some points agreeing, essentially dis-

agreed on others, with that which the Hindu astrono-

mers still maintain.

He, as Colebrooke says, is considered by the commen-

tators of the &aryasiddh3nta and Siromani, as the

earliest of uninspired and mere human writers on the

science of astronomy, as having introduced requisite

corrections into the system of ParaSara, from whom he

took the numbers for the planetary mean motions; as
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having been followed in the tract of emendation,
after a sufficient interval to make further .correction

requisite, by Durgasinba and Mihira; who were again
succeeded after a further interval by Brahmagupta, son

of Jimu.

In short, says Colebrooke, Aryabhata was founder of

one of the sets of Indian astronomers, as Pulisa, an
author likewise anterior to both Varahamihira and
Brahmagupta, was of another : which were distingui-

shed by names derived from the discriminative tenets

respecting the commencement of planetary motions at

sunrise according to the first, but at midnight accord-

ing to the latter, on the meridian of Lanka, at the

beginning of the great astronomical cycle. A third

sect began the astronomical day, as well as the great

period, at noon.

Aryabhata's name accompanied the intimation which
the Arab astronomers (under the Abbasside Kbalifs, as

it would appear,) received, that three distinct astro-

nomical systems were current among the Hindus of

those days : and it is but slightly corrupted, certainly

not at all disguised, in the Arabic representation of

it Arjabahar, or rather Arjabhar, (corrupted form of

Aryabhata), The two other systems were, first.

Brahmagupta's Siddhanta which was the one they

became best acquainted with, and to which they apply

the denomination of the sind-hind; and second, that of

Area, the Sun, which they write Arcand a corruption

still prevalent in the vulgar Hindi.

Aryabhata appears to have had more correct notions

of the true explanation of celestial phenomena than

Brahmagupta himself, so says Colebrooke; who in a

few instances, correcting errors of his predecessor, but

oftener deviating from that predecessor's juster views-

has been followed by the herd of modern. Hindu astro-

nomers, in a system not improved, but deteriorated,

since the time of the more ancient author.

Considering the proficiency of Aryabhata in astronomi-

cal science, and adverting to the fact of his having
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•written algebra, as well as to the circumstance of his

being named by numerous writers as the founder of a

sect, or author of a system in astronomy, and being

quoted at the head of algebraists, when the commen-

tators of extant treatises have occasion to mention

early and original writers on this branch of science, it

is not necessary to seek further for a mathematician

qualified to have been the great improver of the ana-

lytic art, and likely to have been the person by whom
it was carried to the pitch to which it is found to have

attained among the Hindus, and at which it is observ-

ed to be nearly stationary through the long lapse of

ages which have since passed : the later additions being

few and unessential in the writings of Brahmagupta,

of Bhaskara and of JnSnaraja, though they lived at

intervals of centuries from each other.

Aryabhata, Colebrooke rightly says, then being the

earliest author known to have treated of Algebra among

the Hindus, and being likely to be, if not the inventor,

the improver of that analysis, by whom too it was

pushed nearly to the whole degree of excellence which

it is found to have attained among them; it becomes

in an especial manner interesting to investigate any

discoverable trace in the absence of better and more
direct evidence, which may tend to fix the date of his

labours; or to indicate the time which elapsed between
him and Brahmagupta, whose age is more accurately

determined.

Taking Aryabhata, for reasons given, to have preceded.

Brahmagupta and Varahamihira by several centuries;

and Brahmagupta to have flourished more than twelve

hundred years ago, and Varahamihira, concerning

whose works and age, Colebrooke has given a few

notes, and has placed him at the beginning of the sixth

century after Christ, it appears probable that this

earliest of known Hindu algebraists wrote as far back
asthe fifth century of the Christian era; and perhaps in

art earKer age. Hence it is concluded that he is nearly
as ancient as the Greecian algebraist Diophantus, sup-
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posed on the authority of Abulfaraj, to have flourished
in the time of the Emperor Julian or about A D
360.

Colebrooke further says : Admitting the Hindu and
Alexandrian authors to be nearly equally ancient, it

must be conceded in favour of the Indian algebraist,

that he was more advanced in the science; since he
appears to have been in possession of the resolution of

equations involving several unknowns, which it is not
clear, nor fairly presumable, that Diophantus, knew;
and a general method of indeterminate problems of at

least the first degree, to a knowledge of which the

Greecian algebraist had certainly not attained ; though
he displays infinite sagacity and ingenuity in particu-

lar solutions ; and though a certain routine is indiscer-

nible in them.

Colebrooke appears to be of the view that Greeks

.

were the first to discover the solution of equations

involving one unknown; and this knowledge was passed

to ancient Indi ans by their Greek instructors in impro-

ved astronomy. But "by the ingenuity of the Hindu-

scholars, the hint was rendered fruitful and the algeb-

raic method was soon ripened from that slender beginn-

ing to the advanced state of a well arranged science,

as it was taught by Aryabha^a, and as it is found in

treatises compiled by Brahmagupta and Bhaskara."

We do not agree with this analysis in entirety. Indian

algebra is entirely of Indian roots. It had its beginning

in the times of Samhitas and Brahmanas. Some of the

equations and problems were solved by geometric

methods. It must have had its origin in the Sulba

period if not before. Aryabhata undoubtedly was the

.

discoverer of many algebraic solutions of equations of

the first and higher order with one and more unkno-

wns. It is rather too much to trace the influence of

Diophantus on Indian algebra which developed in this

country independently. Brahmagupta is one of the

most brilliant algebraists we ever had in the entire

history of mathematics.
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Technical Terms

Coefficient
—

In the ancient Indian algebra, there is no systematic term

for the coefficient. Usually, the power of the unknown is men-

tioned when the reference is to the coefficient of that power. At

one place, for example, we find Prthudaka Svami (the commenta-

tor of Brahraagupta's Brahmasphutasiddhanta) writing "the num-

ber (afika) which is the coefficient of the square of the unknown is

called the 'square' and the number which forms the coefficient of

the (simple) unknown is called the 'unknown quantity' (avyakta-

mana)."1 However, at many places, we find the use of a technical

term also. Brahmagupta once calls the coefficient sarhkhyS 2

(number) and on several other occasions gunaka3 or gunakara4,

(multiplier). Prtthndaka Svami (860 A.D.) calls it anka (number)

or prdkrti (multiplier). These terms may also be seen in the

works of Aripati* (1039) and Bhaskara II
7

(1150 A.D.), The

former also used the word rUpa for the same purpose.8

Unknown Quantity

The unknown quantity has been termed as yavat-tavat

(meaning so-much-as or as-many-as) in literature as early as 300

B. C. (vide the Sthananga-sQtra"). In the Bakhaiah Manuscript,

it has been termed as yadrccha. vancha or kamika (or any desired

quantity)10 . Aryabhata I in one of his verses calls the unknown
as gulika11 (literally meaning a shot) From the early seventh

century A.D., the word avyokta was used for unknown quantities.

Brahmagupta uses this term in his Brahmasphutasiddhanta}3

1. BrSpSi. XV1IL U (Com.)

2. wsnmr nrfitarot *Hcfts srcr i —BrSpSi. XVIII 63
3- fS§s mfc^wm 3«nf*s 33 f^far^ 1 —BrSpSi. XVIII 64

;p% jprt awjer *rrf%ci I —BrSpSi. XVIII 70
4- jpHfafljjjW^t qssfoga: SPOT: I —BrSpSi. XVIII 69
5. BrSpSi XVIII. U (Com.)

6. SUe XIV. 33-5.

7. Bijag<tnita

8. Siie XIV. 33-5.

9. S%tra7fl.

10. BMs. Folio 22, verso; 23, iecfa> and vetso.

11. 3^Wa^j ^dg^g^t: l
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Power

Since long, the word varga has been used for the second
power; the word also stands for square (Uttaradhyayana Sutra1

,

B. C. c. 300). The third power is similarly known as ghana, the

fourth power as varga-varga (square-square), the sixth power as

ghana-varga (cube-square) and the twelfth power as ghana-varga-

varga (cube-square-square). In later days, the fifth power was
called vargaghana ghata (here the word ghata means product; the

term means product of cube and square). The former system was
multiplicative, rather than additive; wheras the latter was on the

additive system. The seventh pov/er on the additive system was
known as varga-varga-ghana-ghata (product of square-square and
cube). Brahmagupta, however, uses a more scientific system for

expressing the powers more than four. He calls the fifth power
as Panca gata (literally meaning, raised to the fifth), the sixth

power as saqt-gat (raised to the sixth) and so on, thus adding the

suffix gata to the name of the number indicating that power.2

BhSskara II has followed the system of Brahmagupta almost consi-

stently for powers one and upwards.

Equation

Perhaps Brahmagupta has for the first time used the term

samaharana or sarmkarana (literally meaning making equal) or

simply sauna ( equal or equation )
3

. Prthodaka SvSmi (860)

employs the term sSmya (equality or equation) for equation4.

The equation is said to possess two Pahas5
(sides) Itara-Pafaa

and apara-paksa.

Absolute Term

Brahmagupta uses the term rUpa (literally meaning appeer-

ance) for an absolute term. It represents the visible or known

1. Chapter XXX, 10. 11.

4. Side. XIV. 19.

5. Byaganita,
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portion of the equation whilst its other part is practically invisible

or unknown1
.

Unknowns and Symbolism

Aryabhata I (499 A. D.) probably used coloured gulikas or'

shots for represtnting different unknowns. Brahmagupta men-

tions varna as the symobls for unknown. He has, however, not

indicated how these varnas or colours were used as symbols for

unknowns. Perhaps we might conculude from this that the

method of using colours as symbols for unknown quantities was

very common and familiar to the algehraists. Datta and Singh

say that the Sanskrit word vary.a denotes colour as well as a letter

of alphabet, and therefore, letters of alphabet came into use for

unknown quantities : halaka (black), nilaka (blue), pitdka (yellow) >

lohita (red), hantaka (green), ivetaka (white), citraka (variegated),

kapilaka (tawny), pingalaka (reddish-brown), dhumraka (smoke-

coloured), pafalaka (pink), i&valaka (spotted), Jyamalaka (blackish)

yiecaka (dark blue) etc
2

.

It should be further noted that the first unknown quantity

ya.vat-tQ.vat is not a varna or colour. It thus clearly indicates

that the use of colours as symbols came at a later stage, whilst the

word yavat-tdvat was in currency from much earlier times. Some
authorities think that the term yOvat-tavat is a corrupted form of

yavakastavat (where yBvaka means red). Prthadaka SvSmi has

sometimes used the term yavaka for an unknown quantity3.

Laws of Signs

Brahmagupta has in his Chaper XVIII devoted a special

section entitled "Dhanarna $unyanam Samhalanam" or calcu-

lations dealing with quantities bearing positive and negative signs

and zero,

2- JiWrilvift spin^ <

5^l^-UTO,^RF$ sftspp tfelRg <rtlRwl ?%: 1

ft^i mfi&R vmw- 1=33 too?* Jl

3. BrSpSi XII, 15. (Com.) ; XII 18.

—BrSpSi XVIII. 43
—BrSpSi XVIII. 44

-Narayana, B%jaganita
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Regarding addition, Brahmagupta says :

The sum of two positive numbers is positive, of two

negative numbers is negath e; of a positive and negative

number is the difference1
.

Regarding subtraction, Brahmagupta further says :

From the greater should be subtracted the smaller; (the

final result is) positive, if positive from positive, and

negative, if negative, from negative. If, however, the

greater is subtracted from the less, that difference is

reversed (in sign), negative becomes positive and

positive becomes negative. When positive is to be

subtracted from negative or negative from positive,

then they must be added together
2

.

Mahavira (850 A, D.). Bhaskara 11(1150 A.D.) and Nar3yana

(1350 A. D.) have also given similar rules regarding addition

(Sarhkalanam) and the subtraction (vyavakalanam).

Again, the rule given by Brahmagupta regarding Multipli-

cation is as follows :

The product of a positive and a negative (number) is

negative; of two negatives is positive; positive multiplied

by positive is positive
3
.

His rule regarding division is as follows ;

Positive divided by positive or negative divided

by negative becomes positive. But positive divided by

negative and negative divided by positive remains

negative
4

.

Similar rules for multiplication and division were provided

by later authorities as Mahavira and Bhaskara II.

1. BrSpSi XII. 25. (Com.); XII 18. (Com,)

WW ^ ,;R'I<!PR SJjspffc ^3*^ 11 -BrSpSi. XVIII-30

BrSpSi XVIII. 31-32

—BrSpSi XVIII. 33

BrSpSi. XVIII. 34
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Brahmagupta lays down, the rules regarding evolution and

involution as follows :

The square of a positive or a negative number is positive

.....The (sign of the) root is the same, as was that from

which the square was derived1
.

As regards the latter portion of this rule, Prthadaka Svaml

has the following comment to make : "The square-root should be

taken either negative or positive, as will be most suitable for

subsequent operations to be carried on."

It will be interesting to observe the following observation

of Mahsvlra (850 A. D.) regarding square-root of a negative

quantity "Since a negative number by its own nature is not a

square, it has no square-root."
2 So says 3ripati : "A negative

numter by itself is non-square, so its square-root is unreal; so the

rule (for the square-root) should be applied in the case of a posi-

tive numter.''3

Algebraic Operations

Brahmagupta and other algebraists recognise six operations

as fundamental in algebra : addition, subtraction, multiplication,

division, squaring and the extraction of the square-root.

Regarding addition and subtraction Brahmagupta says

:

Of the unknowns, their squares, cubes, fourth powers,

fifth powers, sixth powers, etc.. addition and subtraction

are (performed) of the like; of the unlike (they mean
simply their) statement severally.

4

In place of "of the like", Bhasiara II uses the term 'of those

of the same species Qati) amongst unknowns" :

Addition and subtraction are performed of those of the

same species (jatO amongst unknowns; of different species

they mean their separate statement.8

1- #^3iw^^^f^^WRfiwag^l 1

.
wstftift: # 4 ffi^ era: 1 1 —BrSpSu XVIII. 35

2. GSS. J. 52.

3. Stie.XIV.5.

fgfFtf gEfere amf§i% wtg^HW; 11 —BrSpSLXVIIL 41.

- Bhasbara II, BljagUqita.
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This means that the numerical coefficients of x cannot be

added to or subtracted from the numerical coefficients of y

or x2 or x3 or xy and so on because these terms belong to different

jati or they do not belong to the category of the "like'\

Again, regarding multiplication, Brahmagupta says

:

The product of the two like unknowns is a square; the

product of three or more like unknowns is a power of

that designation. The multiplication of unknownsof

unlike species is the same as the mutual product of

symbols; it is called bhavita (product or factum).1

Having given the rules of the operations for addition, sub-

traction and multiplication, Brahmagupta does not think

it necessary to deal with other operations. His section on the

calculations with zero, negative and positive quantities ends here.

How is an Equation Formed?

Prthudaka SvSml while commenting on a verse in Brahma-
sphufasiddhanta speaks as follows :

In this case, in the problem proposed by the questioner,

yUvat-tavat is put for the value of the unknown quantity.

Then performing multiplication, division etc. as required

in the problem the two sides shall be carefully made

equal. The equation being formed in this way, then

the rule (for its solution) follows.
2

Plan for Writing Equations

When in regards to a given problem, an equation has been

formed, it has to be written down for further operations.

This writing down of an equation is technically known

as nyasa Perhaps the oldest record of nycisa is to be found in the

Bakhaitili Manuscript- According to the procedure prescribed in

this work, the two sides of an equation are put down one after the

other in the same line without any sign of equality being inter-

posed. Thus the equations :

V*+5=s> V^r7=i
appear as

1. Htwfa.^ *^iRww<^*rata*i"iilfl<w 1

*«%*wq fctl ?z$m- Tjjfc^my —BrSpSiXVlll. 42.

2. BrSpSi. XVIII. 43 (com)
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5 yu mU I sa 7 + mu 0]

1 1 1 1 1 ll

Here (g) stands for ywta (g^O, meaning added, subtraction

is-f sign, derived from Ksaya or (wO meaning diminished, gu

(g)for guna or gunita, meaning
;
multiplied; bhs (^T) for division

from bhajita and mU ( ^) for square-root, from mUla meaning

root; zero (°) was used to mark a vacant place.

Again, the following equation

x+2x+3 X 3*+12 x 4*=300
is represented as ;

[0 1 2 113 3 112 4 1 driya 300

|l 1 1 ill ill 1 1

There is no sign for unknown in the Bakhaifth Manuscript.

Later on this plan of writing equations as adopted in Bakha-

iah Manuscript was abandoned in India; a new one was adopted

in which the two sides are written one below the other without

any sign of equality. It must be stated that in this new plan the

term of similar denominations are usually written one below the

other and even the terms of absent denominations on either side

are clearly indicated by putting zeros as their coefficients. We
find a reference to this new plan in the algebra of Brahmagupta.

From which the square of the unknown and the unkno-

wn are cleared, the known quantities are cleared (from

the side) below that1.

Here in this verse, the words "adhastat" clearly indicate

that one side of the equation is written below the other.. As an

illustration Prthudaka SvSmi represented the equation2

10*-8=*2+l
as :

ya va ya 10 rU 8 0c2.0+s:.10—8)

ya va 1 ya rU 1 Qfl+x. 0+1)
which means, x* was written as yQvat~varga (y3 va) and

x was written as ySvat or ya. The minus sign was represented

by a dot at the top of the number.(—8 was written as 8). We
shall take another illustration from Prthudaka Sv2mi.

He would write the equation

197*—1644 y-2=6302
as

L BrSpSi. XVII. 43; compare also Bbiiskara II, Bxjaganita-

2. BrSpSL XVIII. 49 (com.)
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ya 197 ka 1644 m 1 rU

ya ka m 6302

Here the first unknown x is represented by 3>a(v<zf), the

second unknown y by kaQaka) and the third unknown z by ns-

(laka) and the term without unknown, a mere number is wrirten

by rUipaka). The two sides, one written below the other if

written in the present form, would appear as :

197x—1644>>—z+0=0*+03>+0*+6302.

The Bljagaxtita of Bhaskara II also follows the same proce-

dure. One instance from it would be quoted here to illustrate

the method of expressing equations.

8x3+4x2+l0y2x=4x:i+l2y2x
or 8x3+4x*+lQy*x=4xz+0x2+l2y2x

is written as follows on Bhaskara's or Brahmagupta's plan :

xs
is ghana of yavat (abbreviated as ya gha)

x* is varga of yavat (abbreviated as yU va)

y
z

is varga of kalaka (abbreviated as ka va)

the coefficients 10 and 12 are bhavita (abbreviated as

bha).

The equation is

:

ya gha 8 ya va 4 ka va ya. bha 10

ya gha 4 ya va ka va ya. bha 12

Datta and Singh state that the use of the old plan of writ-

ing equations is sometimes met with in later works also. For

instance, in the MS. of Prthudaka Svami's commentary1 on the

Brdhmasphutasiddhanta, an incomplete copy of which is preserv-

ed in the library of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (No. I B6), we

find a statement of equations thus : "first side yavargah lyavakah

200 ru 0; second side yavargah yUvakah rU 1500.

Sodhana or Clearance of an Equation

After nyasa or statement of an equation, the operation to

be performed is known as iodhana (clearance) or sarhiodhana

(equi-clearance or complete clearance). The nature of

this clearance varies according to the kind of equation

In the case of an equation in one unknown only, whether linear,

1. BrSpSi. XII. 15 (com.)
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quadratic or of higher powers, one side of it is cleared of the

unknowns of all denominations and the other side of it of the

absolute terms, so that the equation is ultimately reduced to one

of the form

ax2+bx=c,
where a, b, c may he positive or negative; some of them may
even be zero. Thus Brahmagupta observes :

From which the square of the unknown and the un-

known are cleared, the known quantities (rUpav-0 are

cleared (from the side) below that.1

On this Prthadaka Svami comments as follows :

This rule has been introduced for that case in which
the two sides of the equation having been formed in

accordance with the statement of the problem, there are

present the square and other powers of the unknown
together with the (simple) unknown. The absolute

terms should be cleared off from the side opposite to

that from which are cleared the square (and other

powers) of the unknown and the (simple) unknown.
When perfect clearance (sarfifodhand) has been thus
made...2

Jsrldhara and Bhaskara II have also given the rules of

clearance almost on the same lines. Thus the equation

yet va ya 10 m 8

ya valya §rul
after perfect clearance having been made wilt be (according to
Rrthadaka Svami)

ya va 1 ya 1 ra 9
i.e. the equation 10x-8=;k2+1
after clearance would become

Classification of Equations

Usually equations are classified as :

simple equation : ySvat-ffivat

quadratic .: varga

1- m*m: *rwK*qrf% <ts$m n -BrSpSi XVIII 43.
2. BrSpSi. XVIII. 43 (.com.)
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cubic : ghana

biquadratic : yarga-varga

Brahmagupta classified them as

(i) equations in one unknown quantity : eka-vartya

samikarcwa.

(ii) equations in several unknowns : aneka-varrui saim-

karcwa.

(iii) equations involving products of unknowns

:

bhdvita.

Eka-varva samlkaratias (equations w ith one unknown) are

further divided into (i) linear equations, and (ii) quadratic equa-

tions (avyakta-varga samlkarazia).

Prthodaka SvSmi has classified equations in a different

manner as follows

:

(i) linear equations with one unknown : eka-varzia

samikarazia.

(ii) linear equations with more unknowns : aneka-

varva sarmkarana.

(iii) equations with one. two or more unknowns in their

second or higher powers : wadhyamdkarav^L.

(iv) equations involving products of unknowns : bha-

vita.

As the method of solution of an equation of the third class

(i.e. equations with one or several unknowns in their second or

higher powers) is based upon the principle of the elimination

of the middle term, that class is called by the term madhyama

(middle) aharana (elimination). The classification of Brahma-

gupta and Prthodaka Svami more or less received recognition by

later writers on algebra as BhSskara II and others.

Linear Equations with

One Unknown and Their Solutions

The first solution of a linear equation with one unknown is

obtainable in the Sulba Sutras but not through an algebraic

process,—the Sulba process is geometrical. It is said that there

is a reference in the Sthanmga Sutra' (c. 300 B.C.) to a linear

equation by its name yavat-Uivat. There has been a good deal of
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controversy regarding the date of the BakhaSah Manuscript

where we have definitely a method of solving linear equations

by the Rule of False Position. It would be interesting to give

an account of this rule here by taking an illustration from the

Bakhaiah Manuscript.

Problem :

The amount given to the first is not known.

The second is given twice as much as the first; the third

thrice as much as the second; and the fourth four times

as much as the third. The total amount distributed is

132. What is the amount of the first ?

(JBMS. Folio 23, recto)

In modern algebraic language, the solution of the problem

would be given by the equation

*+2*+6x+24*=132
where x is the amount given to the first.

The solution of this equation is given as follows in the

Bakhaiah Manuscript

:

'Putting any desired quantity in the vacant place'; any

desired quantity is II 1 II , 'then construct the series'

112 12ill! 3

1

6 ! 4
1 I 1

'multiplied' II 1 I 2 ! 6 | 24 I ; 'added' 33. 'Divide the

visible quantity' i 132 '; which) on reduction be-

ccmes
|

4
j.
(This is) the amount given (to the first)

„ (BMS. Folio 23, recto)

The Rule of False Position may be regarded as an early

stage of the development of the science of algebra, since no
symbol could have been evolved for an unknown quantity. As
soon as the system of notations was introduced, the application

of this Rule was no longer considered as necessary. Thus we
find that Aryabhata I does not mention of this Rule.

Aryabhata I states as follows regarding the solution of

linear equations :

The difference of the known 'amounts* (rUpaha) relat-

ing to two persons should be divided by the difference
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of the coefficients on the unknown (gulika). The
quotient will be the value of the unknown (gulika), if

their possessions be equal.1

The original verse contains the term ^gulihantard'' which

has been here translated as the difference of the coefficients

of the unknowns. We have already stated earlier that Aryabhata

uses the term gulika or shot for an unknown quantity,(guZife3ntara

literally means only the difference of unknowns). This practice

is also followed by other Indian algebraists. Prthadaka SvSml

rightly observed that according to the usual practice in this

country, ''the coefficient of the square of the unknown is called

the square (of the unknown) and the coefficient of the (simple)

unknown is called the unknown.2

The rule given by Aryabhata, then, contemplates a problem

of this kind

:

Two persons, who are equally rich, possess respectively

a, b times a certain unknown amount together with

c, d units of money in cash. What is that amount ?

Now if x be the amount unknown, then according to the

problem
ax+c=bx+d

Thence

d-cx— ;a—b

Aryabhata has merely expressed this solution in his langu-

age.

Regarding the solution of linear equations. Brahmagupta

says :

Tn a (linear) equation in one unknown, the difference

of the known terms taken in the reverse order, divided

by the difference of the coefficients of the unknown

(is the value of the unknown),3

1.
- jpwt^ vrafiSltw. I

w nfem^r *w isi wife 3^ 11 —Arya. II. 30

2. BrSpSi, XVIII. 44 (com.)

<w"M«ttii: *rwT\^<nftr sstoi^ " —BrSpSi. XVIII. 43
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Similar solutions have been offered by the other Indian

algebraists who followed Brahma gupta like Sripati, Bhaskara II

and NlrSyana. Here again, we take a problem proposed by

Brahmagupta in this connection :

Problem

:

Tell the number of elapsed days for the

time when four times the twelfth part of

the residual degrees increased by one. plus

eight will be equal to the residual degrees

plus one.x

Prthodaka SvSmi has solved this problem as follows :

Here the residual degrees are (put as) ydvat-tdvat, yd;

increased by one, ya 1 rU 1; twelfth part of it.—^
g

four times this. ^3 iL rR
1 . plus the absolute quantity

eight, "— '. This is equal to the residual degrees

plus unity. The statement of both sides tripled is

ya 1 . ru 25
ya3 m3

This difference between the coefficients of the unknown

is 2. By this the difference of the absolute terms,

namely 22. being divided, is produced the residual of

the degrees of the Sun, 11. These residual degrees should

be known to be irreducible. The elapsed days can be

deduced then, (proceeding) as before.

If put in the modern notations, it means the solution of the

equation :

from which we have

*+25=3*+3
or 2x=22
or £=11.

Rule of Concurrence or Samkramana

Brahmagupta has included this rule in algebra, whereas

other Indian mathematicians included it in arithmetic. Sarh'

tWtllta&rtl II —BrSpSi. XVIII. 46
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kramava is the solution of the simultaneous equations of the

type :

x+y=a
x—y=b

Brahmagupta's rule for solution is:

The sum is increased and diminished by the difference

and divided by two; (the result will be the two un-

known quantities) : (this is) concurrence (Satiikra-

matia)-
1

Brahmagupta restates this rule in the form of a problem

and its solution :

The sum and difference of the residues of two (heavenly

bodies) are known in degrees and minutes. What are

the residues? The difference is both added to and

subtracted from the sum, and halved; (the results are)

the residues.
2

Linear Equations with Several Unknowns

The first mention of a solution of the problem with more

than one unknown is found in the BakhaSdUl Manuscript, and a

system of linear equations of this type is solved in the Bakhaiali

treatise substantially by the False Position Rule.

A generalised system of linear equations will be

biZx-" Cixi= ai> bi2x—csxz=as^

bn^X—CaX =<Zn

Therefore

Hence

2Ca/c)

br ?(a]c) ar

Cr "2(6/c)-l Cr

One particular case, where bx—bi=b%= ...... =bn =1 and Ci—

C2=C3= =cn =c has been treated by Brahmagupta at one

place. He gives the rule as follows

:

1. j^ssFprafflt ^m- tirnm^Kfam m 1WWŴ &m$mm i 1
— BrSpSi. XVIII. 36

%m tros^Klfe #f %M 1 1
- BrSpSi. XVIII. 96
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The total value (of the unknown quantities) plus or

minus the individual values (of the unknowns) multi-

plied by an optional number deing severally (given),

the sum (of the given quantities) divided by the num-

ber of unknowns increased or decreased by the multi-

plier will be the total value; thence the rest (can be

determined).
1

2#±c£i=ai, 2*—c#2=<Z2. 2#—cx3=a8> >

"2x±cx —an

and so on for x* x$ etc.

Now we shall give the rule enunciated by Brahmagupta

for solving linear equations involving several unknowns :

Removing the other unknowns from (the side of) the

first unknown and dividing by the coefficient of the

first unknown, the value of the first unknown (is obtai-

ned). In the case of more (values of the first un-

known), two and two (of them) should be considered

after reducing them to comon denominators. And
(so on) repeatedly. If more unknowns remain (in the

final equation), the method of the "pulveriser (should be
employed). (Then proceeding) reversely (the values

of other unknowns can be found).2

Prthudaka Svami has commented on this rule as follows :

In an example in which there are two or more un-

known quantities, colours such as yavat-tnvat, etc.,

should be assumed for their values. Upon them should

i^n&i^S^w^hiRmi —BrSpSi. XIII. 47

^%TOS^^ »Ra>fS*il5Si»
1

—BrSpSi. XVIII. 51

Therefore

2*=

Hence
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be performed all operations conformably to the state-

ment of the example and thus should be carefully

framed two or more sides and also equations. Equi-clear-

ance should be made first between two and two of

them and so on to the last : from one side one un-

known should be cleared, other unknowns reduced to

a common denominator and also the absolute numbers

should be cleared from the side opposite. The

residue of other unknowns being divided by the

residual coefficient of the first unknown will give the

value of the first unknown. If there be

obtained several such values, then with two and two

of them, equations should be formed after reduction to

common denominators. Proceeding in this way to the

end find out the value of one unknown. If that value

be (in terms of) another unknown then the coefficients

of those two will be reciprocally the values of the two

unknowns- If, however, there be present more un-

knowns in that value, the method of the pulveriser

should be employed. Arbitrary values may then be

assumed for some of the unknowns.

Datta and Singh have said that the above rule of Brahma-

gupta, and also the one indicated in the commentary of Prthudaka

Svami. embraces the solution of indeterminate as well as the

determinate equations. In fact, all the examples given by

Brahmagupta in illustration of the rule are of indeterminate

character. So far as the determinate simultaneous equations are

concerned, Brahmagupta's method for solving them will be easily

recognised to be the same as our present one.

Quadratic Equations

The geometrical solution of a quadratic ' equation in this

country would take us to the Vedic Sulba period. The Bakha-

iah Manuscript also contains certain problems which need the

solving of quadratic equations. I shall quote one Out of the

numerous available :

A certain person travels 5 yojana on the first day and b

yojana more on each successive day. Another .
who

travels at the uniform rate of S yojana per day, has a

start of { days. When will the first man overtake the

second ?
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This problem would today be expressed in terms of the

following equation :

where x is the number of days after which the first

overtakes the second. We may write this equation

as

bx
2-{2(.S-s)+b}x=2tS

whence the value x would be after solving the quadra-

tic :

v==V {2(S-5)+fr}
2 +8fos+{2(S-s)+fe}

2b

The Bakha&li Manuscript gives this solution as follows :

The daily travel (5) diminished by the march of the

first day (s) is doubled; this is increased by the common

increment (b). That (sum) multiplied by itself is

designated (as the ksepa quantity). The product of the

daily travel and the start (i) being multiplied by

eight times the common increment, the ksepa quantity

is added. The square-root of this (is increased by the

ksepa quantity; the sum divided by twice the common
increment will give the required number of days),

(B2J4S. Folio 5, recto)

' Aryabhata I (499 A.D.) is regarded as the founder of

algebra, since he gives the solutions of a few quandratic problems.

For example, to find the number of terms of an arithmetical pro-

gression (A.P.), he gives the following rule :

The sum of the series multiplied by eight times the

common difference is added by the square of the dif-

ference between twice the first term and the common
difference: the square-root (of the result) is diminished

by twice the first term and (then) divided by the com-

mon difference : half of this quotient plus unity is the

number of terms.1

In the modern notations of algebra, the solution would be
expressed as follows

:

*j5f iilpifi *rf§ra 9¥<n3 II —Arya. II, 20
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«= | |
V8bs+(2a-by-2a

, x
J

There is another certain interest problem1
, the solution of

which has been provided in the Aryablnafiya as

_r= VApt+(p/2)2 -P/2

which is the solution of the quadratic equation :

tx*+px—Ap=0
Ayabhata I has thus given the solutions of a few quadratic

equations, but he nowhere gives the procedure of solving these

equations.

We give here the Rules of Brahmagupta for the solution of

quadratic equations. He undoubtedly is not the discoverer of

these rules; but perhaps for the first time in the history of algebra

we find the process of solving a quadratic equation so clearly

indicated.

First Rule :

The quadratic : the absolute quantities multiplied by

four times the coefficient of the square of the unknown

are increased by the square of the coefficient of the

middle (i.e. unknown); the square-root of the

result being diminished by the coefficient of the middle

and divided by twice the coefficient of the square of

the unknown, is (the value of) the middle."2

T his expressed in the modern notations would mean

X=
2a

It would be noted that in this rule. Brahmagupta has emp-

loyed the term madhya (middle) to imply the simple unknown
as well as its coefficient. The origin of . the term is doubtless

connected with the mode of writing the quadratic equation in

the form

a*2+&x+0=0x2+0x-f-c

so that there are three terms on each side of the equation.

5j5f *j5rpftr ^isifa *WkW«*siH. ! 1 —Arya. II. 25.

Ijt %>p£ft *nap ii —BrSpSi. XVIII. 44.
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Second Rule :

The absolute term multiplied by the coefficient of the

square of the unknown is increased by the square of

half the coefficient of the unknown; the square-root of

the result diminished by half the coefficient of the

unknown and divided by the coefficient of the square

of the unknown is the unknown.2

This when expressed in the modern algebraic notations

would be

VaH+^r -(b/2)
x—

a

Here if the quadratic equation is

ax*+bx+c=0
the 'absolute term' is c (the one without the unknown x), 'the

coefficient of the square of unknown' means the coefficient of Xs
,

1.e. a, and the 'coefficient of the unknown' means the coefficient

of x, i.e. b.

The above two methods of Brahmagupta are exactly the

same as were suggested by Aryabhata I.

The root of the quadratic equation for the number of terms

of an arithmetic progression (A.P.) is given by Brahmagupta

according to the first rule 2
:

V8bs+(2^-bl2-<2a-b)n- —
h

Third Rule

:

Brahmagupta also suggests a Third Rule which is very

much the same as is used commonly now. Though it

has not been expressedly suggested as. a new. rule, we
find its application in a few. instances. For example this

rule has been suggested in connection with the following

problem on interest

:

A certain sum (p) is lent out for a period (ii);

the interest accrued (x) is lent out again at this

4^'H=*wi%fm$ ftwiMW II —BrSpSi. XVIII. 45

2. B^wWi^S* %wf *Mhnj8cfl 1

sf^*t^ $TCT lityjfowj n —BrSpSi. XII. 18
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rate of interest for another period (i2) and the

total amount is A. Find x.

Brahmagupta has stated the result in exactly the same form.

Prthndaka Svami has illustrated it in solving the following pro-

blem of interest

:

Problem :

A sum of five hundred parsas (p) is lent out

for a period of 4 months (ti); the interest

accrued (x) is lent out again at this rate of

interest for another period of 10 months (ti)

and the total amount is 78 (A). Give the

pramaxta-phala, i.e„ the interest accrued x.

Here pram3^a-kola (t{)=4 months

pramanya-dhana (p)=500 panas

para-hala O2). the subsequent period=10 months

mi&ra dhana or the total interest accrued (A) =78 panas.

Brahmagupta states his solution of such quadratics like

this :

Take the product of the pram&wdhana (p) or the sum

originally lent out and pramazia-kala, i.e. the period for

which originally lent out (ti); and divide by the para-

kala or the subsequent time (t2>; place this result at

two places. Multiply the one placed at the first place

with the rnifra-dhana (A), that is with the total inter-

est accrued; in this product add the square of half the

one placed in the second place; now take the square-

root of it, and from it subtract half of the one placed

at the second place.1

The equation for determining x is

4-*H*=A.
Ph

The solution of this equation would be :

1. wtJRWRia: <K4i«igci) fprcssstfirsraro; I

—BrSpSi. XII. 15:
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Thus in the above example the product of pramana-dhana

500 x 4
and pram3#a ksla divided .by ycftoMla is <jjofi|t2>-i6

~~Jq~
— 200.

This is first multiplied by 4he - tolal'
1

interest, a'ccrue'd '(A); it

becomes 200x78==15600. To this is no# added square of half

of 200 (which is 10000) ; it becomes 15600 plus 10000 =25600. Its

square-root is taken which' i
rs'16(T From' this"

}
is 'Subta'eted half of

the quantity (i.e. half of 200 wKichis 100X Thus .160-100=60,

which is the answer. It was the interest Swhich first* accrued (#).

- • Another Quadratic Problem ?
1

:

'

--
. Brahmagupta refers to 1 ati astronomical problem which

involves the quadratic equation

(72+a2)*2 T 24 apx=m(j?- p
z

where a=agra (the sine of the amplitude of ^the Sun), b—palabh.0,

(the equinoctial shadow of a gnprnqa 12 anguli long), £=radius,

and #==koxia&anku (sine of the altitude of
{[
the Sun when his

altitude.is 45°)
? Dividing put.by 02-^a2

) wt
e have

x" =p 2trix—n,

where
12 ap ,,

^

1440^2--^) '.Vm
~72+a

2,n
J2+a*

Therefore we have

x=Vm'+n± m,

as stated by Brahmagupta. We find the same result in the

Surya-siddhanta and in the text of Sripati, Aryabhata II (1150)

also followed the method of Aryabhata I and Brahmagupta in

solving a quadratic equation in connection with finding out the

number of terms in an arithmetical progression. (A.P.) whose first

term is (a), common difference is b and the sum is s. The number
of terms n is given by1

V2bs-Ha-bl2f-a+bl2n=
b

'* Two Roots of a Quadratic Equation and Brahmagupta

A q uadratic equation has two roots- This must have been

Known to Indian algebraists even at a very early stage. BhSskara

II in his Ikjagawta has quoted a rule ascribed to an ancient

writer Padmanabha whose works are not available now

:

li Mahasiddhanta, BhSskara II, XV. 50
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If (after extracting roots) the square-root of the absolute

side (of the quadratic) be less than the negative abso-

lute term on the other side, then taking it negative as

well as positive two values (of the unknown) are

found1
.

,

The term used here is dvividhotpadyate miti}). which means

that two values are obtained.

The existence of two roots of a quadratic equation appears

to have been known also to Brahmagupta (628 A.D.). In illustra-

tion of his rules for the solution of a quadratic he has stated two

problems involving practically the same equation :

Problem I : The square-root of the residue of the

revolution, of the Sun less 2 is diminished by^ 1, multi-

plied by iO and added by 2; when will this be equal

. . to the residue of the' revolution of the Sun less 1, on

Wednesday?2
. . . ... . .

*

-i n ' ' Problem IF: Wherrwilkthe < square? ofpsoa^fourth the

,
residue of the exceeding months less three, be equal to

the residue of the exceeding months ?

We shall follow prthadaka SvSmiin solving the1 Problem I.

In this problem the residue of the revoKfrionsaof 4Ehe Sun
may be supposed to be ;e

2+2;'then by ^he question-, jre hgve

io

(

X-D+2=^+iJ ,
.

or x~—10*= -9 „ ,

r,-r r. Again.in problem, II. if.w,e put ix
f
jqx ^h^ residue of the

exceeding month, -then we have r . t . . ^ ,

,
. ^ D(,xr3y=4fc .... t , .,. f .. ..

"

or ,.j **-lOte=--0.V

Now by the second rule of Brahmagupta, retaining both

the signs of the radical, we get : la »

x=5±V/25:::9=9 or 1, - ;
<->-j

r

^rP^rf ff^[ Q.f?|ijlcH«l9 ftfi): i r "
~ —Bha*skaka, "Bijagamta

2. sT^r^T^^^n^jf 3HTfc? Is^1^ ' > ' ' X

sflSgs^f^B m^R^ wsj wfa 11
" '—BrSpSi. XVIII. 49

^<4*iM^dl'««4H^WW II —BrSpSb. XVIII; 50.
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As shown by Prthndaka Svami, the first value is taken by
Brahmagupta for the Problem I and second value for the problem

II. Thus it is quite clear that Brahmagupta uses sometimes the

positive and at other times the negative sign with the radical.

Hence we shall say that Brahmagupta knew that a quadratic

equationwould have two roots, and according to the requisite-

ness of the problem, one value out of the two would be utilised.

Simultaneous Quadratic Equations

Indian authors usually treated problems involving various,

forms oi simultaneous quadratic equations.

.©
x
->zi } w *+*Z%

}

(iii)
\ (iv)

*S+),'- c
j

xy—b » x+y—a J

For the solution of the combination (i), Aryabha^a I gives

the following rule in his Aryabhatiya .

The square-root of four times the product (of two quan-

tities) added with the square of their difference, being

added and diminished by their difference and halved
gives the two multiplicands.1

This means that

x=lV~F+W+d), ,y=l(VdNTb-d)
For the solution of the same combination, Brahmagupta

states as follows :

The square-root of the sum of the square of the diffe-

rence of the residues and two squared times the product
of the residues, being added and subtracted by the

difference of the residues, and halved (gives) the desi-

red residues severally.2

(Here by difference of the residues is mesnt x—y; and by
product of the residues is meant xy.)

Brahmagupta does not seem to give the solution for simulta-
neous equations of the combination (ii). MahSvira (850 A.D.)

setups #i S^WPTCS*? zftm. 11 —Arya. II. 24

3Wk ^Ri s«FPift<% 11 —Br SpSi. XVIII. 99
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has given the solution :

Subtract four times the area (of a rectangle) from the

square of the semi-perimeter then by sahkrumana bet-

Ween the square-root of that (remainder) and the semi-

perimeter, the base and the upright are obtained.1

(GSS. VII. 129|)

This expressed in the modern notations would be :

x=>i(a+ Va2~4b), y=Ka-Va2 -4b)

For the combination (iii). Mablvira in his Ganita-Ssra-

Sawgraha gives the following rule :

Add to and subtract twice the area (of a rectangle) from

the square of the diagonal and extract the square-roots.

By sahkramaiw between the greater and lesser of these

(roots), the side and upright (are found).2

This put in modern notations would be :

x=\ Vc+2b+Vc-2b).

y=HVc+2b- Vc-2bT.

For the combination (iv), Aryabhata I gives the following

rule •

. From the square of the sum (of two quantities) subtract

the sum of their squares. Half of the remainder is

their product*

The remaining operations will be similar to those for the

equations (ii); so that

*=§ Ca+V2c—

a

2
), y=l (a—V2c-a2X

Brahmagupta in this connection says :

Subtract the square of the sum from twice the sum of

squares; the square-root of the remainder being added

to and subtracted from the sum and halved, (gives)

the desired residues.
4

1. GSS. VII. 1291

2. GSS. VII. 127-1

jrt^ *rw4 fi^^+rcwln; it

4- ?f?t H^n^fiwrMS to^i ire*^ i

—Aaya. II. 23

—BrSpSi. XVIII. 98
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These equations have also been treated by Mahavira,

Bhaskara II and Narayana. Narayana has attempted two other

forms of quadratic equations :

For their solutions, see Datta and Singh, Algebra, P. 84.

Rule of Dissimilar Operations :

Datta and Singh say that the process of solving the follow-

ing two particular cases of simultaneous quadratic equations was

distinguished by most Indian mathematicians by the special

designation visama-karma or dissimilar operation :

W x -y = n \
W x +y = p \

These equations have been regarded by these mathematicians

as if of fundamental importance. They h ave given the following

solutions (expressed in modern algebraic symbols) :

For the combination (i) :

*= s(>.)„=i(^-»),
For the combination (ii) :

*=K'
+ 7)-<--f).

We shall express these solutions as follows in the words ;
" of

Brahmagupta :

The difference of the squares (of the unknowns) is divi-

ded by the difference of the unknowns and the quotient

is increased and diminished by the difference and

divided by two ; (the results will be the two unknown
quantities) ; (this is) dissimilar operation.

The same rule is restated by him on a different occasion in

the course ot solving a problem.

If then the difference of their .squares, also the differe-

*nce of them (are given) ; the difference - of 'the- squares

;
- • -wWH-w^Hfrr fs$?i $m<s$ i BrSpSi. XVIII. 36
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is divided by the difference of them, and this Clatter)

is added to and subtracted from the quotient and then

divided by two ; (the results are) the residues whence
the number of elapsed days (.can be found).1

lo
Thfs vi'sdma-kartria or dissimilar operation has been descri-

bed by other Indian algebraists also, as Aryabhata II (Mahasi-

Mhctnfa, JSVIT, 22)r-' Srlp^tf (Siddhmta-iekhara; XIV. 13) ; Bha-

sfear'a II (Lilavatiy and NSrSyana (Gaziiia>kaumudi, I, 32).

v _. ^ _ Jndeternmate ^Equations of the First Degree

Aryabhata I should fee given 'the- Credit of giving for the

first time a treatment- bf jthe . indeterminate equation of the first

degree. In his Aryabhatiya, we find a method for obtaining the

general solution in positive integers of the simple indeterminate

equation :

by—ax=c

for integral values of a,b,c, and further indicated how to

extend it to get positive integral solutions of simultaneous indeter-

minate equations of the first degree. His disciple Bha"skara I

(522) showed that the same method might be applied to solve :

by—ax——c
and further that the solution of this equation would follow

that of by

—

ax=— 1. These methods of Aryabhata I and Bha-

skara I have also been adopted by Brahmagupta, and in certain

cases, the improvement were suggested by Aryabhata II in the

middle of the tenth century A.D.

The problems which were treated by ancient Indian algeb-

raists and which led them to the investigation of the simple inde-

terminate equation of the first degree may be classified under

three heads :

Class I : To find a number N which being divided by

two given numbers {aid will leave two given remain-

ders (jRi. £2).

Thus we have •

N=ax+Ri=by+Rt

1- asprfcnpira l

BrSpSi, XVIII, 97
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Hence ' by—ax=R—R%

Putting c=i?ii^i?2

we get by-ax= ±c

the upper or lower sign being taken according as Ri is grea-

ter than or less than Rz.

Class II : To find a number (x) such that its product

with a given number 0) being increased or'

decreased by another given number (S) and

then divided by a third given number (P)

will leave no remainder.

This means that in other words, we shall have to get the

solution of

:

^=y
in positive integers.

Class III : Here we have to deal with an equation of the

form :

by-rax— ± c

Kuttaka, KuttakUra and Kutta : These are the three terms

which Brahmagupta has used in regards to the subject of indeter-

minate analysis of the first degree. Aryabhata I has also descri-

bed this method in brief, but he does not use the word kuttaka.

In the Mahsbhaskanya of BhSskara I we have the terms kufta-

kara and kutta (522 A.D.) MBh. I. 41,49). These words have

been translated into English as pulveriser or grinder. Accordin g

to Datta and Singh, the Hindu method of solving the equation

by-ax= =fc c is essentially based on a process of deriving from it

successively other similar equations in which the values of the

coefficients (a,b) become smaller and smaller. Thus the process

is indeed the same as that of breaking a whole thing into smaller

pieces, and this accounts for its name kuttaka or 'pulveriser''.

In the problems of the Class I, the quantities (a and b) are

called' divisors' bhagahara, bhajaka, cheda etc.) and JRi and ' Rt

jas 'remainders' (agra or $e$a etc.). while in a problem of the

Class II ; 3 is ordinarily called the '.divisor' (bhagahara or bha-

jaka) and y the 'interpolator' k$epat ksepaka etc.) ; here a is called

the 'dividend' (bhajyd), the unkown quantity to be found (x) is

called the 'multiplier' or (guvaka or guyak&ra etc) and y the
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quotient or phala. In later years, Mahavira has called the unfcnwn

number O) as rati.

Preliminary Operations

inKut^aka-Karma

Usually it has been suggested that in order that an equation

of the form

by—ax— ±cor by+ax— ± c

may be amenable to solution, the two numbers a and b must not

have a common divisor; for otherwise, the equation would be

absurd, unless the number c had the same common divisor. So

before the rules which we shall give hereafter, could be applied,

the numbers a, b. c must be made prime (dfdha or firm; niccheda

or having no divisor, or nirapavarta , meaning irreducible to

each other.

In this connection Bhaskara I writes :

The dividend and divisor will become prime to each

other on being divided by the residue of their mutual

division. The operation of the pulveriser should be

considered in relation to them.1

Similarly we find in the writings of Brahmagupra :

Divide the multiplier and the divisor mutually and

find the last residue; those quantities being divided by

the residue will be prime to each other,*

Aryabhafas Rule : Aryabhata I is probably the first Indian

writer on this subject, but the operation given by him is rather

obscure. His disciple Bhaskara I has given the solution of' inde-

terminate equations of the first degree in more satisfactory langu-

age. We shall give here the translation of -Aryabhafa's verse from

the Aryabhafiya, as rendered by Bibhutibhusan Datta, because

other translations of this verse do very often confuse the sense

:

Divide the divisor corresponding to the greater remain'

der by the divisor corresponding to the smaller renoain-

2- T% ^IWFliflWt: I
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Hence ' by—ax—R}—

R

2

Putting c=Ri0o£2

we get by-ax— ±c

the upper or lower sign being taken according as i?i is grea-

ter than or less than JRa .

Class II : To find a number (x) such that its product

with a given number («) being increased or'

decreased by another given number (S) and

then divided by a third given number ({*)

will leave no remainder.

This means that in other words, we shall have to get the

solution of :

in positive integers.

Class III : Here we have to deal with an equation of the

form :

by-^ax-= =fc c

Kutfaka, KuffSkSra and Kufta : These are the three terms

which Brahmagupta has used in regards to the subject of indeter-

minate analysis of the first degree. Aryabhata I has also descri-

bed this method in brief, but he does not use the word kutfaka.

In the Mahabhaskanya of BhSskara I we have the terms kufta-

kara and kufta (522 A.D.) MBh. I. 41,49). These words have

been translated into English as pulveriser or grinder. According

to Datta and Singh, the Hindu method of solving the equation

by-ax= ± c is essentially based on a process of deriving from it

successively other similar equations in which the values of the

coefficients {ah) become smaller and smaller. Thus the process

is indeed the same as that of breaking a whole thing into smaller

pieces, and this accounts for its name kutfaka or 'pulveriser'.

In the problems of the Class I, the quantities (a and b) are

called' divisors' bhagahara, bhajaka, cheda etc.) and R\ and ' R3

&s 'remainders' (agra ox Se$a etc.). while in a problem of the

Class II ; 3 is ordinarily called the 'divisor' (bhagahara or bha-

jaka) and y the "interpolator' fejepa, ksepaka etc.) ; here <* is called

the 'dividend' (bhajya), the unkown quantity to be found (x) is

called the "multiplier* or (gu%aka or guvtakara etc) and y the
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quotient or phala. In later years, Mahlvira has called the unknwn
number (x) as rSii.

Preliminary Operations

in Kuttaka-Karma

Usually it has been suggested that in order that an equation

of the form

by—ax— ± c or by+ax= ± c

may be amenable to solution, the two numbers a and b must not

have a common divisor; for otherwise, the equation would be

absurd, unless the number c had the same common divisor. So

before the rules which we shall give hereafter, could be applied,

the numbers <z, b. c must be made prime (drdha or firm; niccheda

or having no divisor, or nirapavarta , meaning irreducible to

each other.

In this connection Bhaskara I writes :

The dividend and divisor will become prime to each

other on being divided by the residue of their mutual

division. The operation of the pulveriser should be

considered in relation to them.1

Similarly we find in the writings of Brahmagupta :

Divide the multiplier and the divisor mutually and

find the last residue; those quantities being divided by

the residue will be prime to each other.2

Aryabhafas Rule : Aryabhata I is probably the first Indian

writer on this subject, but the operation given by him is rather

obscure. His disciple BhSskara I has given the solution of" inde-

terminate equations of the first degree in more satisfactory langu-

age. We shall give here the translation of Aryabhata's verse from

the Aryabhafiya, as rendered by Bibhutibhusan Datta, becau.se

other translations of this verse do very often confuse the sense:

Divide the divisor corresponding to the greater remain-

der by the divisor corresponding to the smaller remain-

1. *fw&m*n£ral

I

$\<*it*$i war fjei^K —MBk 1. 41

2- W^1 1^ WHK^HISK*% I

^ sal crfcr^ w?r- I -BrSpSi. XV III. 9.
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der. The residue (and the divisor corresponding to the

smaller remainder) being mutually divided, the last resi-

dueshould be multiplied by such an optional integer

that the product being added(in case the number of quo-

tients of the mutual division is even) or subtracted (in

case the number of quotients is odd) by the difference

of the remainders (will be exactly divisible by the last

but one remainder. Place the quotients of the mutual

division successively one below the other in a column;

below them the optional multiplier and underneath it

the quotient just obtained). Any number below .1 .

the penultimate) is multiplied by the one just above

it and then added by that just below it. Divide the

last number (obtained by doing so repeatedly) by the

divisor corresponding to the smaller remainder; then

multiply the residue by the divisor corresponding to

the greater remainder and add the greater remainder.

(The result will be) the number corresponding to the

two divisors.
1

There is an alternative rendering of this passage also as

follows s

Divide the divisor corresponding to the greater remain-

der by the divisor corresponding to the smaller remain-

der. The residue (and the divisor corresponding to

the smaller remainder) being mutually divided (until

the remainder becomes zero), the last quotient should

be multiplied by an optional integer and then added

(in case the number of quotients of the mutual division

is even) or subtracted (in case the number of quotients

is odd) by the difference of the remainders. (Place the

other quotients of mutual division successively one
below the other in a column; below them the result just

obtained and underneath it the optional integer). Any

1. srfwewistf f^n^TPWFirr^r i

—Arya. II. 32-33
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number below (i.e. the penultimate) is multiplied by

the one just above it and then added by that just

below it. Divide the last number (obtained

by doing so repeatedly) by the divisor corres-

ponding to the smaller remainder; then multiply the

residue by the divisor corresponding to the greater

remainder and add the greater remainder. (The result

will be) the number corresponding to the two divisors.

Aryabhata's problem may be enunciated thus :

To find a number (N) which being divided by two

given numbers (a> b) will leave two given remainders

CRi,

This gives

:

N=ax+Ri=by+R2

(where jRi is a greater remainder and JR2 lesser remainder, and a

is the divisor corresponding to greater remainder and b the

divisor corresponding to the lesser remainder.)

Denoting as before by c the difference between Ri, and

Rt, we get

(i) by=ax+c, if Ri>Rz

(ii) ax=by+c, i£R2>Ri

the equation being so written as to keep c always positive.

Hence the problem now reduces to making either

ax+c by+c—r—or—
b a

according as Ri>Rz or Rz>Ri, a positive integer. So Aryabhata

says : Divide the divisor corresponding to the greater remainder

etc."

Now we shall proceed with the details of the operation as

proposed by Datta and Singh in his History of Hindu Mathema-

tics, Part II. Algebra :

Suppose Ri>R& then the equation to be solved will be

ax+c—by ...(i)

a, b being prime to each other.
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Let

_bq_

n) b (q%

rs

rm-l) fm-2 (qm-l

rm-i qm~i

rm) rm-i (qm

TrnQva.

Then we get (when a< b, we shall have q—0, n=a)

a—bq+r\

b—nqi+ri

n=ra<7a+r3

r2=r3(73+r«

rm-i=

r

m<7m+ rm+

1

Now, substituting the value of a in the given equation (1).

we get

by—(bq+n)x+c

Therefore

y=qx+y!

where

byi=nx+c

In other words, since a^bq+n, on putting

3>=<7*+yi (ii)

the given equation (i) reduces to

byx=rix+c (iii)

Again, since &=tt<7i+ra
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putting similarly x=qiyi+xi

the Equation (iii) can be further reduced to

nxi=rzyi-~ c (iv)

and so on.

Writing down the successive values and reduced equations

in columns, we have

(1) y=qx+yi (1.1) byi=nx+c
(2) x~qyi+xx (1.2) rm=Wrc
(3) yi—qtxi+yz (1.3) r 2yz=rsxj+c

(4) Xi=qsyi+X2 (1.4) rzXi=riy-s—

c

(5) yz=qix%+y3 (1.5) rty3=r sXiJrc

(6) X2=«7b3'3+X3 (1.6) r 5^3=r- 6y3—

c

(2n-i) yn-i=<72n-2 tfn-i+^n (I. 2n-i) r2n ~2 yv.—r2n-i Xn-i+c

(2n) Xn-i—qzn-i yn+xn (1. 2n) nn-i ;tn=r2n J^n— C

(2n+i) 3>n=<72tt Jtn+jto+i (I. 2n+i) r2n yn+i=r2n+i ;en+C

Now the mutual division can be continued either (i) to the

finish or (ii) so as to get a certain number of quotients and

then stopped. In either esse the number of quotients found, negle-

cting the first one ((?). as is usual with Aryabhata, may be even

or odd.

Case (i) First suppose that the mutual division is continued

until the zero remainder is obtained. Since a, b are prime to

each other, the last one remainder is unity.

Subcase (z.l.). Let the number of quotients be even. We
then have

>"2n=l. r2n-i=0. qm=rsa-i

The equations (l,2n) and (I.2n+1). therefore become

yn—qm Xn+C
and

3>n+i=c

respectively. Giving an arbitrary integral value (f) to xn

we get an integral value of yn. From that we can find the value

of ATn-i by the equation (2n). Proceeding backwards step by

step we ultimately find the values of x and y in positive integers.

So that the equation (I) is solved.

Subcase (i. 2) : If the number of quotients be odd, we shall

have

rtn -i=l. r2n=0. q2a-i=r2n-j.
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The equations (2n+l) and (1. 2n+l) will then be absent and

the equations (I. 2n—1) and (I. 2n) will be reduced respectively

to

Xe-i=i72h-1 y~ C

andxn =—

c

Giving an arbitrary integral value (f ) to yn we get an in-

tegral value of xn -1. Then proceeding backwards as before we
calculate the values of x and y.

Case (ii) : Next suppose that the mutual division is stopped

after having obtained an even or odd number of quotients.

Subcase (».l) : If the number of quotients obtained be

even the reduced form of-Jbe original equation is

ra y +i=nn +1 xn +c

or yn +i= r2u +1 x„ + c

r>

Giving a suitable integral value (0 to Xn as will make

,
tzn+lt+C . .

yn+i = =an integral number,

we get an integral value for yn by (2n+l). The values of

x and y can then be calculated by proceeding as before.

Subcase (ii.2) : If the number of quotients be odd the reduc-

ed form of the quotient is

r a a-l #n=r 9n yn~

C

„ Fan Vn C
Or Xn

Putting yn.=t', where f is an integer, such that

xn
=

:—
• =a whole number,

"an 1

we get an integral value of xn -i by (2n). Whence can be
calculated the values of x and y in integers.

If and 3?=# be the least integral solution of ax+c=
by, we shall have

aa+c*=bB

Therefore a(bn+«)+c=& (am+#),
m being any integer. Therefore, in general,

x—bm+<*

But we have calculated before that
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x—qiyi+xi

;

.'. qiyL+xi=bm+<*

Thus it is found that the minimum value « of x is equal to

the remainder left on dividing its calculated value by b. whence

we can calculate the minimum value of N Q=a°-+RC). This will

explain the rationale of the operations described in the latter

portion of the rule of Aryabhata I.

Bbaskara I and Kuttaka Operation

In Chapter I of the MahabhSskanya, Bhaskara I has descri-

bed the preliminary operation to be performed on the divisor

and dividend of a pulveriser. We shall quote it from the edition

of E.S, Shukla :

The divisor (which, is "the number of civil days in a

yuga) and the dividend (which is "the revolution num-

ber of the desired planet") become prime to each other

, on being divided by the (last non-zero) residue of

the mutual division of the number of civil days in a

yuga and the revolution number of the desired planet.

The operations of the pulveriser should be performed

on them (i. e. on the abraded divisor and abraded

dividend). So has been said.
1

An indeterminate equation of the first degree of the

type

ax—c

(with x and y unknown) is known in Hindu mathematics by

the name of "pulveriser''—kuftskara). In this equation, a is

called the "dividend" (bhajya), b the "divisor'' (bhagahsra), c

the interpolator (ksepa), x the "multiplier" (gutiafesra), and y

the "quotient" (labdha).

In the pulveriser contemplated in the above stanza :

a=revolution number of a planet.

-

fc=civil days in a yuga,

c=residue of the revolutions of the planet (&esa)

1. 'jf^STin*'^ T*3$tfc$HlPt 5

—MBh. I- 41
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x—ahargaria ,

and j?=complete revolutions performed by the planet.

The text says that as a preliminary operation to the solu-

tion of this pulveriser, a and h. i-e., civil days in yuga and revo-

lution-number of the planet, should be made prime to each other

by dividing them out by their greatest common factor, That is

to say, in solving a pulveriser, one should always make use of

abraded divisor and abraded dividend.

The interpolator, i.e., the residue, should also be divided

out by the same factor. (This instruction is not given in the

text, but it is implied that the residue should be computed for

the abraded dividend and abraded divisor).

Set down the dividend above and the divisor (hara)

below that. Divide them mutually and write down

the quotients (labdha) of division one below the other

(in the form of a chain). (When an even number of

quotients is obtained) think out by what number the

(last) remainder be multiplied so that the product

being diminished by the (given) residue be exactly

divisible (by the divisor corresponding to that remain-

der). Put down the chosen number called mati below

the chain and then the new quotient underneath it.

Then by the chosen number multiply the number which

stands just above it, and to the product add the quoti-

ent (written below the chosen number). (Replace the

upper number by the resulting sum and cancel the

number below). Proceed afterwards also in the same

way (until only two numbers remain). Divide the

upper number (called the "multiplier") by the divisor

by the usual process and the lower one (called the

"quotient") by the dividend : the remainders (thus

obtained) will respectively be the ahargav-a and the

revolutions etc. or what one wants to know.1

We shall illustrate the operation by taking a problem from

the Laghu-Bhashanya (VIIL 17) :

The sum, the difference, and the product increased by
one, of the residues of the revolution of Saturn and
Mars—each is a perfect square. Taking the equations
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furnished by the above and applying the method of

such quadratics, obtain the (simplest) solution by the

substitution of 2, 3 etc. successively in the general solu-

tion). Then calculate the ahragay.a and the revolu-

tions performed by Saturn and Mars in that time toge-

ther with the number of solar years elapsed.
1

Let x and y denote the residues of the revolution of Mars

and Saturn respectively. Then we have to find out two numbers

x and y such that each of the expressions x+y< x—y and xy+1
may be a perfect square.

Let x+y=4P2 and x—y=4Q 2
, so that

and therefore *y+l=(2P2-l)2+4(P2-Q*)

Hence the condition that xy+1 be a perfect square is that

P2—Ql
. Substituting these values, we have

where Q may possess any of the values 2, 3, 4......but not 1, (We
neglect the case when x or y is zero).

1- iwsi «nnS$4R sK^m^^ l

*=2P2+2Q!

3>=2P2-2Q :

(2

*=2(Q4+Q2
)

f=2(Q4-Q2
)

gar' II

5i?ft'ltsfw^winkuw
—MBh, I, 42-44

LBh. VIII. 17
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Putting Q=2, we get x=40 and y=2A, which is the least

solution.

Assuming now that the residues of the revolution (jnavia-

laja-tesa) of Saturn and Mars are 24 and 40 respectively, we have

to obtain the ahargaw (which means the number of mean civil

days elapsed since the beginning of Kaliyuga, or, in fact, any

epoch).

The revolution-number of Saturn is 146564, and the

number of civil days in a yuga is 1,577.917.500. In the present

problem, these are respectively the dividend and the divisor.

Their H.C.F. is 4, so that dividing them out by 4 we get 36641

and 394,479.375 as the abraded dividend and abraded divisor

respectively. We have, therefore, to solve the pulveriser

36641s-

2

4

394479375
y

where x and y denote the aharga&a and the revolutions respecti-

vely made by Saturn.

Mutually dividing 36641 and 394479375, we get

36641) 394479375 (10766

394477006

2369) 36641 (15

35535

1106) 2369 (2

157) 1106 (7

1099

7) 157 (22

.154

3)7(2

_6
1x27-24=3)3(1

_3_

We have chosen here the number 27 as the optional

number (mati). In fact, mati may be chosen at any stage after

aa even number of quotients are obtained.
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Writing down the quotients one below the other as pres-

cribed in the rule, we get the chain

10766

15

2

7

22

2

(matt) 27

1

Reducing the chaini we successively get

10766 10766 10766 10766 10766 10766 3108044439

(multiplier)

15 15 15 15 15 288689 288689

(quotient)

2 2 2 2 18665 18665

7 7 7 8714 8714

22 22 1237 1237

2 55 55

(matt)

27 27

1

(it would be seen in this reduction of chain that mati

or 27X2 plus lis 55; 55x22 plus 27 is 1237; 1237x7
plus 55 is 8714; 8714X2 plus 1237 is 18665; 18665X15

plus 8714 is 288689; and finally 288689x10766 plus

18665 is 3108044439 which is the multiplier).

Dividing 3108044439 by 394479375. and 288689 by 36641,

we obtain 346688814 and 32202 respectively as remainders, (This

division is performed only when the multiplier and quotient are

greater than the divisor and dividend respectively). These are

the minimum values of x and y satisfying the above equation.

Therefore, the required ahargana—346688814. and the

revolutions performed by Saturn=32202.

To obtain the ahargam and the revolutions of Mars, one

has to solve the equation :

191402 2—40
131493125

w
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where z and w denote the ahargcwa and the revolutions per-

formed by Mars respectively.

The general solution of this equation is

2=131493125 5+118076020

w=191402 5+171872

where 5=0. 1, 2, 3., When 5=0, we have the least solution.

Brahmagupta's Rules Concerning

Indeterminate Analysis of the First Degree

For the solution of Aryabhata's problem, Brahmagupta

gives the following rule :

What remains when the divisor corresponding to the

greater remainder is divided by the divisor correspond-

ing to the smaller remainder—that (and the latter

divisor) are mutually divided and the quotients are

severally set down one below the other. The last residue

(of the reciprocal division after an even number of quo-

tients has been obtained) is multiplied by such an optio-

nal integer that the product being added with the differ-

ence of the (given) remainders will be exactly divisible

(by the divisor corresponding to that residue). That

optional multiplier and then the (new) quotient just

obtained should be set down (underneath the listed

quotients). Now. proceeding from the lower-most

number (in the column), the penultimate is multiplied

by the number just above it and then added by the

number just below it. The final value thus obtained

(by repeating the above process) is divided by the

divisor corresponding to the smaller remainder. The

r esidue being multiplied by the divisor corresponding

to the greater remainder and added to the greater

remainder will be the number in view.
1

g?tfo ;ps: ^rwt -4mt^M*wi : n

s#H5j%*3 sdfcsuFsj II —BrSpSi. XVIII, 3-5
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Brahmagupta further observes

:

Such is the process when the quotients (of mutual

division) are even in number. But if they be odd,

what has been stated before as negative should be

made as positive, or as positive should be made

negative.1

Regarding the direction for dividing the divisor corres-

ponding to tbe greater number by the divisor corresponding to

the smaller remainder, Prthudaka Svami (860A.D.) observes that

it is not absolute, rather optional; so that the process may be

conducted in the same way by starting with the division of the

divisor corresponding to the smaller remainder by the divisor

corresponding to the greater remainder. But in this case of in-

version of the process, he continues, the difference of the remain-

ders, must be negative.

That is to say, the equation

by=ax+c

can be solved by transforming it first to the form

ax—by*—c

so that we shall have to start with the division of b by a,

For the details of the "Theory of the pulveriser'' as applied

to the problems iii Astronomy, the reader is referred to the writ-

ings of Bhatta Govind, translated by K.S. Shukla, and given as

an Appendix to the edition of the Laghu-Bhaskanya. For the

rationale of the rules in relation to kutjaka or the pulveriser

operation, one may also refer to the chapters by Datta and Singh

in the History of Hindu Mathematics: Algebra.

Solution of by—ax =$= 1.

This simple indeterminate equation has a special use in

astronomical calculations and therefore, Indian algebraists have

paid special a ttention to it. In fact, this equatkn is solved

exactly in the same way as the equation by^ax ± c; it is a parti-

1. ^^gf^^'ffw 'PTft^gs* fl^l

^W4)4wj mm-Ws 1 1 —BrSpSi. XVIII. 13.
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cular case oily of the more general latter equation. Of course, there

is a little justification also for treating it separately, since both

the types of equations represent two different physical conditions

of the astronomical problems. In the case of by=ax±c, the

conditions are such that the value of either y or x, more particu-

larly of the latter, has to be found and the rules for solution

formulated with that objective. But in the case of the equation

by=ax±l, the physical conditions require the values of both

y and x.

The equation by*=ax±l is usually known by the name

sthira-kuttaka* literally meaning the 'constant pulveriser' Prtho-

daka Svami also names it as drdha-kutfaka meaning firm-pulveri-

ser. Later on this term <fr<Z/t«-was confined to another sense,

equivlent to nicched (having no divisor) or nirapavarta (irreduci-

ble), The origin of the name sthira-kuftaka or constant pulveriser

has been explained by Prthudaka SvSmi as being due to the fact

that the interpolator (±1) is here invariable.

For the solution of this equation, we shall quote BhSskara

I's rule and the rule by Brahmagupta, Bhaskara I writes in this

connection as follows

:

The method of the pulveriser is applied also after

subtracting unity, The multiplier and quotient are

respectively the numbers above and underneath. Multi-

plying those quantities by the desired number divide

by the reduced divisor and dividend; the residues are

in this case known to be the (elapsed) days and (resid-

ues of) revolutions respectively1.

The pulveriser

may be written as

where *=cX and y=cY. If X=a, y=# is a solution of (2), then
jc^ca, y=c£ will be a solution of (i). Hence the above rule.

aX-1
b

... (2)

1.

—MBh. I. 45
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Brahmagupta's Rule in this connection is as follows

:

Solution of by=ax—1

:

Divide them (i.e«, the abraded coefficient of the multi-

plier and the divisor) mutually and set down the quo-

tients one below the other. The last residue (or the

reciprocal division after an even number of quotients

has been obtained) is multiplied by an optional integer

such that the product being diminished by unity will

be exactly divisibls (by the divisor correponding to

that residue). The (optional) multiplier and then this

quotient should be set down (underneath the listed

quotients). Now proceeding from the lower most

term to the uppermost, by the penultimate multiply

the term just above it and then add the lowermost

number. (The uppermost number thus calculated being

divided by the reduced divisor, the residue (is the quan-

tity required. This is the method of the constant pul-

veriser
1
.

Solution of

Indian algebraists usually transformed this equation as

by <=-ax-\-c, so that it appeared as a particular case of by=ax+c,
in which a was negative. Brahmagupta has been the first

person to solve this equation, but the rule given by him is

obscure

:

The reversal of the negative and positive should be

made of the multiplier and interpolator.
2

Prthudaka Svami has tried to explain it, but he too is not

very clear. He says :

1. tKw; sp3^ jriTfTC >u-Tfn:f^': l

t # t#f wit p% II

crowds**: ^tpt <wr+R<y* pi tft-r I

by+ax=±c

-BrSpSi. XVIII. 9-11

BrSpSi XVIII. 13
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If the multiplier be negative, it must be made positive;

and the additive must be made negative : and then the

method of the pulveriser should be employed.

Prthndaka SvSmi. however, does not indicate how to derive

the solution of the equation .

by=—ax+c ...(X)

from that of the equation

by—ax—c ...(2)

The method, however, seems to have been this :

Let x— a, y=$ be the minimum solution of (2). Then

we get

Z>jS=aa-c

or b(a-B)=-a(a.-b)+c

Hence x—a-b, y=a-$ is the minimum solution of (1). This

rule is very clearly indicated by Bhaskara II and others.

We shall give two examples from Bhaskara II (Bijagavita)

to illustrate the rule :

Example I.

13y=-6(h; + 3

By the method described before, we find that the minimum
solution of

13y=60*+3

is x—Ux y=51. Subtracting these values from their respective

abraders, namely 13 and 60, we get 2 and 90. Then by the

maxim : "In the case of the dividend and divisor being of differ-

ent signs, the results from the operation of division should be

known to be so", making the quotient negative we get the solu-

tion of

13j>=-60*+3

as x—2, y=-9. Subtracting these values again from their respec-

tive abraders (13, 60), we get the solution of

13i>=-60x-3

as x—lly y~Si.

Example II.

lly==lB*+10
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Proceeding as before, we find the minimum solution of

Uy-lBx+lQ
to be #=8, y=14. These will also be the values of x and y in

the case of the negative divisor but the quotient for the reasons

stated before should be made negative. So the solution of

-ll3>=18*+10

is x=8, 3>=-14. Subtracting these (i.e., their numerical values)

from their respective abraders, we get the solution of

-llj>=18*-10

as x=S, y=-4,

"When the divisor is positive or negative the numeri-

cal values of the quotient and multiplier remain the

same : when either the divisor or the dividend is

negative, the quotient must always be known to be

negative"1
.

One Linear Equation in

More Than Two Unknowns

Whenever a linear equation involves more than two unkno-

wn's the Indian algebraists used to assume arbitrary values for all

the unknowns except two and then to apply ;the method of kut-

taka or "pulveriser''. In this connection, Brahmagupta says

:

The method of the pulveriser (should be employed if

there be present many unknowns (in any equation)2,

1. BhSskara U gives the following rule :

"Those(the multiplier and quotient)cbtained for a positive divi-

dend being treated in the same manner give the results corres-

• ponding to a negative dividend."

The treatment alluded to in this rule is that of subtraction

from the respective abraders. He has further elaborated it

thus :

The multiplier and quotient should be determined by
taking the dividend, divisor and interpolator as positive. They
will be the quantities for the additive interpolator.

Subtracting them from their respective abraders, the quantities

for a negative interpolator are found. If the dividend or divi-

sor, be negative, the quotient should be stated as negative, the

quotient should be stated as negative.

-
—Bijaganita

Wt\^m*Kd <aR& ff^m » - BrSpSi. XV111. 51
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We shall take up one of the problems posed by

Brahmagupta concerning astronomy and leading to

the equation

Wx-lSU y-z=6S02.

Hence

1644 y+g+6302
x

197

The commentator assumes z=131. Then

1644 y+6433
X

197

;

hence by the usual method of the pulveriser

£=41; y=l.

General Problem of Remainders

' A certain type of simultaneous indeterminate equations of

the first degree arise out of the general problem of remainders

which may thus be stated : To find a number N which being

severally divided by ai, ai, as fln , leaves as remainders n, r&

rs....,.....rn respectively.

While dealing with such a cas2, we shall have the following

series of equations

:

N=am+ri=am4-)'2 ,=a3*3+r8= —an Xn + r .

We have reasons to believe that the method of solution of

these equations was known to Aryabhata I. In the translation of

the verse in the Aryabhapiya, II. 32-33 (the translation of which

we have already given), the term dvicchedsgram should be

translated as "the result will be the remainder corresponding to

the product of the two divisors", instead of "the result will be the

number corresponding to the two divisors." (the last line of the

translation). This explanation is in fact given by Bhsskara I, the

direct disciple and earliest commentator of Aryabhata I. Such a

rule is clearly stated by Brahmagupta*.

—BrSpSi. XVIII. 55

-BrSpSi. XVIll. 5
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The rationale of this method is not difficult. I shall quote it

from the book of Datta and Singh: Starting with the considera-

tion of the first two divisors, we have

N =axxi+ri.=ai x-i+r-i.

By the method described before, we can find the minimum
value « of Xi satisfying this equation. Then the minimum value

of N will be a^+ri. Hence the general value ofN will be given

by

where t is an integer. Thus ai«+ri is the remainder left on

dividing N by ai as stated by Arybhata I and Brahmagupta,

Now taking into consideration the third condition, we have

N=aiaat+aiari—<Z3X3+r3
which can be solved in the same way as before. Proceeding in

this way successively, we shall ultimately arrive at a value of

N satisfying all the conditions ;

Prthadaka SvSmi remarks :

Wherever the reduction of two divisors by a common
measure is possible, there 'the product of . the divisors'

should be understood as equivalent to the product of

the divisor corresponding to the greater remainder and

quotient of the divisor corresponding to the smaller

remainder as reduced (i.e. divided) by the common mea-

sure.1 When one divisor is exactly divisible by the

other, then the greater remainder is the (required)

remainder and the divisor corresponding to the greater

remainder is taken as 'the product of the divisors*.

(The truth of)' this may be investigated by an intelligent

mathematician by taking several symbols.

As an illustration we shall take up a problem quoted by

Bhaskara II in his Bijagaziita, and which in its solution follows

the method of Aryabhata 1. Prthadaka Svam! while commenting

on serveral verses from Brahmagupta (BrSpSi. XVIII. 3-6)

1. i.e., if p be the L.C.M. of a, and a%, the general value of N satisfying

the above two conditions will be

N=pt+a,a+rt

instead of N=atazt + a/x + ri.
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observes that such problems were very popular amongst the an-

cient Indian mathematicians.

Problem : To find a number N which leaves remainders 5,

4,3,2 when divided by 6,5,4,3 respectively.

That is to solve the equations :

2V=6*+5=5j;+4=42+3=3u>+2.

We have since N=6x+5=5y+i,

5y-lx- —
But x must be integral, so y=6t+5, x=5t+4

Hence iV=30t+29

Again 2V=30t+29=4z+3

Therefore, t=
^Z

j^
Since t must be integral, we must have z=15s+14;

hence t=2s+l. Therefore

iV=60s+59.

The last condition is identically satisfied. The method given

here is the one followed by Prthndaka Svaml.

Thus when N=60s+59=6x+5

x- 60
-£+^=i0s+9

Again, when iV=605+59=5j;+4,

605+55 10 ,y= —=— =125+11
5

Again when iV=60s+59=4z+3
605+56

=15s+14

Lastly, when Ar=60s+59=3w+2.
605+57 nn a inw= —g— =205+19.

Varga Prakrti or Krti Prakrti or Square-Nature

The word varga-prakrti (literally meaning 'square-nature')

has been given by Indian algebraists to the indeterminate quadra-

tic equation
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Here in this equation the absolute number c should be

rUpa (or unity), which means the equation

Nx*±l=y2

or it may be any absolute number. The most fundamental

equation of chis class has been regarded as

whereN is a non-square integer.

This branch of mathematics has originated from the number
which is the prakrti of the square of yavat, etc. (the unknown
x etc.). and therefore, it is called varga- prakrti. The quantity

N of the above equation is- known as Prakrti. Brahmagupta uses

the term GUljlAKA {multiplier) for the same purpose1
.

This term gunaka together with its variation guna appears

occasionally also in the writings of later authors. For example,

Sripati (Siddhanta-Jekhara. XIV. 32) employs the term gunaka

where as Bhaskara II and Nsrgyana use the term guna in their

Bijaganitas.

In this connection, we would now like to quote from

Prthndaka Svami (863 A.D.) from his commentary on the

Brdhmasphutasiddhanta •'

Here are stated for ordinary use the terms which

are well known to people.. The number whose square,

multiplied by an optional multiplier and then increased

or decreased by another optional number, becomes

capable of yielding a square-root, is designated by the

term the "lesser roof kanisfha pada or the "first root"

adya-mula). The root which results, after those opera-

tions have been performed is called by the name the

"greater root" (jyesfha pada) or the ''second root'*

ianya-mUla). If there be a number multiplying both

these roots, it is called the "augmenter'* (jidvartakd);

and on the contrary, if there be a number dividing the

roots, it is called the "abridger" (.apavartaka) t

Thus in theEquation

Nx*±c=y\

1. *j5r fi^s ^n^g^ ii^lR1^^ ftCtfi^ I

^mt g<5f^: sfFW«ni^ summh n —BrSpSi. XVIII. 64

'

2. BrSpSi. XVIII, 64 (Com.)
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x is known as the lesser root, y is the greater root, TV is the multi-

plier (guwkci) and c is interpolator or ksepaka. Bhaskara II has

used the word "hrasvamula" for kanistha pada or adya-mula lite-

rally meaning ''Isser root". The earlier terms, the "first root"

(adyamUla) for the value of x and the ''second root.'' or the "last

root" antya-mnla for the value of y axe quite free from ambiguity

Their use is found in the algebra of Brahmagupta. The later

terms appears in the works of his commentator Prthndaka Svami.

Brahmagupta uses the term ksepa, praksepa or praksepaka

in the sense of "'interpolator." Again, when negative, the inter-

polator is sometimes distinguished as the "subtractive" or

tedhaka and the positive interpolator is then called "the addi-

tive.''

Lemmas of Brahmagupta

Prior to our giving the general solution of the Square-nature

or Varga-Prakrti, it would be better to give two Lemmas esta-

blished by Brahmagupta. We have the following in the Brahma-

sphutasiddhanta

:

Of the square of the optional number multiplied by the

guzLaka and increased or decreased by an other optional

number, ij£a, (extract) the square root. (Proceed) twice.

. The product of the first roots multiplied by the guyaka

together with the product of the second roots will

give a (fresh) second root; the sum of their cross-pro-

ducts will be a (fresh) first root. The (corresponding)

interpolator will be equal to the product of th e (previ-

ous) interpolators.
1

There is a little difficulty in ascertaing the real sense of the

rule given in these lines since the word dvidha (twice) has two
implications. Firstly, it may mean that the earlier operations of

finding roots are made on two optional numbers with two optio-

nal interpolators, and with the results thus obtained the sutse-

-St <ft^ ll —BrSpSi. XVIII 64-65
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quent operations of their composition are performed. Secondly,

it may also mean that the earlier operations are made with

one optionally chosen number and one interpolator, and the

subsequent ones are carried out after the repeated statement of

those roots for the second time. It is also implied that in the

composition of the quadratic roots, their products may be added

together or subtracted from each other.

In other words, if x—a, y=/3 be a solution of theequation :

Nx 2+k=y\

and x=a', y=fi' be a solution of

Nx*+k'=y\

then according to the above

is a solution of the equation

Nx 2 +kk'=y\

In other words, if

then

• N(ag'±a'8)*+kk'=<:BB'±Na'y (I)

In particular, taking a=a', £=
J

8' and '£=&', Brahmagupta

finds from a solution x=o., y=B of the equation

Nx*+k 3 *=y 3

a solution x—2a$, y=$*+Noi* of the equation

Nx*+k<=y 3

That,is, if

then

M2ap)s
-rfe

2=(P2+iVa2).2 (II)

This result will be hereafter called Brahmagwptds Corol-

lary.

Thus Brahmagupta 1

s First Lemma says that if two solutions

of the equation (of the Square-nature) Nx*+l—y* are known,

then any number of other solutions can be found. For example

if two solutions of the Square—nature are (a, b) and also (a\b'),

then two other solutions will be :

x=ab'+(i'b, y ~=bb'±Naa.
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We can compose this solution with the previous ones, and

get another solution, and thus proceed on to innumerable solu-

tions. From Brahmagupta's Corollary to First Lemma we get

another set of solutions. If (a, b) be solution of the Square-

nature, then another solution of it is

x=2ab, and y^tf+Na2

Thus even if we have only one solution, we can get the

other solution also (since N is known), and thus we can get any

number of solutions one after the other by this Principle of

Composition.

Brahmagupta's Lemmas have been described by Bhaskara

II (1150 A.D.) in the following words :

Set down successively the lesser root (hrasvd), greater

root (jyesfha) and interpolator (ksepaka); and below

them should be set down in order the same or an

another (set of similar quantities). From them by the

Principle of Composition (BhSvana) can be obtained

numerous roots. Therefore the Principle of Composi-

tion will be explained here. (Find), the two cross-pro-

ducts (vajrdbhySsa) of the two lesser and the two greater

roots; their sum is a lesser root. Add the product of

the two lesser roots multiplied by the prakrti to the

product of the two greater roots, the sum will be a

greater root. In that (equation) the interpolator will

be the product of the two previous interpolators. Again

the difference of the two cross-products is a lesser root.

Subtract the product of the two lesser roots multiplied

by the prakrti from the product of the two greater

roots; (the difference) will be greater root. Here also

the interpolator is the product of the two (previous)

interpolators.
1

Slat ^*3^Rlf5%ft ^5 ^iftTft^ *f Wfci: !)

Bhaskara //, Ikjaganita, VargaPrakrti.2-4
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Principle of Composition

The above results have teen technically known amongst

Indian algebraists as Bhavana (demonstrated or proved, hence

theorem or lemma). The word bhavana also means "composition

or combination" in algebra. Bhavana" may be of two types :

Samasa Bhavana (or addition Lemma, or additive composition)

and Antara Bhavana (or subtraction Lemma or subtractive

composition), Whenever, again, the bhavana is made with two

equal sets of roots and interpolators, it is technically named as

Tulya Bhavana (or composition of equals), and when with two

unequal sets of values then it is known as Atulya Bhavana (or

composition of unequals).

Proof of Brahmagupta's Lemmas

It is significant to be indicated that Brahmagupta's Lemmas

were rediscovered by Euler in 1764 and by Lagrange in 1768,

and a considerable importance was attached to them. Krsna,

(1580 A.D.) the commentator on the Bijaganita of Bhaskara II

gives the following proof of Brahmagupta's Lemmas :

Let («,P) and («,'£') be the two solutions of the equation

we have

2Va2+fe=Ps

Multiplying the first equation by £'2
, we get

Na*F2+kp2=*$2$'2

Now, substituting the value of factor P
2
' of the interpolator

from the second equation, we get

No? $'2+k (Na'2+k')=$2
P'

2

or NW2+Nk*'2+kk'=$2$'2

Again* substituting the value of k from the first equation

in the second term of the left-hand side expression, we have

Na^'2+Na-'W—N*2
)+hk'=P2Pt

or Ma2P2+«'2
?>
2
) +kk'°=P

iF*+.N2a*a>*

Adding±2AfapV£' to both sides, we get
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Brahmagupta's Corollary also follows at once from the

above by putting a'=a, p'=p and

Thus the roots are x=2«$ and y=^2±iVaa which is the

Corollary.

It would be seen that modern historians of mathematics are

incorrect when they say that Fermat (1657) was the first to

state that the equation Nx* +l=y 3
, where N is a non-square

integer has an unlimited number of solutions in integers. For

this assertion, history takes us to the early Seventh CenturyA.D.

when Brahmagupta wrote his classical treatise, the Br&hmasphu-

fasiddhnnta, and gave the well known two Lemmas and the

Corollary to the first Lemma.

Second Lemma of Brahmagupta

In the Brahmasphuta siddhanta, we find another important

Lemma by Brahmagupta stated as follows :

On dividing the two roots (of a square- Nature) by the

square-root of its additive or subtracrive, the roots for

interpolator unity (will be found).
1

This Lemma when expressed in the modern language of

algebra would mean that if x=*<*,y=$ be a solution of the

equation.

Nx*+k>=y*

then x—ajh, y-$jk is a solution of the equation

Nx^+l^y*.

This rule, at another place, has been re-enunciated as

follows

:

If the interpolator is that divided by a square then

the roots will be those multiplied by its square-

root.
8

-

^
-BrSpSi. XVIII. 65

—BrSpSi.tym.70
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This rule may be expressed in terms of symbols as follows.

Suppose the Varga-prakrti (Square-nature) to be

Nxt±pid=y\

so that its interpolator (ksepa) n?d is exactly divisible by the

square p
a

. Then, putting therein u=xjp, v=ylp, we derive the

equation

Nu*±d-v*

whose interpolator is equal to that of the original Square-nature

divided by p
2

. It is clear that the roots of the original equation

are p times those of the derived equation.

Rational Solution

Indian algebraists have usually suggested the following

method to obtain a first solution of Nx2+l=yi
:

Take an arbitrary small rational number, a, such that

its square multiplied by the gutiaka N and increased

or diminished by a suitably chosen rational number k

will be an exact square.

In other words, we shall have to obtain empirically a rela-

tion of the form

iW±fe=|Sa

where a, k, and £ are rational numbers. Let us call this

relation as the Auxiliary Equation. Then by Brahmagupta's Coro-

llary, we get from it the relation

jV(2«P)
a+^=(fJ2+ivV)2

,

^i)-+1 =
(
e±-i)«

Hence, one rational solution of the equation Nx3+l=y" is

given by

Work on the rational solution of the Square-nature has been

also done by 3ripati. In fact, his solution, given in 1039 A-D.

is of historical significance. He derives the rational solution

without the aid of the "auxiliary equation." He gives the follo-

wing rule :
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Unity is the lesser root. Its square multiplied by the

prakrti is increased or decreased by the prakrti com-

bined with an (optional) number whose square-root

will be the greater root. From them will be obtained

two roots by the Principle of Composition1

Thus if m2 be the rational number optionally chosen, one

shall have the identity :

JV.l
2+(m2-^)=m2

,

Or N.12-(N—m*)=m2

Then by applying Brahmagupta's Corollary we get

2V(2m)2+(m2 <» iV)
2 =(m 2 +2V) a

• AY 2m \ , 1=/m*+N\*
' ,iV

V ) W^n)
Hence

•• • — 2m
.J^+NX

m<s> N * m2 ^JV

where m is any rational number, is a solution of the equation

This rationol solution of the varga-prakrfi which was used

by Sripati in 1039 A-D. was rediscovered in Europe by Broun-

cker in 1657.

We shall close this discussion by taking an illustration

from Bhsskara II

:

Problem : Tell me, mathematician, what is that square

which multiplied by 8 becomes, together with

unity, a square; and what square multiplied by

11 and increased by unity, becomes a square.

This means that we have to solve the equations

:

SaHl^ ©
ll*a

......GO

In the second example, let us assume 1 as the lesser root.

Following the method of Srlpati, let us multiply its square by

the prakrti (here in eq. ii, prakrti is 11), then let us subtract 2

(an optionalnumber) and then extracting the square-roots we

1. §ripati. &iddhsnta-4eihara XIV. 33
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get the greater root as 3. Hence the statement for the com-

position is

m=ll 1=1 g=3 i=-2

1=1 g=3 i=—2

Here m=multiplier (gunaka or prakrti), Z=lesser root

(kanisfha-mula)- g=greater root (jyesfha-mttla) and i=interpola-

tor (ksepa).

Here we have set down successively the lesser root, greater

root and interpolator, and below them again set down the same

(See Brahmagupta's Lemmas described by Bhaskara II). Now
proceeding as before we obtain the roots for the additive 4 :

1=6, £=20, (for) i=4.

Then by the rule :

"If the interpolator (of a varga-prahrti or Square-nature)

divided by the square of an optional number be the

interpolator (of another Square-nature), then the two

roots (of the former) divided by that optional number

will be the roots (of the other). Or, if the interpolator

be multiplied, their roots should be multiplied."1

are found the roots for the additive unity

2=3, g=10 (for) i=l.

Whence by the Principle of Composition of Equals, we get

the lesser and greater roots : I— 60, g=199 (for) i— 1. In this

way an infinite number of roots can be deduced.

Alternative method'-BhSskata II has given another method

for finding the two roots for the additive unity :

Or divide twice an optional number by the difference

between the square of that optional number and the

prakrti. This (quotient) will be the lesser root (of a

Square-nature) when unity is the additive. From that

(follows) the greater root.
2

1$t ^ Assist ^t: tjw; <ki ii

Bijagmita II. 5.

2. Siddkanta-iekhara, XIV. 32.
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Let us solve the first example 8x2+l==y!
. We assume the

optional number to be 3. Its square is 9; the prakrti of multiplier

is 8, their difference is 9-8=1. Dividing by this twice the optional

number (2X3, i.e. 6), namely 6, we get the lesser root for the addi-

tive unity as 6. Whence proceeding as before we get the greater

to be 17, Thus here x~6 and y=17.

Let us use this method for the equation ll#a+l=j;a
. Let

the optional number be 3. Its square is 9: multiplier or prakrti

is 11; the difference is 11—9=2; dividing by this twice the

optional number (2x3), namely 6, we get 6/2=3, which is the

lesser root. Consequently the greater root would be 10, Thus

for this equation x=3 and #=10.

Solution in Positive Integers

The Indian algebraists usually aimed at obtaining solutions

of the varga-prakrti or Square-nature in positive integers or

abhinna. The tentative methods of Brahmagupta and £ripati

always did not furnish solutions in positive integers. These, auth-

ors, however, discovered that if the interpolator of auxiliary equa-

tion in the tentative method be±l, ±2 or±4, an integral solu-

tion of the equation iVxa+l=j'2 can always be found. Thus

Sripati says :

If 1, 2 or 4 be the additive or subtractive (of the auxi-

liary equation), the lesser and greater roots will be

integral {abhinna?.

(i) If fc=±l, then the auxiliary equation will be

JVa2±l=p

where « and P are intergers. Then by Brahmagupta' Corollary

we get

*=2aPand j>=P
2 +2Va2

as the required first solution in positive integers of the equation

-2V*Hl=j>2

1. ftzsnjh^^c ifa si i

%F$p>i «s£r*5 ^fct i

Btjagamta, Varga-Prahrti, 5-6
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(ii) Let fe=±2; then the auxiliary equation is

2Va2±2=P3

By Brahmagupta's Corollary, we have

iV(2^)2+4=(P2+^a2
;
2

~2~
)

Hence the required first solution is

x=aP,y=*\(P+Na.2
)

Since N*2=P T 2,

we have -j (P
2+iV«2,)=£J2 T 1=* whole number.

(iii) Now suppose k—+4: so that

^a2+4=^2

With an auxiliary equation like this, the first integral solution

of the equation iVx2+I=j>2
is

Thus we find Brahmagupta saying :

In the case of 4 as additive the square of the second

root diminished by 3. then halved and multiplied fay

the second root will be the (required) second root:

the square of the second root diminished by unity and

then divided by 2 and multiplied by the first root will

be the (required) first root (for the additive unity).
1

Datta and Singh has given the following rationale of this

if ct is even; or

y=l P (P
2-2);

if fi is odd.

solution.

Since N a2+4=P2

we have N (a/2)2+l=(P/2)2
,

Then by Brahmagupta's Corollary, we get

(0

(ii)

1. ^<fateW^^K&tflWl<K JF^ESt2^}!
vrmz ^^mzz&mmssmz^ u -BrSpSi. XVIII. 67
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Substituting the value of N in the right-hand side expres-

sion from (i), we have

Composing (ii) and (iii),

N j^3-D
}

2

+1= {f (?
a-3) y

Hence x**\ op, y=\ (P
2--2);

and x=4«(P 2-D. J>=-JSKP
2-3);

are solutions of iVx2-fl=ya
.

If (J be even, the first values of (#,3;) are integral. If p be

odd, the second values are integral.

(iv) Finally, suppose k=— 4; the auxiliary equation is

iVa2-4 = P
2

Then the required first solution in positive integers of

iW-f-l=j>a
is

*=4ap(P>+3) (P
2+l)

y=(P2
+2){|(P

2+3)(P2+l)-l}.

Brahmagupta says

:

In the case of 4 as subtractive, the square of the second

is increased by three and by unity; half the product of

these sums and that as diminished by unity (are

obtained). The latter multiplied by the first sum less

unity is the (required) second root; the former multi-

plied by the product of the (old) roots will be the first

root corresponding to the (new) second root.1

The rationale of this solution, as given by Datta and Singh

is as follows :

A^a2-4=P2
(i)

2tf(a/2)
2-l=(P/2)2

Hence by Brahmagupta's Corollary, we get

(<$ V /P
2 a2 \ a

2)+1~(Wt)

^4.W!frfrK4^^1^4^ 11 BrSpSi.XVIII.68
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={i(fi
2 +2)}a

(ii)

Again applying the Corollary, we get

N {^(f32+2)}2+l={-KP4+4fS2+2)}2
(iii)

Now by the Lemma we obtain from(ii) and (iii)

N{^m+S) (P
2+1)} 2+1

=[(P
2
+2){|(P

2+3) (P
2+l)-l}]a

Hence ^=|-apCP2+3) (P
2+l),

y=(P+2) \W+3) (P+D-l}
is a solution of Nx i +l=y t

This can be proved without difficulty that these values of x

and y are integral. Since If P is even, P
a+2 is also even. And

hence the above values of x and y are integral. On the other

hand, if P is odd, P
a

is also odd; under these conditions P
2+l and

P
2+3 are even. In this also, therefore, the above values must be

integral.

Putting p=op, <?=P
2+2, we can write the above solution

in the form

x=\p(c?-l).

This was the form in which the solution was found by .

Euler.

Cakravala or Cyclic Method

We have shown in the preceding articles that the most

fundamental step in Brahmagupta's method for the general

solution in positive integers of the equation

Nx*+l^y*

whereN is a non-square integer, is to form an auxiliary equation

of the kind

where a and b axe positive integers and k= ±1, ±2 or±4. From

this auxiliary equation, by the Principle of Composition, applied

repeatedly whenever necessary, one can derive, as we have alrea-

dy shown above, one positive integral solution of the original

Varga-prakrti or Square-Nature. And thence again, by means

of the same principle, an infinite number of other solutions in

integers can be obtained. How to form an auxiliary equation of
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this type was a problem, write Datta and Singh, which could

not be solved completely nor satisfactorily by Brahmagupta. In

fact, Brahmagupta had to depend on trial. Success in this direc-

tion was, however, remarkably attained by Bhaskara II. He evol-

ved a simple and elegant method which assisted in deriving an

auxiliary equation having the required interpolator±l,±2, ordr

4, simultaneously with its two integral roots, from another auxi-

liary equation empirically formed with any simple integral value

of the interpolator, positive or negative. This method has been

technically known as Cakravula or the cyclic method. This is

so called because it proceeds as in a circle, the same set of opera-

tions being applied again and again in a continuous round. For

the details of this method, our reader is requested to consult

the Algebra of Bhaskara II and the narrative on this method as

given by Datta and Singh under the title "Cyclic Method" in

their History of Hindu Mathematics: Algebra, 1962 Edition,

It is remarkable to see that Brahmagupta was the first

algebraist in the history of mathematics to find a general solu-

tion of the indeterminate quadratic equation

in positive integers. We have the following verse in the

Br3hmasphufasiddh3nta in this connection:

From two roots (of a Square-nature or varga-prakrti)

with any given additive or subtractive, by making

(combination) with the roots for the additive unity

other first and second roots (of the equation having)

the given additive or subtractive (can be found).1

Let us take the following two equations:

axk="an+b; and bA—bn+Na

From them we get by eliminating n

pp. 161-72.

Solution of Indeterminate

Quadratic Equation

aib—dbx=l

li -BrSpSi. XVIII. 66
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Hence &i=——- = a whole number.
a

Now n2—N=—
âr

m2
fe
2
-2fefeai+fe

_ fe(ai
2fe-2bai+l)

a2

Therefore—2(.ai
zk—2bai+l) is a whole number.

Cv

Since a, k have no common factor, it follows that

afk-2hax+1_n2-N_

-

£ #i=an integer.

Also fei=—v— = j

ft a"

ai
2
(b

2-iVo2)-2fca1+l
a2

Thus having known a single solution in positive integers

of the equation Nx?±c=y\ says, Brahmagupta, an infinite

number of other integral solutions can be obtained by making

use of the integral solutions of Nxi+l~yi
. If (p,q) be a

solution of the former equation found empirically and if (a, J3)

be an integral solution of the latter, then by the principle of

Composition

#=j$±<70; y=q$±Npct

will be a solution of the former- Repeating the operations, we
can easily deduce as many solutions as we like. '

FORM itfnVic^2
:

In this connection, Brahmagupta says :

If the remainder is that divided by a square, the first

root is that divided by its root1
.

This seems to mean that if we have the equation

MnV±c=/ (i)

such that the multiplier (i.e. the coefficient of «*) is divisible

1. ^fM* f3%W *nfsRf ^ft I —BrSpSi. XVIIL70
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by n2
, then we are justified in saying that if we putju;=M, the

equation (i) becomes Mu2±c=yi
(ii)*

and clearly the first root of (i) is equal to the first root of (ii)

divided by n. The corresponding second root will be the same

for both the equations.

FORM a2x2±c=y2
:

We find Brahmagupta giving the following rule in this

connection: This is a solution of a particular form of a

varga-prakrti or Square-nature.

If the multiplier be a square, the interpolator divided

by an optional number and then increased and

decreased by it, is halved. The former (of these

results) is the second root; and the other divided by

the square-root of the multiplier is the first root.
1

Thus the solutions of the equation

are

:

y =*(^C+ni )
where m is an arbitrary number.

Bbaskara II and Narayana have also given the same

solutions as proposed by Brahmagupta.

Rational Geometrical Figures

In the days of- the Taittiriya Sathhita and the Satapatha

BrUhmana, Indian mathematicians got familiarity with the

solution of such equations

xs-fy=z2

and the results were arrived geometrically on the basis of the

law of rectangle as propounded by Baudhayana in the Sulba Sntras

and which goes by his name. The reader is referred to the Chapter

on Baudhayana* the first Geometer in the author's "Founders

of Sciences in Ancient India". Baudhayana (c. 800 B.C.) gave a

1- spf^% ^'P %sjf^^*wlftdl sflsp i

*FBftsWgKR& ma 11 —BrSpSi. £VIIL 69
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method. of transforming a rectangle into a square, which is

equivalent to the algebraic identity :

(m—n\ /m~n \m~ 2 )-\~2~)

where m, n, are any two arbitrary numbers.

Brahmagupta in connection with the solution of rational

triangles says :

The square'of the optional (isfa) side is divided and

then diminished by an optional number; half the

result is the upright, and that increased by the optional

number gives the hypotenuse of a rectangle.

We shall put these statements of Brahmagupta in the

algebraic language thus : If m, n be any two rational numbers,

then the sides of a right-angled triangle will be

/ tn
2 \ /m2 \

w'Hn ~ n ) ' \n + n )

This Sanskrit term ista may either mean "given'' or

"optional". With the former meaning the rule would imply the

method of finding rational right angles having a given leg.

Brahmagupta was the first to give a solution of the equa-

tion xi+y2—z2 in integers. His solution is

fn
2—n2

, 2mn, ?n
2+n2

.

m and n being two unequal integers.2

Thus if m=7 and n=4 then m2-n2=33, 2mn=56 and

m2+n2=65; then the three numbers 33, 56 and 65 bear the rela-

tion 332+562=65s
.

Mahavlra (850 A.D.) also states

The difference of the squares (of two elements) is the

upright, twice their product is the base and the sum

of their squares is the diagonal of a generated

rectangle.2

Isosceles Triangles with Integral Sides : The following state-

ment of Brahmagupta in this connection is very significant

:

*tw?Nd<.Wf ^st#ajfira>i^ fl -^-BrSpSi. XII. 35

2. G55.VII.90i
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The sum of the squares of two unequal numbers is the

side; their product multiplied by two is the altitude,

and twice the difference of the squares of those two

unequal numbers is the base of an isosceles triangle.1

Thus if m,n be two integers such that m is not equal to n,

the sides of all rational isosceles triangles with integral sides are

given by

m2+n2
, m2+n2

, 2(m2 - n2
)

and the altitude of the triangle is Iran.

This method was also followed by Mahavlra and other

Indian mathematicians. In fact, their solutions are based on

the juxtaposition of two rational right triangles, equal so that

they have a common leg. It is remarkably a powerful device, for

every rational triangle or quadrilateral may be formed by the

juxtaposition of two or four rational right triangles.

Isosceles Triangles with a Given Altitude

Here we have a rule given by Brahmagupta for finding out

all rational isosceles triangles possessing the same altitude :

The (given) altitude is the producer (karam). Its

square divided by an optional number is increased and

diminished by that optional number. The smaller is the

base and half the greater is the side.
2

Thus if m be any rational number then for a given definite

altitude a, the" sides of the rational isosceles triangles are

+m ^ each and the base is~~~. We shall illustrate it

by an example taken from the commentary of Prthndaka SvSmI

The given altitude is 8; let us take any rational number m~4

(8
2+42\

42
10 each and the base is —r- ==12. Thus the three sides of the

*HKKH«««4lI*3«t f&mftgst ifSe II —BrSpSi. XII. 33

t§& 115: t^Kt 1 I —BrSpSi. XII. 37.
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rational isosceles triangle with altitude 8 are (10,10, 12).

Rational Scalene Triangles : Brahmagupta lays down the

following rule in the case of rational scalene triangle ;

The square of an optional number is divided twice

by two arbitrary numbers; the moieties of the sums
of the quotients and (respective) optional numbers are

the sides of a scalene triangle; the sum of the moities

of the differences is the base.1

In other words, if m, p, q are any rational numbers, then
the sides of a rational scalene triangle are ;

Here the altitude (m), area and segments of the base of

this triangle are all rational.

Thus putting m=12, p=6, and <?=8 in Brahmagupta's gene

ral equation, Prthadaka SvSml derives a scalene triangle with

sides (13,15) and (14) altitude (12), area (84 and the segments of

the base (5) which are all integral numbers.

b' a c' a' B c

B H C H
Fig. 19

B
Fig. 20

C

—BrSpSL XII, 34.
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Thus the two sides of the rational scalene triangle are 15

and 13. The base is

.

4 (f-6 ) +i (V-8 )=9+5=14

The altitude is m=12; area is equal to base x altitude

2

= =and the segments areV132—122=5 and

V(152-122
; =9. Thus they are all integers.

Rational Isosceles Trapeziums

Brahmagupta has given us a method of obtaining such

isosceles trapeziums whose sides, diagonals, altitude, segments

and area are all rational numbers. His rule is as follows

:

The diagonals of the rec-

tangle (generated) are the flank

sides of an isosceles trapezium;

the square of its side is divided

by' an optional number and

then lessened by that optional

number and divided by two;

(the result) increased by the

upright is the base and lessened

by it is the face.1

Here in the figure, we have the isosceles trapezium ABCD
of which C D is the base and A B is known as the fase. Accord-

ing to Brahmagupta's rule, we have ( p being the optional

number).

CD -*(*^)+(w«-»-)
;

(base)

AB = | fj^l fm2_n2-j (face)

DH-(ma-n8
) (upright)

%m $&$m wri fkw-i&M 1 1 —BrSpSi. XII. 36

Fig. 21
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Al> = BC = m2+n2 (the sides of the trapezium)

HC = base— upright = 4 f4m2n2
1 (segment)

AC = BD = f4mV,+ 1 (diagonal)

AH = 2 mn (altitude)

ABCD = mn f4m2n2
"] (area)

By chosing the values of mn and p suitably, the values

of all the dimensions of the isosceles trapezium can be made
integral. Prthadaka Sv5tm starts with the rectangle (5, 12, 13)

and suitably takes p as 6; then he calculates out the dimensions

of the trapezium : flank sides (AD and BC) = 13, base =14,

and base = 4 altitude (AH) = 12, segments of base (DH and

HC) = 5, and 9, diagonals (AC and BD) = 15, area ABCD =
108- All these values are integers.

In this example, the rectangle chosen is (5, 12, 13) which is

AA' DH, where AD = m2 + n
z = 13

and DH = m2 - n2 =5
whence by adding the two we have

2m2 = 18

This gives the value of m = 3, and hence n = 2. Prthn-

daka SvSml has taken the value of p = 6 by choice. Putting

these values of m, n and p< the values for the dimensions of the

isosceles trapezium follow from the expressions given byBrahma-

gupta.

CD = £( —p-6) + (
32-22

) - 9+5 = 14 (base)

Face = 9-5=4
Sides AD = BC =32+22 = 13

and so on f i,r the other dimensions.

Rational Trapeziums With

Three Equal Sides

This problem is very much the same as one of the rational

isosceles tpapezium with the only difference that in this case

one of the parallel sides is also equal to the slant sides. We
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have the following solution of this problem from Brahma-

gupta :

The square of the diagonal (of a generated rectangle)

gives three equal sides; the fourth ( is obtained ) by

subtracting the square of the upright from thrice the

square of the side ( of that rectangle). If greater, it

is the base; if less, it is the face.
1

As before, the rectangle generated from m, n is given by

( m2—

n

2
, 2mn, miJrn* ), that is these are the three sides of

the right triangle, which correspond to the two sides and the

diagonal of the rectangle generated by them. Let us suppose,

we have a trapezium ABCD whose sides AB, BC and AD are

equal, then

AB = BC = AD = (m2+n2
)
2

CD = 3( 2mn )
2 - ( m2-n2

)
2 = 14 mV - m4 - n4

or CD = 3( m2-n2
)
3 - (2mn)2 = 3m4+3n4 - 10 m2n2

.

Prthadaka SvamI has taken an illustration, where m=2,
n=l and he deduces two rational trapeziums with three equal

sides ( 25, 25, 25, 39 ) and ( 25, 25, 25, 11 ).

The segment ( CH ), altitude ( AH ), diagonals ( AC, BD)
and area of this trapezium are also rational, and given by :

CH ( segment ) = 6 tnV—

m

4 — n4

AH ( altitude ) = 4 mn ( m2—

n

2
)

AC — BD ( diagonals ) = 4mn( m2+ni
)

ABCD (area ) = 32m8n3 (m2-na
).

Rational Inscribed Quadrilaterals

We find in the Brahmasphufasiddhanta a remarkable

proposition formulated by Brahmagupta :

To find all quadrilaterals which will be inscribable

within circles and whose sides, diagonals, perpendi-

culars, segments ( of sides and diagonals by perpendi-

culars from vertices as also of diagonals by their

intersection ), areas, and also the diameters of the

„ *t£**fetJ«JW mf3^ N —BrSpSi. XII. 37
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circumscribed circles will be expressible in integers.

Such quadrilaterals we shall call as Brahmagupta
Quadrilaterals.

The solution of this formidable* problem has been given by
Brahmagupta as follows

:

The upright and bases of two right-angled triangles

being reciprocally multiplied by the diagonals of the

other will give the sides of a quadrilateral of unequal

sides : ( of these ) the greatest is the base, the least

is the face, and the other two sides are the two
flanks.1

Taking Brahmagupta's integral solution, the sides of the

two right triangles of reference are given by :

(1) m2-n2
, 2 Bin, m2+n2

;

(ii) p
2-<j2

, 2 pq, p
2
+<?

2
;

where m, n, p, q ate integers. Then the sides of the Brah-

magupta Quadrilateral are.

(m2-n2
)(p

2
+fl

2> (p
2-<72)(m2+n2

),

2mn(p*+qi
), 2pq(m*+n?) (Arrangement A)

Prthudaka Sv&'mi has-

illustrated the rational inscribed

quadrilateral by taking an
example of the right angle

triangles.

(i) (3,4,5) (m2—ns=3,

m2+ns=5, whence

m=2, n=l)

(ii) (5,12,13)(p
2-<?2=5>

p
2+qa=13, whence

p=3, q=Z) Fig. 22

Substituting these values in the above equations, we get the
sides of the quardilateral as ( 39, 25, 52 and 60).

s

stfast t^nitft snift<PT gsrrasql 1 1 —BrSpSi. XII. 38

2. The diagonals of this quadrilateral are given by BbSskara II as 55
(=3.12+4.5) and 63 (=4.12+ 3.5). (Com, on page 268)
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Put in other words, this means that one has to solve the

following equations

:

(i) 5x-25 = /
(ii) lOtf-lOO^y8

(iii) 83*-7635 =

Prthudaka SvSml, the commentator on the Brahmasphufa-

siddktinta proceeds to solve these equations as follows :

(1.1) Suppose y — 10; then x — 125- Or put y =5; then

x -10.

(2.1) Suppose y =10; then x =20.

(3.1 ) Assume y =1; then x = 92.

He then remarks that by virtue of the multiplicity of

suppositions there will be an infinitude of solutions in every

case, But no method has been given either by Brahmagupta or

his commentator to obtain the general solution,

Perhaps we have the earliest reference of the simultaneous

indeterminate quadratic equations of the type

x ± a=w2

in the BhakaiQh Manuscript (Folio 59, recto).

Brahmagupta gives the solution of such simultaneous inde-

terminate quadratic equations of a general case as follows :

The difference of the two numbers by the addition

or subtration of which another number becomes a sq-

uare, is divided by an optional number and then incre-

ased or decreased by it. The square of half the result

diminished or increased by the greater or smaller (of

the given number) is the number (required).1

Expressed in the language of algebra, shall have

:

Double Equations of the First Degree

x ± h=v'

—BrSpSi. XVIII. 74
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or

where m is an arbitrary number.

Datta and Singh has given the rationale of this method as

follows :

m 2—x±a; v2=x±b,

From them, we have m 2—v2=dzal1b

Therefore u—v=m
and M+v= ±^>,

m
where m is arbitrary. Hence

«- s (
±o
r+»)=±'.(^-)

Since it is obviously immaterial whether u is taken as posi-

tive or negative, we have

Similarly v—\ Twj

Therefore a:= [l (^T±m ) } To.

where m is an arbitrary number.

Now we shall take up another particular case, for which

Brahmagupta has given a rule :

The sum of the two numbers tne addition and sub-

traction of which make another number (severally)

a square, is divided by an optional number and then

diminished by that optional number. The square

of half the remainder increased by the subtracrive

number is the number (required)1.

In the algebraic notations, we shall express it as follows :

1. t^t t?3 fat ^wWMiFiiV. i^w; I

aw ff^ns^ffwr <crf?r: li
—BrSpSi. XVHI. 71
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if b>c and m >

1 (ad+bc
,
; \

~a~\1^+k )a \ m
ad+bc
m If these conditions be reversed then x

and y will have their values interchanged.

Datta and Singh have given the following rationale of

these solutions
'•

,axy*=bx+cy+d,

or drxy—abx~ acy=.ad,

. . •

,
or . (a*r—c). (ay— &)=a<i+&c.

•, Suppose i<3^—c=?n, a rational number;

, . ad+bc
then o= .

,/,/.._ ..

™>

.v .. Therefore.

—(m+c)

1/qd+bc \
. , a \ m /

! Or, we may "put ay— b=m;

jp. that case, we shall have ax—c-

)•

ad+bc
m

• 1

/

ad+bc
.whence x— ~^ \~~z rem

y=.~(m+b) .

Brahmagupta's own rule.

•«• Whilst the rule given above is ascribed to an unknown

author, Brahmagupta's own rule for the solution of a quadratic

indeterminate equation involving a factum is as follows :

With the exception of an optional unknown, assume

arbitrary values for the rest of the unknowns, the

product of which forms the factum. The sum of the

product of these (assumed values) and the (respective)

coefficients of the unknowns will be absolute quantities.

The continued products of the assumed values and of

the coefficient of the factum will be the coefficient of

the optionally (left out) unknown, Thus the solution
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is effected without forming an equation of the factum

Why then was it done so l
l

Datta and Singh think that the reference in the latter por-

tion of this rule is to the method of the unknown author :

"Kirii krtarti tadatab" ? The principle underlying Brahma-

gupta's method is to reduce, like the Greek Diophantus (c.275

A.D.). the given indeterminate equation to a simple determi-

nate one by assuming arbitrary values for all the unknowns ex-

cept one. So undoubtedly it is inferior to the earlier method.

We now take an illustrative example from Brahmagupta :

Cn subtracting from the product of signs and degrees of

the Sun, three and four times (respectively) those

quantities, ninety is obtained. Determining the Sun

within a year (one can pass as a proficient) mathema-
tician.

If we presume x to denote the signs and y the degrees of

the Sun, then the equation would be :

xy—3x—4y=90
Prthndaka Sva~mi solves it in two ways :

(i) Let us assume the arbitrary number to bel7. then

x=i 1—J7 ) 10

j;=4 (17+3)=20

(ii) Let us assume arbitrarily y=20. On substituting

this value of y in the above equation, we get

20*—3x=170
whence x=10-

^aiSr tfzm *p*m w% ii
.

—. o :

—
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CHAPTER X

Arabic and Indian

Divisions of the

Zodiac

• I It'&as long'- beena i' debated Question 1 whether^ the-Indian

2nd'A%a1jiaS~dfvisllcH3s b'fifhe zodiac* had "a" cbmmon brfgm. Sir

WiffiaSaiJerife'thbiigfeit Aat feheyfbad'- not;J butJ Coiebr~ooke holdi

a- '<*onttary-^iew. "The doincfdeiiceVih H&etwasys4emls-Gf division
1

is- so exaot srha"t ,he>thinks, i it^SettId aet'be'J.dtie fri' ^chauce^GofefcM

tiaQkelfas'discu'ssed tats pttfnC in 'details "re brig oi^biyPapersv«ntiti

Jed-"On- the Jnidiaff'and Atafeian^diviSiain^iDf ih&zdd'i£c*'-, s
A&iititf

Researches Vol. ix.. p. 323^3^iepYoduc£!dJ' M-^he MiiWZaneow^
Essays, Vol. " II.; p. 321-373", 1872."

: s ^i/
,;

^j)i3|»'no-^^e first- nak$qtra,
f

but anciently^ the Jast

but one? probably obtaineS irJ pfesedt '^tuation^at tjbe '^ead'df

tn^'^keVl^ns, "j*nen toe b
f

%irfnm^'of'tne zodiacwas referrecf ?p

&eifirs£'aegree of 'Me^TCtSl Ram3. ^A's" measuring a ^portjoin^oj

the zodiac, it bcCupieWhe^nlrst 13*20' of Mesa; ' and its beginning

follows immediately after
1

the
5

'^fhicipal ^af '

"nTthj? last"fiaksatr'fi,

Revati, reckbne'd' t>y 'soifle exactly, by others nearly,* opposite

to the very conspicuous one,Vrucn f&ims 'the^onrteeni-ri asrerism.'

A^"a eo^teltationi^Asvinli'cempri^es "three' stars (Aries's,' P, V)

figured as a horse-head; and th£~ principal, which is also thi

northern 'one", is"
fsta"ted "by "all ancient Authoritiesy

1

'h?'10°k and
8°&. f-rom the-beginning of *he M&sa.

According to Arabs, the first., manzil or lunar mansion-is

entitled Sheraton
(

,Coy, Pexs^r^^oA^f-afainA^and. comprises

stars of the third magnitude ,pp the "head ..of Aries- inlat,6c

3^f

and"7*M' N and
1

long." 26°13' and 27°7'/ With the addition of a
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third, also in the head of the Ram, the asterism is denominated

Ashrait. The bright star of the second or third magnitude

which is out of the figure of the Ram, according to Ulugh Beg,

but on the nose according to Hipparchus, cited by this author

from Ptolemy, is determined Nstih : It is placed in lat. 9°30'N

and long. 1 0° 43', and is apparently the same with the principal

star of the Indian asterism; for Muhammad of Tizin, in his table

of declination and right ascension, expressly terms it the first star

of the Sheratain. . ,

2. Bharanh the second asterism, comprises three stars

(35, 39, 41 Aries) figured; by the yoni or pudendum muliebre and

the principal and southern star of this naksatra is placed in 12°N.

On the Arabian system, the second manzil, entitled Butain is

placed by Ulugh Beg in lat. 1°12' and 3° 12', and this cannot

possibly be reconciled with the Indian . .constellation. But

Muhammad of Tizin assigns to the bright star of Butain a decli-

nation of 23°N exceeding by nearly 2° the declination allotted by

him to Natih or his first star in Sheratain. This agrees with the

difference between the' principal stars of ASviM and Bhar.anv, and

it may be inferred, that some among the Mohammadan astrono-

mers have concurred with the Hindus> in referring the second

constellation to stars that form Musca.

3. Krttika, now the third, formerly the first, naksatca

consists of six stars figured as knife or razor, and the principal

and southern star is placed in 41 or 5°N and in 65 sixths of

degrees (or 10°50') from its own commencement (cf. the Suryasid-

.
dhmta). or 37° 28' to 38° from the beginning of the Mesa (the

Siddhanta-S'iromani or the Graha Laghava) respectively. This

longitude of ,the circle of declination corresponds nearly with

that of the bright star in the Pleiades, which is 40° of longitude

distant from the principal star of RevaU.

The stars indicated by Ulugh Beg for Thurayya, also corres-

pond exactly with the Pleiades.

4. Rohini, is the fourth naksatra, the Arabic name for the

fourth mansion is Debaran (or with the article AldebarSn).

It corresponds to the bright star called the Bull's eye, and

which is unquestionably the same with" the principal

arid eastera star of Rohiw, placed in 4i° or 5°S and 49|°E

by the Hindu writers on Astronomy. This nahatra is
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figured as a wheel cart, and comprises five stars, out of the seven

which the Greeks named the Hyades. The Arabs, however, like

the Hindus, reckon five stars only in the asterism. Sir William

Jones supposes them to be in the head and neck of the Bull; they

probably are a, p, y, S, £ Tauri, agreeably to Mons. Bally's

conjecture.

5. Mrgatira, the fifth naksatra, represented by an antelope

head, contains three stars ; the same which constitute the fifth

lunar mansion Hakah ; for the distance of 10°S assigned to the

northern star of this naksatra, will agree with no other but one

of the three in the head of Orion. The difference of longitude

(24° to 25?°) from Krttiks corresponds with sufficient exactness;

and so does the longitude of its circle of declination (62° to 63
c

)

from the end of RewatI; since the true longitude of k Orionis,

from the principal star in Revati (£" piscium) is €S>\°.

6. Ardra, the sixth naksatra, consists of a single bright

star, described as a gem, and placed in 9°S (by some in 11°) and

at the distance of 4£ to 4° in longitude from the last asterism.

This indicates the star in the shoulder of Orion (<* orionis). The

sixth lunar mansion , is named by the Arabs as Hanah; and

comprises two stars in the feet of the second twin, according to

Ulugh Beg, though others make it to be a shoulder. Mohammad
of Tizin allots five stars to this constellation; and the Kamus,

among various meanings of Hanah, says, that it is a name for

five stars in the left arm of Orion; remarking also, that the

lunar mansion is named Tahayi, comprising three stars called

Tahyat. Obviously here the Indian and Arabian asterisms are

irreconcileable.

7. PunarvasV, (used in a dual number) is the seventh

nakstra, and is represented by a house, or even a bow, and it

includes four stars, among which the principal and eastern one

is 30° or 32° from the fifth asterism; but has been placed by all

authorities in 6°N. This agrees with (13 Geminbrum) one of the

two stars in the heads of the Twins, which
.
together constitute

the seventh lunar mansion ziraa, according to Mohammad of

Tus and Mohammad of Tizin and other Arabian authorities.

The seventh lunar mansion of Arabs is named ziraS ul ased

according to Jauhari and other cited by Hyde in his Cbmroen-
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tary on Ulugh Beg. and that the Karons makes this term to bi»

'

13. fu\yd, the eighty asterism, is described as an arrow, and

consist's"o:f three stars,the "chief of which being , also the ,iaiddle

mosti has'nb latitude," and is" 12° to 13°' distant from the seventh

asterism, being placed by Hindu astronomers in 106° qflongitude,

This is evidently 8* Cahcrifand^ dOes not differ widely from the

eighth lunar' mansion Nethrak,"which accOrdiri'g to Ulugh Beg and

Others eohsists'Of • two' !
stars, 'including ' the" 'ne!btila- Of '€anca?i

The India^i 1 cohsteliation comprises two other stars besides S
r

GsnceriiwMch^r^ perhaps Y and^of the's'^e'corjkgHatfofr:"
°

2 j ,. * i w. i j f r, i rrc » ')

\ c -9. -AfZef&-the iiihtH as'terxsmV' cfOritains five stars figured

as a potter's^whfeel, 'and of which the principal or eastern one-is1

placed in 7°S,°and according to different tables, 10?,° 108"' or 109*

E, This appears to be intended fcjr the, bright .star in rthe south-

ern claw of Cancer, X* Canceri),'ahd cahiipt be reconcile4 witji

the lUriaVmariiion^Tar'/ or Tar'fafi, which 'comprises' two stars

nfear'thi lion s tsimhaX-eye, ""the ' northernmost b^iiig,. placed.by.

Mohammad of Tizirt in 2'4? oiM declination."
.'

It:, . .1 a r >r-.'. '.' < t •
. p „ -<t,-

r id Mzgfai^the
t
fehtii asterisk* contains "li^ the'llsf, five

staTs?fu{ whicn are' figured
r
as a house. The principal of the

Southern one has no latitude; and according to all authorities,

has 129° longitude: ' This is eviaen&y^gtf&fa t&n$ : Much'

fe exactly distant from the Iast'starV &evdfc. .4le
U
tenth

1

itmar* mansion of Arabians' is Jebhaty, which comprises three

5sDm£say,'fofa)"&afs; nearly in the longitude of the; lion's heart.

In this instance, therefore, the Indian and Arabian divisions al

jfte. :?pd,iac.coincide-. This na^ra.- consists .pf^a^^-i? and v

l-eonis. 4
-

'i jTj a:j '
' Ii; .jc j''- a w srvr:

-••

j j
ll

f

P8rva-Pfea/gum jfe the
f(
eJeY|nth

t
n^atra

J

and is repre-:

sented by a couch or bedstead; it consists of two stars, deter-

f?Mj ,
p-*^%# ^^ ^h^ect^erjmi^st, accord-

ing jtotbe Sdi^-Siddhma)m 12^ a,nd ^E,. or' according to

i*.^^^ probably S and Leonis,,
nTl)e Axajpiar^ame fop

tWlttnar mansion is zubrah or Kherton,
"
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It may be mentioned here that Brahmagupta and Bhaskara

selected the southern for the principal star; while the Surya-

Siddhanta took the northern-. Hence the latitude stated by

several Hindu authorities is the mean between both stars; and

the difference of longitude* compared to the preceding and subse-

quent asterisms, may be exactly reconciled upon this suppo-

sition.

12. Uttara-Phdlgum, which is the twelfth naksatra, con-

sists of two stars, and is figured as a bed or cot. These stars are

ascertained by the place of one of them (the northernmost) 13°N.

and 155° E. This indicates P Leonis; the same which singly

constitutes the Arabian Lunar mansion Serfah, though Moham-
mad of Tizln seems to hint that it consists of more than one

star.

13- Hasta, the thirteenth naksatra, has the name and figure

of. a hand; and is suitably made to contain five stars. The
principal one towards the west, next to the north-western star,

is placed according to all authorities in 11° and 170° E. This

can only belong to the constellation Corvus ; and accordingly

five stars in that constellation (a, y, S and e Corvi). The

thirteenth lunar mansion of Arabs is Annua , which is also

described to contain five stars, situated under Virgo and so

disposed as to resemble the letter Alii. They are placed by
Ulugh Beg in the wing. Here obviously, there is nothing common
between the Hindu and Arabian specification of the asterism.

The agreement is only in the number of stars and in the longi-

tude.

14. CitrQ, the fourteenth naksatra, is figured as pearl. It

is placed by the Sftrya-SiddhUnta in 2° S and 180° E. and by
Brahmagupta, the Siromani and Grahalaghava in If or 2°S an-i

183°E. This agrees with the Virgin's' spike (a Virginis). The
same star constitutes the fourteenth lunar mansion of the Arabs

named from it Simac ul a&zi.

15. Svati, the fifteenth naksatra, is represented by a coral

bead. The Sttrya-Siddhsnta, Brahmagupta, the Siromani and
Grahalaghava, all concur in placing it at 37°N. They differ one

degree in longitude of its circle of declination, three of them
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making it 199° and the other 198°. The Indian asterism totally

disagrees with the lunar mansion Ghafr which is the fifteenth

Arabian mansion, and which consists of three stars in the Virgin's

(Kanya) foot, according to Ulugh Beg. but in or near the

balance (Tula), according to others.

16. VUdkhs, the sixteenth naksatra, consists of four stars

described as a festoon. All the authorities place the principal

and northernmost star in 1°, 1
6
20' or 1°30' S and in 212°, 212°5'

or 213° E. The latitude seems to indicate the bright star in the

Soutehrn Scale (a Librae), though the longitude disagrees (suggest-

ing possibly a remote star « Librae). Colebrooke suggests the four

stars to be on Librae and y Scorpii. The sixteenth lunar

mansion according to Arabs is Zubanah or Zubaniyah according

to Mohammad of Tizin, the bright star in the northern scale ($

Librae).

17. Anuradha, the seventeenth nahatra, consists of four

stars and is described as a row of -oblations in a right line. Its

chief or middlemost star is placed in 3°, or 2° or 1°45' S and in 224°

or 224°5'E, thus placing it near the head of the Scorpion (Vricxka)

(S Scorpionis) and the asterism comprises % 8, and P Scorpionis.

The seventeenth lunar mansion of Arabs is called Ikhl or Iklilul-

jebhah, which is said to contain 4. 3, or 6 stars lying in a straight

line. Those assigned by Ulugh Beg for this mansion are P, 8, v

and A Scorpionis. Thus here the Indian and Arabian astronomers

both concur exactly.

18. Jyesfha, the eighteenth nak$atra, comprises three stars

figured as a ring. The principal and middlemost star is placed

in 4°,3f or 3° S and in 229°,229°5' or 230°E; this position indicates

Antaresorthe Scorpion's heart (<x Scorpionis). which is also

the eighteenth lunar mansion, named Kalb or Kalbul'akrab.

The three stars of Indian asterism may be <*> or and t Scorpionis.

19. Mala, the nineteenth nak$atra, is represented by a

lion's tail, and it contains eleven stars, of which the charac-

teristic one, the easternmost, is placed in 9°, 8£° or 8° S and in

241° or 242° E. This probably (not exactly) indicates v Scor-

pionis. This agrees with the eighteenth lunar mansion of Arabs

known as Shaulah consisting of two stars near the Scorpion's
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sting. The Hindu asterism probably includes all the stars in the

Scorpion's tail (s,l'.?> ,),8. and v Scorpionis).

20. PUrva-Asadha, the twentieth naksatra, is figured as an

elephant's tooth or as a couch, and it consists of two stars, of

which the most southern one is placed in 5|°, 5^ or 5° S and

254° or 255° E. This corresponds well with S Sagittarii, and

which also corresponds with the twentieth lunar mansion of

Arabs called NQaim. The Arabian mansion consists of four,

or according to some eight, stars. The Indian naksatra corres-

ponds to 8 and « Sagittarii.

22. Uttara-Asadha. the twenty-first naksatra, is represented

by a couch or by in elephant's tooth. The principal or the

most northerly star is placed in 5° S and 260° or 261° E, agreeing

with a star in the body of Sagittarius (r Sagittarii), and the

ather star is perhaps the one marked £\ The Arabian lunar

mansion corresponding to it is Baldah, consisting of six stars,

two, of which are placed by Mohammad of Tizin in declination

21° and 16°. One of these must be a star in the head of Sagit-

tarius. Some authors, on the contrary, describe the lunar

mansion as destitute of stars. Here the Arabs and Hindus do

not show reconciliation.

22. Abhijit, the twenty-second asterism, consists of three

stars figuring as a triangle or as a nut of floating Trapa (in

modern Indian astronomy, it does not occupy an equal portion

of the ecliptic with other naksatras). Its brightest star is very

remote from the zodiac, being in 60° or 62° N. The longitude

of its circle of declination is 265°, 266° 40' or 268° according to

different authorities. The corresponding lunar mansion of

Arabs is Zabih, consisting of two stars (according to some, four)

in the horns of Capricorn. This totally disagrees with Indian

asterism.

20. Sravana, the twenty-third naksatra, is represented by

three footsteps, and contains three stars of which the middlemost

is placed in 30° N (all authorities agree), and longitude - 280°

(Sttrya-Siddhanta) or 278° (Brahmagupta and Siromani), or 275°

(Jarahalaghavd). The assigned latitude indicates the bright

star in the Eagle, whence the three may be inferred to be «, jH
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and 7 Aquilae. According to Arabs, the twenty-third lunar

mansion is Bala, which consists of two stars- in the left hand of

Aquarius. Here again Arabian and Hindu divisions are at

variance.

24. Dhanisfha, the twenty-fourth nahatra, is represented

by a drum or tabor. It comprises four stars, the westernmost

of which is placed in 36° N and according to Brahmagupta,

Siromavi and the Surya-Siddhclnta in 290° E (Grahalsghava

gives 286°). This longitude of the circle of declination and the

distance of the star on it from the ecliptic indicate the Dolphin :

and the four stars are «, B, 7 and S Dolphini. The correspond-

ing lunar mansion of Arabs is Sdud, which comprises two stars

in Aquarius (P and £ Aquarii). Here again the two divisions

disagree completely.

24. Satahbisak, the twenty fifth nahatra, is a cluster of 200

stars figured by a circle. The principal or the brightest has no

latitude; or only a third, or at utmost half, a degree of south

latitude; and longitude 320*. This best corresponds with X

Aquarii. According to Arabs, the twenty-fifth lunar mansion

is known as Akhbiyah which consists of three stars only, placed

in the wrist of the right hand of Aquarius. However, it appears

from Ulugh Beg's tables, as well as from Mohammad of Tizin's,

that four stars are assigned to this mansion. The Indian and

Arabian systems of division differ considerably but less widely

according to some.

26. Purva-Bhadrapada, the twenty-sixth naksatra s
consists

of two stars represented by a couch or bed. or else by a double

headed figure, one of which is placed in 24° N and 325° or 326°

E. The only conspicuous star nearly in that position is the bright

star in Pegasus (a Pegasi) and the other may be the nearest

considerable star in the same constellation (£ Pegasi). The

twenty-sixth Arabian lunar mansion is Mukaddim, consisting

of two brightest stars in Pegasus (a and P). Here the Indian

and Arabian divisions sho # concurrence.

27. Uttar-Bhadrapada. the twenty-seventh nahatra, consists

o£ two stars, figured as a twin or a person with doable face, or

else as a couch. The positon of the most northerly of the two
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is in 26° or 27°N and 337
s
E. which probably indicates the bright

star in the head of Andromeda, and the other star to be the

one in the extremity of the wing of Pegasus (7 Pegasi). This

exactly agrees with the twenty-seventh lunar mansion of Arabs

named as Muakkher- Ulugh Beg assigns those stars to it.

28. Revatl, the twenty-eighth naksatra, comprises thirty-

two stars figured as a tabor. The principal star is the southern-

most one. it has no latitude, and two of them assert no longitude,

but some make it ten minutes short of the origin of the ecliptic,

viz. 359° 50'. This clearly marks the star on the ecliptic in the

string of the Fishes (if Piscium). The ascertainment of this star is

important in regard to the adjustment of the Hindu sphere. The

Arabic name for this mansion is Risha, signifying a cord. But

the constellation as described by Jauhari and cited by Golius,

consists of a multitude of stars in the shape of a fish and termed

Betnu'lhut; in the navel of which is ths lunar mansion. Moham-

mad of Tizin also makes this lunar mansion to be the same with

Betnulhut, which appears, however, to be the bright star in the

girdle of Andromeda Andromedae) though others describe it

as the northern fish, extending, however, to the horns of Ram.

The lunar mansion and the Indian asterism, therefore, are not

reconcileable in this last instance.

I leave it to the readers to draw an inference as to the

concurrence of the divisions of zodiac in Indian and Arabian

systems. I would personally agree with Sir William Jones that

the agreements are by chance. Arabs derived the idea of

dividing zodiac in 27 or 28 mansions from Indians, or may have

got it from Greeks, and then they proceeded in their own way

for details. I do not agree with those scholars who sometimes

state that the Hindus took the hint of dividing the ecliptic from

Greeks. The Atharvaveda devotes a number of SoktdS or

hymns on Naksatras, and I have shown elsewhere that inspired

by these hymns, Gargya was the first Rsi who detailed out

the naksatras. This happened much before Greeks developed

even their first notions of astronomy. While the concept of 27

naksatras is Vedic and most ancient and of purely Indian origin

the concept of 12 Rssis (signs) or twelve constellations is proba-

bly inspired from Greeks. [The names Kanya, (virgo), Tula
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(Libra),Vrscika (Scorpio), Dhanu, (Sagittarius), Makara, (Capri-

corn). Kumbha (Aquarius). Mlna (pisces), Mesa (Aries), Vrsa

(Taurus), Mithuna (Gemini). Karka (Cancer), and Sirhha (Leo)

were not used for Rasis or signs in the Vedic times]. I shall con-

clude this description with a passage from Colebrooke :

The result of comparison shows, I hope satis-

factorily, that the Indian asterisms, which mark the

divisions of the ecliptic, generally consist of nearly the

same stars, which constitute the lunar mansions of

the Arabians : but in a few instance5, they essentially

differ. The Hindus have likewise adopted the divi-

sion of the ecliptic and zodiac into twelve signs or

constellations, agreeing in figure and designation with

those of the Greeks; and differing merely in the place

of the constellations, which are carried on the Indian

sphere a few degrees further west than on the Grecian.

That the Hindus took the hint of this mode of

dividing the ecliptic from the Greeks, is not perha-

ps altogether improbable; but if such be the origin of it

they have not implicitly received the arrangement

suggested to them, but have reconciled and adapted

it to their own ancient distribution of the ecliptic into

twenty-seven parts.

In like manner, they may have either received or given

the hint of an armillary sphere as an instrument for

astronomical observation ; but certainly they have not

copied the instrument which was described by Ptolemy,

for the construction differs considerably.

Names, Shapes, and Number

of the Stars of the Naksatras

The MukUrta-cinfamaw provides a list of shapes associated

to the naksatras {MuC. II. 59-60), In this list we are giving the

number of stars as indicated by Varahamihira. Brahmagupta

and Lalla. The identification given here is as indicated by
E. Burgess, in his Translation of the SUrya-SiddhSnta 1935, p. 378.

(Calcutta). This table has been reproduced here from the

MaheibhaskariM of Bhaskara I, edited by K.S. Shukla.
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Number of stars

Naksatra Shape Identification

Varaha Brahma Lalla

Asvini Head of

a horse
3 2 3 a,p,y Aries

Eharani Yom 3 3 3 35,39,41 Aries
Krttika Razor 6 6 6 ^Tauri etc.

(.rleiades;

Rohim Cart 5 5 5 a,0,Y,S,s Tauri
(.rij'adesj

MrgasirS rltjad oi 3 3 3 A,0i^>a Orionis

Ardra
a deer

T 1

Jewel 1 1 1 " Orionis

Punarvasn House 5 2 4 Gemi-
norum

Pusya Arrow- 3 1 3 W,S,/ Lancn
head

AsIjsi Wheel 6 6 5
-T 1s.S.o^PHydrae

Leonis
Magha House 5 6 5

P-Phahrunl Manca 8 2 2 8,8 Leonis
U-Phalguni Cot 2 2 2 p, 93 Leonis
Hasta Hand 5 5 5 J,7/.a.p corvi

Citra Pearl 1 1 1 a Virginis

(Spica)

Svati Coral bead 1 1 1 a Booiis (Arc-
turus)

Visakha Arched
doorway

5 2 4 i.Y,p\a, Librae

Anuradha T T j:Heaps or
ft - _

offerings

to gods

4 4 4 S,p.7S Scopioms

jyestha aarpen-
dent

3 3 i
t
<*,t Scorpionis

Mnla Tail ot a 11 2 11

P-Asadha
lion Scorpionis

Tusk of 2 4 2 8,s Sagittarii

U-As5dha
elephant

Maft:a 3 4 2 o-,| Sagittarii
6 '

'

oravana Three feet 3 5 o a p,Y Aquilae
JL/LldilicioLLl Drum 5 5 4 3 a.V £ nplnhini

Satabhisak Circle 100 1 100 A Aquariietc.

P-Bhadra. Maiica 2 2 2 a.p" Pegasi

U-Bhadra Pair 8 2 2 yPegasi; a An-
dromedae

Revati Drum 32 1 32 b Piscium etc.

Reference

H.T. Colebrooke : Miscellaneous Essays, Vol. II. 1872-

K.S. Shukla . The Mahabhaskanya.





CHAPTER XI

Brahmagupta's

Astronomy : Its Highlights

Beginning or Starting Point

Very often in Indian astronomy, we come across a term

ahargana (literally meaning collection of days), which means

the number, of mean civil days elapsed at mean Sunrise at Lanka

on a given lunar day (jtithi), since the beginning of Kaliyuga. It

is the beginning of Kaliyuga, which is taken as the starting point

for the reckoning of ahargav-a. This happened on Friday, Febru-

ary 18, B.C. 3102, at mean sunrise at Lanka, when the Sun, Moon,

and the planets are supposed to have been in conjunction at the

first point of the naksatra ASvim (which is a fi^ed point situated

near the star £-Piscium). According to Aryabhata and BhSskara

I, the duration of Kaliyuga is 1,080,000 solar years. Four times

this (4320,000) is the duration in solar years of a bigger unit

called Mahayuga or even yuga.

Lanka in Indian astronomy is a hypothetical place where

the meridian of Ujjain (latitude 23° 11' N, longitude 75° 52'

E

from Greenwich) intersects the equator. It is one of the four

hypothetical cities on the equator called Lanka. Romaka.

Siddhapur and Yamakoti (or Yavakoti), The Saryq-siddhanta

describes Lanka as a great city (mahspuri) situated on an island

to the south of Bharatavarsa.1 The present Ceylon is not the

1. ?wRn5%w="tr?[ ^pn% i

^5 fci "i^R'+'Ml 11

fiscrc^ ^ ;ptft W'n'iJtW'Wlwn I

(Cont. on page 29C)
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astronomical Lanka, as it is about six degrees to the north of

equator. The astronomical Lanka is mentioned by Brahmagupta

in the beginning of his very first Chapter1
.

According to Brahmagupta all the four yugas of a Catur-

yuga or mahayuga are not of the equal duration :

Kaliyuga is of 432,000 years. Dvapara of 864,000 years,

Treta of 1,296,000 years and Krtayuga of 1,728,000 years;

total of the four is 4,320,000 years. Aryabhata regards

all yugas of equal duration, 1,080,000 years2.

The Saka era, which is usually used in Indian astronomy

for the reckoning of years commenced 3179 years after the

beginning of Kaliyuga.

The number of lunar months in a yuga does not coincide

with the number of solar months. Thus we have the conception

of the Intercalary months : the number of intercalary months in

a yuga denotes the excess of the number of lunar months in a

yuga over the number of solar months in a yuga. Thus in a

yuga we have

The number of omitted lunar days in a yuga is equal to the

number of lunar days in a yuga minus the number of civil days

in a yuga.

Lunar months

Solar months

Intercalary months

Lunar days

Civil days

Omitted lunar days

1,603,000,080

1.577,917,500

25.082,580

53,433,336

51,840,000'

1,593,336

(Cont. from page 289)

-Snrya. XII. 36-39

—BrSpSi. 1. 8-9

BrSpSi. I. 4
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Units of time

For the measurements of durations, it is necessary to have

units of time. Brahmagupta gives the following units :*

6 pr&jas or Asus=l Rksa-vinadika or naksatra-vighatika
or one pala (24 seconds)

60 palas =1 ghatika (24 minutes)

60 ghatikas =1 divasa or dina (day) (24 hours)

30 dinas =1 masa (month)

12 masas =1 varsa or year

Similar to the divisions of time, we have the divisions of

an arc -.
2

Vikala (or vilipta or viliptika) =second of arc.

60 vikalas =1 kala (minute of arc)

60 kalas =1 amsa (degree of arc)

30 amsas =1 rasl

12 rasis =1 bhagana (complete circle,

360°)

Unlike Aryabha^a and others, who take kali, dvapaxa,

treta. and krta of equal number of years, Brahmagupta regards

kali consisting of 432.000 years, dvapara twice of it, consisting

of 864,000 years, treta thrice of Kali consisting of 1,296,000

years and krta four times of kali conisting of thus 1,728,000

years, all the four to be making a yuga of 4.320,000 years.
3 Further

in the beginning of krta there is a savtdhyS of 1728000/12 years

(=144000 years), and at the end of Krta, there is a sandhySmsa of

144,000 years; similarly in the beginning of treta, we have a

1. Mi4jf>wife*i4I q^RwIi+i l

qfefiT v^n %€t R/WMf f^rar Trap h —BrSpSi- L

6

fWPTWP "H^T Pw!(i«hIsT5T » —BrSpSi. I. 6

ifk. sfeqt Rw^feta R-tf^+r *fiit tt
—Arya. III. 1

^ qflsr %ttt: m fswprawn wild if
—Arya, m. 2

3- h^wkj^i^ <wwji'
!5gg

e

't wfe l

^k^rwI s^ri: fi^ -^sjPh fagV^^T I

ft^5t *jH<A*«i Hjfsi: *^ H —BrSpSi. 1. 7. 8
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sandhya of 1,296,000/12; i. e. 108,000 years and at the close of

tretS a sandhyamsa of 108,000 years. Again, in the beginning

of dvapara we have a sandhya of 864,000/12, i. e. 72,000 years

and at the close of dvapara a sandhyamsa of 72000 years; and

similarly at the heginning a sandhya and at the close a

sandhyamsa of 432,000/ 1, i. e. of 36,000 years in the case of kali.

In this respect Brahmagupta appears to follow Manu. the first

author or giver of law. He regards further the following

divisions of time •}

71 yugas =1 manu

, 14 manus =1 kalpa

Again, in the beginning, at the middle and at the close of

each manu, there are sandhis, each equal to the measure of krta.

Thus, taken as a whole

1 kalpa=71xl4 yugas+15 sandhya-sandhyamsa

=994 yugas+15 x duration of krta

=994 yugas+15 x (4 x 432,000) years

=994 yugas + 6 yugas =1000 yugas

=» 1 Brahma-dina (Brahma's day)

Thus Brahma's day is regarded as 1 kalpa or one thousand

caturyugis or 1000 yugas or the same as 1000 mah&yugas)-

JLryabhata regards a manu to consist of 72 yugas and

therefore a kalpa according to him would be of 14x72 yugas, or

1008 yugas.
3 Since in the foreign Siddhantas like Romaka, there

is no reference to yuga, manu and kalpa., Brahmagupta regards

these systems to be unauthoritative.
3

We have said that our starting point was the beginning of

Kaliyuga, Friday February 18, B.C. 3102, at mean rise at Lanka,

when the Sun, Moon and the planets are supposed to have been

in conjunction at the first point of the Naksatra ASvinl. This

type of conjunction would again happen after a period of kalpa.

—BrSpSi. 1. 10

—Arya. III. 8

—BrSpSi- 1- 13

1. ^WKiRm: *f*<Tt *M«HH&Ut H«^W
>
1
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We shall have the same type of conjunction of grahocca, mandocca
Sighrocca and pata after a complete cycle of kalpa as we had in

the beginning of creation. This is a natural observable cycle

which is recognised in Indian astronomy and in no other foreign

system; and hence only che Indian system recognises the time

measure of kalpa.

Ucca or apex is of two kinds : mandocca (apex of the

slowest motion) and iighrocca (apex of the fastest motion). The
mandocca is that point of a planet's orbit which is at the remotest

distance and where the motion of the planet is slowest. In the

case of the Sun and the Moon, it is the apogee; and in the case of

other planets, it is the apogee or aphelion, the geocentric longi-

tude of the apogee being equal to the helio-centric longitude of

the aphelion. The Sighrocca of a superior planet (Mars, Jupiter

and Saturn) is defined as the mean Sun; that of an inferior planet

Mercury or Venus) hghrocca is an imaginary body which is

supposed to move in such a way that its direction from the earth

is always approximately the same as that of the actual planet

from the Sun.

The bhaganas or the revolution numbers of a planet have

been given by Aryabhata and Brahmagupta1 both; they mean the

number of revolutions that a planet performs in a certain period,

say a kalpa of 4,320,000,000 years.

The bhaganas of planets are given as follows :

fW^KWM^&ttNMfewi: II

^Klwf sr^R-mi^mws ii BrSpSu L 15-21
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Planet or a tody Bhaganas

Ravi or Sun 4,320,000,000

Budha or Mercury 4,320,000,000

Sukraor Venus 4,320,000,000

Candra or Moon 57,753,300,000

Kuja or Bhauma or Mars 2,296,828,522

Budha-sighrocca 17,936,998,984

Brhaspati or Jupiter 364,226,455

Sukra-sishrocca 7,022,389,492

Oalll Ui LJctLUJLll 146 567,298

Arka or Ravi-mandocca 480

Candra mandocca 488,105858

Kuja or Bhauma mandocca 292

Budha-mandocca 332

Brhaspati or Jiva-mandocca 855

Sukra-mandocca 653

Sani-mandocca 41

Candra-pata 232,311,168

Kuja or Bhauma-pata 267

Budha-pata 521

Brhaspati or Guru-pata 63

Sukra-pata 893

Sani-pata 584

By pata is meant the ascending node of a planet's orbit (on

the ecliptic).

In a kalpa, the number of bka-bhramas (sidereal days) or

also known as bha-parivartas is 51,040,000,000. If we subtract out

from this number the bhagaipa of the Sun, we get what is known

as ku-dinas or Savana days or the solar or sacrificial days.

(51,040,00a000-432a000,000=46,720,000,000 Ssvana days or

kudinas).

In a kalpa, the number of Ravi-bhaganas also correspond to

the number of solar years (Saura-varsas). i.e., 4,320,000,000; this

number multiplied by 12 gives the number (i-e. 51,840,000,000) of

solar months.

The difference between the candra-bhaganas and the Ravi-

bhaganas in a kalpa gives the number of lunar months (Candra-
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mssa) in a kalpa (57,753,300,000-4,320,000,000=53,433,300,000 lunar

months).

By subtracting the number of solar months from the

number of lunar months in a kalpa, one gets the number of

adhi-masas (additional-months) :. 53,433,300,000-51,840,000,000=

1,593,300,000 adhiinasas. This multiplied by 30 gives the number
of lunar days (sasi-divasa) in a kalpa; 53.433,300,000 x 30=
1,602,999,000,000 lunar days. The difference between the lunar

days and kudinas in a kalpa gives the number of avama-dinas

in a kalpa : 1,602,999,000,000-4S,720,000,000=1,556,279,000,000.1

Brahmagupta calculates out the srsti-samvatsara or the

Creation Era during his year of composition of the Treatise. He
says : Six manus have gone in the kalpa ; the seventh manu is

now running of which have lapsed 27 caturyugis ; of the twenty

eighth caturyugi, the three yugas. krta, dvapara and trets have

gone by and also of the present kaliyuga 3179 years have

lapsed. The total period thus lapsed on calculation comes to

be 1,972,947,179 years :
3

Total Periods manus+7 manu— sandhis+27 yugas

+krta+dva"para+trets+3179 years of kali.

=(6 x 71 x 4,320,000 years) +(7 X4 x 432,000 years)+

(27 X4,320,000 years) +(1,728,000+1,296,000+864,000)+

3,179=1,972,947,179 years.

=1,840,320,000+12,096,000+116,640,000+3,883,000+

3,179=1,972,947,179 years.

Calculation of Ahargava • The method of calculating ahar-

gana (number of days elapsed since the beginning of kaliyuga)

BrSpSi. I. 22-24

BrSpSi. L 26-27

1. iRraT: ^jI^to^ ^^wwQtfiiRiw i
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has "been given by Brahmagupta and Bhaskara I is almost

identical. The rule given in the Brahmaspkutasiddhanta1 may be

compared with the following given by Bhaskara I in the Laghu-

Bhaskanya:

Add 3179 to the (number elapsed) years of the &aka

era, (then) multiply (the resulting sum) by 12, and

(then) add the (number of lunar) months (expired)

since the commencement of Caitra. Set down (the

result thus obtained) at (two) separate places; multi-

ply (one) by (the number of) intercalary months in

a yuga, which are 1,593,336 in a yuga : and divide (the

product) by 5,184x10,000 (i.e.) by 51,840,000). Add the

(resulting complete) intercalary months to the result

placed at the other place. Then multiply (that sum)

by 30 and (to the product) add the (lunar) days (i.e.

tithis) expired of the current month. Set down (the

result thus obtained) in two places; multiply (one) by

the (number of) omitted lunar days in a yuga i.e. by

25,082,580 and divide by 1,603,000,080. The resulting

(complete) omitted lunar days when subtracted from

the result put at the other place give the (required)

ahargava. The remainder obtained on dividing (the

ahargam) by 7 gives the day beginning with Friday

at sunrise (at Lanka)2

^MiRmW fl^ftfi:W Wl >pif%$: II

wisiilsfN *\m%< jraiwi: ii

*kMtR»il£t *tm$l nlc.<W mwc II

5Tsm«wt.v4i{?!i ?ts I

- BrSpSi. I. 29-30

—LBh. I. 4-8
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Addendum : The mean lunar day (madhyama tithi) may,

however, differ from a true lunar day (spas\a tithi) by one. so that

the ahargana obtained by the above process may sometimes be in

excess or defect by one. To test whether the ahargana (obtained

by the above process) is correct, it is divided by seven and the

remainder counted with Friday. If this leads to the day of

calculation, the ahargana is correct; if it leads to the preceding

day, the ahargana is in defect; and if that leads to the succeeding

day, the ahargana is in excess. When the ahargana is found to

be in defect, it is increased by one; when it is found to be in

excess, it is diminished by one. (K.S. Shukla : MBh. p. 4-5)

Example—Calculate the ahargana on October 1,1955.

From Indian Calendar we find that October 1,1965 falls

on Friday. 7th lunar day (tithi) in the light half of the 7th

month Aivina in the Saka year 1887 (elapsed). Let us proceed

as follows :

Adding 3,179 to 1,887. we get 5,066. (1)

Multiplying this by 12 and adding 6 (i. e. the number

of lunar months elapsed since the beginning of Caitra)

•we get 60,798. ... ... (2).

Multiplying this by 1,593,336 and dividing the product

by 51,840,000, we get 1,868 as quotient (The remainder

is discarded as unnecessary) (3)

Adding thk number (i.e. 1,868) to the previous one (i.e.)

60,798) we get 62,666. (4)

Multiplying this by 30 and adding 6 (i.e. the number

of lunar days elapsed since the beginning of the current

month) to the product, we get 1,879,986. (5)

Multiplying this by 25,082,580 and dividing the product

by 1.603,000,080, we get 29,416 as the quotient. (The

remainder is discarded as not necessary). (6)

Subtracting this number (i.e. 29,416) from the previous

* one (i.e. 1,879,986) we get 1,850,570. (7)

This is the required ahargana. Since division by 7 leaves
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1 as the remainder, we subtract one from it, and get

1,850,569 as the correct ahargaw for the day.

An Alternative Rule for Ahargana

Both Bhaskara I and Brahmagupta give an alternative rule

for calculating out ahargana1
:

Multiply the number of (solar months) elapsed since

the beginning of kaliyuga by the number of lunar

months (in a yuga) and divide by the number of solar

months (in a yuga). Reduce the quotient to days (and

add the number of lunar days elapsed since the begin-

ning of the current lunar month) ; then multiply by

the number of civil days (in a yuga) and divide by

the number of lunar days (in a yuga); the quotient

denotes the ahargana.

Mean Longitude of a Planet

(i) The mean longitude of a planet in revolutions is given

by the expression : (Brahmagupta8 and also Bhaskara*).

fMtl^H^firi^faM fMtfswsi ^TOTf^CTV II MBk I. 7

^wftrrowscfSw ra ret fMfei I

\l<*wl<U<i ^tf^OTWiir: II —BrSpSi. XIII. 18

fppsnf^ "55f wzftmm ii • BrSpSi. 1. 31

# m&n momer- ^^^ftrfsraT mm >l —MBh. I. 8

^^si^^^Twft: il >

s
—LBK 1.15-17

(Divide the product of the revolution-number of a planet and the

aharganah? the (number of) civil days (in a yuga); thus are obtained the

(number of) revolutions (performed by that planet). From the (successive

remainders multiplied respectively by 12£0 and 60 and divided by the same
divisor (I.e. the number of civil days in yuga) are obtained the signs, degrees

and minutes etc (of the mean longitude of that planet) for (mean) sunrise
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Mean longitude-=
revolution """ber ojpljmetXsW*tLfl

civil days m a yuga

Similar expression is given by more recent Indian astro-

nomers also.

(ii) Mean longitude of desired planets in minutes

(mean longitude of the known planet in revolu-

tions etc. reduced to minutes) X (revolution number
of the desired planet)

revolution number of the known planet.

This rule is common to Brahmagupta1 and Bhaskara I
8

.

(iii) An alternative rule for deriving the mean longitude of

the Moon from that of the Sun and vice versa has been given

by BhSsakara I and Brahmagupta both.

Multiply the ahargcwa by the number of intercalary

months in a yuga and divide (the product) by the

number of civil days (in a yuga) : the result is in the

terms of revolutions etc. Add that to thirteen times

the mean longitude of the Sun. (This is the process)

to obtain the mean longitude of the Moon8
.

Mean longitude of the Moon

_ (intercalary months in a yuga) Xahargay.a t .

civil days in a y^_ revolutions

1. frawmfcgw ^R+dfimi^i wwitfyRiitK, I

«ra ^PflPFPWj JT^T mmfik wffns: 1 1
— BrSpSi. XIIL 27

a^TO *i$ms: 1 1 MBh. 1. 10

The (mean) longitude of the Moon, the p lanet, or the Ucca
(whichever is known) together with the revolutions performed

should be reduced to minutes. The resulting minutes should

jfaen be multiplied by the revolution-number of the desired

planet and (the product obtained should be) divided by the

revolution-number of that (known) planet. The result is

(the mean longitude of the desired planet) in minutes.

3- fiif yilfwwg fed ^ji^ii^^ I

m*n1k *omi4 ^i^r nmrFW 1 1 —BrSpSi. XI II. 33

Wf^ sfiraw f^fcrcftfofctf »?f^Kfe^% 1 1
—MBh. 1. 11
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+13 (Sun's mean longitude)

This expression may be rearranged to get the mean

longitude of the Sun from the mean longitude of the Moon1
.

Mean longitude of the Sun

=-^j-[mean longitude of the Moon

_ (intercalary months in a yuga) X ahargaya « . -r.

civil days in a yuga

Calculating the Mean

Longitudes of the Sun and

the Moon without using Ahargana

BhSskara I follows' the method of .Sryabhata I and the

same method more or less has been adopted by Brahmagupta in

calculating the mean longitudes of the Moon and the Sun

without the use of ahargarca. The method may be described

thus

:

Reduce the years elapsed since the beginning of kali-

yuga to months and add to them elapsed months of the

current year- Then multiply the sum by 30 and add

the product to the number of lunar days elapsed since

the beginning of the current month. Multiply that

sum by the number of intercalary months in a yuga

and divide by the number of solar months in a yuga

reduced to days; the quotient denotes the number of

intercalary months elapsed. The remainder is the

adkim&saiesa, Multiply the complete intercalary

months thus obtained by 30; and to the product add the

number of solar days elapsed since the beginning of

kaliyuga2
: then multiply that sum by the number of

omitted lunar days in a ywgu and divide by the number

of lunar days in a yuga ; the remainder obtained is the

avamaie$a called dknika. Then multiply the avamatefa
—

^ ^ ^

<3 TaPTt^! ^JWKkMfa f5 afeft"- 1 1 MBh. I. 11-12

2. By the number of solar days here is meant the number obtained above

by reducing the years elapsed since the beginning of kaliyuga to

months, then adding to them the number of months elapsed since the

beginning of the current year, then multiplying the sum by 30, and then,

adding to the product thas obtained the number of lunar days elapsed
1

of the current month.
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(also called ahnika) by the number of intercalary months

in a yuga and divide by the number of civil days (in a

yuga). Add the resulting quotient to the adhimasaiesa

and divide the sum by the number of lunar months in

a yuga : this gives degrees etc. (This is the total adhi-

masatesd). Next multiply again the avamaiesa called

ahanika by 60 and divide by the number of civil days

in a yuga : the result is in minutes, seconds, thirds etc.

The number of months elapsed (since the beginning of

Caitra) are to be taken as signs and the number of

lunar days elapsed of the current month as degrees.

The sum of these signs and degrees and the minutes,

seconds etc. corresponding to the avama/esa is the

grahatanu. From thirteen times and from one time that

grahatanu severally subtract the degrees, minutes etc.

corresponding to the total adhimasaie^a : the remain-

ders thus obtained are the mean longitudes of the

Moon and the Sun respectively
1
.

5T%fWI<W$ fW$r Vfes^i <T*P^: I

mfom tiwan ffcnfa tf^rciNt ii —BrSpSi. XIII. 20-22

w^sferrcfcw^i ff? %3T mim f^?§: sraw^ i

srfffi^ -*z srotamfa sfetRw: I —MBh. 1 13-19

(Here verse 17 should follow verse 15—K.S. Skukla)
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K. S. Shukla has provided the following rationale to the

rule cited above :

The fraction of the intercalary month (obtained in the

rule)= -.J^asa^a-
, in mean lunar months,

solar days in a yuga

- adhimssasesa
in mean solar months . (i) ,

lunar days in a yuga

The fraction of the omitted lunar day (obtained, in the

rule) i

avamasesa or ahnika . , . ., j==:
\ —:

, in mean civil days.
lunar days in a yuga

avamasesa • i j
in mean lunar days.

civil days in a yuga

avniPSFsa x60
, in mean lunar ghatis. (ii)

civil days in a yuga

The fraction of the intercalary month corresponding to the

above fraction of the omitted lunar day

_ (intercalary months in a yuga) X (avamasesa)

(lunar days in a yuga) x(civil days in a yuga)'

in mean solar months. (iii)

Adding (i) and (iii) and multiplying by 30, the total

fraction of the intercalary month

adhimSsagesa

-I lunar months in a yuga

(intercalary months in a yuga) X (avamasesa)

'

(lunar months in a yuga) x (civil days in a yuga >

in mean solar days, (iv)

Suppose that m lunar months and d lunar days have

elapsed since the beginning of Caitra. Then, treating them as

mean lunar months and mean lunar days, m months and d days

denote the time elapsed since the beginning of mean Caitra up
to the beginning of the current lunar day (treated as mean lunar

day). As (ii) is the interval, in mean lunar ghafis, between the

beginning of the current lunar day and the mean sunrise on that
*

day, therefore

m months+d days+(ii)

^denotes the time in mean lunar months, days, ghatis1 elapsed

Ar 1 fcc*11™^ 1 gfaati=60 vighafcis; 1 vigha$i=60 pxavighatis.
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since the beginning of mean Caitra up to the mean sunrise on

the current lunar day.

Like wise

m months+cf days+(ii) -(iv)

denotes the time in mean solar months, days, ghatis etc.

elapsed since the beginning of the current mean solar

year up to the mean sunrise on the current lunar

day1
.

Let M, D, G, V, and P den ote respectively the mean solar

moDths, mean solar days, mean solar ghatis maan solar vighatis

and mean solar pravighatis elapsed since the beginning of the

current mean solsfr year up to the,, mean sunrise on the current

Iunaij. day. Then evidently mean longitude of the Sim

=M signs, D degrees, G minutes, V seconds and

* . -
;
.\ P thirds.

=(m signs and d degrees)+ [minutes, seconds etc.
-

corresponding to (ii)] —[degrees, minutes etc.

corresponding to (iv)].

and mean longitude of the Moon

=13 [m signs and d degrees+ (minutes, seconds, etc.

corresponding to (ii)]— [degrees, minutes etc.

corresponding to (iv)]

because

[(1/12) mean longitude of the Moon—mean longitude

of the Sun.

• —m signsrf-d degrees+ (minutes, seconds etc.

corresponding to (ii)]

(This equality is based "on the fact that . the left hand side

denotes themean lunar date also known as madhyamfl. tithi). _

A similar rule of these calculations of " the mean longitude

1. Because (iy) is equal to fraction of a lunar month betweeg the beginning

of Caitra and the beginning of the current mean solar year fraction of an

intercalary month corresponding to the tithis elapsed up to the beginn-

ing of the current mean lunar day since the beginning of Caitra fraction

of an intercalary month corresponding to the avamase§a,
t
i.e., the lunar

portion between the'beginning of the current lunar date and the follow-

ing sunrise.
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of the Sun and the Moon without basing on ahargayia hasalsn
been given by Brahmagupta in the Khay.dakhQdyaka1 .

There has been a good deal of agreement on various rules

of astronomical constants from the time of Arj-abhata I (499

A. D.) to the Bhaskara II (1150 A. D.) or even later to the days

of Munisvara (1620 A, D). Earliest concepts were formulated

during the days of the Vedanga-Jyautisa and the Siddhantas of

Indian and the western origin- for example of Brahma, Vasistha,

Pitamaha, Romaka and Pulisa. We in this section are giving

some important concordances which we find com*mon in the

writings of Brahmagupta and his predecessors, contemporaries

and successors as listed below. The list is not exhaustive. Only a

a few illustrations have been cited.

1. Arya —Aryabhafiya. Aryabhata I, 499 A. D.

2. BrSpSi. —Brahmasphutasiddhanta, Brahmagupta, 628

3. K. K.— Khcwdakhadyakai Brahmagupta, 628 A. D.

4. KKu—Kary.a-kuffih.ala, Bhaskara II, 1150 A. D.

5. LBh.—Laghu-Bhaskarlya, Bhaskara I, 522 A. D-

MBh —Maha-Bhaskanya, Bhaskara I, 522 A. D.

MSi—Maha-siddhSnta, Aryabhata II, 950 A. D.

PSi.—Panca5i<i<2/iantifea,Varabamihira, 505 A. D.

SiDVr—Sisyadhlvrddhida, Lalla, 598 A. D.

SiSa.

—

Siddhantasarvabhauma, Munisvara, 1620 A. D.

SiSe—Siddhantatekhara, Sripati, 1039 A. D.

Si&i.

—

Siddhanta-S'iromavA, Bhaskara IT, 1150 A. D.

SaSi.

—

SUryasiddhanta, Modern, 6th or 7th Century.

1. Rule for finding the mean longitudes of the Sun, Mercury

and Venus : BrSpSi. I. 44.

Also MBh. 1. 31. MSi I. 26 ; SiSe II. 42, 43 ; SiS'i. I i,

(d). 15 ; SiSa 1. 105 ; KKu I. 7.

2. Rule^ior finding the mean longitude of the Moon's

ascending node : BrSpSi, XXV. 35.

Concordance of Working Rules

A. D.

=KK, 1. 11-12
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Also MBk I. 33 ; &WVr. I. i. 52 (ii)

3. Rule for finding the mean longitude of the Sighrocca of

Venus and also giving the additives for the Sighrocca of Mercury

and Moon : BrSpSi. XXV. 36.

Also MBk 1. 35 ; S'iDVr. L i, 57 (ii)

4. Rule for finding the mean longitude of the Sighrocca

of Mercury : BrSpSi. XXV. 34.

Also MBh. I. 36 ; &DVr. L i. 50 (ii)

5. Rule for finding the mean longitude of Saturn : BrSpSi.

XXV. 35.

Also SiJ?Vr. I. i. 52 (i) ; MBk I. 37.

6. Rule for finding the mean longitude of Mars : BrSpSi.

XXV. 33.

Also S'iDVr I. i. 50 (i) MBk I. 38.

7. Rule for finding the mean longitude of Jupiter!: BrSpSi.

XXX. 35.

Also ATM. I. 39 ; &DVr. I. i. 51 (i).

8. Rule for finding the distance of a place from the prime

meridian : BrSpSi. I- 36.

Also J\1B&. II. 3-4 ; LBk I. 25-26 ; SiDVf. I. 57-58 (i)

;

SiSa. 1. 143-144.

9. Rule for finding the directions : BrSpSi. III. 1.

Also MBh. Ill, 2 ; SsSi. III. 1-4 ; LBk III. 1; SiDIV I. iii.

1 ; MSi. IV. 1-2 ; SiS'e. IV 1-3
; I. iii. 8-9.

Alternative rule : BrSpSi. III. 2.

Also MBk III. 3 ; PSi. XIV. 14-16 ; SiDVr- I. iii. 2 ; Si&.

IV. 4.

10. Rule for finding the latitude and colatitude and the

zenith distance and altitude of the Sun : BrSpSi. III. 10.

Also MBh. Ill 5; SuSi III 13-14; LBk III 2>3 S'iDVr I.

iii. 4-5 ; Si&. IV. 7; Si& I. iii. 18.

11. Rule for determining the declination, day—radius, earth

sine and ascensional difference (for the Sun or a point on the

ecliptic) : BrSpSi. II. 55.

Also SnSi II. 28 ; LBk II. 16; . I. ii S'iDVr. 17; $iSe. III.
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63-64 ; SiS'i. I. ii. 47 (ii) (For RSinc of the Declination).

BrSpSi. II. 56 ; also Arya. IV 24 ; AlBfc. Ill, 6; LBh. II.

17 ; &Dl?r. I. ii. 18 ; Site. III. 66 ; . Si& I. ii. 48 (For day-

radius).

BrSpSi. II. 57-58 ; also MBh. III. 7 ; LBh. II. 18 ;

SuSi .II. 61; &DI/r. I. ii. 18 ; St& III. 67 ; SiS'i. I- ii. 49 (i)

(For the ascensional difference).

12. For finding the times of rising of the sSyana signs at

the equator : BrSpSi. III. 15.

Also MBh. III. 9 ; SilSi. III. 42-43 : S'iDVr. I. iii. 8 ; Si&.

IV. 15 ; SiS'i I. 11. 51.

13. Rule for finding the ascensional differences of the

Sayana signs Aries. Taurus and Gemini : KK. 1. 21.

Also MBh. III. 8 ; PSi. HI. 10 ; S'iDVr- 1, XIII. 9 ; SiS'i.

I. ii. 50-51.

14. Rule for the determination of the meridian zenith

distance and meridian altitude of the Sun with the help of the

Sun's declination and the latitude of the place ; BrSpSi. Ill, 47.

Also MBh. III. 11 ; LBh. III. 27 ; ^DVr. I. iii. 16 ;Si&.

IV. 42.

15. Rule for determination of the' latitude with the help

of the Sun's meridian zenith distance and declination ;

BrSpSi. : III. 13.

Also MBh. III. 17: LBh. III. 34; SuSi. III. 15-16; SiS'e.

IV. 51,

16. Rule for finding out the Rsine of the Sun's altitude

for the given time in ghafis : BrSpSi. III. 25-26 Also Arya IV.

28; MBh. III. 18-20; LBh. III. 7-10: S'iDVr. I- iii. 24-25; SiS'e.

IV. 32,34; SiS'i. I. iii. 53-54.

17. Rule for finding out the Sun's altitude : RSin <*=

M xday radius x gnomon
R hypotenuse of equinoctial midday shadow

where M=R Sin (given gha^sTasc^ diff.) Rsin (asc. diff.), the

upper or lower sign being taken according as the Sun is the nor-

thern or southern hemisphere, « is the Sun's altitude. BrSpSi.
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Also MBh. Ill 24; S'iDVr. I. iii. 27; Si& IV. 37

18. Rule for finding the Sun's altitude when the Sun's

ascensional difference is greater than the given time : BrSpSi.

III. 33

:

Also MBh. III 25, LBh. III. 11; A'DIV. I. iii. 29 SiS'e. IV. 41.

19. Rule for finding the Sun's altitude in the night :

BrSpSi. III. 63.

Also MBh. III. 26; LBh. III. 11; Si&. IV. 89.

The Sun's altitude for the night has been called Patala

S^mfew by Brahmagupta (.BrSpSi. XV.9)

20. Rule for finding the longitude of the rising point of

the ecliptic with the help of (i) the instantaneous sa"yana longi-

tude of the Sun and (ii) the civil time measured since sunrise,

or with the help of (i) .the Sun's sayana longitude at sunrise

and (ii) the sidereal time elapsed since sunrise : BrSpSi III. 18-20.

Also MBh. III. 30-32: LBh. III. 17-19; SuSu III. 46-48;

S'iDVr. I. iii. 11-12: SiS'e IV. 18-19 (i) : Si$i I. iii. 2-4.

21. Rule for obtaining the civil time measured since

sunrise with the help of (i) the Sun's instantaneous sayana longi-

tude and (ii) the sayana longitude of the rising point of the

ecliptic, or the sidereal time elapsed since sunrise with the help

of (i) the Sun's sayana longitude at sunrise and (ii) the sayana

longitude of the rising point of the ecliptic: BrSpSi HI. 21-23.

Also SaSi. ,111.50-51; MBh. III. 34-36; LBh. III. 20;

S'iDVr, I. iii. 13; SiS'e IV. 19 (ii)—22 (i); Si& I. iii. 5-7. (i).

22. Rule for determining the R Sines of the Sun's prime

vertical altitude : BrSpSi III. 52.

Also Arya. IV; MBh. 111.37-38; LBh. III. 52.

(An error created by Aryabhata has been criticised by
Brahmagupta.)

23. Construction of the locus of the end of the shadow

of a gnomon : BrSpSi. III. 2-3.

Also MBh. Ill 52; S'iDVr- I. iii. 3; SiS'e, IV. 5;

24. Rule for finding the Sun's mean anomaly: BrSpSi,

II. 12 (i).
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Also MBh. IV. 1; SuSi. II. 29 ; SiDVr I. ii. 10; Site, hi.

12; Si$i. I. ii. 18-19 (i).

25. Rule for finding the RSine (Reversed sine) of an arc

«90°) : BrSpSi II. 10.

Also SuSi. II. 31-32 ; MBh. IV. 3-14: LBh. II, 2 (ll)-3 (i);

SiDVr. I. ii. 12 ; Si$e. III. 15; Si& I, ii. 10 (ii>ll.

(We shall discuss it separately in the light of Brahmagupta

formula.)

26. Rule for finding the Sun's equation of the centre:

BrSpSi.. II. 15 (ii);

Also MBh. IV. 4 (ii); . Ill Si$e. 27

27. Rule for determining the Sun's true longitude: BrSpSi.

XIV. 17-18.

Also MBh, IV. 21-23; Sitie. III. 52.

28. Rule for finding the Sun's bhujantara correction

under the eccentric theory : BrSpSi. XIV. 19.

Also MBh-lV. 24.

29. Rule for determining the cara-sarfishara or cara

correction : KK. I. 22.

30. 'Rule for finding the semi-durations of the day and
night ; BrSpSi. II. 60 ; K K. I. 23. .

Also SuSi. II. 62-63 ; SiDVr, I. ii- 20-21 ; Si$e. III. 70 ;

SiS'i. Lii.52.

31. Rule for calculating the tithi : BrSpSi, II. 62 ; KK.
I. 25.

AlsoSaSi. II. 66 ; §iDVr I. ii. 22; SiS'e. III. 71 ; Si&
I. ii. 66.

32. Rule for calculating the Karam : KK. I. 27.

Also. SiPVr- 1, ii. 24 ; SiS'e. in. 77 ; SiS'i. L ii. 66.

33. Rule for calculating naksatra : BrSpSi. II. 62 ; KK.
1.24.

AlsoSaSi 11.64; &DPr- I. ii. 23 (i); SiS'e. M. 75; SiS'i.

I. ii. 67.

34. Rule pertaining to direct and retrograde motions of

a planet : BrSpSi. II. 50-51.
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Also MBh. IV. 56-57 ; SiS'e. III. 59 ; SiDVr. I. ii. 4B ;

35. A rule for converting true distances known in min-

utes into true distances into yojanas : for example : Sun's true

distance in yojanas

Sun's mean distance in yojanas X Sun's true dist. in minutes

Radius

BrSpSi. XXI. 31 (ii).

Also MBh. V. 3 ; SiDVr. I. iv. 5 (i) ; LBh. IV. 3 ; SiSe. V.

4 (ii) ; SiSi I.v. 5 (i) ;

36. Rule for finding angular diameters of the Sun and the

Mcon : BrSpSi. XXI. 34 (ii) ;

Also MBh. V. 5 : SiDVr. I. iv. 8 ; SiSe. V. 6 ; SiSi,

I. v. 7,

37. Formulae for the true (i. e. angular) diameters of the

Sun, the Moon and the shadow in terms of the true daily

motions of the Sun and the Moon (Here by shadow is meant

the section of the cone of the Earth's shadow at the Moon's

distance.) : BrSpSi. IV. 6 (i) : KK. IV. 2 (i).

Also MBh. V. 6-7 ; SiDVr. I. iv. 9 ; MSi. V. 5 (ii) ;

SiSe V. 9 ; SiSi. 1. v. 8-9 ;

38. Rule for finding the spasfa-valana (resultant valana)

for the circle drawn with half the sum of the diameters of the

eclipsed and eclipsing bodies as radius : ErSpS . IV. 18 (i).

Also MBh. V. 46 ; SiDVr. I. iv. 26.

39. Method for calculating the phasa of the eclipse for

the given time : BrSpSi. IV. 11-12.

Also MBh. V. 62-63 ; SiDVT. I. iv. 19-20 ; SiS'e. V. 14.

40. Rule for the determination of the • diameter of the

shadow i.e., the diameter of the Section of the Earth's shadow

where the Moon crosses it : BrSpSi. XXIII. 8-9.

Also MBh. V. 71-73 ; Aryc, IV. 39-40 ; SiDVr. I. iv. 6

(ii>7-

41. Process of successive approximations in connection

with calculations of a lunar eclipse : BrSpSi. TV. 8-9.

Also MBh. V. 75-76 ; LBh. IV. 10-12 ; SiDVr. I. iv. 14-16

Si£e. V. 12-13; Si&. I, v. 12-13.
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42. Rule relating to the visibility-correction known as

aksa-drkkarma •' BrSpSi- VI. 4.

Also MBh. VI. 1-2 ; $iDVr. I. vii. 3 (ii) ; 'MSi. VII. 4 ;

SiSe. IX. 7-

43. Rule relating to the visibility correction known as

ayanadrhkarma : BrSpSi. VI. 3 ; X. 17.

Slightly modified in MBh. VI. 2 (ii)-3 ; SiDVr. I. vii.

2-3 (i) • SiS'e. IX. 4-5 ; similar in MSi. VII. 2-3 ; more

accurate in Si$i. I. viii. 4-5.

44. Rule relating to the visibility of moon : BrSpSi. VI.

6 ; X. 32.

Also MBh; VI. 4-5 (i) PSi. V. 3 : SiDVx- I. vii. 5 ; Si&.

IX. 8 (0.13.

45.. Rule for calculating the phase of the Moon : BrSpSi.

VII. 11 (ii>12.

Also MBh. VI. 5 (ii)-7 ; &DVr. I. ix. 12.

46- Rule for the determination of the Moon's true

declination (i.e. the declination of the centre of the Moon's

disc) •• BrSpSi. VII- 5-

Also MBh. VI. 8 ; &2>I>r. 1- viii. 2 ; Si&. X. 7- (these

are approximate rules; a more accurate rule occurs in Si$i • I-

vii- 3 and 13).

47- Graphical, representation of- the elevation of the

lunar horns in the first quarter of the month at sunset : BrSpSi-

VII- 7-10-

Also MBh- VI. 13-17 ; SiDV- I. ix ; SiSi- 1, ix-

48- Minimum distances of the planets from the Sun when

they are visible : BrSpSi- vi 6 5 X. 32-

Also MBh- VI. 44 ; SiD^t- 1, vii. 5 (i) ; SiS'e. IX. 8 (i>

12.

49. Rule relating to the determination of the time and

the common longitude of two planets when they are in conjunc-

tion in longitude : BrSpSu IX- 5-6.

Also MBh. VI. 49-31 ; SiDV*. I. x. 7-9 (i) ; SiSe. XI.

12-12.

50. Rule relating to the distance between two planets
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which are in conjunction in longitude : BrSpSi- IX. 11.

Also MBh VI. 54 ; SiDVr. I. x. 11 ; SiS'e- XI. 10.

51- Rule For finding the Bhujaphala and Kofiphala etc-

without the use of the RSine-difference table : BrSpSi. XIV-
23-24.

Also MBh. VII, 17-19 ; SiS'e. III. 17.

52. To obtain the Sun's mean true longitude derived from

the midday shadow of the gnomon : BrSpSi. XIV. 28; III.

61-62.

Also MBh. VIII. 5j SiS'i I. ii. 45.

53. Rule to find the arc corresponding to a given RSine :

BrSpSi II. 11.

Also MBh. VIII. 6; SaSi. II. 33, ^iDPr. I. ii. 13, SiS'e. III.

16, SiS'i. I. ii. 11 (ii)—12 (i).

For the concordance given here we express our indebted-

ness to the work of K.S. Shukla on the Mahabhasianya.

Tables of Constants

Some of the Tables of Constants have been given in an

earlier chapter. We here give a few more tables which would

indicate how far Brahmagupta introduced new concepts in eva-

luating these constants of greater accuracy and refinement.

TABLE I

Position of Planets for the Beginning of kaliyuga

In this Table are given the positions of the planets, includ-

ing the Moon's apogee and ascending node, for the beginning of

Kaliyuga. The calculations of Brahmagupta are different from

those of the Suryasiddhsnta and of Aryabhata L

Planet Positions

BrSpSi.
according

Arya.
to

SuSi

1 1 2 3 4

Sun

Moon

5 ' '
»

5 ° '
* o t o
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1 1

1 1

3 4

Moon's apogee
5

4 5

/

29 46
5

3

s

3 o o

if

o

Moon^s asc. node 5 3 12 58 6 6 o o o

Mars 11 29 3 50 o o o 6 o o o

Mercury 11 27 24 29

Tiroiter 11 29 27 36

Venus 11 28 42 14

Saturn 11 28 46 34

TABLE II

Diameters of the Sun, the Moon and the Earth

in yojanas and the distances of the Sun

and the Moon from the Earth

BrSpSi Bhaskara
, 1

i

Srlpati Bhgskara Modern
I t II 1 (in miles)

1 2 | 3 4 15 1 6

Sun's diameter in

yojanas

Sun's distance in

yojanas (mid-
night reck.)

Ratio

Moon's diameter
in yojanas

Moon's distance
in yojanas (mid-
night reck.)

Ratio Earth's dia-
,meter in yojanas

6,522

689,358

480

51,566

1,581

4,410

459,585

0'009596

315

34,377

6,522

684,870

6,522

689,377

0,009,523 009,461

480

51,566

0,009,1630,009,308 009,308

400

86,400

92,900,000

00,093

2,160

51,566 2,389,000

0,009
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TABLE III

Sidereal Revolutions of the Apogees

of the Planets in a Ealpa

Apogee of BrSpSi. According to

Surya-Siddhanta
Aryabhatlya

1 1

O !

<L 1

•2o A

Sun 480 387 not given

Mars 292 204

Mercury 332 368

Jupiter 855 900

Venus 653 535

Saturn 41 39

TABLE TV

Sidereal Revolutions of the Nodes

of the Planets in a Ealpa

(Not given in the Arydbhatiya)

Node of BrSpSi.

Sttrya-Siddhdnta

Mars 267 214

Mercury 521 488

Jupiter 63 174

Venus 893 903

Saturn 584 662
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TABLE V

Peripheries of the Epicycles

of the Planets

Planet

BrSpSi. Surya-Siddhsnta Aryabhapiya

odd even
quad. quad.

odd
quad.

even
quad.

odd even
quad. quad.

1 I 2 1 3
1

. 4

(a) Manda epicycles

Sun 13°40' 13°40' 14° 13°30'

Moon 31°36' 31°40' 32° 31°30'

Mars 70° 72° 75° 63° 81°

Marcury 38° 28° 30° 31°30' 22°30'

Jupiter 33° 32° 33° 31°30' 36°

Venus
go no 11° 12° 18° 9°

Saturn 30° 48° 49° 40°30' 58°30'

(b) Sighra epicycles

1 1 2
1 3 1

4

Mars 1 243
tt

40fl 232° 235° 238°30' 229°30'

Mercury 132° 132° 133° 139°30' 130°30'

Jupiter 68° 72° 70° 72° 67°30'

Venus 263° 258° 260° 262° 265°30' 256°30'

Saturn 35° 40° 39° 40°30' 36°

1. In the middle of quadrants, it is 237°
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TABLE VI

Mean Diameters of the Planets

Planet BrSpSi. Surya-Sid-
dhdnta

Aryabhatiya Modem

1 o 4 Ku

Sun 32'3r 32'24" 33' approx. 32'2
,

36"

Moon 32' 1' appro*. 32' 31'30" 31'8»

Mars 4'46" 2' V1T 9'36*

Mercury 6'14" 3' 2'8" 6'68"

Jupiter 7'22' 3'30* 3'12" 314.72'

Venus 9' 4' 6'24' 16.8'

Saturn 5'24" 2'30" 1'36* 2'495'

TABLE VII

Inclination of the Orbits of

the Planets to the Ecliptic

Planet BrSpSi. SuryarSid-
dhSnta

Aryabhapiya Modern
(Jan.00,195°)

1 I 2 1 3 1 4 I 5

Moon 4°30' 4
6
30' 4°30' 5

68'40*

Mars 1°50' 1°30' 1°30' r5vor

Mercury 2°32' 2° 2° ro'w

Jupiter 116' 1° 1° 1°18'21'

Venus 2°16' 2° 2° 2°23'39*

Saturn 2'10' 2° 2° 2°2925*
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TABLE VIII

Longitudes of the Junction Stars

according to Different Authorities

Longitude (polar) Longitude according

according to to

Junction-star

BrSpSi.KK. Si$e.SaSiof MBh. LBh. SiDVr.

SiSi.

1 I 2 13 I 4 15 16
A 4x7inijTXS> V iX 11

8° 8° 8° 8° 8°

JUi-i.CH O.L11
20° 20° 27° 26°30° 20°

-TWA L LI,Art
O7OOA/
JJ <J\J

36° 3fi° 36°

T< nhmTJLvvJJulkll
4Q°28' 49" 49°

AYlLgaMrd «°DO Oo Ob

0/ 0/ £U 70° 70° 70°

x WIlaXVaDU 00° Q2° 02°

Jr v&ya 1U0 XKJO

108°
J.U0 luy 114°

JLJL4
114°114 114.®

190° TOO 1^0 OU

T>_"DL, s
14/ 1 A A"144 1 AT3

141 1 Al141 ijy A)

1KK»XZKJ 1 RAO T«/fO

Hasta 170° 170° 173° 173° 173°

CitrS 183° 180° 185° 185° 184°2(r

Svati 199° 199° 197°
,

197° 197°

Vifafchs 212°5' 213° 212° 212° 212°

Anuradha 224°5' 224° 222° 222° 222°

Jje&ha 229*5' 229° 228° 228° 228°

Mllla 241* 241° 241°. 24T30' 241°

P-Asadha 254° 254° 254° 254°30' 254°
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1
J. Ci 1

A
4 i tZ

\ D
r
D

U-Asadha 260° 260° 267° 266°3G' 267°20'

$ravana 278° 280° 285° 284°30' 284°10'

Dhanistha 290° 290° 296° 295°30' 296°20'

Jsatabhisak 320° 320° 307° 307° 313°20'

P-Bhadra. 326° 326° 328° 328° 327°

U-Bbadra .

337° 337° 345° 345° 335°20'

Revati 0° 359°50' 360° 360° 359°

TABLE K
Celestial Latitudes of

the Junction-Stars

Junction
star of

Polar latitude given in Latitude given m

BrSpSuKKt SuSi.

Sioe.

Si$i MBh. LBk SiDVr.

1 2 3 1 4 1 5 I 6 7

AsvinI 10°iV 10°2V 10°N io°iv 10°2V 10°N

Bharani 12'N 12°iV 12°N 12°N 12°N 12"N

Krttika 4°31'N 5°N 4°30W 5°N 5°,A7 5°N

Rohinl 4°3?5 5°S 4°30'S 5°5 5°J 5°5

Mrgasin 10°S 10°5 10°5 10°5 10°S 1Q°S

Ardra 9°S 9°5 9°S 9
s
vS 9°5 9°5

Punarvasn 6°AT 6*7V 6°N 6*N 6'N S°N

Pusya

Aslesa 7°5 7°S 7°S 7°5 7°S 7*5

MaghS

P-Phalgum 12°2\T 12°2V 12°N 12'N 12°iV 12'N

U-Phalguni 13°.V 13°iV 13°N 13°N 13°iV 13°N
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1 12 I 3

Hasta
(
11"5 irs

Citra 1°45'5 2°S

Svati 37
9N 37°N

Visakha 1°23'5 1°30',S

AnurSdha 1 44'5 3°S

Jyestha 3°30r5 4°S

Mula 8°30'S 9°S

P-Asadha 5°20'S

U-Assdha 5°S

Sravana 30°A7 30°A7

Dhanistha
* •

36°iV 36°N

Satabiiisak 18'S 30'

5

P-Bh5dra 24°N 24°2V

U-Bhadra 26°N 26°^

Reyati
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backing to the west) in one day. It is sufficient to postulate the

existence of only one Sun, one Moon and twenty-seven naksatras

to explain the astronomical phenomena.
1

3. Brahmagupta differs from Aryabhata I in the length of

the four yugas. Arvabhata regards all the four yugas of equal

lengths, i. e. 1,080,000 years; the caturyuga being of 4,320,000

years. Brahmagupta regards Kaliyuga to be of 432,000 years,

Dvapara to be twice of it, Treta to be thrice of it and Krtayuga

of four times of the length of the Kaliyuga. Both have the

caturyuga of the same length.
3

4. Aryabhata was not clear with respect to the number of

civil days (s3vana dina) in a yuga ; in one of his treatises he

gives this number to be 1,577,917,800 and in the other 1,577.917,

500 with a difference of 300 days, though in both the treatises, Arya-

bhata I regards the number of solar years to be 4,320,000 in a

Caturyuga or Mahayuga. Why is this difference ? asks

Brahmagupta.3

5. Aryabhata regards mandocca (the apogee) and p3ta

(the ascending node of the orbit on the ecliptic) as constant or

stationary; then how could he propound a sphufa-yuga or the

concept of true yuga with the concurrence of year, month and

day on the Caitra Sukla Pratipada (the first day of bright half

of the month Caitra) at the same time as indicated by Aryabhata

in his Laghvaryabhafiya 1'antra*

Aryabhata was not clear in respect to the variance in the

pata. In the Aryasta-sata (in the Aryabhativa which has 108

AryS verses), Aryabhata states that the pata of all the planets

BrSpSi. XL 3

BrSpSi. XI. 4

-BrSpSi. XL 5

—BrSpSi. XI. 6
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show variance of movement, but in the Dasagitika (a chapter of

ten Arya verses), he states that with the exception of the pata ot

the Moon, the patds of all other planets are stationary or cons-

tant. Brahmagupta points out this anomaly in the concept of

Aryabhata.1

6. Brahmagupta points out a self-contradiction in Arya-
bhata. At one place he says that the Moon covers the Sun during

the solar eclipse and similarly the shadow of the Earth covers

the Moon during the lunar eclipse (and he does not mention

Rahu) in this connection (Aryabkatiya, Gola. 37). At the same
time it is said that Aryabhata was familar with the movement of
4
'e£gfe"planets, and thus postulating the presence of Rahu; in fact,

the patas of planets are responsible for their eclipse, and the

eighth planet Rahu is not present.2

7. Aryabhata gives measures to Manus. Yugas and Kalpas

different from what have been given in the recognised Smrtis.3

8. Aryabhata regards Guruvara or Thursday to be the first

day of the Kalpa, and not Sunday, which is wrong according to

Brahmagupta.4

9. Brahmagupta unnecessarily criticises Aryabhata in

respect to the order of days. The motion of the planets decreases

in the following order : Moon, Budha (Mercury), Sukra (Venus),

Sun, Kuja (Mars), Guru (Jupiter) and $ani (Saturn). Aryabhata

in one of his verses states that starting from the Sun and pro-

ceeding in the increasing order every fourth is the dinapati or the

"lord of the day' (Aryabhaftya, Kala. 16) ; this gives the order :

Sun, Moon. Mars, Mercury, Venus and Saturn and hence the

order of days as Ravivdra (Sunday); Candravara (Monday)

BrSpSi. XI. 8

BrSpSi. XI. 9

BrSpSi. XI. 10

BrSpSi. XI. 11

1. STP#2w ^ITcTI wfa ^!*ftra% rto: urn: I

feu TO II

50ifi3 *t hot mmt wsxi ui=

«
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Mafigalavara (Tuesday), (Budhavara) (Wednesday), GuruvSra

(Thursday) Sukravara (Friday) and SanivSra (Saturday). Thus

Aryabhata gives the same order of days as other authorities and

there is no reason why he should be criticised.

Certainly what is Sunday for Lanka, may not be Sunday

at the same time for Siddhapura; and Aryabhata should have

emphasised that the day (Monday, Tuesday etc.) is not cons-

tant for all the places.1

10. Brahrnagupta expresses surprise why Aryabhata, in two
of his treatises propounds two different systems of reckoning one

from the Sunrise in Lanka and the other from the Midnight in

Lanka.2 This causes a difference of one-fourth of the daily-

motion in the two reckonings of the motion of planets.3

11. Brahrnagupta criticises Aryabhata on the point of dia-

meter of the Earth. In the Gitikapada, 5 and 6, Aryabhata
states that one yojana=8,0C0 x purusa, and 1 puru§a=4 hasta,

thus 1 yojana =32,000 purusas, and the diameter of the Earth is

1050 yojanas. Brahrnagupta further says that an error in the

diameter of the Earth would cause an error in desantara of

longitude and thus also in the true tiihi and consequently in the

#
calculation of eclipses also

*

12. Aryabhata has rightly stated that the Earth is in

motion and the Bhagatpas are stationary- Brahmagupta's objec-

tion is that if the Earth is in motion, birds would not be abte to
return to their nests, and if the Earth's motion is upside-down,

*r#?% ^ats^l wswt ms 1

1

-BrSpSi. XI. 12

2. *rfa$: *wwaRW4y<'5? \

BrSpSi. XL 13.

-BrSpSi. XI. 14

4. Hk?wWk^i^' Jjif^m %mzm \

BrSpSi. XL. 25-16
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then the roof and hills would come down, which is contrary

to our observation.1 Obviously Brahmagupta is not justified in

his criticism.

13. Brahmagupta points out to the differences in his calcu-

lations and the calculations of Aryabhata in the peripheries of

the manda and iighra epicycles of planets in the odd and even

quadrants. (This difference we have shown in Table V, p. 313) :

14. Aryabhata I and Bhaskara I have both given a rule for

the determination of the drkksepajyas of the Sun and the

Moon :

Take the product of the Sun's or Moon's own madhya-

jya and udayajyd, then divide the product by the

radius and then take the square of the quotient. Sub-

tract that from the square of the own madhyajya ;

the square-root of that difference is known as the Sun's

or Moon's drkksepajya.2

The Sun's drkksepajya is the Rsine of the zenith distance

of that point of the ecliptic which is at the shortest distance from

the zenith (this point is called nonagesimal or the central ecliptic

point). The Moon's drkksepajya is the Rsine of the zenith

distance of that point of the Moon's orbit which is at the short-

est distance from the zenith. The rule given above is only

approximate and has been criticised by Brahmagupta.4

15. In the Aryabhafiya, there is a rule in the Golapada for

finding the Rsine of the agra of the true Sun; and also for the

—BrSpSi. XI. 17

—BrSpSi. XI. 18-19

—Mbh. V. 19

BrSpSi. XI. 29-30

4. f«[f^W% fct^WWci ^PPJSa^ «qf I
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Rsine of the Sun's prime vertical altitude.
1 Bhaskara also gives

the rule in his MahUbhUskanya :

Multiply the Rsine of the (Sun's) greatest declination

by the Rsine of the Sun's true (sayana) longitude;

then divide (the product) by the Rsine of the colati-

tude, the result is (the Rsine of) the agra of the true

Sun. When that (agra) is less than the latitude and'

•when the Sun is also in the northern hemisphere,

multiply (the Rsine of the Sun's agra) by (the Rsine

of) the colatitude; the result is the Rsine of the Sun's

prime vertical altitude.
2

The condition laid down in the rule that the "Sun's agra

should be less than the latitude'' is incorrect. The error was

originally comitted by Aryabhata and Bhaskara followed it.

This error was noticed by Brahmagupta3
. Bhaskara I, however,

corrected the error in the Laghu-Bhaskanya. There he gives the

correct conditions. It is not the agra that should be less than

the latitude, it is the Sun's declination (or rather the Rsine of

the Sun's northern declination as we have in the Laghu-,

BhBskanya), which should be less than the latitude (or rather

the Rsine of the latitude). This condition is necessary for the

existence of the prime vertical shadow of the gnomon.

It may be pointed out that the commentators of AryabhataT

have interpreted the rule given by Aryabhata I as conveying

the correct meaning ; they say that Aryabhata also meant

declination when he used the term agra.

1. MWWWsSUiliivtas^r^fgf sat fl?r§t^ 1

"Jjfcft - Arya- V. 30-31

33*rt% =cftat «m*Mii, ti

«CT5f jot !) —MBh. III. 37-38

y-HM^*}**^ ii . —BrSpSi. XI. 22
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Usually by agra, we mean the arc of the celestial horizon

lying between the east point and the point where a heavenly

body rises ; or between the west point and the point where a

heavenly body sets. Declination is kranti.

16. Brahmagupta has criticised Aryabhata and his group

for their expressions for determining lamhana (i. e. the difference

of the parallaxes, in longitude, of the Sun and the Moon), and
the rule for determining the avanati or nati (i.e. the difference in

parallaxes, in latitude of the Sun and Moon).1

Lamhana is obtained with the help of the five Rsines : (i)

madhya-jya, (ii) udaya-jya, (iii) drk-k$epa-jy5, (iv) drg-jys, and

(v) drg-gati-jya.

(i) The madhyajya is the Rsine of the zenith distance of

meridian ecliptic point

:

madhyajya—Rsm ($± declination of the meridian ecliptic

point).
8

In this expression # is the latitude of the place, and by

R sin is meant R Xsine, R being the radius of the celestial sphere.

(ii) The udayajya. is the Rsine of the arc of the horizon

intervening between the equator and the ecliptic, and is given

by :

, . R sin L xR sin e
udayaiya= 5 .

—
R cos <p

where L is the longitude of the horizon ecliptic point in the east

and e the obliquity of the ecliptic.

(iii) The drkksepajyS is the R sine of the zenith distance of

the central ecliptic point3, and is given by :

1- straws f^^T fraii sffai =333'% 1

cWPRttq: ^<*r#twj
-ti few 11

*i%n *mm^4 Raiwai sras icro^ U —BrSpSi- XL 23-25

2. The meridian ecliptic point is the point of the ecliptic on tie meridian.

3" The central ecliptic point is the central point of the portion of the eclip-

tic lying above the horizon.
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drkhsepajya.

=[ (madhyamf-
{

uJ^t^dhyam
J

2

JI

where R is the radius of the celestial sphere-

(iv) The drgjyd is the Rsine of the zenith distance (of the

Sun) and is given by :

where L is the longitude of the horizon ecliptic in the east and
6 the longitude of the Sun-

(v) The drggatijya is the Rsine of the altitude of the central

ecliptic point, and is given by :

drggatijya=lR1— (drkkszpajyay}1 '2

•where R is the radius of the celestial sphere.

In the Mahabhaskanya1
, the expression for the Sun's

drggatijya. is :

(Sun's drggatijya)s

=(Sun's drgjyaf — (Sun's drkisepajyd)*

and similar is the expression for the the Moon's drggatjya.

Now lambana, which is the difference of the parallaxes,
in longitude, of the Sun and the Moon, is given by the expres-
sion :

Lambana=Moon's lambana—Sun's lambana.

Sun's lambana

=Sunjs drggatijya x Earth's semidiameter
Sun's true distance in yojanas

Moon's lambana

. ^Moon's drggatijya x Earth's sem^djameter
Moon's true distance in yoianas

These lambanas are in terms of minutes of arc etc2.

^t msxim eNpg: n —MBh. V, 23

(Cont. on Page 225}
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Thus lambana is given by subtracting the Sun's lambana

from Moon's lambana.

This lambana is also expressed in the following way •

Lambana

^ |" {(drgjyay-Cdrkksepajyay} 1 '2 x 18

j_ Moon's true distance

KdrgjyaY- (drkksepajya)*}1 '2 x 181

Sun's true distance j

in minutes.

= x ( lambana calculated in minutes ) is the
d

lambana in ghafcs, where d denotes the difference

between the daily motions of the Sun and the

Moon.

Aryabhata I has given his description of the determination

<6i lambana and avanati in the Golapada 33, 34 of the

Aryabhaliya1
, and Bhaskara has followed his rules in the

Mahsbhaskanya2
. Brahmagupta criticises them in his Brahma-

sphufasiddhanta3 .

(vii) We shall now take up nati or avanati (both the terms

mean the same). Nati is the difference of the parallaxes in

latitude, of the Sun and the Moon and is given by :

.„
atl

-_|~ dr&ksepajydxl8 ^ drkksepajya x 18

jMoon's true disc. Son's true dist.

minutes.

3=rr 2*: ^4 ^WtkR^I^' I

RjGQ ^ ?^^T[T ^J^HHtI fPTfaTSffl u

Ioc. at MBh. V. 24-27

loc . ax. BrSpSL XI. 23-25

(Cone from Page 324}

MBh. V, 24-27

—Arya. IV, 33-34
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(viii) Moon's true latitude=Moon's latitude X nati-

The present Saryasiddhanta and Brahmagupta both utilise

the following expressions for lambana and nati which give more

accurate values :

, r
toon (M-Q)xdrggati !

3>a rtW -

lambana^
{Rsin (30° )}

2 g •

where M and denote the longitudes of the meridian ecliptic

and the Sun respectively.

. drkksepajya x d

where R is the radius of the celestial sphere and d denotes the

difference between the daily motions of the Sun and the

Moon1
.

Brahmagupta has raised objections to the Aryabhata system

regarding lambana (XI. 26-28), drkksepa (XI. 30-31) ayanadrk-

karma (XL 35), elevation of Moon's horns (JrAgonnati) (XI. 39)

and similar several other points. He is so vehemently opposed

to Aryabhata that finally he declares :

''It is beyond my capacity to enumerate all the defects

of Aryabhata. Only a few have been given ' here as

illustration. Intelligent people can easily find out

others2.

He also says :

Aryabhata is neither conversant with the Ganita

(mathematics), nor Kala (time calculations) nor Gola

(celestial or spherical calculations). It is difficult to

enumerate separately the fallacies committed by him
in the respective chapters of the GaflitapBda, Kslakri-

ysp&da and GolapSda3. *

1. loc. dt. BrSpSi. XI. 23.

5fenaisKn£r %qif% 11 —BrSpSi. XI. 44

*m m: Tmj&nTgm^m. 1 1 —BrSpSi. XI. 43.
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Brahmagupta and !§riscna

In Varahamihira's Pancasiddhantika we have a critical

review of the five Siddhdntas or five systems of astronomical

study : Pulisa Siddhanta, Romaka Siddhanta, Vasistha Siddhanta.

Surya Siddhanta and Brahma Siddhanta. Colebrooke in his

Paper ''On the notion of the Hindu Astronomers concerning the

precession of the equinoxes and motions of the planets", publi-

shed in the Asiatic Researches, vol. xii. p. 203-250. Calcutta.

1816,4 to, reproduced in the Miscellaneous Essays. VoL IL 1872,

says the following in regards to the authorship of these schools

of astronomy :

All these books are frequently cited in the astrono-

mical compilations and are occasionally referred to

their real or supposed authors. The first is everywhere

assigned to Pulisa, whose name it bears. The Romaka
Siddhanta is ascribed by the scholiast of Brahmagupta

and by a commentator of the Surya Siddhanta to

3risena. The Vasistha Siddhanta is by the same

authority given to Visnucandra. Both these authors

are repeatedly mentioned with censure by Brahma-

gupta ; and it is acknowledged that they are entitled

to no particular deference.

The Brshmna Siddhanta, which is the basis of Brahma-

gupta's work, is not anywhere attributed to a known
author ; but referred to in all quotations of it which

have fallen under observation, either to the Visnudhar

mottara Pur&na, of which it is considered as forming

a part, or to Brahma (also called PitSmaha) who is

introduced into it as the speaker in a dialogue with

Bhrgu, or it is acknowledged to be the work of some

unknown person. The true author it may be now

impracticable to discover, and would be vain to con-

jecture.

.The Surya Siddhanta (if the same which we now pos-

sess) is in the like manner ascribed to no certain author

unless in the passage cited by my colleague Mr. Bently

(.Asiatic Researches, vol. vi. p. 572) who "says that "in

the commentary of the BhSsvath it is declared, that
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Varafya was the author of the Surya Siddhanata", and

who adds, that "Satananda, the author of the Bhasvatl

was a pupil of Varaha under whose directions, he

himself acknowledges, he wrote that work
1
'.

This concluding remark alludes to the following verse

of the Bhasvatl Karana : "Next I will propound

succinctly., from Mihira's instruction, (the system)

equal to the Surya Siddhanta1, (.Miscellaneous Essays*

p. 388-90) (The word 'Mihira' has double meaning : it

might be an abbreviation of Varahamihira, or it may

mean sun or Surya).

Thus on the authority of Colebrooke, Srlsena may by re-

garded as the initiator of the Romaka system. Brahmagupta him-

self mentions in one of his passages the name of Srlsena in connec-

tion with the"Romaka system, and further the conceptions of the

Romaka system came down as Vasistha system through Visnucan-

dra,
2 Latadeva also derived from Srlsena the concepts of the mean

motions of the Sun, the Moon, the Moon's apogee and her node

and the mean motions of Mars. Mercury's. Sighra, Jupiter, Venus'

Sigrha and Saturn. I have indicated elsewhere, which is also

the view of Sankara Balakraja Diksita, that the original Romaka
and Paulisa Siddhantas were introduced to Indians by Latadeva,

and the latter Romaka Siddhanta by Srlsena (Original Romaka
Siddhanta was prevalent before &aka 427 and this is the one

which is mentioned by Varahamihira who makes no reference to

Srisena and Visnucandra in the Pav-casidhantika, and the latter

Romaka Siddhanta was introduced by Srisena as is indicated by
Brahmagupta. Thus we have two Vasistha Siddhantas and two

Romaka Siddhantas). My personal view is that Latadeva,

Srisena and possibly Visnucandra also, were naturalised Greeks,

settled in India and they had adopted themselve to Indian life.

They were conversant in Greek and Indian Astronomy both and

had contributed substantially to Indian astronomy. Brahmagupta

was opposed to any of these f oreign influences dominating Indian

—BhasvaU Karavta

saRPB* » —BrSpSi. XI. 50
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systems, and he very much resented such interferences in pure

academic life of this country. He was opposed to Aryabhata
for a different reason. Aryabhata was universally regarded as

an authority in this country, and the conservativism was so deep

that even where it could be shown by direct observation or

on valid theoretical grounds, that a particular concept was

erroneous or less accurate, people still chose to adhere to it,

since they had the backing of Aryabhata's authority. Brahma-
gupta was against this nonscientific attitude. Needless to say,

Brahmagupta was not always fair to Aryabhata in his criticism ;

he overdid in enumerating the shortcomings of Aryabhata's

system, as if he was personally jealous of his wide popularity.

Brahmagupta's feelings against Latadeva, Snsena, Visnu-

candra and others would be seen from the following passage in

the Brdhmasphutasiddhanta :

From the fact that Srisena, Visnucandra, Pradyumna
Aryabhata, Lata, and Sirfaha contradict one another

regarding eclipses and similar topics, their ignorance,

is proved daily. The criticisms which 1 have passed

on Aryabhata are, with the requisite modifications, to

be applied to the doctrines of each of these teachers as

well. I will, however, make some further critical re-

marks on Srisena and others.

Srisena took from Lata the rules concerning the mean
motions of the Sun, and the Moon, the Moo l's apogee

and her node, and the mean motions of Mars, Mercu-

ry's &ighra, Jupiter, Venus's Slghra, and Saturn ; he

took elapsed years and the revolutions of yuga (yuga-

yata-varsa-bhagazia) from Vasistha and the Psdakara&a

of Vijayanandi; further took from Aryabhata the rules

concerning the apogee, epicycycles and nodes, and

those referring to the true motions of the planets and

thus the Romaka Siddhanta which was (or is) a heap

of jewels (as it were) has, by Srisena, been made into

a patched rag (as it were)1
.

1. sf&lrf^S^ S^Hl4*teild!ti<tMl4
*,, I

[Con*, on Page 330]
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Brahmagupta very emphatically says about his system that

so long as people would be finding concordance between the

observed and theoretical results (drggaziitaikyam) in respect of

solar and lunar eclipses, his Brahma Siddhanta would be held

in esteem
1
.

In other systems, whatever concordance appears to be bet-

ween the observation and calculation, of eclipses etd it is,

Brahmagupta says, merely accidental or by chance, as the maxim

of letters bored by an insect in wood or paper2
.

ICont. from Page 329]

—BrSpSi. XII. 46-50

—BrSpSi. XI. 61

-BrSpSi. XI, 51.
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CHAPTER XIII

Brahmagupta and

Astronomical Instruments

The Twenty-second Chapter of the BrShmasphutasiddhdnta

is known as the Yantradkyaya or a chapter on instruments.

There is a description of seventeen types of time-reckoning instru-

ments (Kala-yantray- :

1. Dhanuryantra—Bow instrument.

2. Turyagolaka yantra—Quadrant (one-fourth sphere)

3. Cakra yantra=wheel or circle.

4. Yasti yantra—a pole or staff instrument.

5. &anku yantra—Gnomon.

6. Ghatika yantra—a clock or pot instrument.

7. Kapala yantra—Bowl or potsherd instrument.

8. Karttarl yantra— Scissor or knife ; cutter.

9. Pitha yantra=Pedastal or seat instrument.

10. Salila yantra—WateHeveller.

11. Brahma or &2na yantra—For describing circles.

12. Avalamba Sutra—Threads with plumbs (Plumb

lines).

13. Karna or chayg-karna—A set of squares for

diagonals.

14. Ch5yS or sanku-chgya—Sundial.

1. $<<K?r w^nyRtl «!3^c%^ i

3tf €^tF^ II -BrSpSi. XXIII, 5-6
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15. Dinardha yantra—Midday measure instrument.

16. Arka yantra—Sun-instrument.

17. Aksa or PalSnsa yantra—Small degree measure arc

instrument.

Salila yantra is used for levelling ; since a liquid such as

water seeks its own level, it can be utilised to know whether a

surface has been levelled or not.1 Bhrama or Sana is used for

drawing circles. Avalambaka or plambline is used for

adjusting vertical line. Karna is used in connection with angles

and diagonals. From 'Salila (no. 10) to the last (no. 17) ; these

eight are used for adjustments and are basically important.

The dhanuryantra is used for nata and unnata kala

ghatibas.

On the paridhi or the circumference of the cdkra-yantra

are indicated the twelve r3fis. ending up to Mina (XXII. 18).

Brahmagupta has described the yasti yantra and shown how it

could be used to give time at different parts of the day, and

from its shadow drgiya and other characteristics can be calculat-

ed. This instrument can also be used for ascertaining the solar-

lunar differences, and for fixing up the directions. It can

be used for determining various heights and altitudes.

The karttan yantra is of the shape of a pair of scissors with

two semi-circular blades, fastended to a string at the centre ; at

the centre is fixed a pin or a pole which casts shadows.

Setting up of the Gnomon

Here it would be interesting to describe the

setting of a gnomon, which K.S. Shukla has given in details while

commenting on the Mahabhgpkanya (IV. 1) :

After having tested the level of the ground by means
of water, draw a neat circle with a pair of compasses

(harkafa) (At the centre of that circle, set up a vertical

gnomon). The gnomon should be large, cylindrical,

massive, and tested for its perpendicularity by means
of four threads with plumbs (avalmbaka) tied to

them.

fe4\*wkw: ^Ifg^sH^ngr || —BrSpSi XXII. 7.
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Bhaskara I in his commentary on the Aryabhatiya tells us

that there was a difference of opinion amongst astronomers in

his time regarding the shape and size of gnomon (also called style).

Some astronomers prescribed a gnomon with its one-third in the

bottom of the shape of a prism on a square base (caturasra), one-

third in the middle of the shape of a cow's tail (go-pucchdkara).

and one-third at the top of the shape of a spear-head (Sulakara)

and some others prescribed a sq aare prismoidal (samacaturasra),

gnomon. The followers of Aryabhata I, he informs us, prescrib-

ed the use of a broad (prthu), massive (gwru). and large (dirgha

cylindrical gnomon, made of excellent timber and free from any

hole, a scar or knot on its body. In the above stanza. Bhiskara I

prescribes this last kind of gnomon : the other two kinds he

proves in the commentary to be defective and so he rejects them.

For getting the shadow'end easily and correctly the cylindri-

cal gnomon was surmounted by a fine cylindrical iron or wooden

nail fixed vertically at the centre of the upper end. The nail

was taken to be longer than the radius of the gnomon, so that

its shadow was always seen on the ground.

Certain writers, Bhaskara I tells us ia the commentary,

prescribed a gnomon of half a cubit (=12 angulas) in length

and having twelve divisions. But according to Bhaskara I

(although it was the usual custom) there was no such hard and

fast rule. The gnomon could be of any length and any number

of divisions. The gnomon should, however, be large enough, so

that the rings of graduation on the guomo.i may be clearly seen

on the shadow. A broad and massive gnomon was preferred

because it was unaffected by the wind.

Brahmagupta describes gnomon which at the bottom is

two ahgulas wide, pointed as a needle., 12 afigulas in length, and

full of holes from the basic circular part to the pointed

extremity. (BrSpSi. XXII. 39).

As regards testing the level of the ground, Bhaskara I

observes

:

When there is no wind, place a jar (full) of water

upon a tripod on the ground which has been made

plane by means of eye or thread, and bore a (fine)

hole (at the bottom of the jar) so that the water may
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have continuous flow. Where the water falling on

the ground spreads in a circle, there the ground is in

perfect level ; where the water accumulates after

departing from the circle of water, it is low ; and where

the water does not reach, there it is high. (Bhaskara'

s

Commentary on the Aryabhafaya, II. 13).

After the ground was levelled, a prominently distinct circle

was drawn on the ground as stated in the text {MBh. III. 1).

In the time of Sankaranarayana (869 A.D.), there it seems that all

lines were drawn on the ground with sandal paste (candana-

ksodlrdra). The above circle having been thus drawn and coated

with sandal paste, another small concentric circle was drawn

with the radius of the gnomon. The gnomon was then placed

vertically with the periphery of its base in coincidence with

that circle. The gnomon was thus set up exactly in the middle of

the bigger circle. The vertically of the gnomon was tested by

means of four plumb lines hung on the ' four sides of the

gnomon

Gnomon Used for Finding the Directions

The rule in th's connection has been described by
Brahmagupta in BrSpSi- III. 1. The same rule in other words
has been described by Bhaskara I in MBh. III. 2. In the VasanS
Bhasya, Pithodaka Svami describes the details of determining

the directions. The level of the ground is ascertained by means
of water and a gnomon of 12 angulas is set up. Find out two
points where the shadow of the gnomon enters into and passes

out of the circle. Bhaskara prescribes drawing out a fish figure

with these points- The thread line which goes through the
mouth and tail of the fish figure indicates the north and south
directions with respect to the gnomon. Brahmagupta says that
if the Sun is on the eastern ^ side, then where the shadow-point
enters circle (in the forenoon) that point would be the west, and
the point where it emerges out (in the afternoon) is the east

As the Sun moves along the ecliptic, its declination
changes. By the the time the shadow moves between the
forenoon and afternoon points as given above, the Sun , traverses
some distance of the ecliptic and, so, theoretically speaking, its
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declination gets changed. It follows, therefore, that the East-

West line in the afcove determination is not the true position

of the actual East-West line. Brahmagupta (623 A. D.) was
the first Hindu astronomer who prescribed the determination of

the East-West line with proper allowance for the change in the

Suns declination. (Shukla) The details of the method intended

by him have been supplied by his commentator Prthadaka

Svsrai (860 A. D.).

BhSskara and Brabmagupta both give another

method of determining directions : (BrSpSf. III. 2

;

MBh. III. 3) : With the three points (at the ends of the three

shadows of the gnomon) corresponding to (any three) different

times (in the day), draw two fish-figures (each with two of the

three points) in accordance with the usual method. From the

point of intersection of the lines passing through the mouth and

tail (of the two fish-figures), determine the north and south

directions. (MBh. III. 3).

Brahmagupta in his rule is more precise :

The point where the lines passing through the two

fish-figures, which are drawn by means of three shadow

ends (of the gnomon), intersect each other is for places

in the northern hemisphere, the south direction, (if

the midday shadow falls to the north of the foot of the

gnomon). If the midday shadow falls towards the

south of the foot of the gnomon, it is the north

direction. (BrSpSi. III. 2).

This rule is obviously based on the assumption that the

the locus of the end of the shadow of the gnomon is a circle.

In tact the locus for places whose latitude is less than (90°— the

obliquity of the ecliptic), this locus is a hyperbola.

Brahmagupta has made numerous uses of gnomon. He
and BhSskara, for example, both give the rules for finding the

latitude and colatiude and the zenith distance and altitude of

the Sun by finding out the length of the shadow and the length

of the gnomon (BrSpSi. III. 10 ; MBh. III. 5) ; also rule for

the determination of the latitude with the help of the Sun's

meridian 2enith distance and declination (BrSpSi. III. 13 ; MBh.
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in. 17) ; also rule for finding the Sun's altitude (BrSpSi, III. 27 ;

MBh. III. 24) (The Sun's altitude for the night has been called

by Brahmagupta as patala-tanku, BrSpSi. XV. 9).

Golayantra or Armillary Sphere

The first mention of the Golayantra or the armillary sphere

is in the Aryabhapiya (Golapada. 22)
1 which was a uniformly

round circle made of wood or of bamboo and which

was ot uniform weight or density alround. It was levelled with

mercury, oil or water. A salaka" or pin (or rod) was fixed in it

in the south-north direction. Its description from the com-

mentary Bhafadipika of Paramldisvara is given here :

A- sphere of wood, uniformly round on all sides and

with uniform density, and also light is made to revolve

round an iron axis fixed north-south without friction

(oil may be introduced to avoid friction). To the

backside of the sphere, is fixed a nalaka full of water

which has the length equal to the circumference of the

sphere: and which has a hole at the bottom.

Now a thread, connected to the hook of the wooden

ball (on the top side) passing over another small

ball (in the same axis of the wooden ball) is attached

to the mercury lobe by its other end. The mercury

lobe is placed on the level of water and water is allo-

wed to flow through the bottom hole and with water

mercury lobe also goes down. The time in which the

above hook of ball comes to bottom (180°) is noted.

The experiment is repeated with oil. The use of this

mechanism is to revolve the ball by water or oil
1

insfla^S W&tfpftl Arya.IV.22

w^rrfcw& ftfe s^spWtfg wa^w1

g$* tNk$$m w&

[Conf. on Page 3371
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In the Arabic epitome of the Almagest entitled Tahriru'l

mejesti. the armillary sphere. Za ul halk, is thus described :

Two equal circles are placed at right angles, the one

representing the ecliptic, the other the solstitial colure.

Two pins pass throught the poles of the ecliptic and
two other pins are placed on the poles of the equator.

On the first two pins are suspended a couple of circles

moving, the one within, the other without, the

first mentioned circles, and representing two seconda-

ries of the ecliptic. On the two other pins a circle

is placed, which encompasses the whole instrument,

and within which the different circles turn; it repre-

sents the meridian. Within the inner secondary of

the ecliptic, a circle is fitted to it, in the same plane

and turning in it. This is adapted to measure latitudes.

To this internal circle, two apertures or sights, opposite

to each other, and without its plane are adapted like

the sights of an instrument for altitudes. The armil-

lary sphere is complete when consisting of these six

circles. The ecliptic and secondaries are to be gra-

duated as minutely as may be practicable. It is best

to place both secondaries, as by some directed, within

the ecliptic (instead of placing one of them without it),

that the complete revolution of the outer secondary

may not be obstructed by the pins at the poles of the

equator. The meridian likewise should be doubled,

or made to consist of two circles; the external one gra-

duated and the internal one moving within it. Thus the

pole may be adjusted at its proper elevation above the

horizon of any place. The instrument so constructed

consists of seven circles.

It is remarked that when the circle representing the

meridian, is placed in the plane of the true meridian, so

fe^' %3 ^fr? 3i5r GrttwRi I siercpjt n^^fa \ d^w** tft«*f*iig

wiHMtwae' ^tenfo' JFfi?#3jl SaSi. XIII, 16-17
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that it cuts the plane of the horizon at right angles,

and one of the poles of the equator is elevated above

the horizon conformably with the latitude of the

place; then the motions of all the circles round the

poles represent the motions of the universe.

After rectifying the meridian, if it be wished to

observe the Sun and Moon together, the outer secon-

dary of the ecliptic must be made to intersect the

ecliptic at the Sun's place for that time: and the

solstitial colure must be moved until the place of

intersection be opposite to the Sun. Both circles are

thus adjusted to their true places; or if any object but

the Sun, be observed, the colure is turned until the

object be seen in its proper place, on that secondary

referred to the ecliptic : the circle representing the

ecliptic being at the same time in the plane of the

true ecliptic and in its proper situation. ' Afterwards,

the inner secondary is turned towards the Moon (or to

any star intended to be observed), and the smaller

circle within it, bearing the two sights is turned, until

the Moon, (or to any star intended to be observed),

and the smaller circle within it, bearing the two sights,

is turned, until the Moon be seen in the line of the

apertures. The intersection of the secondary circle and

ecliptic is the place of the Moon in longitude: and the

arc of the secondary, between the aperture and the

ecliptic, is the latitude of the Moon on either side

(North or South). (From Colebrooke's Miscellaneous

Essays).

The same instrument, as described by Montucla from the

text of Ptolemy (1. 3. c. 2) consists of six circles : first a large

circle representing the meridian; next four circles united toge-

ther, representing the equator, ecliptic and two colures, and
turning within the first circle on the poles of the equator, lastly

a circle turning on the poles of the ecliptic furnished with sights

and nearly touching, on its concave side, the circumference of

the ecliptic.

The armillary sphere described by the Arabian epitomiser,
differs, therefore; from Ptolemy's in omitting the equator and
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equinoctial colure, and adding an inner secondary of the ecliptic,

which as well as the meridian, is doubled.

According to Lalande, the astrolobe of Ptolemy, from which
Tycho Brabe derived his equatorial armillary, consisted only of

four circles: two placed at right angles to represent the ecliptic

and solstitial colure; a third turning on the poles of the ecliptic

and serving to mark longitudes; and a fourth, within the other

three, furnished with sights to observe celestial objects and
measure their latitudes and longitudes.

Whether the ancient Greeks had any more complicated
instrument formed on similar principles, and applicable to astro-

nomical otservations, is perhaps uncertain. We have no detailed

description of the instrument which Archimedes is said to have

devised to represent the phenomena and motions of the heavenly

bodies; nor any sufficient hint of its construction; nor does

Cicero's account of the sphere exhibited by Posidonius suggest a

distinct notion of its structure.

Among the Arabs, no addition is at present known to have

been made to the armillary sphere; between the period when the

Almagest was traaslated and the time of Alhazen. who wrote a

treatise of optics, in which a more complicated instrument than

that of Ptolemy, is described; Alhazen's armillary sphere is stated

to have been the prototype of Tycho Erahe's; but neither the

original treatise, nor the Latin translation of it, are procurable

and one is therefore unable to ascertain whether the sphere,

mentioned by the Arabian author, resembled that described by

Indian astronomers. At all events, says Colebrooke, he is more

modern than the oldest of the Hindu writers.

Here we give the literal translation of the passage on armi-

llary sphere or Golayantra occurring in the Surya-Siddhsnta :

Let the astronomer frame the surprising structure of

the terrestitial and celestial spheres.

Having caused a wooden globe to be made (of such

size) as he pleases; to represent the Earth : with a

staff tor the axis passing through the centre, and

exceeding the glole at both ends; kt him place the

supporting hooka as also the equinoctial circle.

Three circles must be prepared, (divided for signs and

degrees), the radius of which must agree with the
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respective diurnal circles, in proportion to the equino-

ctial : the three circles should be placed for the Ram
(Mesa) and following signs, respectively, at the proper

declination in degrees N. or S. ; the same answer

contrariwise for the Crab (Karkata) and other signs.

In like manner three circles are placed in the southern

hemisphere, for the Balance (Tula') and the rest, and

contrariwise for Capricorn (Mrgx) and remaining

sighs. Circles are similarly placed on both hoops for

the asterisras in both hemispheres, as also for Abhijit

and for the Seven Rns, Agastya, Brahmahrdaya and

other stars.

In the middle of all these circles is placed the equinoctial.

At the intersection of that and supporting hoops, the

distant from each other half the signs, the two equino-

xes should be determined; and the two solstices, at the

degrees of obliquity from the equinoctial; and the

the places of the Ram (Mesa) and the rest, in the

order of the signs, should be adjusted by the strings of

the curve. Another circle thus passing from equinox

to equinox, is named the ecliptic; and by this path, the

Sun illuminating worlds, for ever travels. The Moon
and other planets are seen d'-viating from their nodes

in the ecliptic to the extent of their respective greatest

latitudes (within the zodiac).1

1- *jj!t)+t*[ *3^f ^Kiw^l^uik; I

Wont, on page 34l]
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The author of the SUrya-Siddhdnta then proceeds to notice

the relation of the great circles before mentioned to the horizon,

and observes that whatever place be assumed for the apex of

the sphere, the middle of the heaven for that place is its horizon.

He concludes by showing, that the instrument may be made to

revolve with regularity, by means of a current of water; and

hints, that the appearance of spontaneous motion may be given,

by a concealed mechanism, for which quicksilver is to be
employed. There is a hint of secrecy also in one of the lines,

and it has, therefore, been stated that the construction and the

mechanism of working should be learnt under the guidance of a

teccher.

How to Observe Places of Stars

Details are not available in this connection. The Surya-

Siddhanta only hints ''that the astronomer should frame a sphere

and examine the apparent longitude and latitude (sphufzvik sepa

and sphufadhruvaka)". The commentators, however, describe

the manner of making the observation. They direct a spherical

instrument (Golayantra) to be constructed as described above.

This instrument is very much similar to the armillary sphere.

An additional circle graduated for degrees and minutes, is direct-

ed to be suspended on the pins of the axis as pivots. It is named as

Vedhavalaya or intersecting circle, and appears to be a circle of

declination. After noticing this addition to the instrument,

the instructions proceed to the rectifying of the Golayantra or

armillary sphere which is said to be placed, so that the axis shall

point to the pole: and the horizon be true by a water level.

The instrument being thus placed, tbe observer is instructed

to look at the star Revatl through a sight fitted to an orifice at

the centre of the sphere; and having found the star, to adjust by

it the end of the sign Pisces on the ecliptic. The observer is

then to look through the sight, at the yoga star of AjviAl, or at

a»rfeg*T ?fii n<mfo l

aisqf^pt ft^im^^ I SuSL XIII. 3-12
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some other proposed object; and to bring the moveable circle of

declination over it. The distance in degrees, from the inter-

section of this circle and ecliptic, to the end of Mma or Pisces,

is its longitude (dhruvaka) in degrees; and the number of degrees

on the moveable circle of declination, from the same intersection

to the place of the star, is its latitude (viksepa) North or

South.

The commentators have rightly remarked that the ''latitude

so found is sphuta or apparent, being the place intercepted bet-

ween the star and the ecliptic, on a circle passing through the

poles; but the true latitude (asphufa) is found on a circle hung

upon the poles of the celestial sphere as directed in another

place". (From Colebrooke's Paper on the Indian and Arabian

Divisions of the Zodiac. Miscellaneous Essays, Vol. II, 324-326).

For the details of the Golayantra, readers are requested to

refer to the description in the SiddhantaSiromani of Bha"s-

kara II.

—
: o :
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x. 5^T^fr for (^>c<swt)

vs. ipftsf; for (^i^)

(*) ?. ^rr: for (^?rr)

3- snfoarqwrcy'i: for (^rWrrir^T:)

^. ^rug for (^r^)

?=;. (*r) ?. ^ftsjm for (s^rfcsfrsTT:) (t) ^: (^) St?: (isf) W for
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(T) 3- ^eHTCret: (%) for (^JtTM
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sfssPT ?=:°o for (*Nrr) (fr) srsWT: for (#ktt)'

(^) V for (xf^lT ^TTTT%:)

(^r) 5=C3JT for (g^n
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gftn TrST: for (^f^rsr:)
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(sr) ^. TTCT for (w)
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v. for (ht^cT)

?. ^^f^TH for (^c4)<i||)

(*r) I fofcf"^ (t) ^rrf^r^ for (trwif^q;)

3%rc for (2%th^) (ir) h^t for (wr)

(^) <*(V^w")<wr: for (sTOffi^ten)

(^) 3. sr%at for (st%3t)

(^) ?. iiNir^y^u for (tn#rerg; 2%wt)

^. g^r for (jtccFt)

x for (^temjfa^)

K. for (£n#g()

^. ?tsgr for (?t«#)
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tariff macF[ srfsro wiIm^m^ m ^ n

SrfeR 5TT#| 5TRJTT: ^f[«4ilK'Hfi N ^3

(*) ?• ^ft (*) fcTT (w) f*TT for (f?ft)

^. gpsnftr: (*r) (^) (^) Sjftfrarftr: for (^rg^nfw:)

3- IfT^cOT (5) (w:) (*st) for (^rgTOT)

V. <r«KlWpt> (t) (^) (^) TPmf^Ppfi for

(t) X.. ^rsmiTT: ft) ^srf jtrttt: for (^rsefsmor)

ft) ^. SWT: (*r) imir: for (strtt)

(=?) V. V.fcKI'W^f; for (^TRI^PpB) ? fcTT for (^crr) ^ 5? for (?T|)

V awr: for (sthut) 3. 5§T for (^t)

^. ft) ?. TTCfcj (^) (^) TRftfor ftfeft)

feBVgjwt ft) fsrawr (^) fsfragiR[rf for (ftrsnrpirf)

ft) \. m for (?nfr)

ft)
v.

2jt^ for (#rq;)

ftra^Rjrr for (fsprcr^rr)

ft) ?. TT#T for (Trftnr) ^. ^Rfff for (^Hjrf)

V ?mfqcR3Tf: for (?srrfq%^f

)

(*r) ?• ep^t (t) fa) far) ^fk?T fa) for (^rar^r)

Jiwrg; for ftiwn)

fa) 3- «w fa) (it) for fa*)

V.
,

*T%%^for fa%g[)

R. strtt: fa) for (JTRgT:)

fa) v wmjrrq; fa) wmjrT^ for (wsmjrr^)

\9. ( ) it ^ ii

fa) «=. f^r u^mii sn^ii^frnR^ for (Trf^r^nfiT^^

w srnjnr^

)

yws% for (stt%5)
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RV. (?) t ^: (T) for (fcf?)

(T) 5Rrn^T for (sf^TT^T)

3. *fpr? (ir) ^mwi for (^nr^ sfwt)

(«r) v. wftft for (ssffarf)

^nr for («N?)

^T: for (?T*r:)

(?) v. ^ftff for (^Ttaff)'w for (*r?)
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R. *tfm (t) (V) («) sMcR for (^Mt^R)
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^. (w) t fa*^" (=sr) for (f^TTO:)

5ffffwf^wr (t) (3?) (*sr) for (^ffafe^faBiT)

fr) 3
- f^r: (*) P^ff: for (p:^f:

)

(*r) v. W jrsrr for (qsrpsrr)

(^) 5T?5TfcT: for (^K^ll^d:)

^fff^ltaFTT for (srjFfef%|faBn')

3=;. («r) ?. <fioT" (t) (*>) (g-) for ("m)

^. for

(t) v. sznsT^fcf for (arrcrre:
)

(v) X. ftf' (=*) for (fcf)

(<sf) \s. ^ThpTF for (ssff*T)

XS.. (T) ?. for (^f) (T) (*) (w) fcR*JT for (irf^:)
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(m) WTfor (sqT)
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*

3 *
N *

'T5^f^tf^fTf?n^TTIcft ^fsficft 5T%cft II 3° It

\V9. («T) + WI-£Hl (»t) (^) for TRt)

?. TO (t) TOT for (TO:)

3- f^FT (it) (^) for (feN)

(t) V. for (5gT^)

|t5TK3TO for (srftoTTWTO)

ft) ?. TO for (TO:)

ft) ?. TOT for (TO:)

(*f) 3. N^itUfcnfir: for (qw^^ N^lfa:)

H.. for (q^rrq; ?rg;)

(^) ^TCgfeFTfV. for (m^I^ ^fe>Tfir:) % f^T for ($v?t)

(^) TOT for (tot) -R. TOT for (TO?)

^5.. (w) TOSSfrerTOH^TJT (t) (=?) for (h^hmsit^tptto: i ^nr)

3. 1*WI5y«T (t) for p«-«IH«r)-

(t) V. ^t: for (tot)

TO for (TO)

(*f) ?. TO£ JA$IWTO ?FPT for ("R^FTW^^nRTTO: stkpt)

^. TO for (TO)

^o. (sr) ?. 3?Tt57^f^fer: (*T) ft) for (^ftsw^fi^fer:)

(*fr) S^^fa for (^ifa)



( m )

^ 3

skis *n #wit fwrafe'Pt IT (tT) Tlf^rnTT u ^ u

! 1
R ?

00 3°

3t (*0 t srnjffrt^F^B: for (sm^rrf^g%:)

^. #RT: for (*#t?r:)

^. (w) ?. qfs^T (t) (=?) for (srfornrr)

V srfNtaxrfwrr (t) (?) for (^fitrnf^RT)

(t) V. SfsiRjfir for (srsqrg 5TT)

(^) iwtffg; for (s^fr#3;)

(fr) ?. fer for (fw) ^. wfs^rr for (qf^wr) ?. *ifei+W<:i for

(W) V. ^rfs^r: (it) (^) for

X,. ^gfltfl'^ (?) for

?. 1° ^"0 1° 5To if

t ?

3 «.o 3° Ho

^. 5TF^r?*<n: (?) for (mh^hVi)

3- W (."0 ^ for (I5") y

V ferwr (?) for (ferarc)

(t) 5?rptr^ for (qp*rta?)

(?) 3- far for (far)

(*£) ?. fsrfirHir^T for (fraiftH?)

(t) ^- a^n: for

frr for (f=n)

?' 1° ^0
e

1° 5cTo

? ? *
•

.

3°



( m )

TT^p^^mrat faqfer ^ff^r: ii ^ u

3

frf^T ^fe^T^^M^: II 3* II

3*. (w) v fcrfcr (t) for (feifcr)

«. fiiWt: for (ffejt)

tr^rrfgwrt (t) H^^mw^^i for (t^^iw^jfr)

forfcr (f) for (f^Tfef)

(t) ?. for (snrtrcj)

(=Ef) Rfircjr for (^iftRTt:)

«j. f^fcf for (forfar)

(^) ?• ws*R for (wpi)

^. for (spsrr:)

^? for {s^ir)

V. <rfc% (if) for (gfircs:)

H.. WT for (w?)

(*r) ?• faffoft (t) for (foNt)

R. *RPi% (l) gc^TRf for (<tcrrt)

3. (t) imtT^^: for (fi^ft^TfTK:)

(t) v. W irf jt|t srfrcr ?r$1f i

(*) ?. firftjft for (fasMt)

^. StsFfit for (g^T%)

V ?^ffaf?rPT: for (TOtfftPPtf'T:)

ftfe^fr for (iwft)

t>. & for (w)

3. TTPtrfo^frrt: for (^ii|Hwfl?rt)



( "v
)

H. («r) ?• ¥%^fr (t) *%**ft for

3. 5." *rfeFT for (^ferr)

(
It) V. g|^T for (fff?tf)

(«r) k. 5.0 for (^g^r^fr)

^. for (33^) \5. for (f??TT)

(5) ^for (^) ^. f^nr) for (^^fewr)

fa) ti«WH^4: for (a^WT^:)

3. srfefeia^ for (wfafkcr2r4w)

v. ^HTg^r (g) for («rr«Tnr5^r)

(«r) k. w^r for («pnrpr)

If: for (II)

(*) \s. TO for (^5)

(*) ?. Tlfir for (TT%)

^. (w) t *nj*nfa (^) for (tffwfa)

3- oiNtftofctoMI {l) for (sq^TO^r)

(T) V. ?r5Ef^R!TT%W for (^'smriiri')

K. ferlT for

?. SSOT^f ^l^T^?mfW?^T?tm^ for (^itfapfoTrqWr 5i^Tf5f-

(=*) 3<Wl5fefw*Nt$T for
(^TT#TO^f)

(*) f^mPT for (sfWfa ^. 3^ grBprfin> fc5Tt^^"^
i^TFtf *pr& for (^i+TwM^i*T<>itwViw<ti«ii«

)



{ m )

U- (?) ?. ^rFRffer^ (t) yewndi^fr for (^rTHg#c^:)

^. ?crfw for (5RrftftT)(T) ?ro#fe: for (swwiwDw)

^TTfeJK (t) for (^rrf^fPC)

(t) V. s^h for (f;^)

(?) ?. y<yflfl^iWU^ for (y^lW^IX-y^)

^> fqwrf^T for (sTJrqrorfw)

(^) 5.. for (^IMl)

Vo. (?) ^. *r^r (*r) (*r) for (tj^fWt)

5R#'i^fe*Frt (l) d'c*ldl#f8FRJ3rat for (rGfn^SRRTt)

v. f?fat=frre3t?^ (*r) ffeita^ for (1?f«a<?n?*?*r*

(t) %. fafTfsrs'^ for (fwff#; 5F$)

(?) a«Ff% for (?ran%)

3. ^fSTCJcft for (^^RTcTt)

(*p) ?. f?% for (feit) 3. «n?: for (aiw) V 5f£<$t for (^S^tTf)

V. feSFTtSreq-for (f?feRTTOR?
)

vs>. (w) ?. «iiKW^R^rnn (t) ^w^+l^dT ?fnrr for (^rr^^mrr)

^. sRTOf" (T) for {?ptf? )

3. fftom (t) ^ra^5#rnr (?) for (xh^-M)

(?) ?• fcmrrfor (pm)

for (gftjrar °utm£* vmfam 4*i<wi<xm i jrfgf^r^fr^*

w^rftf ^h^hI-O u)



( )

v^. (tr) 3. *f+l^ijf <raf for (ssftt: asf w

)

^. "JT^T (t) for (?

(l) V. cISTRT fort: for (^Mfeft)

«,. T^t: for (TW:)

(?) V SR?> for (^Nt:)

3. gRf W^f for (cT5R?f)

(^) t 3%^ for (g#**f ) IT for (sf

V^. (W) ^. ^T#rTT: (t) (^) for (sfsrcgftrR)

?. S^T^Tcn:^ (T) for

3. fewMd (=!r) for (f«W«Rr:)

(^) 5.. g7 37 ^TOTT for (s^dP'M
)

YY. (w) ^. ^TTfw (it) for (^nf^r)

?. s**rnf (t) fmj for
(
wmuT

)

Y. for

3. w$<m° (^snf) (*r) for (^nf)

(t) Wf for (sfts)

(^} W*«Uif for
(
wmitT

)

3>^t for

^. i,f*=i?r for (sp^f

)

(*) ?. m for
) % for ^^T)



{ )

^ * 3

* . 3 . > ^

3? v» ,

n. («r) k. »nf (t) sfw
S. ?#^r (t) w for (^Srq; ipr)

3- Tf^ff (?) for (Tf^f)
V. 4.q$Hw (ir) (?) for (*^%t)JT)

(t) ^. ftuwW for (f^wtrnrr)

(?) *i?f for (JT^) \. for (s^)

(^) ? 5#r^d%^Tf^nrfem uftf w" for (3Tfo?feRf?-

0. 5*: for (}^) fqR^ for (Tfa?) v. <m; for (snr)

v^. (?) ^. cnj^ (?r) (^) for (ttrr)

3. ^! for (^cf%)

?. JTTPWt (t) qT^ST for (?F*fftnf)

(?) V. gtfc for (^)
^Tr^cf for (fjrr^f) ?. q

-

r«r)\K' for (3n«fw<)

(^) ?. TT^ft for (m«lW<)

v«. (e) v. ^ftNit: (T) (?) for (?nrftfr)

?. (t) (?) for

^TT: (t) for (^TT)

3. f?%<mrT (t) f^qwrpi^rr for (fesN-jtr s??3T)

^. ^wft^M-y^ut: (t) ftwfa^ji for (afWRl^.M^i^i^:)

(t) irsnre>r (?) for (4$3*t)

vs. «ralshiUh for (wi^^Kk)

(«f) ?. SSt for (fldh) ^. ST?*: for (^f5^:) 3- TRIT for (<T&)



( n« )

V 9

3 X

Vt;. (*r) v. (t) for (fafqrcr)

?. zttrh: (t) (*r) for (ttrtt)

K. fTrttir^'st (^) for (^fcw)

(*r) ^. MqftftcftsbR^iT for (r^%qt?rT: ?r sparer)

1%) ?. TO for (3TTRTT) ^. T>&<mr for (MqftlT:)

\. mzfo&mwH for (^^trf^)

ve. (w) ^. si^Mwrsf (t) (^) for (^inwrgfq;)

3- ^i^fH^ri^; (t) (=*) for (ffgtflwirf})

V. TT|f: for (tf^ft:)

(*r) ? . Sftpsfei% for (^<inrr>%)

#rref for (#rrs^)

(^) v. ^?ft: for («f|^:)

(^) ?. for (5f«f%)

(w) ^. TI^T (T) for (^Rpt:)

?. ^nf^T: (t) ^f^ftf<yHir^+r for (^fcfrfeRTf^rr

(t) V ?^rfor (?^t)

(=sr) X +iki+i<H>T^ for (^Tf5imf?3;)

?. ^Ttfepnfepr: for (^^ftfeRTf^FT)

sreg; for (srwg;)

(^)) WPfcM'I'fe+'l for (<Ml*iM<l»HlF*M) V. tffo for (^)
H?. (*r) ^. ira^f for

(t) V for (^Ef:) V. TOW for (^xfTT:)

(*) > S^for (ft*)
"



( m )

KR. (w) 3. 3?r (t) mifepii for (grfo^t)

(T) V JTFTfsr^T: for (WWlfel:)

V. for (fctg

)

(^) K. ^iwsfd+kKHissi for (jft^rg; qfc+kwj)

?. wrd=Mf<4wf in|«r" for (^tfi^rcnmf)

srforwsr fc^g for (srfi^Rrww f#|)

i<3
• («r) R. 5%^T: for (3fw)

3. ftraT (t) for (fsRrr)

?. jitw (t) (*r) for (smnir)

(f) V. trf?fjr: (sr) for^rrr:)

(^) srrw for (wm) R- ^WT- for (5%^) 3. F^rar: for

(f%^rT) foi (q?rokrc-5i?H:)

\. for (<Mci(l+;)

HV. (tr) 3- 5RT (^) for (snsr)

v. wfd+KKeniTT?!; ft) mg^fi+idwii for (^rfeFRTC ?m%)

X. yrjfefrfer (t) 5«rfeftfer for (yr^fcftfer)

(t) ^. dl<rt>inrl+it^1: for (tfWlRrWll^ft:), wft *T^TT U 1

1

(=?) v. ^feiRnsr^ for (wf^RR^rr^)

K. yrgfortfor for (^wfeftfer)

?. f^TT^ for {^n%) ft) 5. sftfaf for (frrf^r) ^rft *TWT

(t) t^TRrPW^'tW^ jpT 3tWT I

(^) ?. for



( ?v )

K^. (?) far for (fcfT) ^. ^FT for (mar)

3. sRfrforfs^regwt ^flM^'^f^ for (?r^Hta^tg^R«raT

grtw>) ^fNr *Ntt 5^ 1

1

(sf?) ii^i«ri^ird<^r?rcrT ^jtsptt i

(*) ?• ?F (*r) (*) for (i^rr)

^. ^RlM T^^ I (T)
jj,

r<lldKHKF? for (^dl^MI^r)

V WRTFJTRR for (wWRiTOt^R)

f^ro— softer t i^jr sffc "rf^fi I ?fk 33% cpRrg; ^t#^tt «v

for (WTTOf^T^^m ^tt)

(t) for (gfcr)

for



( t*t )

1 51

S^. (?) ^femfe^l qfe gcTT qfc°hlPff: I

?F?5Ttfef ^Pd+lP^^ #ft Hkfc[ II t.% II

for

(ft-) W ^> 57 -WfaPUKf *V 5T S^RTS? ft 1

1

(?) ft° w^ft? #^ # srf?w Tft^r ^if| if 1

1

'fe^M few, STft?fd*lP^ftild'TOdTfa: II *V ||' <ffsRf

(t) ?f ?i*rhPw ifft- ^nff 1

1

i % #w # pff "tPrt, is^t f$rd "rfer

(?) ^. air <r msm is fs g§ 1

1

s^. (?) ^. ^''f^fe^ffMra^ (?) ^>ftwft?33?3ft for (smtaft?^ ?f-

?. wrffor (wff)

3. ?^i^' for (irsjrr^)

Wft 3i#F ft^t I I

(?) v. ?R?r for (f^rr) ^''fmfg^^^id^ ?nr for (?pikftw^

?ft)

(?) ? . ?Fft for («praf) 3. TfTSTcr for

%. ^?t? for
(
tiffMt g^) V. #t: for (zft%>



( m )

*tfe STRTT M I<m<M>: «T5^ II % II

H«t. (w) ?. Trnft srpnrT: (t) inrRf^^Mf for (inTOf^pt:)

^. flrerofoft: for ({WHPttft:)

i g^ftft (tt) TRjff f%^fct for (^Rjf^^tfit)

v. ^sr^ for f^rq^)

(»T) K. ^Tf: for (*if

)

(?) ?. ^Tnmff^fr : for (^HKIWlJift:)

R. fTWR'foit: for tf^qfefr:)

for (^tfir) v. 3%tri£ for (f^nrqt)

(t) I for (qsTTO^nnft:) 3. Wft for (fafc) 3- ^ for

Kt (?) 3. ppTsmg; (t) *pr^ ^kkh^ for (^ii^ar

V sFtft^ "J^TPT (t) ^t€r^«i^ wif for (*rtfc srqspsrcrrcf

)

(T) V ^ f°r (*f)

o. stfiwt; for (wrtst:)

(?) 3- pn arj^tTftrsn^ for (^ll^l^'l^MT^)

v. aptst for (*tfe)

yr^w for (JitfWFf

)

(t) ?. ^ife^ for (^tfe Vff? (T) for

V f<P^ ^llRjtfiW for (^flMl'^dl Ts^)

,
v. ^fi^if^ wft for- (ftfesm«reriF) for (<rc?T^)



( m )

$&W3( fesRf r^TT ^ ^ff^ff I

jil'^MH -W«=l M<{ Hj^tfl : II %\ II
-

5T^f|[%ffT I«WWl4w >TWf?T cFT II ^ II

V. (^) V. ?n?rr for {m^) (T) STgMt: for (srrf'HT^ft)

(T) for (sffrfj)

(t) ?. for (sRjf)

\. ^rereBrit for (^wfcrTHTRi')

(^) ». ^ftewmrr for (+ld*mnwtf) «ng*"<ij for («fig+<<f)

3. ^fwfcft for ysmrnft

V. ^TpTlft for (?nfilTffr) PTCf^rgl" for (?ifftfg:)

%: TfWcRrsr}^ for (^T^tcnrait)

(*) ?. ^rrg; for (sajf) for (for) fmiti for (^raUft)

v. WTfMt; for (snpr^rt) K> Tfg for (<#)

V irsira^r for (H^i^miJ)')

(*) ?• ^ (T) (=?) for (spff)

3. sr^rcrax (*r) spf^rciicrc: for (^^nr*)

(t) V. f<^^fWd for (PMw)f?*ftr)

(=f ) 3. ^f^mn: for (tf^^arr)

Op) \- wft for (sett) sfteasft- for (snft

iMfd4ddi fi^rfiT for (yVsWfckflw)

%R- {?) ?. T^ff (t) ^rrsrnrl for (frapff)

srmft (t) O) for (sntrfa)

^ srfr^r (=*) ^Tff^nr for ?t^^+4)

(t) v. tftw^ for (?mvz)

(*) ?. TT«mft for (iwrtf) ^. 5Wt for (fTcTtfa) for (^r)



( w )

^ 3 * V

^3. (*r) ?. (t) <prfsr#sr for (^rf^f^)

3. ynfts (=*) for (5*1*5)

(ir) v. sp^rr for (strstt)

3. for (sffar^)

(*r) ?. ^T^fccffor (^wfmfcf)

(*) ?. "qfisf. for (srf\sf) ^. ^T^; (*) for (tftanj)

V*. (*) V. 5frWp^ (T) for (iptof*5rfor)

X. (t) ^rrtnrri for
)

M^?ffr (T) (^) for (sr^ffte)

3. srfrgw: (l) for (^Tp?l)

(jt) v. wfr: for (sir)

(^) K. for (spRre^t)

3. ?r|rar?r: for (^"fg^sr)

($) R. M^for (fl^ffr)

3. sfnpn for (^ifrgw)

Vt- (w) ?. TOT (^) for (mm)
^TPRnni: (T) MPt for (^'Kd*Ui)

V 'EtfirwfeFpKt (t) irfasrfe#T| for (JifdwId+fpHtil:)

(*r) V. ^aprfe: for (fl«w»rfir:)

K- ^T%for (t$d<l(d)
. V fore^refoi (few^r)

(^) ^. y^i'kWM: for t^n^nw) ^. for
(
^^rfe^nfird:)

for (NwWffa ^rf^TOWW'sWIHW^ 1 iwsiww Jif?nr-



( w )

1 3

(W) t. V (t) (*) for (*)

(T) 3- fowl" for (fesrfo)

V. for (cTpet)

(^) K. fsrfr for (^ifa) V f f^ror for (f fa?*?)

(?) t ^for (*) ^. snft (T) WT^T for (l^f

)

V9- {<*) 3. *fter (t) for (im)

(l) ?. srfw^^*'lft% for (9fa*fh+ir<<j))

-5f^n snjrar; for (^f^rciw-')

(=*) K- ?«f for (*jf

)

(?) ?. MldW*f? WPuul' for (j?%^|^Tft%)

\. f# iten for {ffrrn)

(*) ?• (t) for (nfprgsffi)

(l) 3. FTgft.? for (^Tgfil?)

(^) 5Rf5f for (?Rf^f)

(?) ? ^ T^flW^ for (^rp^^f|-35RT) \. ^<WI%for (^fent|)

V. ^nT?r% for (il^'tf) \. CTTg I| for (?7gftf)

S| *rff ^PTra | 1

(*r) ?. fc^i^ifV i ci i for (feguiRwdT) (*f) frT^rmgrnfiFRTT for

(^fcWlfegKlf^Ml)

^. f? (T) *%yffte*md^: for (tRnftarrRfRift)

3. srr^r" f^PT^fw: (t)^"' ^pEF^RPRr: foi (^nnf ^pt^RF^n:)

(?) If Wt? T^f,

(^) t k^TT^nfw for (fegEnforar) for (t?g)

V fTfr' ^Md'^: for (sr^Tf'slMd^?):)



( m )

(*r) 3. f^rfor (^t)

v. '1%' t 'spajro' m f<r

(t) ft"«-H%f^RT TO—

<m ^ I ^ «ft <WR TSSPTT-

<z i nfssi 5?% fs^nr ^rrfssf fNftrw tot i *rf3^r-$j *n

TT sftt t <fr# ii gr. ii w?% ^ftatrosff^ftf^T i

OT^'ft^Tf^n^ i
rn&wnOT t sft p^jprwi: ii sfftxg

'Rl 1 I WST^ I ^: 3j: % WW-W.\^^\ H^FT

'3o. («r) v^Pt (t) (5) for
)

^. &PTT for

(T) V +lfVl+l^ for (?nfs^T#|)

for (^srnfr*rff^fir
,

<i'iT<!}
,

i ?THf^r ii^» u sft ssretssmi:)



( w )

?. ?. tern for (Jf ?th)

^. ^S^ft (t) 55^Wt for (wsf)
)

3. wwi^is^ (t) V^I^IfeWfa for (RTWIITpf^r)

v. ferarg[ (t) (=* ) for (ftrarenr)

R. %5RT (T) (^) for (ZfeU)

\. srasnfir (t) sr^nfir for (^tPt)

(^) ^SS^ft for (Wttf)

)

3. ^i^ii<r^t for (w|ns#?r) v. Rt^wr^ for (f%4KW)

%.. ir^nfir foi (sr^nf^)

(t) fao-*lf<tPw> to—

V ftf ^ TO" f3Rlft§ II R II U'eMWlfa II

^. (*r) ^ftm for (qs^issf)

(T)

aHdwn^ (t) ?rc?re3rq; for (ana*^)

3. —t$ for (wn^)

V. ygfem for (^afd'«T)

K. for (tTFT)

5,. for (spr$)



( U« )

1 . («r) t towq; for («fror^) (»r) q^rrcrg; ?ft for (sp#*rara; jt)

^. «J4Kc«fTl (t) t^iwn^ff for (tre^TO^)

\. JfEftfT ^fRRt^ (T) for (^^T?Tcft

(=f) v. graffofl for (srar^fefr)

r. g5*raR?reqff for (s^topttc^)

3. Hcft^T <Ht^ for (iRpr^T ?Rft ¥ «R[)

v. (*r) ?. spfvnrt for (srnr^) (t) mq^rrcpr for (wh^f)
tmm for OhTT^)

\. cRTftt^ (*r) for (?r awg;)

(*r) v. iRfm? for (wnrTf)

(^) ?tt*nft for (sw^t)

3. ?r <ra*rr^ for (t cfsrrg;)

K, (*t) ?. Y^ooo (^)
for(V^^oooa)

r. <mt for

^. ^SFI^for (^eot)

f^o—W^fRr # c^rft n^t faftw: fonder ^pr tot snftcf

(t) v. ffKfowmft : for (Tfrg*HPngt)

-^fefir for (^?3iRr)'

V pfor{fr)

t. V|3<Mr *fc#|$ for (V^»«9»



( m )

wrafgai* qTcn wffar ^i*ftd% fern: "rfasn: i

3„ IS

snsfad srrcrfcr ifi?r% sfrPrfarc^ i

(*r) Jj^r sorter 5^ fc=r 1

1

?. a^rcra; (t) 5R^t: for (<T3r^—eras^ m)
R. d««wTi (t) mf^ for (awrf^)

(t) 3- ^wfcl for (fwrffe)

*. SrJPftTFT^ for (?W Jrf^T^)

X. p Jf T for (ipr)
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V. wjj: for

(l) K. Tcrfem: for (icrfeRTr)

%. feTCrrafa II ^° II for (feRmffr)

(=?) \. *wr«wiH«> for (yra fornix)

Ti^PiW^rfprr: for (iraf^: s%rr)

3 . 5«w for (^r^npr) Y- *T^mr: for {^tot:
}

*X (*) ?• for (sSfc)

(t) ^ (^) ^ ^- f^ for (¥*^r)

V. tRffTpE* Tfsrtmr%^ for (HM^M P*=i w+Siq

)

(l) fcTT for (f m) ?. ^n^crtsff for (^teht^s%)

05. («r) ?. %^ (t) for (^r)

^T^- (it) -tf&Wn f°r (W)
(*t) *rfspmrm for (srf^TRfNT)

V. <W for (=^T^:)

^1. (*) ffrrfo^PT for (fwrfr %*pt)

(*r) ^. hs^tt: for (srssrr) 3- s%rr for (g%nfH)

v. ^nft^ for (*nfte5r) %. pn#r for (fSTTfr)

V *iRt*V for
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^v. (w) t for (=^sV4)

(t) ^. fcrm%<sr for (f^rT^w)

3. jfrni for (jfttt) v. ^ftetffor (^frap?r)

(^r) v. ^rc^ for (53^)

31. (*) ?. ffor (t) fa for (fc*r)

frsst^ft for (srfssrgrft)

(f) V for (%??) v. m% for (yw)

H. for
(
MT^^r)

H (*) 'fe' for (qfe)

^. sft%r for (sft^r) 3. ^'i^rm for (^mcra^)

v. q€taT$ for (fcifd*i$) '<.. M^+n for (*?fjifa)

V ^STRfTfor (^TRrt) WTS^ for (^>)

fa) ^. for (sft^r)

for (srrt)

(*r) rioter: for (f<farnr:)

(t) ^. W5 for (s^T-iJj;) 3. jrpfr for (JPRt)

(*r) t wmpfc (ir)
fa) for (^wnft) R. ft^for (fosr)

(fro)—WWto#?tff <T{wf % ^ if Mfef
4fa ?t 1^ |

—

(T) V S$6g<PJ for (^fisra^)
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Wforoi crftanftipn ht*rj u u 11

"n^t^T^I' pgr 3*ii<Kwi'H«j<ataq i

fe&ft ^^ff<d^M?sRrit^ 11 ^ 11

gra^nnjffN^cT *nw$ sfe: 11 33 u

(?) ?• TRTT&Ti (T) PTT^TT for (sarrfof)

(?) ^. W^'RT for (?fewi?T)

(?) S?T#tf for (sajiforf)

3«. (?) ?. (?) for (?rra?r)

3- (?) for (w)

(?) V. ^HiRd^HillH for (wij^fe) K. ? for (?)

V Will Pi ferf^f for
(
wgfe^r^f

)

o. $?rf?^ for (prPrg:)

(?) V WJJTfor (WJT)

3*. (?) \. faffam (?) for (f^T55f)

(T) ^ VR.tf for (TSjas")

3. fem: (?) for (fora?:)

(?) ?• f?&itan^ (?)(?) for (MFTterr^)

(?) ^. 3k?t for (f?n)

^. (?) ?• I? for (l?) ?M (?) (?) for (»mr)

(?) 3- ???%? for (??%?) V. jffijRf for (?%cf)
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^v. (g) t ^ (t) gpf for (g^) ^. #5r^sr^ for ($Ras*n)

%. i&m&tfKs: (*r) for (*r^#arter)

(t) X. ^ # (^) for (^M)
(=*) ?nnif for 3. wmwfiw for (irwrr^sfter)

v. ^nfinsF^: for (^fsRre^?:)

(*) ?. g%?rfor (jRgtf)

^. Ipflsfigrrffr for (§eft t genPr)

(t) V ^ricrt for (wferc)

V. ftrf^ for (ftf^)

*U fin^Srit for (f%^ Ipft)

(^) V for (fc^r)

*v («r) t. to (t) for (ippt) ^ sppj (ir) for

fc) 5RT for (w) ^. for (fpnj)

(*) wfWuVfTO: (»r) for (TZifaaftffcr:)

(t) ^. wfenft for (smfonfr)
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3,. 'HWsf?fta*rfo (t) %#ff^TT*FTfo for (^fWtfWWnfe:)

(^r) sRlt ^T^lT^n for (sPrjftHWf:)

Vo. (w) ?. ^TUft^ (T) (*t) for (^gftr)

^. fT^Spwft (t) Mwfl$r(Wfi for (^<-H<riTwf))

(t) 3. ^'Hw for (^4<+?iWfl ) V. irRr^for (sn*^)

ft) ^. M<wih^flWt for (lwjY<i«n^Fl')

y?. (*r) ?. g^ffmf^rR; (*r) *RTfcnfcF?rc for («m£<uPw«iK:)

(*r) ^. fffljft for (ff^ft)
!

3. 3tT. for (%*r)
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(5) for
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V stffe: for (tffe)

(t) v. f^T for (*rpt)
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(*) ?• ^TT for (^5)
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V (?) ?. TOUT^n-q; (t) (?) for (wiiai-ij

(t) ?. TRfcfr for {x&tff) 3. fofasfr for (fafa)

3. (*r) ?. ^WTf^rnj; (?) for (^ptt|r^) ^i^ot for (?t?m)

(t) ^^'sitew (?) for (^r^ffgnr)

($) 3- ^tesfsftcSFT for (^r^ft^FT)

(?) ?. J(!)«W (t) (?) for (*prrf?*rw)

^. (t) (?) for (sm)

f^Tf?TC^ (*r) for (fonrr rRtf^r) V. p: (»r) (?) for (^TT?)
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K. for
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(?) V ffeg^: for (d^d:) K- ^s#? for (d^SlM*)
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(^r) ?. Wftw: (5) for (q^rprr:)
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(
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=}. fi^fcwh (it) for (fafanfr)

(?) <R?> for (Wft) V. for (TTfe)
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(
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)

V fWIW^ for (c^FWft)

.(?) \. ^mrrq; for (3?*rrg;) 3. ^i^^ for .(^nsraft)

V fe^rat for (foftofr) v for (irat^r)
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^. ^BSRhtf (l) Mi«i«4«W for (MwfI4«w)

1. $<?0<k1 (T) (t) (?) for (jP-KKl)

(?) ?. H.V^ica f^n^h? for (^«ri^Hi4^) v. ^wfc for (^rf:)

U. (*r) ?• Sf^Pf (t) for (?^r)

Tcfts?tr^ (n
-

) <dV*(?H for (t^I^)

3. gRftere^renr (t) for (wt^w^nr)

v. ^«fdff^»i?r: (t) for (^*M%wn)

(*r) x. ?$Frw for (^rsn^fer)

(?) ?• 5^ (?) for (*ftf)

(?) K- ^sMr#T feffrr ?ffarerew^ for (^T?f5R#5Tmw»^r-

?. ^ (?) for (*p) v. mfcr for (*nfrr)

(?) ?. f^^fer for
(froifcfcr )

v. 5<snnfa for (s^^nnfwr)

(?) ?. sptesFcJT for (=Hl^kn) ^. <eh^3?" for (nwiraw")

?FT?f Tfczpra':)

?V (?) ?. f^t^iw for (fwfater) ^. i^r^ for (^nwr)

(?) ?. f^fPRir for (fwftfor)

V. q^K<il*?Tft" for (flK^rrfH)

^. for (<t<W?)
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(*) t (l) (?) for (#fcT) TTt: (t) Tit for (Tft:)

t^TT (t) (5) for (^TT)

(*t) (faojnrirs^ ?^ s^tt qrsrfor 1 1)

X fg-gft (?) for (fetfif) trfffip for (ifrfirp)

(t) ?• for (^) 3- str*;*^ for (sf^RHT)

(?) ^. Tit for (Tit:)

(*r) ?. TOT^fh? (t) (?) for feggftfr
)

3. ^^^5}^ (t) for (tNH%)

(fa<> '^=5%' <tt 5?ft^ ^nrn<r 1)

3. for (sfi^)

(t) v. ^gjt^ for (sfsNnfr)

for (£M)

(fa° ^rt feak <rfw *irr mrnr)

V Frg: (?) for (FTC)

(fe° 1^ ssffar^Nqr 1
1)

fa) ?. M*kMl«W" for (MWJflir) % 337? for (aWr)

(?) for

(f) (fro ^t^^TT ?<?|)

fa) t ffraifffof for
(ywwKlwt)

(?) ?. ^rssfcfrri for (^rqif^Tt)
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T^STS 5^3^JSRiRTTT? Fig: II H

(*>") ?• 5^ (5) for (5?rrr) ^ ^m: (t) for (rRpftf)

(t) 3. trerrq; for (smq;) v. §psn^r for *r)

K «RTf*r for (ircrfr) (=sr) (^)

(feo ^reft tot H 1 1)

?. * for (f:J

(t) v. for \. ^fniiisw^ for (^nsrra^)

^. JRnrf: for ('I'dJftq:)

(*r) ?. ^f?%q (*r) =^N% for (^Sr 5T|^r)

WdWId^ (^) TOFITO for
(
Wfd<Id

)

3,. ^nffTPj; (t) (w) for (pTf3?TT^)

(T) Y. I i (f^-o ^pft ^ft^WT ^« I l)

{^) ?. ^a/kTgtf for' snp) ^. 4HKn<i<Wd««u (qr^i^rm)

V *pTrcfaT for (<H,d"lGwi^)

(^) ?. -qdfo T^I for (=^Nt|) WRTT for (sNt)

!(.. Jp^wi" for (gsnw)

^. (*r) ?. wifd (t) for (^rr^T ^r^)

\. (*r) (^) for (IF^)

(it) ^frq? swt ^ 1 1 ^ qf rew «re foHifod |—

(=?) fg^fsw for (fcras^) ^. ^p^pnr for (^4^iw)

(s) ?. «PHT^for (^r^r)
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w$ riwmm^W?^ f^r^r'^fr t ^iAw^

?. (T) ^RjJrflW^ for (^f^TTc^)

sinfvr: (t) (?) for (snfn:)

(t) f%« ?rfcrtr?B ^ft^> -

^gl^r-CNfcr: stt^t^ TWWaftar 11 R3, ii

3,. wq; srt for (gs5r)

(fao ^r^ir snr tfw ^3. 1 1)

3. ?rcr for (ip*r) \. gjfip?^ for
(tf^R

i ldl^ <fi «B*f)

(fa* an*#n ^ffer 1 1)

\. wsdf for (g^T) ^ for
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I^?f£^r3TT^TftRT ^ FES ^qHidi+Hlfvr: I

?. ?f5%5TT: (*r) (^) (5) for (sgfijrerr)

3. ^re: (t) fiROT; for (^sw^rr)

(f ) 3. ^SW: for (vsWST) SgSTT for (ffsn)

^. for (^rcn)

*K. (?) t ^TT: for (^5TT) (t) ttWRf?fT: or (3^5(7)

3. sffitfffl for (^gm) 3- wTPH (l) («f) (3) for (^T)

(T) V. f^nffl-; for (f^TrsirrfrT:)

{=*) ?. ^r^TFR^n: for (tra^rr) ftg^rr for (t\gHT)

(3) ?. %q-^FT^fr: for (Stwi) v. f^rrHnfsr for (ffi^TEnftn)

(fao aniwi ^ |)

*V (^} ?• fgteffo ($) for (fgtefcr)

3. Pt^r (t) ter^ for (ftTcm
1

)

3. ?TTff^ftlft%| (t) TTf^ft^fi^l for (arrfsff^sfefti)

(it) v. ijsfRn: for
(
T!*tm) f.. for (mSJRSf:)

(^) (fa t^t wfe I) (s)

{5) r. fa° f*pnr;j for (fti?) t>R3r^ for (ir=n$

\> for («rrfeNrqtsf%5)
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(*r) ?. fafosftwr (t) Ffts#raiter for (**fM fwr^T)

(t) ^. f^fonj; ($) for (fonta^) 5. for («t.wT*w£)

(t) V. for (f^T) K. |T: for (^:)

\. #*Hi^l ^ sifter |) (3=)

(?) \. for (pftwr) V TPfor^Fl^for (+wt*w«i*H«i)

(*r) t srnnf?: (t) for (snpfc) 'nr^Kcft^ (t) for (wqnfcfW)

(t) 3- jpr (*) for (^tt) v. ^fSP% for (^PP%:)

K. T^t for (*?%) ?.$TFnfe (s) for (TOJJTfc)

\. WW>ft§f*fatf%: for (T^T^ft^^#:)

V (fao Iff SWW SrforT |) ($)

(^) ^. q^iftsF for
(i??t%#p) vs. TTfr-nrf^ for (wrs^)

(*r) ?. (*r) for (s^Rt)

(t) ^. $*KHife (s) for (%tmfk) for (m)

(^r) v. (fro ^ vzmm 3© stf^r |) (3?) t

(s) t J^PRft for (£«h>m\) v. s^fepj^ for (?rfeg?tTT*3;)

^. fttRHif^ts^ for (ffrrifoEfr)

h MmtW. for (PtfitlgM)
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^WMfHlfeaT Tra-'cTlTfeTTcT HT^: II \\ U

^ifnf^^rfkqrft fan uM«flmtm^ i

V. (t) t. fof*r (t) (*) for (faflr) ^. #r (*t) Paftr for (qftr)

(t) 3.. for (TOJKfr) V. (?) (?) gft for (^fa)

^wn: for (gtnr'crc)

(?) 3.. =RW3T#T for (+«i|dWJii') ^- wwifJ
{•?) a. ;ra?Rrr} for (jtsttrit) ?. ^mm for {^d)

^. =s#r for K. ^tTW* for (^rRar.)

(^) (fr° ^w^n ^ |) \. Mwx for (fir4)

^> rr^rrfl^ (n) twif<£ for (awifegt)

V Hfi4<(d (?) (?) for (qferJTcr)

(l) V. for (TTSrcrt) K. (fa° ^T^WT 33 qf^T |) I (?)

(?) g^nfl^ for (awi^)

53. (?) (fao tot 3? sifer f) l

^3ffS (t) ?fri?? for (??frris#)

^. TT^WT^ (l) ^TOTEmcl for (TTfrfr^)

3,. ;f^rfgOTfr#mn (t) a§*ref*i$taw: for (#rrfefrss#rtR-:)

{?) ^. '<q*w-*% for (wn^')

V. infams ?ffer |) (?)

(*r) ^. graBTffH^ for (<M*H^) 3. JTt^Wr for (*frtnft$)

v. wftftqw : for (^RiMId:)
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^tngSWSTCcTTiq^T ^«?T^JS>. II 3* II

^, (*r) ?. ^Ttppcpft: (it) Jf+I^wil: for

^. (s) (t) (^) for (er-)

3. (*r) (s) for (qfrj)

v. wmr: (*r) (=qr) (w) for (^?prt:)

(*r) X. sfkwr: for (sftatft:) (spot <rf?R srTrer)

^rifsr^r for (g^rrfspfr)

{*) \. *\*mwt(t: for (ifomdwV.)

3*. t- (t) (^r) (5) for (^^r)
^. faSw (t) (V) (s) for (fir^t)

(*) 3- «flf for

v. (fao— vmw< ^h. sffer |) (w)

. (s) X. for (t^rt:)

n. (?) \. f¥PT?|f (5) for (ffcmfg)

^. ^ (*r) (*r) (^) for (#r)

v.- ci?tT (t) (s) for (^tt) Ht s*mT (s).for

{*) V ISt: for <^t:)

(*) ^. CwH><*Hk for (f<Wl<K*w:)
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^fifMMlM*^ (t) si^ftwtq-^pft for (s^TTRriftqwfr)

^. feran^ (t) f<r^m% (?) for (fitwn^-)

V («rj (?) for (foift)

(t) v. ^fsmtfr: for (srfwt^r:)

(?) ?. sErf^TcffTwft for (srfir^ict^M*^)

f^f for (ff^f) ^. (wwi' ^vs ?rfer |) (?)

(?) ^RrrratwshM^l for (^fdMid^qsnrift)

^. f^*rn^ for (FsOTP?) K. for (%f)

V. f^n for (sm:) is. *f*<?t for (sf^ft)

3. SW for (tmrtr:)

(?) (fa°— ^tiwrr 35 |)

?• 1% (t) ^ f°r (^) ^ f°r (<fafr)

^. (t)^ for (#p)

v. iftjsrr for (JpSfPTT)

(?) ^ for h *rf$W<l<& for (<bl*if+<l^)

K. (fa°—qif wwi sffer I) (^)

(
5 ) ?• §^ for for (^Tfa&tM

)

3. ^ for (#F)

^=r. (?) (fa°—w# **nim u ?fer |)

T^feft (t) rrfofcrfa for (rf^ftffir)
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(T) 3. £lW for (f3W) V. ft^rf^WT (3=) for (fafaw)
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\, ^ for fftr
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^. TO^n; gftTRT for (^Ht) 3. ftf for (jffi)

w. (*) ?. fMt ($) m for (Mt:)
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fa) ^. fw for (fofT:)
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3. <T#: for (#)
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3. for
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\. qft^T for (qftM) (t) 'qf^' 1

1

V qf^rcr^ (t) <rfr%^w for (qft?raT^)

(t) V. %tf for (^tft) X.. f?*Er: for (^5JRT:)

(?) ?. ^srftft ^femFT for (^ferfew)
3. qf^r for (qf^ter) 3. qft%qT?[ for (qfrtRrni;)

v. %rft?? for (%tff|?)

(?) ^ far for (qftSrer) 3. ^r?r for (%¥T^)

V. |% for (^ft) K. *r ?r^|^r?r: for (zgm: *r:)

R. (?) {. SCFVt («t) (=?) (s) for (qTT^r)

^. ifisf for (jj*j) 3. ftfar (if) ftr%^*ft for (t%%cT ffl
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)

V. mft^ (?) (?) for (^jf^)

(t) H. qftrfr g# for (q^Tf^fapr)

V for (cr) \a. *rq?r?%%<&T (gp) f0r (wrers ?3>?)

5. jrrftrcr for (Tiftm)

(?) V for (fsf) 3. f^q; for (fafar)

(?) v. (fa%?r)

V (*) ?• irffBTJ (t) (?) for (5TTpT^)

fo*^ Wtf. (T) M^?f n 3 11

(t) v ftj (?) for (ftsj) k qiM. (mrrfW) x-^ for (*tfc)

(?) v qfc^qm for (hPw>v4i«?) ^. finf^«f for* (fow?)

V (?) Hf<*<rVfl+ for (qf<«MI«h )

i^.:'..\ for (fW) ^. ftrf^fatf^ for (fof*T *Rp)
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Trferq; H^tnlsw *reffar f^Tfrr ^st^ u x n

n vs u

(*r) ^ntsrfor (^ttW) ^. qftw (t) tW^t for (mPh^)

(t) 3. ^pt for (f%% Tjjjm)

(^) ^. qft^q for (qf^w) v. qf^n? for (qfw)
(s) ^. <fafcm for (qfdr^r)

(*r) ?. w (t) (s) for
(
<hhck3| ) ^. for (irr)

(n) 3. 3% for (^r) v. trfxf^r (3=) for (qfjsm)

V.. *pr^ (3=) for (ipn) ^. fefR for (ferret)

(^) ft^rfe^ for

v. ^Rf qft%w for (?p5f Tft^r)

(5) V 3% for (*fr%) vs. ^% for (^psr)

(t) ?. qP&%^ for (qf^r^?)

(^) ^. ^WJfor ?. <rfcfa#(for (qf-W^^)

(3:) \. Jpffor (5^:) ?. Tftf^^for (<rf^r^)

(sr) ?. ##rt( (t) ^%5T^ for (^45^^)

(*r) ^. fTOT for (f^t^rf^FJ) \. for (^paw:)

(3) ^. %*4Mfc^ for
(fsfNfcp) \. for (^5^)

(=?) ?. 5#^<T for (^^3;)

(t) ?. ki^<1' for («itrfjq\) ^. f^rf% for (fimt%)

3. for (ftfi^R^) *fto for (sifter)

(^) K- M*l3>^ ?T^pj for («B5^R?t#5tR)

(3:) V sr%**( for (^R^)
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(t) ?. tifl
<wiM (^) (*) for (sorter)

\. gfori for (f#n*[) v ^Tftr,*Jrr*TT (w) for (assrfSgsarnj)

v. 5r«rar for ("j*ni>)

(T) X- for (^t)

(s) ^. ^ ffrrr for 5#rt)

V gwTfaisjrr for

X. JwkKlftj for (^tTTT%)

(t) 3- : | x. •sjifrgrTC for (^>jfly^<)

*rrafes%r for (*rrafo&%^)

5% ^fu&kt ^P^^fteTTO for fr^R^TSTTT: mM:)
v. ^ for (3#r)

for
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SU^^^fei ?TRT?fT Ut'^l^ II ^ II

?. (?) ?. ^ (l) pT^RTl% for (pFSKTsE?)

3. ?s?rf*r (t) (?) (5) for (^srrpr)

(t) V. snFTT for (5HRT:) R. ffT^R (3=) for (j?FPR)

(?) ^. ?3? for (sfi?)

(^) ?. pT^KTf% for (fSI+KlsTtf)

^. (?) ?• fS^f for (f^W)
(t) ? . fiww^fTT for (f^^sm)

V ^falfof*": ($) for (^cftf??^:)

3. fer for (fact) v. gtf for tf)

(?) ? for (*)

(?) ?. for (f^w) for (?r?w)

3. (?) ?• ^ (?) (?) for (^)
UtOTHP (?) (^) for (qrT?ro?^T)

3. ?^?: (?) ??Tssr: (s) for (?*?>*:)

(?) V. MW^RI' for (^TI??KT) H?^ for (f!PP)

(?) ^. ?#?: for (TTsafta:)

(&) V ^mr^for (frnf^)

v. (?) ?. 5^: (?) f« (pn:)

(s) ^. ??T53?> for (JWBPft)
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v,. («r) ?. ^"tsfefcfr (*r) ^qfaFprr for (sjftstopt)

(t) ^. srrat for (Tmft) 3. |<ir for (^r)

(^) ?. ^ftffer for (scftsfcr)

(^) f^r^^r^ft for (?3>sferfft)

^. smnft for (srfift) V for (iRT^r)

V (5) ?• ftp (*) fa) fa) ^ (ftp)

h Vf^ for fapj) 3. gipRf (T) pTcf for (yrcr)

V. fSRTT^-f (it) pRflfaK fa) for (f^T^hr")

fa) iteffr for

fa) R. fURf fa) for (gn<i) v. jwn^sfcr" for'(|SR>r^')

fa) snjfftfff fa) fa) srffint for (jpgf^rf)

fa) ^ ?5fN? tt% ssrto ^^rr ?k <rc |)

^. for (jTlfarf ) \. gWRT: for (gTTTi§:)

v. R for <JW) K. s#T#: for (ftrfw:)

V fS^R for ($S!+7<) vs. srrfr for faHTfa)

fa) V p: W: for (gwrt:)

^^tlftM: for (gw ?«r^ fafsra
-

:)

t vf$M for (snjf^nt)

^. fTTft for (frrft) , 3. ^igirirm: for (^r^iif:)'

'
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(*) ?• I?^f (T) (?) (*) for (is^rf)

v *si? (itfT ipr t 'X' ?$f I) for (l?*:)

3- 1^ (*) (*) for (^)
v. +c|4|^f: (it) ^irj: for

(t) a.- ? for (?*)

^. ^?Wrf?lcf for (W[rTfef^?srwter)

(j?°—l^Rpt ^ft^^fW vs I) (s)

(?) ?. ST? for (W3X) V. g^r: (s) for (WW)
(fa°—^p£t a^R^STI V9 I)

£. (?) ?• w- for fpp)

(t) 5Tf ^ft^ 'for?' % wftwt frar |, (^)

3- tP^: (s) for (spfti)

<fftp f^^r Pn5? |—

(?) ?.. H^KU: for (tfsrpr:)

(&) ;msf f<r, f^r? for (fa?sr)

^^l^l^^cr^ldM^I^Jia^ : for (g^ifo fspnifspf «FT

^Hi^i^f srergqr.)

(fa— ^TOWT =: I)

?o. (?) ?. ^ftg5T: *f?ST^ for (sfapr: *#?cfR)

^. jpmT for (fsran)

(?) ?. stffW- for (^T^O ^ fWTT for (fSTCR)

ssfto s?a«? iff i
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?ta ^cft ?n%* ^tft: ii ?3 ii

1 ^ St

??• (w) ?. (t) (^) (^) for (sr^nm)

^. g*FTcf for (*T> srRTfh ^TOf)

(^r) 3- jpar: for (fpr:)

(s) (fa- -- ^"te ?fwr ^ x, I)

srpnfg- for (tfr srffrfo) v. <&rm for (^fiRTH)

(w) ^ (=*) for (tfsrsr) ^. ^ft (^) for (fsrat)

3. ^srrar for (srpqrg;)

(t) ssfto swssr ?rff 1

1

(^) 3. rrerrq; for (^g;)

(s) 2^ft^r 5rg<r^5sr | i

(w) ?. |?pft: (t) for (^Pft:)

1^ (i") 0*) for (tft)

(t) V fcwt: (^) for (pjft)

-w# ssrfar *rwr «. |) (s)

(t-) 3. p*r>: for (^ft) V. q-^tf for (a#r)

K. fSrcisrt for (ftfoa)

?v. (*) 1 ^ (^) (3:) for (<r$fr)

^. ?sn<zrw (*r) for (ptm: w)
(*t) 3. ?T5si*p2ftsr for (^prsirsr:) v. §ft for (M)

X. *rtm<{ for (^fejTg;)

<sr# ssrte ?° |) (&)

(^) X. ^ror^ or for (wrTg;)

3. iststprsftssr: for (greqq^q-:)
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U- (*) ?. snmr (t) (^) (3) for (?wter)

3. ^ra: (t) (^) for

V. Pi^'MHI^ for (t^TFT^T^:)

K. (s) for (frp;:)

o. ^Riid)^ (?r) (w) for (gfwfa)

(t) ^. #sff for (^wf)

^Tt^FT (s) for (fqt#TT)

(fao

—

twft ^TT ? ? I)

V. for (^?) f^: for (=Fp?:)

(s) ^. ^Nf for (wraf) 3. *ra>: for (wff:)

V. ft: tnsr for

?V (*r) X. f& (s) for (f^)
^. 5^5RmFT (»r) 5^ for (^TR^TTFr)

3- ^ (T) 1^ for (f-JT^)

V. irt (*t) iwjte for (^njftlpf

)

f^nm' (t) ("sr) (s) for (fr^fa)

^. WT^TTp: (t) ^^pu^l'^dl for ('1^1*1 Hls£l%f:)

(*r ) ». 3<£ for (isff) ?. <pp for (fs^r)

3. ^crRmw for (^pgrc^rtrw)

3. fcrna; for (scffij;) v. «rt for (fs)

(5) ^. 5^t^tft for (prr^mfw) *» w for (f<f)
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«tf q??% wrfar erg n n

?u. (w) fa<Pt<spj (T) <£[PFr for (f^ir^)

(it) v. otr??r?gr for (4?^) g^q; for (jror)

(fo°
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wft *n?TT n I) (^)

(^) ?. t^^SRrf for (IwTM^) WTCt for (5mqT:)

(3?) {. fofag!! for (f^I|tcj<ii)

(*r) ?• l!?: (t) tfc (^) for ^f)

^. «rr(ta for (fqf%)

(*r) 3 for (pr) V. cTTT7^ for (epftrsr)

WTSTf^r for (tcTTfTfer)

w^t ^fr^ wtt ?v
|) (g:)

(t) +fofam^fargT ir s+ki^ 3^: erf i

ssrte #ctt ?=! % ?«rpr if = fMt *rf sRfta fT<ft t s

(^r) 'ssffa'' ^
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(f ) v. stf <r for (?ivti) v for (<rc#r)'

V trrrfq^r for (T'mfqfer)

(s) ?. ysw#3^t for

V. hft: <Tcf q«r for (3%?
v.. ^Errfer^T for (Timfqfar)
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